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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to examine the sonnet sequence

in the late twentieth

century. 1 describe and define the genre through the work of ten poets: Robert

Lowell, John Berryman, Edwin Morgan, Tony Harrison, Seamus Heaney, Paul
Muldoon, Marilyn Hacker, Selima Hill, Tessa Rose Chester and Eleanor Brown.
Their sequences are

presented

1960s to the 1990s and 1

as a

chronological

survey

of the form from the

explore the adaptations that enable the

genre to express

contemporary concerns.
The sonnet sequence

thematic conventions and

is analysed

as a

as

the poetic repetition of formal and

repetitious structure. Each

formal convention established in the thirteenth century.

sequence repeats a

Twentieth-century

poets appropriate and change formal patterns to suit their poetic or thematic
needs but
sequence

never

entirely dismiss their inheritance. From its inception the sonnet

functioned thematically

as an

'anatomy of love' and

many

contemporary poets still use the genre to explore romantic relationships. The
form's thematic range

has, however, expanded

other kinds of love, of family

redefined

by loss. Repetition becomes
or

a means

now present
are

of both expressing loss and

obsessive focus of many of the

that explore loss becomes, therefore,

Thematic

that sonneteers

and of place. Most particularly, love and place

avoiding its finality. The meditative
sequences

so

a

structural pattern.

repetition for Lowell and Berryman takes place in their

unresolved conflict between

public and private. In Morgan's

sequences,

repetition is poised against his belief in diversity and change. Harrison's 'School
of Eloquence' presents a
reiterate

an

explores

a

women

poignant repetition of loss, while Heaney's

sequences

ongoing tension between loss and connection. Muldoon similarly

tension between the

escape

from and search for home. Finally the

poets examined here repeat and reinvent the convention of the muse, in

order to express

authentic poetic and personal identity.
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Introduction:

Repeating Conventions

O, know, sweet love, I always write of you,
And you and love are still my argument;
So all my

best is dressing old words new,
Spending again what is already spent:
For as the sun is daily new and old,
So is my love still telling what is told.

(Shakespeare, The Sonnets, 76. 9-14)

1. Modes of Repetition

The late

twentieth-century sonnet

been in continuous

use

for

sequence repeats a

over seven

hundred and

poetic convention that has

fifty

years.

Modern and

contemporary poets inherit a tradition that also uses repetition as a structural
device. Theme in sonnet sequences,

day, is presented
Resolution is

as

from the thirteenth century to the present

reiterated contemplation rather than developed plot.

resolutely refused.

Clearly, however, sonnet writing has changed considerably in that time,
in diction,

rhythm and thematic

range.

Undoubtedly,

considered here, such as Robert Lowell and Paul Muldoon,
the genre.

Their work broadens

our

of the sonneteers

some

radically reconstruct

definition of the sonnet

sequence,

forces

even, to

redefine it. Repetition of convention is, therefore, poised against

ongoing

process

own.

of alteration and variation

as poets

us

an

seek to make the fonn their

Sonneteers, however temporally distant from Renaissance models, engage

directly with the genre's history not through imitation
its conventions but with

Repetition

exposes

or

wholesale adoption of

varying degrees of respect, humour, irony and satire.

and encourages variation from,

as

well

as

similarity to, the

sonnet tradition.

As

while

a

structural mechanism

avoiding narrative

or

repetition provides

resolution. The sonnet

a means to

sequence

coherence

is fundamentally

a

2

meditative form. However
concerned with the

passionate its lyric voice, it has always been more

contemplation of an issue, emotion

resolution. For contemporary sonneteers
with

a

repetition

or

problem than with its

as structure

combines well

twentieth-century, post-war aesthetic that rejects certainty and

completion.
It would be

twentieth century

who have written sonnet

analysis of the

my

impossible to consider in

genre,

any

depth all the poets of the late

sequences.

I have not included in

for example, the work of John Hewitt, Robert Garioch,

Roy Fuller, Gavin Ewart, Richard Murphy, Geoffrey Hill, Peter Scupham,
Brendan

Kennedy, John Fuller

expanded the sonnet's
chosen to examine
Their shared

Rita Dove, all of whom have questioned and

The ten poets whose sonnet

range.

come

or

from America and various

sequences

I have

'regions' of the British Isles.

location, however, lies outside the English-language sonnet's

anglocentric, heterosexual, male tradition. Writing from the margins of the
hegemonic English poetic tradition their engagement with the sonnet is not

simply

a process

Instead

they

of investing

use a

.

becomes, in Tony Harrison's words, '[an] enactment

.] of unresolved existential problems, of personal energies in ambiguous

conflict with the stereotype,

that

occurs

sexual, racial, political, national'.1 The repetition

within these sonnet sequences

and acceptance
to

ancient form with contemporary relevance.

canonical form to explore marginalised experience.

The sonnet sequence

[.

an

becomes

a

dual

process

of the English literary and social authority. It

belong while also emphasising difference. It is at

of criticism

expresses

once a statement

the need

of

conformity and rebellion.

1

Tony Harrison, 'The Inkwell ofDr Agrippa', Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley (Newcastle upon
Tyne: Bloodaxe, 1991) 34.
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2.

Repetition of Formal Convention

i] The sonnet form

The genre

that inevitably

process

the

of the sonnet

sequence
exposes

is defined here by descriptive example,

the limitations of abstract definitions, such

following, which present the sonnet as

a set

as

of formal restrictions:

The sonnet is a fourteen-line poem in iambic pentameter: the
and the mode of logical organisation implied by it determine
A fourteen-line poem

a

rhyme scheme
the type.2

normally in hendecasyllabics (in Italian), iambic

pentameter (in English), or alexandrines (in French) whose rhyme scheme has,
in practice, varied widely despite the traditional assumptions that the sonnet is
a

fixed form.3

A short single-stanza poem in iambic pentameter,
fourteen lines, rhyming in various patterns.4

usually consisting of

A

lyric poem of fixed form: fourteen lines of iambic pentameter rhymed
according to several intricate schemes.5

The sonnet's resistance to
to

precise definition is indicated by these varied attempts

identify its formal qualities. John Fuller, in his book The Sonnet, evades this

particular critical challenge entirely, opting instead for vague generalisations
('simple yet flexible [. .]
.

of the sonnet's many
summary

a

deceptively modest form'6) and detailed descriptions

different types. Those critics who have attempted

a

description of the form have been foiled by the sonnet's various rhyme

schemes and structural patterns.

They

seem

united

on

its

use

of iambic

pentameter, but even then The New Princeton Encyclopaedia ofPoetry and
Poetics indicates that the

decasyllabic line is

2

Paul Fussell, Poetic Meter and Poetic Form

3

T.V.F

a

solely English construct. It

seems

(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965) 114.
Brogan, Lawrence J. Zillman and Clive Scott, 'The Sonnet', The New Princeton
Encyclopaedia of Poetry and Poetics, eds. Alex Preminger and T.V. F Brogan (Princeton:
Princeton UP, 1993) 1167.
4
Ian Ousby, ed., The Wordsworth Companion to English Literature (Ware, Herts: Wordsworth
Editions, 1994) 873.
5
Martin Gray, A Dictionary of Literary Terms (London: Longman, 1984) 192.
6
John Fuller, The Sonnet (London: Routledge, 1972) 1.
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that the

only consistent feature the sonnet

Beyond that
The

we

possesses

is its fourteen lines.

must distinguish between different types of sonnet.

simplest description of the Italian sonnet form (written in English)

is fourteen iambic pentameter
lines. Its most

lines divided into two sections of eight and six

important descendant, the English sonnet, differs mainly in its

division into four sections: three
this definition

immediately

quatrains and a concluding couplet. However,

poses

further questions. To what extent does the

English sonnet retain the unequal bipartite division of octave and sestet by
emphasising the 'turn'? Does rhyme scheme dictate structural division? Is the

relationship between unequal parts
fourteen lines? Is
define the sonnet

a

more

hexameter sonnet

possible? All the rules that supposedly

form, almost since its origins in thirteenth-century Italy, have

been broken. Within the first century
of sonnets with

intrinsic to the sonnet form than its

no

internal

of sonnet composition there

are

examples

division,7 of sixteen-line sonnets8 and of

hendecasyllabic mixed with heptasyllabic lines.9 In the twentieth century there
are

fourteen line,

loosely iambic, non-rhymed

sonnets.10 If duration, line
distorted

or

changed

can

as

that

are

presented as

length, rhyme scheme and structural division

can a poem

popularity of the form allows

recognisable

poems

still be defined

a poem

such. A quatorzain

nevertheless resonate sonnet

as a

are

all

sonnet? The longevity and

with minimal sonnet features to still be

may not,

qualities,

strictly speaking, be

as can a poem

a sonnet

but it

divided into two

(slightly) unequal parts.
The

English iambic pentameter line, first used by Chaucer,

came

into

literary fashion during the Renaissance and became the metrical line of choice for
the

majority of poets. It is frequently perceived

language, that its

7

supremacy

e.g.
e.g.

'natural' to the English

is due to its organic growth from inherent qualities

Dante, Vita nuova sonnet XIV.
Guittone d'Arezzo.
9
e.g. Cino da Pistoia.
10
e.g. Robert Lowell.
8

as

5

of spoken

language. Derek Attridge explains the effect of naturalness that the

iambic line creates:

The five-beat line does not

bring with it a sense of a strong underlying
rhythm; it observes the heightened regularity of movement created by the
alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables without those rhythmic pulses
grouping themselves consistently [. .] into twos and fours [....] For this
reason it strikes the ear as more faithful to the natural rhythms of speech: it is
not that five-beat groups are in any way indigenous to English, but that such
groups impose themselves less strongly on the movement of the language.11
.

Antony Easthope has shown how the history of iambic pentameter reveals both
its

artificiality and its ideological roots:

Accentual metre, the old four-stress line, was pushed aside by the ascendancy
of the pentameter and other accentual-syllabic metres at the Renaissance [... .]
Promoted into dominance by the new courtly culture, pentameter is an

historically constituted institution. It is not natural to English poetry but is
specific cultural phenomenon [....] Once established as national poetic
institution pentameter becomes a hegemonic form. It becomes a sign which
includes and excludes, sanctions and denigrates, for it discriminates the
'properly' poetic from the 'improperly' poetic, Poetry from verse.12

a

Similarly, the popularity of the sonnet in the Renaissance is associated with the
establishment of a
Sicilians in

specifically English literary culture,

as

it had been for the

thirteenth-century Italy. Neither the sonnet nor the iambic

pentameter line is 'naturally' English although both came to represent hegemonic

literary Englishness.
According to Easthope, the artificially constructed naturalness of the
iambic line prevents our

'recognition of the work

iambic] pentameter can be
its

production

frequent

use

as a

11

13

Derek

poem'.13 This

metric production [.

mechanism by which the

may

be

so

poem

.

.

aims to deny

in blank verse, especially with

of enjambment, but the sonnet is self-consciously artificial. It

proclaims its status

12

seen as a

as a

as a

poetic 'production' through its elaborate rhyme scheme

Attridge, The Rhythms of English Poetry (London: Longman, 1982) 126.
Antony Easthope, Poetry as Discourse (London: Methuen, 1983) 54-55, 65.
Antony Easthope, Poetry as Discourse 67.

6

and related structural divisions. It
artlessness with
The

admission to

an

effectively balances the

relationship between artificiality and spontaneity

iambic line's

of

artificiality.

structural level. While the sonnet's

While

appearance

occurs at a

rhyme scheme emphasises its artificiality the

tendency towards enjambment pulls the form towards naturalness.

rhyme accentuates the sonnet's division into octave and sestet

or

between

quatrains and couplet, enjambment overrides such boundaries and creates
of unity.

Moreover, while rhyme acts

progression, enjambment,

a

as a

marker of logical

or

a sense

rhetorical

product of a rhythmically unbalanced line,

emphasises linear momentum. The understated quality of the iambic line gives
priority to syntactical drive.14
The sonnet

and

can

therefore be described

as a

balancing act: between artifice

authenticity, between rhyme and syntax, between octave and sestet. This

constructs the genre as a juxtaposition

remain in

a

state of precarious

Wordsworth the sonnet
its restrictions

were

of restraints and freedoms. Oppositions

equilibrium, resolution is replaced by poise. For

provided 'solace' from 'the weight of too much liberty',15

useful to him,

conversely liberating him from the unlimited

expansiveness of other forms. Edna St. Vincent Millay asserted that she would
'put chaos into fourteen lines'16 and for twentieth-century poets in general the
sonnet offers to contain uncontrollable or

sonnet's

overwhelming experience. The

tension, therefore, between restraint and freedom provides

opportunity for the safe and controlled expression of painful

or

an

unsettling

emotion.

14

15

Derek Attridge, The Rhythms ofEnglish Poetry 133.
William Wordsworth, The Poems, ed. John O. Hayden, 2

vols. (London: Penguin, 1977) 1:

287.
16

Edna St Vincent

Millay, Collected Sonnets (New York. Harper & Row, 1988) 153.
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ii] A History of the Sonnet Form
Nothing is certain regarding the origins of the sonnet form. Its exact foranal
precursor

remains

a matter

of debate;

one

possibility is the hendecasyllabic,

eight-line, Sicilian 'strambotto',17 although this stanza form does not explain the
sonnet's sestet. A

Troubadours.
its

likely candidate is the Proven9al 'canzone' of the

more

Although of no fixed length, the

bipartite structure and the unequal length of its sections. However, the

transformative process
The first sonneteer,

which finally produced the sonnet remains unknown.

Giacomo da Lentino (cl210- 1240),

Sicilian court of Emperor

into much contact with Troubadour poetry.

show

no

like

evidence of how he

notary in the

Yet his twenty-five sonnets

developed or arrived at the form. They do not

seem

experiments, indeed many have features in common,18 suggesting that

Giacomo

saw

the sonnet as, at least, a semi-fixed

Early sonneteers
in its cohesion

as a

ABAB AAB AAB
use

was a

Frederick II (reigned 1208-1250) where he would have

come

rhetorical and

traductio,

were

form.

less interested in the form's balance of parts than

strophic unit. One of Lentino's sonnets rhymes ABAB
so

underplaying the division into octave and sestet. Others

phonic devices to link the two sections, such as anaphora,

assonance

and consonance.19 The alternate rhyme scheme favoured by

Lentino and the Sicilians

emphasised linear development through quatrains rather

than contrast between octave and sestet. The enclosed

associated with the Italian sonnet
d'Arezzo

(1230-1294) and

devices. Many
17

resembles the sonnet in

canzone

Michael

was

was

introduced

rhyme scheme ABBA

so

by the prolific Guittone

accompanied by the diminished

thirteenth-century sonneteers, such

as

use

of unifying

Guido Guinizelli (1220-

Spiller, The Development of the Sonnet (London: Routledge, 1992) 16. Christopher
- 1321 (Lecce, Italy: Edizioni

Kleinhenz, The Early Italian Sonnet: The First Century 1220
Milella, 1986) 21-2.
18

They all have fourteen lines, employ the hendecasyllabic line, and rhyme, in the octave,
See Michael Spiller, The Development of the Sonnet 13. He claims that all

ABAB ABAB.

Lentino's sonnets divide into

an octave

and

a

sestet.

In fact two divide 6-2-6.

See

Christopher Kleinhenz The Early Italian Sonnet 60.
19
Michael Spiller, The Development of the Sonnet 14. Christopher Kleinhenz, The Early Italian
Sonnet 75.

8

1276) and Cecco Angiolieri (1260-cl312), used both alternate and enclosed

rhyme schemes in the octave. It was not until the end of the century that the
poets of the dolce stil nuovo, such as Guido Cavalcanti (1255-1300), Dante

Alighieri (1265-1321) and Cino da Pistoia (1270-1336), chose almost exclusively
employ enclosed rhyme.

to

Neither Dante

nor

Petrarch

(1304-1374)

were

formal innovators. They

did not

experiment with the sonnet's length (as did Guittone, with a sixteen-line

sonnet)

or

with length of line (such

eleven- and
structural
prose

seven-

as

Cino da Pistoia's sonnets alternating

syllable lines). Dante

was

highly conscious of the sonnet's

organisation and frequently discusses his divisional choices in the

sections of the Vita nuova.20 Both poets realised that the sonnet's strength

lay in its division into two parts and its consequent potential to emphasise
contrast and conflict.

Despite its belated arrival in the Tudor court in the middle of the
sixteenth century

the sonnet adopted

a

distinctly different and exclusively

English shape. Wyatf s sonnets all ended with
alternate

a

couplet and Surrey used the

rhyme scheme of the early Italians but with

opposed to the Italian four

or

five. Undoubtedly

seven

a more

rhymes sounds

as

flexible pattern,

particularly suited to the uninflected nature of the English language, the English
rhyme scheme

gave

the sonnet

an

entirely

new structure.

rhymes and the division into three quatrains and
the sonnet's forward momentum and the
an

epigrammatic twist or

summary.

a

The greater number of

couplet served to emphasise

development of argument concluded by

Paul Fussell denigrates this type of division:

The very disproportion of the two parts of the Shakespearean sonnet, the gross
imbalance between the twelve-line problem and the two-line solution, has
about it

something faintly risible and
images of balloons and pins.21

20

even

straight faced farcical: it invites

For

example, regarding sonnet XX Dante writes, 'This sonnet is divided into two parts. In
speak of Love as a potential force; in the second I speak of it as a power brought into
action'. Vita nuova, trans. Mark Musa (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1992) 39.

the first I
21

Paul

Fussell, Poetic Meter and Poetic Form 122.
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Only Shakespeare himself did not fall into this trap. While Sidney and Spenser,
the other two

major sixteenth-century poets whose work outshines the often

conventional and imitative

Both poets

intersperses his

sonnet-writing frenzy of the period, avoided the form.

treated the sonnet form in

sequence

a

quite individual

with six hexameter sonnets and

schemes which often mix elements of the Italian and the
one

hundred and

thirty-three

ABAB). Eighty-five employ
use a

five

uses a

variety of rhyme

English patterns. Of the

eight sonnets in Astrophil and Stella, seventy-five have

Italian octave and

French sestet

use a
a

Sidney

manner.

an

two-rhyme alternate scheme (ABAB

closing couplet and the remaining twenty-three

(ODD EED). Both Sidney and Spenser limit themselves to

rhyme sounds thus imitating the compression of thought and argument often

exhibited in the Italian form.

Spenser's elaborate and difficult rhyme scheme

overrides

quatrain divisions, although he marks such units syntactically and by

rhetorical

pointers, such

as

'so', 'yet', 'thus' and 'then'. Spiller suggests that

Spenser, having recently completed nine books of The Faerie Queene, simply
extends the

rhyme scheme of that

CDCD EE. The
was

poem:

from ABAB BCBC C to ABAB BCBC

rhyme scheme of the Amoretti

used most often in Scotland

as can

be

seen

was not,

however, unique. It

in the sequence

by James VI

Essayes of a Prentise. The linking effect of this pattern draws the sonnet
towards the final
that his sonnets

couplet and it is

are

Shakespeare
than any

a

sign of Spenser's skill in control and pacing

not overbalanced

was

by this

divide 4-4-4-2 and he almost
a

towards the couplet.

less interested in formal experimentation or innovation

of his predecessors. All of his

his Sonnets bear

urge

one

hundred and fifty-four sonnets

always respects quatrain divisions. In this respect

closer resemblance to the

early Italian sonnet of Lentino and

Guittone, with the complexities of their logical and rhetorical argument, than to
the

relatively straight forward, unembellished style of Dante and the Stilnovisti.
Donne returns to the mixed

rhyme scheme of Sidney: Italian octave and

English sestet. Indeed his dramatic, conversational style

owes

something to

Sidney's example. Donne, however,

was

the master of the enjambed line and his

passionate, desperate pleas to God push at the limits of the iambic line in
new

form. His

to the sonnet

use

of both inversion and

a way

syllabic elision test and

emphasise the sonnet's boundaries.
Despite the rhythmic

pressures

Donne imposes

on

the sonnet he rarely

transgresses quatrain or octave/sestet breaks and often marks the couplet as a
separate clause. Conversely, Milton maintains, on the whole, rhythmic

regularity, while ignoring all quatrain divisions. His syntax
and becomes the
Italian
the

driving force behind the sonnet's

rhyme scheme. Four have

a

pace.

overpowers

All his sonnets

his metre
use

the

closing couplet but even here Milton follows

example of later Italian poets, such

as

Benedetto Varchi (1503-1565) and

Torquato Tasso (1544-95), rather than Shakespeare. His indebtedness to the
Italian sonnet extends further than

specific influence
Pietro Bembo

on

rhyme scheme. John Carey explains the

Milton of Giovanni Delia Casa (1503-56) and Cardinal

(1470-1547), whose sonnets construct

complex and artificial word-order by devices such as inversion, interpolation
suspension of grammar, in order to create the impression of an intricate
syntax akin to Latin. Milton's sonnets imitate these techniques and at times
[. .] they carry Delia Casa's innovations further than any poet had done in
Italian. In these later sonnets Milton is clearly developing his epic style.22
a

and

.

Between 1645,

when Milton's first collection of shorter poems was

printed, and 1775 only two hundred and fifty-three sonnets

were

published.23

Wordsworth's first

was a

direct

response to

prolonged interest in the sonnet in 1801

his rediscovery of Milton's sonnets and he emulates the last great

English sonneteer in Italianate style and structure and in his choice of public and
political subject matter. Wordsworth himself explained the origin of the early
'Sonnets dedicated to

22

John Milton,

Liberty':

Complete Shorter Poems, ed. John Carey, 2nd ed. (London: Longman, 1997)

92.
23

William T. Going, Scanty Plot of Ground: Studies in the Victorian Sonnet (The Hague:

Mouton, 1976) 13-37.
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In

a

cottage of Town End, one afternoon in 1801, my sister read to me the

Sonnets of Milton. I had

long been acquainted with them, but I was
particularly struck on that occasion by the dignified simplicity and majestic
harmony that runs through most of them [....] I took fire [. .] and produced
three Sonnets the same afternoon, the first I ever wrote except an irregular one
.

at

school.24

Wordsworth's many sonnet sequences were

of seminal influence

on

nineteenth-century sonneteers, the majority of sequences using Italian rhyme
schemes and many
social and
the

(although, significantly, not the major sequences) focusing on

political issues. Elizabeth Barrett Browning's

Portuguese employs

a

sequence

Sonnetsfrom

strict Italian rhyme scheme: ABBA ABBA CDC

DCD, although broad use of enjambment blurs structural divisions. Christina
Rossetti's syntax

is much

number of different

more

bound to the poetic line but she explores

a

large

rhyme schemes in the sestet, while still avoiding the final

couplet. Her brother Dante Gabriel Rossetti, deeply influenced by the early
Renaissance Italian poets, was
Victorian sonneteers,

the most formally traditional of the major

using conventional syntax and rhyme schemes.

George Meredith's Modern Love, however,

was

both thematically and

formally ground breaking and was perhaps the most important Victorian sonnet
sequence

for twentieth-century poets. While the majority of his predecessors

since Milton had
the middle line,
his

own

Milton's

studiously avoided the Shakespearean sonnet Meredith took

alluding to both the English and the Italian forms while creating

unique variety. The nearest
one

precursor to

his sixteen-line sonnet is

twenty-line tailed sonnet, but whereas Milton's double coda

follows the Italian convention of satirical bite, Meredith's sixteen lines are

entirely unified and divide into four quatrain units. But the question remains,
the stanzas of Modern Love

actually sonnets? Meredith refers to them

are

as

sonnets in a letter to his friend Frederick Maxse25 and in stanza XXX of the

poem

24

itself. Willie D. Reader comments that the

William Wordsworth, The Fenwick notes

poems

'with their iambic

of William Wordsworth, ed. Jared Curtis (London.
1993) 19.
25
George Meredith, The Letters of George Meredith, ed. C.L. Cline, 3 vols. (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1970) 1: 128.
Bristol Classical Press,
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pentameter lines and quatrain units, do have some structural similarity to the
sonnet

form,

as

well

as an

internal unity of thought and conceit which is

reminiscent of the sonnet'.26 In addition, the

majority of the stanzas feature

a

'turn', positioned variously, for example, after line eight (XXX) nine (XXV) or
ten

(L) and marked syntactically, rhetorically (by words such

as

'but' and

'meantime') and logically. Meredith's rhyme scheme; ABBA CDDC EFFE
GHHG, allows him eight different rhyme sounds, which, like the English
sonnet's

seven

rhyme sounds, gives him flexibility of diction. The division into

quatrains alludes to the English sonnet but the enclosed rhyme scheme resembles
the Italian form. He avoids the final

closure, but his last lines often

couplet, and therefore also its

serve as a

upon

the previous fifteen lines and

main

body of the sonnet:

are

witty

or

ironic

sense

summary or

of

reflection

often syntactically separate from the

As in and out, in silvery dusk, we thread,
I hear the laugh of madam, and discern

My lady's heel before me at each turn.
Our tragedy, is it alive or dead?

(XXXVII. 13-16)27

Again, this technique alludes to the Shakespearean sonnet while avoiding the
weight of the couplet which might impede the forward momentum of his
narrative. Meredith's sixteen-line sonnet
a

self-contained unit and

underplays the sonnet's presentation

emphasises the narrative drive of the

as

sequence.

Bridging the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Hopkins's sonnets

are,

in

some

respects, the most innovative examples of the form. His thirty-six sonnets

show

an

unique
also

increasing rhythmic complexity; from standard iambic pentameter to his

sprung

rhythm, with its emotionally charged, heavily stressed line. He

experimented with the sonnet's length, in his three curtailed and three tailed

sonnets, and with line

26

length

in

six alexandrine sonnets and the eight-beat line of

Willie D. Reader, 'Stanza Form in Meredith's Modern Love', The Victorian Newsletter 38
(1970): 26.
27
George Meredith, Modern Love, ed. Stephen Regan (Peterborough: Daisy Books, 1988) 47.
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'Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves'. The motivation behind these structural variations is
perhaps

more

traditional
and his

unconventional than the end result. Hopkins

proportion of his sonnets,

rhyme schemes

rhyme. Thirty sonnets

are

even

the curtailed sonnets

consistently Italian, with barely

use a

never

CDC DCD sestet: the most

a

altered the

are

divided 6/4,

hint of a half

common

Italian

pattern. The Alexandrines can even be seen as Hopkins's attempt to imitate the

weightier Italian line.28
One clear conclusion to be drawn from this survey

is the rarity of the

English sonnet. Shakespeare is probably the only sonneteer to have used it with
such

frequency and mastery. Despite the challenge of the Italian rhyme scheme,

poets seem to have been drawn to its structural divisions: the unresolvable
imbalance of octave and sestet set

against the compactness and precision of the

form.

28

Paul

Mariani, A Commentary on the Complete Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins (Ithaca,
UP, 1970)327.

New York: Cornell
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iii]

Twentieth-Century Sonnet Forms

Twentieth-centuiy sonneteers, liberated by the example of free
with metre,

rhyme and structure in

a way

that has not been

verse,

seen

experiment

in either of the

great sonnet-writing eras of the Renaissance and the nineteenth century. No
poet follows the structure of the Italian form as strictly as Wordsworth or its

rhyme scheme

as

closely

but the iambic metre is
much
and

as

Hopkins. Most continue with

a

decasyllabic line

generally loosely followed. Enjambment is used to

a

larger degree in order to disguise the formal conventions of both rhythm

rhyme.
Metrical pattern comes most

consistently under attack by twentieth-

century poets. The syllabic count of the sonnet line is frequently observed
while accentual
Edwin

rhythm is discarded. So John Berryman, Tony Harrison and

Morgan all retain

a

decasyllabic line but deviate

metre that it is reduced to a

dominant
well

background echo,

rhythm. Harrison's

adapted to

an

use

a

so

much from iambic

reference point but no longer a

of colloquial monosyllabic phrasing is at times

understated iambic pentameter line:

You couldn't just drop in. You had to phone.
He'd put you oft- an hour to give him time
to clear away her things and look alone
as

though his still

raw

love

were

such

a

crime.

('Long Distance II', 5-8.)29
Such tender
at his

description, combined with a subtle rhythmic pulse, shows Harrison

best. But in the less

iambic line
urgency

personal sections of the 'School of Eloquence' the

disintegrates under the

of Harrison's

pressure

of the polysyllabic, socio-political

message:
Those

glottals glugged like poured pop, each
syllable, remembrancer, raise
'mob' rhubarb-rhubarb to a tribune's speech
crossing the crackle as the hayricks blaze
rebarbative

('The Rhubarbarians', 1-4.)30
29

30

Tony Harrison, Selected Poems (London: Penguin, 1984) 134.
Tony Harrison, Selected Poems 113.
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Tessa Rose

Chester, whose first collection, Provisions of Light,

by Oxford University Press in 1996, frequently

uses

are

published

polysyllabic language.

Consequently she avoids accentual rhythm harnessing instead
Her sonnets

was

a

syllabic metre.

rarely iambic but nearly always decasyllabic:

If it's

a

question of leaving, just go.
something this much: to be this

To want

near

the confluence of water and the crow,
river of the

calligraphic signature,
flexing. Our free-will,
tranquillity, becomes a ligature.

the earth's muscles

('The Minden Sonnets', 15. 1-6)31

At times she

maintained

uses an

eleven-syllable line,

in line four above, but symmetry is

by the following nine-syllable line. Eleanor Brown, whose first

collection, Maiden Speech,

syllabics

as

more

was

also published in 1996, by Bloodaxe,

uses

rigorously than accents but her language, while at times

effectively employing polysyllabic words ('my caterpillar curiosity', MS XXIII.
1) is most characteristically colloquial in
without his grasp

of iambics. Her lines

a manner

are

reminiscent of Harrison but

consistently decasyllabic but the

attempt to produce iambic pentameter is often flawed by polysyllabic words:

First moments have

a sweetness

of their own,

by virtue just of being primary;
first glance, first conversation, first exchange
of wit, first careful, accidental touch

('Fifty Sonnets', I. 1-4.)32
Seamus

Heaney's sonnets demonstrate the controlled and effective

deviations from, and returns to,
occurs

to mark

a

resolution, to draw together semantic

energies:

31

Tessa Rose

32

Eleanor Brown, Maiden

of

iambic pentameter. Regular metre in his sonnets

moment of change or

intentions and formal

use

Chester, Provisions of Light (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1996) 59.

Speech (Newcastle

upon

Tyne: Bloodaxe, 1996) 19.
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Then I landed in the

hedge-school of Glanmore
the backs ofditches hoped to raise
A voice caught back off slug-horn and slow chanter
That might continue, hold, dispel, appease:
Vowels ploughed into other, opened ground,
Each verse returning like the plough turned round.

And from

('Glanmore Sonnets', II. 9-14. My italics)33
The three

strictly iambic pentameter lines here indicate the desired

and function of Heaney's

poetic voice;

a

central

Metre is thus revitalised and invested with the

concern

source, type

of'Glanmore Sonnets'.

responsibility of core meaning.

Heaney's treatment of rhyme scheme is also at once disruptive and

reinvigorating. At times he
where the enclosed

uses

the Italian scheme,

as

in 'Glanmore Revisited' I,

rhymes of the octave mirror the image of the house

protection. Most often he creates his

own

as

hybrid rhyme schemes, frequently

consisting of half-rhymes. The master of the half rhyme, however, must be Paul
Muldoon, perhaps following on from the example set by Wilfred Owen in
sonnets such

as

'Futility'. Muldoon's rhymes

are

often assonantal; 'aniseed/trees'

('Armageddon, Armageddon', I), sometimes comically

so

'Houyhnhnm/Planetarium' ('Armageddon, Armageddon', III).34 He also
rhyme; 'smalls/St Paul's', 'things/sings',

even

uses

full

full double rhyme;

'Isherwood/greater good', ('7, Middagh Street')35 again to comic effect. Here he
shows himself capable

of full rhyming couplets, but most often he deliberately

disperses his rhyme sounds
More

a

Man Wants'

so

that in

rhyming sounds

some sonnets

are

in 'The More

eight, twelve and

even

a

Man Has the

fourteen lines

apart ('know/memento', 'cheek/squeak', 'block/Pollock').36
Muldoon's various
standard Italian

or

rhyme schemes therefore bear little resemblance to the

English patterns. The fifteenth sonnet of'The More

a

Man

Has', for example, rhymes ABADEFEBFGHDHG. There are hints of

alternately rhyming quatrains, and Muldoon doesn't exceed seven rhyme sounds,

33

Seamus

34

Paul Muldoon,
Paul Muldoon,

35
35

Paul

Heaney, Field Work (London: Faber, 1979) 34.
Selected Poems 1968-1986 (New York: Farrar, 1993) 35-37.
Selected Poems 1968-1986 140-41.
Muldoon, Selected Poems 1968-1986 85-109.
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but the pattern
any attempt

and his

is hard to perceive and in the majority of sonnets in this

to seek sound patterns is foiled by Muldoon's erratic use of rhyme

frequent

sonnet's

use

to

of assonance and

consonance.

He teases

potential to construct rhyme schemes, and with

In other sequences,

but

sequence

such

as

us

with the

expectation of one.

our

'7, Middagh Street', he remains closer to convention,

again half rhyme disrupts

easy

recognition of pattern and enables Muldoon

parody his inherited tradition.
Muldoon also disturbs the sonnet's metre, often

two

or

three

syllables. Yet he maintains strict adherence to the formal structure

of the sonnet,

often clearly dividing

Even in the sonnet in 'The More

contains

reducing lines to only

only

one

word

per

a

poems

into quatrains, tercets, and couplets.

Man Has the More

a

Man Wants' that

line, he marks the break between octave and sestet

syntactically:

Just

throw
him
a

cake
of

Sunlight
soap,

let
him
wash
him¬
self

ashore.37

The sonnet, in Muldoon's
number of lines. '7,
The Prince

sonnet;

hands, is defined not by metre, rhyme scheme

or even

Middagh Street' blurs the boundaries between sonnets while

of the Quotidian separates and combines

so many

elements of the

quatrains, tercets and couplets, that the form resonates throughout the

sequence even

when it is technically absent.

By breaking the rules, twentieth-century sonneteers highlight the
boundaries of the form. Harrison follows Meredith's lead in

37

Paul Muldoon, Selected Poems 1968-1986 107.

using

a

sixteen-line
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stanza in

his 'School of Eloquence' sequence. However,

alternate

rhyme scheme

Meredith's. More

more

clearly allude to the English sonnet than did

radically, Robert Lowell

fourteen-line stanzas to make up
them to the sonnet form

are

his quatrain units and

his

his

uses

sequences

metrically loose, unrhymed

and the only features connecting

frequent divisions into 'octave' and 'sestet' both

syntactically and logically. Like Meredith and Harrison, Lowell, in his
comments on the sequences,

poems are

acknowledges, if somewhat reluctantly, that the

sonnets.38 In his lyric voice and choice of conventional subject

(love, time, mortality) he clearly has in mind the literary tradition of the

matters

sonnet sequence.

Enjambment is used with much greater freedom in twentieth-century
sonnets,

perhaps, like the liberation from the confines of metrical rule,

result

of the influence of free

verse.

the iambic pentameter

line and of the sonnet's structural units to the flow of

natural

The consequence

as a

is clearly the subordination of

speech. Tessa Rose Chester, for example, rarely marks sonnet divisions

syntactically. Her
sonnets, each

sequence

'The Minden Sonnets' consists of fifteen terza rima

dividing into four tercets and

gives the sonnets

a

a

final couplet. The rhyme scheme

powerful forward momentum by linking each tercet together:

ABA BCB CDC DED EE. So the form almost demands the

Conversely, Edwin Morgan
of sonnets in

uses

use

of enjambment.

enjambment to emphasise structure. A number

'Glasgow Sonnets' contrast endstopped sections with enjambed

sections in order to mark

a

change in

pace, tone or

voice:

Four storeys have no windows left to smash,
but in the fifth a chipped sill buttresses
mother and

daughter the last mistresses

of that black block condemned to stand, not crash.
Around them the cracks deepen, the rats crawl.
The kettle whimpers on a crazy hob.
Roses of mould grow from ceiling to wall.

('Glasgow Sonnets', I. 5-11)39
38

Robert Lowell, Notebook 1967-68 (New York: Farrar, 1969) 160: 'I
the themes and gigantism of the sonnet'.
39
Edwin Morgan, Collected Poems (Manchester: Carcanet, 1990) 289.

fear I have failed to avoid

Morgan here

uses syntax to

emphasise the sonnet's formal structure; the division

between octave and sestet. His choice of rhymes

similarly

serve,

like

Muldoon's, to draw attention to the artificiality of the sonnet. Morgan's
intention, however, is not to parody but to reinvest formal devices with meaning.
So in

'Glasgow Sonnets' the rhyming words

content of the sonnet.

seem to

In 'New Year Sonnets',

emphasise the semantic

where Morgan repeats two

rhyming words in the octave and three in the sestet, the words act to summarise
the content of the poem,

'wheels / clouds / both / joined / together' (CP, 408).

Twentieth-century sonneteers clearly experiment with form to

a

much

greater degree than their precursors and do so for many different reasons:
Muldoon to

parody the form, Morgan to highlight it. Enjambment is used to

weaken the dominance of form but poets
structural units. There is

artificiality, in

an age

a

frequently respect the sonnet's

conflicting desire to emphasise the sonnet's

increasingly

aware

of the artificiality of'artistic'

production, and to naturalise it; to subdue
make it

speak

a

representative of literary history, to

a

demotic contemporary language. The sonnet, then, continues to

appeal because of its balance of opposites; order and chaos, discipline and
freedom, the past and the present. Form is perhaps used more self-consciously

by twentieth-century sonneteers. Each element; rhythm, rhyme, structure, is
reinvented

by each poet, has to be made his

exercise in wit

or a

flexing of poetic muscles

It coheres with rather than

burden of meaning,

or

serves

her own. No longer is form

as

an

it had been for Renaissance poets.

lyric expression. Form takes

whether ironically, allusively

or

on a greater

thematically.

20

3.

Repetition of Thematic Conventions

i] A History of Theme
The sonnet sequence
as

has become famous

Robert Lowell who have

it is

enough to

compose,

love for his poems to

the Elizabethans

disregarded

more

of the sonnet's formal conventions,

series of fourteen-line stanzas about

become recognisably sonnets. Yet the

amorous

adopted the form for other

lyrics of

purposes

beyond

fantasy mistress. For the earliest Italian sonneteers the form

for moral and social comment

romantic self. In

perhaps

a

'anatomy of love'. For poets such

misrepresent the form, for in the centuries before and after their

the seduction of a
space

many

in The Dolphin,

erotic obsessions sonneteers have

was a

as an

as

well

as

for the expression of a

English poetry the sonnet from Donne onwards

was

used

frequently for the exploration of themes other than love: religion,

politics and nature.
The

early Italian poets inherited the subject of courtly love from the

troubadours: the sensual but
woman

of higher

usually unrequited love of a young nobleman for a

rank. Their language

was

often highly rhetorical, using elevated

vocabulary, complex syntax and figures of speech such

as

traductio, replicato

and derivato. Within the context of the court environment, poetry was a
of linguistic

control and thus

a means

of enhancing political

With Guittone d'Arezzo the sonnet moved away
Italian cities and
are

developed

often concerned with

twenty-eight sonnets
moral function and
followed in the

on

social prospects.

from Sicily to the northern

public tone and subject matter. His sonnets

political, civic and ethical issues. His

sequence

of

vices and virtues is consciously didactic, poetry has

requires, therefore

a

suitably elevated language. Guittone

elaborately rhetorical style of the Sicilians, with particular

fondness for devices such
readers.

a more

or

display

as

the

apostrophe

as a means

of instructing his

a
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With Guido Guinizelli and the poets

subservient to

inspired by

a

subject matter. The

courtly

or

amorous

of the dolce stil nuovo, style is made
world they represent is

no

longer

public environment. It is fully internalised and

concerns

solely the lover's inner experience, to the extent that the lady who is supposedly
the

subject of lyric address is distilled to

sensual

mystical ideal, devoid of physical

quality. The pity that the lover seeks is

but her divine
earth

a

no

longer her sexual submission

blessing. She not only symbolises spiritual

by God to

convey

or

grace,

but is placed

on

His wisdom to other mortals. Her physical beauty

represents her heavenly perfection. In Cavalcanti's sonnet 'Chi e questa che ven'
the

lady disintegrates into a shimmering light, all quality and

no

quantity:

Who is she that comes,
And

makyng turn every man's eye
making the air to tremble with a bright clearness

That leadeth with her love, in such nearness
No

man

may

proffer of speech

more

than

a

sigh?

Ah God,

what she is like when her owne eye turneth, is
speake, for I can not at all;
Such is her modesty, I would call
Every woman else but an useless uneasiness.
Fit for Amor to

No

ever tell all of her pleasauntness
high noble virtu leaneth to herward,
Beauty sheweth her forth as her Godhede;
one

could

In that every

So

Never before was our mind so high led,
Nor have we so much of heal as will afford
That

The
the

our

thought

may

take her immediate in its embrace.40

lady is not merely unobtainable but incomprehensible. The sonnet describes

poet's inability to capture in language her divine

she meets,

grace.

Her influence

on

all

however, is described in detail. The encounter between poet and lady

differs from those described in the sonnets of the Sicilian school in that it is not

two-way, the poet is deeply changed by the experience but the lady is

unaffected; she transcends human love. The sonnet's role is no longer to

persuade
has

40

on

Ezra

or to

communicate to

some one

the poet, to convey a new

spiritual

else but to

express

awareness

the effect the lady

of self.

Pound, The Translations of Ezra Pound (London: Faber, 1953) 39.
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Despite the

appearance

self-analysis the sonnet
and focus

political

as

or

their

of intimate personal revelation

sequences

of the Stilnovisti

predecessors. That function is

moral, but its aim is still to persuade

are as

now

or

or

psychological

'public' in intention

spiritual rather than

lead its audience onto

a

particular path. S.K. Heninger summarises the function of poetry for the
Stilnovisti:

Just

the

lady renders knowable the celestial qualities by assuming a
palpable form (she is a gift from God), so the poem through its discernible
harmony and symmetry reveals the divine will; both lady and poem carry us
back to heaven, their source of origin.41
as

Love and poetry are
man

towards
For

and
a

endowed with reason. They have moral

purpose; to

lead

spiritual salvation.

Petrarch, however, love is fundamentally

a

conflict between

reason

passion. Laura is endowed with divine qualities but she is also described

physical being and Petrarch's struggle,

divided response to
much

by lust

Petrarch's
do not

as

use

signify

until her death, is between his

these two facets of her being. His pursuit is motivated

and antithesis. These conventional rhetorical devices

vision of a world of opposites harmonised by divine

but of the human condition in which such contraries exist,

destructively, together. Petrarch's
between two

as

by spiritual devotion. Such conflict is presented linguistically in

of paradox
a

up

as

use

purpose

dangerously and

of oxymoron constructs

a

speaker 'torn

emotions, and therefore necessarily expressing himself in terms of

sel f-contradiction'.42
For
source

English sonneteers such contradictory extremes of emotion became

of parody.

a

So in Sidney's Astrophil and Stella the speaker openly mocks

Petrarch's Rime 134 and 136:

41

S.K.

Heninger, 'Sequences, Systems, models: Sidney and the Secularization of Sonnets',
and Order of Poetic Collections, ed. Neil Fraistat
(Chapel Hill: U of North Carolina P, 1986) 72.
42
S.K. Heninger, 'Sequences, Systems, models: Sidney and the Secularization of Sonnets' 75.
Poems in Their Place: The Inter textuality
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Some lovers

speak, when they their muses entertain,
hopes begot by fears, of wot not what desires,
Offeree of heavenly beams, infusing hellish pain,
Of living deaths, dear wounds, fair storms and freezing fires.
Of

(6. 1-4)43

However such

rejection of convention and its associated claim of originality

or

sincerity of feeling is almost a convention in itself. Certainly, when Astrophil
describes his

'trembling voice' at the end of this sonnet, he does

of wit and rhetorical skill.
in fact, more subtle than
a

so

after a display

Sidney's relationship with the Petrarchan tradition is,

Astrophil's ridicule implies. Like Laura, Stella is at

once

physical and sensual being and the embodiment of virtue who attempts (and

resoundingly fails) to inspire the speaker towards moral behaviour. Where
Petrarch's

speaker could at least attempt to find consolation in the edifying and

spiritual functions of earthy love, Astrophil rejects such
wants the woman here and

therefore the sequence

now

and

a

consolation prize. He

nothing else will suffice. Ultimately,

is bound to end in despair for there are

no

redeeming

qualities in the unfulfilled love of an unobtainable lady. When, in the opening
sonnet,

Astrophil hopes that 'reading might make her know; / Knowledge might

pity win, and pity
of courtly

grace

love but the

obtain' (A&S, 1.3-4) he speaks the language and rhetoric

grace

submission. The sequence

he seeks is not divine blessing but Stella's sexual

is blatantly motivated by Astrophil's sexual

frustration. Sonnet 71 makes this almost

bathetically clear. Lines

one to

thirteen

follow Petrarch's Rime 248:

Who will in fairest book of nature know
How virtue may best lodged in beauty be
Let him but learn of love to read in thee,

Stella, those fair lines which true goodness show.

(71. 1-4)44

43
44

Philip Sidney, Sir Philip Sidney, ed. Katherine Duncan-Jones (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1994) 43.
Philip Sidney, Sir Philip Sidney, ed. Katherine Duncan-Jones 70.
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Who seeks to see the best Nature and Heaven
can do among us, come and gaze on her,
sole sun, and not just for my eyes alone

(248. 1-3)45

The difference between the two sonnets,
Petrarch's

emphasis

between her
serves as a

on

backdrop to the Rime

desire. His
love to

as a

whole and which is intensified in later

spiritual salvation. Astrophil, however, has

.

good' (A&S, 71.13) disintegrates in the final line under the
ah', desire still cries: 'Give

language of love to
degradation. In

then regrets

one

and in songs
behaviour
Nashe's

as

of his

food'' (A&S, 71.14).
.

.]

from his Defence ofPoetry in

'the winning of the mind from

Sidney 'secularises' the sonnet, Astrophil reduces

of lust and his pursuit of Stella reveals his complete

song

II he steals

that he had not made

a

more

kiss from her while she is asleep and

of the opportunity. In

propositions her despite her refusals. In

song

V he

curses

song

IV he

her for refusing him

IX and XI he attempts to seduce her again. Certainly such

implies

we are

not to take Astrophil seriously. Indeed, Thomas

preface to the first edition of Astrophil and Stella in 1591 presents the

sequence as a

45

passages

Sidney presents the function of poetry

wickedness to virtue'.47 Where

me some

pressure

Sidney constructed Astrophil to 'teach [.

morality by negative example'46 and cites

moral

such

no

placed in the context of his immediate and urgent

are

Thomas Roche believes

its

of time, which

appreciation of Stella's virtue which, he hopes, will 'bend [. .] that

sexual needs:' 'But

which

awareness

renders carnal satisfaction insignificant in the face of

death and the search for
His sonnets

lies in

sequences,

the mortality of the beloved; the poignancy of contrast

earthly existence and divine nature. This

Elizabethan sequences,

concerns.

and between the two

'Theater of pleasure [.

.

.

a] tragicommody of love'.48

Petrarch, Selections form the Canzoniere and Other Works, ed. and trans. Mark
(Oxford: Oxford UP, 1985) 59.
46
Thomas P. Roche, Petrarch and the English Sonnet Sequences (New York: AMS Press,
1989) 195.
47
Philip Sidney, Sir Philip Sidney, ed. Katherine Duncan-Jones 117.
48
Quoted in, Thomas P. Roche, Petrarch and the English Sonnet Sequences 193-4.
Francesco
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Spenser's sonnet

sequence

within the context of the

so

marriage. Heninger
sonnet that

argues

Amoretti also

serves a

moral function but does

socially condoned consummation of love that is

that Spenser continues the 'secularisation' of the

Sidney began:

Spenser takes

further Sidney's development of the lady as a fleshly
and] also further individualizes the
lady, [by] making her not only a particular character in the fiction [. .] but a
particular historical person [. .] She has no religious or mythological
function [. .] Spenser is using the genre of the sonnet sequence for a practical
purpose, for the wooing of his bride. Amoretti is a gesture of courtship, a
wedding gift from the groom.49
creature

even

available for sexual union [.

.

.

.

.

.

Spenser's

sequence,

however, is perhaps

more

religious than

any

of his English

predecessors although its spiritual content lies not within the figure of the lady
but within the concept

of marriage:

So let us love, deare love, lyke as we ought:
Love is the lesson which the Lord us taught.

(96. 13-14)50

Amoretti breaks from Petrarchan tradition less

than in its ecclesiastical structure:

a

through the secularisation of love

pattern of biblical allusions which follow the

scriptural readings for the period of Spenser's courtship of Elizabeth Boyle

up

until four weeks before their

marriage.51 So the central sonnets mark the period

from Lent to Easter and

concerned with the

are

improprieties of the flesh, 'lustes

impure' (A, 21.8), the examination of the speaker's inner state and finally

a

recognition of the possibility of redemption, of freedom from sin through the

49

S.K.

Heninger, 'Sequences, Systems, models: Sidney and the Secularization of Sonnets' 83-

84.
50

Edmund

Spenser, Edmund Spenser's Amoretti and Eoitha/amion: A Critical Edition, ed.
(Tempe, Arizona: Medieval & Renaissance Texts & Studies, 1997) 96.
51
From Wednesday 23rd January 1594 to Friday 17th May 1594. Spenser married Elizabeth
Boyle on 11th June 1594. See Kenneth J. Larson, introduction, Edmund Spenser's Amoretti
and Epithalamion: A Critical Edition, who convincingly, and exhaustively, catalogues each
sonnet according to the corresponding daily scripture reading and lesson prescribed by the Book
of Common Prayer for 1594, revealing Spenser's embedded and consistent allusion to those
Kenneth J. Larson

texts.

265-275.
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sacrifice of Christ. These themes

are

related to the

sonnet 66 can be read as an address to the

beloved

courtship. So, for example,
lady and to Christ:

For

now your light doth more it selfe dilate,
Yet since your light hath once enlumind me,
And in my darknesse greater doth appeare.

With my

reflex

yours

shall encreased be.

(66. 10-14)52

Kenneth Larsen writes: 'Because the
will reflect back

on

to both'.

accrues

her and, because each will enhance the other, a

mutuality

Similarly, if it is Christ's light that illuminates the poet then its

reflection increases the
divine

lady's light has illumined the poet, his light

glory of God. The mutuality of marriage is thus given

blessing.
The calendrical structure of the Amoretti

frame of reference;

Spenser's

concerns

gives the

take place within

sequence a

temporal

an awareness

of

mortality and mutability: 'All flesh is frayle, and all her strength unstayed, / like
a

vaine bubble blowen up

hath endurance'

with ayre' (A, 58. 5-6). But although 'on earth nought

(A, 58. 12) there is comfort in the knowledge of an afterlife.

Spenser is confident that while Christ's sacrifice provides the possibility of
human salvation and reunion with God, he can ensure the immortalisation of his
beloved's memory

through verse:

Even this

verse vowd to eternity
Shall be thereof immortall moniment;
And tell her prayse to all posterity.

(69. 9-ll)53
The Ovidian
Renaissance love

metaphor became

lyric which at

once

a

frequently used topos in the

emphasises the transience of this world, the

worshipful stance of the poet-lover and the
become
52

power

of poetry. Such images

commonplace in Shakespeare's Sonnets but develop not from Spenser's

Edmund

Spenser, Edmund Spenser's Amoretti and Epithalamion: A Critical Edition, ed.

Kenneth J. Larson 95.
53
Edmund Spenser, Edmund Spenser's Amoretti
Kenneth J. Larson 96.

and Epithalamion: A Critical Edition, ed.
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Christian

assurance

the claim for

of an afterlife but from

a new

kind of existential

anxiety. So

poetry's immortalising powers is pitted against 'devouring time':

'yet do thy worst, old Time; despite thy wrong, / My love shall in my verse ever
live

young' (S, 19. 13-14). The desperate tone of this challenge and of its two

lines
and

against the preceding twelve, which envisage the

on

the beloved's

The Sonnets
become its

of time

on nature

beauty, reveal the deep insecurity of Shakespeare's speaker.

recognise time's victory, that beauty and love will ultimately

victims, yet in their

confirm that love and life
framework. Such
'makes

ravages

thy love

an

can

very acceptance,

they

angry,

only exist and flourish within a temporal

awareness, says

more strong,

however bitter and

Shakespeare's speaker to his beloved,

/ To love that well which thou must leave

ere

long'

(S, 73. 13-14). Gary Waller writes:

deepest life ultimately
and that fulfilment is built
not upon the need for finality, for being 'ever fixed', but on the need to violate
our apparent limits, to push forward or die.54
To accept rather than deny time is to prove that our
does not recognise stasis but always craves growth,

The pressure

speaker to

a

of such

a

heightened sense of mortality leads Shakespeare's

point of disintegration. From the very beginning of the sequence the

solidity of the speaker's identity is threatened. The procreation sonnets
effectively sublimate the speaker's personality to the
no

reference to

an

T,

no

young

so

man's that there is

explicit description of the speaker's experience that

conventionally dominates sonnet discourse. The absence of the speaker's voice
in these

opening sonnets

can

be explained in

a

number of ways;

attempt to create an objective tone, an emphasis on the

experience,

a

universality of

as

evidence of the young

man's narcissism which

and the poet. The 'I' enters in sonnet 10, after

frustration and

54

formal

reluctance to indulge in the kind of introspection that later

dominates and
the poems

as a

an

consumes

both

intensifying tone of

desperation, which records the speaker's failure to be heard by

Gary Waller, English Poetry of the Sixteenth Century 233.
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the young man.
establish
the

or

The trials of love

assert

are

therefore concomitant with the struggle to

identity. This struggle continues throughout the

sequence as

speaker confronts rejection, competition, and loss.
Donne's

Holy Sonnets share with Shakespeare's

sequence

the domination

of theme

by the insecure, unstable and fractured identity of the speaker. The

dramatic

intensity with which Donne's

persona

profound inadequacy. He is unable to obey

or

speaks is constructed

as a

devote himself to God

sufficiently. His sinfulness is such that he cannot feel assured of God's love and
forgiveness. The pain expressed

so

forcefully in these sonnets derives from the

speaker's inability to commit himself entirely to God's will. Their
frustration and

one

of

desperation springs from his spiritual paralysis, his inability to

assert his own will.

self,

sense

The directness and urgency

of voice hides a disintegrated

that cannot re-establish itself sufficiently to act and

now

requires God's

domination.

The

Holy Sonnets depicts the collapse of the speaker's identity

prefigured by Petrarch and Shakespeare but is also

a

as

critique of the various

religious doctrines of Donne's time. Critics have revealed the influence of the
Jesuitical programme

of Spiritual Exercises devised by St Ignatius in many of the

sonnets55 but the sequence

also displays Donne's shifting and mixed

Calvinism. While 'Batter my
doctrine of'the

response to

Heart' affirms the Calvinist faith (by accepting the

irresistibility of grace', in which the elect cannot refuse to

co¬

operate with the divine will) other sonnets, such as 'At the round earth's imagin'd
corners' and

Calvinist

'Father, part of his double interest', express discontent with

theology.56

Such doctrinal subtleties would not have been missed
Donne's refusal to

adopt

a

polemical position perhaps enabled Milton to

in his sonnets his insistent belief in freedom of conscience and

55

by Milton, and

religious

E.g. Helen Gardner, introduction, John Donne: The Divine Poems, 2nd. ed. (Oxford:
Clarendon) 1978.
56
See P. M. Oliver, Donne's Religions Writing (London: Longman, 1997) 129-147.
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toleration. But whereas Donne's
Milton's sonnets
of political

were

very

theological opinions operate

much practical vessels for the praise

subtext,

or

reprobation

leaders. His sonnets addressed to Cromwell, Fairfax and Vane

all sent to their

were

subjects in the hope of effecting actual change. In others, such

sonnet XV 'On the late Massacre in

of political

as a

as

Piedmont', Milton presents the expression

opinion as moral duty. Michael Spiller writes that Milton's language

'identifies the

speaker as either

a

courtier

or a

citizen obliged by necessity to

speak out'.57
Political commitment and social
sonnets. His first sonnets,
some

five years

collected

as

'Sonnets dedicated to Liberty' were begun

after his active support and enthusiasm for the French

Revolution and its

republican ideals. They show, therefore,

disillusionment first with France, as in 'Calais,

England,

as

also mark Wordsworth's

concern

a

political

August 1802' and then with

in 'London, 1802', in which he calls

Milton's

upon

outspoken spirit whilst implicitly suggesting his

own

courageous

and

failure to provide such

a

role model for his country:

Milton! Thou shouldst be

living at this hour:
England hath need of thee: she is a fen
Of stagnant waters: altar, sword, and pen,
Fireside, the heroic wealth of hall and bower,
Have forfeited their ancient

Of inward

are selfish men;
up, return to us again;

Oh! raise us
And give us manners,

Wordsworth's three
lost faith in

major sonnet

England

'The River Duddon'

nor

sequences,

in his duty

remind

us

virtue, freedom, power.58

however, reveal that he had neither

as a poet to

advise

or

describe his nation.

(1820) tries to universalise the poet's experience of nature

described in The Prelude and presents
contrast to the

English dower

happiness. We

transitory

essence

the river

as a

symbol of permanence in

of man's existence. Its function, therefore is to

'To live, and act, and serve the future hour

57

Michael

58

William Wordsworth, The Poems, vol. 1 579.

Spiller, The Development of the Sonnet 194.

/[...] that we

are

greater

30

than

we

know'.59 'Sonnets upon

the Punishment of Death' (1841) refocus

Wordsworth's

concerns

The sequence

explores the relationship between 'the external authority imposed

regarding personal freedoms and state responsibility.

by the state and the personal morality which provides
action'60 and claims the
reason

an

poet's role to be 'serving truth [.

to sustain'.61 The sequence

.

internal basis for man's
.] the

cause

of grateful

despite its contentious attitude, for

contemporary readers, towards capital punishment, is clearly and coherently

argued. However, Wordsworth's most ambitious
Sonnets' fails in its attempt to

provide

an

sequence

'Ecclesiastical

accurate history of the Church of

England and in its desire to align the institutions of the church with personal
salvation.
to

According to Barbara Gates, the

sequence

is highly selective, choosing

ignore certain intrinsic features of the Anglican church, such

as

its roots in

Catholicism, and therefore sacrifices historical realism in favour of moral
didacticism.62
Wordsworth's sequences were
sonnet form

clearly influential in the revival of the

during the nineteenth century, indeed

many sonnet sequences

of the

period tackle similar subject matters. William T. Going has calculated that from
1831 to 1900

thirty-six amatory sonnet

sequences were

published, compared to

seventy-six on nature and place. Fifty-six sequences focused
themes

as

Victorian

as

such public

religion, history and politics. However, the major sonneteers of the
era:

Rossetti and
such

on

Elizabeth Barrett

Browning, Christina Rossetti, Dante Gabriel

George Meredith and

Robert

even some

of the less well known figures,

Bridges and John Addington Symmonds,

were

writing about

love.63

59

William Wordsworth, The Poems, vol. 2 396-7.

60

Seraphia D. Leyda, 'Wordsworth's Sonnets Upon the Punishment of Death', The Wordsworth

Circle 14.1 (1983): 49.
61
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William Wordsworth, The Poems, vol. 2 828.

Barbara T. Gates, 'Wordsworth's Mirror of Morality:
Wordsworth Circle 12.2(1981): 129-32.
63
William T. Going, Scanty Plot of Ground 15-23.

Distortions of Church History', The
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Barrett

Robert
owes

Browning's autobiographical

sequence

about her relationship with

Browning is unusual in its depiction of consummated love but perhaps

something to the moral value placed

Victorians. Sonnets from

on

the institution of marriage by the

the Portuguese looks forward to and celebrates the

prospect of marriage in contrast to Meredith's Modern Love which questions the
of such

success

a

bond, seeing it

as

fundamentally opposed to the natural

spontaneity and liberty of the individual. The modern marriage is

clash

seen as a

between the anachronistic and sentimental idealism of romance and

a

new,

post-

Darwinian rationalism.
In

of the

employing both the first

speaker's voice

or

person

perspective

makes the sequence seem

and the third,

occurs

a

radical transformation

in Modern Love which at

once

highly dramatic and the product of a fractured

personality. Meredith perhaps learned something from the experiments of
Barrett

Browning and of Christina Rossetti in 'Monna innominata'. Confronted

with the apparent

contradiction of writing in

rendered the female voice into
confound the

a

silent and

a

form which had for centuries

passive

muse,

these poets chose to

positions of lover and beloved, of poet-speaker and

muse.

They

give voice to the beloved and adopt the traditionally male role of poet-lover. The
sequences

therefore become almost internalised dialogues

or

dramas between two

aspects of the poet and speaker's identity; she who writes and she who is

described, she who speaks and she who listens, and she who loves and she who
is loved. Meredith's sequence
view of human
and often

shows

a

similarly complex, and thus realistic,

relationships, which describes not only the speaker's confusing

contradictory emotions but those of the wife too.

Hopkins's sonnets return the form to the tradition of religious meditation,
found in

some

Alabaster

minor sequences

by Henry Lok (? 1553-71608) and William

(1567-1640) in the Renaissance and

Hopkins's visions of God in the landscape

more

were

masterfully by Donne.

prefigured by

some

of the

sonnets in Christina Rossetti's 'Later Life' but his 'Sonnets of Desolation',

while

32

echoing the intense anxiety of Donne, present
spiritual wilderness that sets the

scene

a

despairing voice lost in a godless,

for the disillusionment and disintegration

of the Modernist vision:

I cast for comfort I

can no more

get

By groping round my comfortless, than blind
Eyes in their dark can day or thirst can find
Thirst's all-in-all in all a world of wet.64

Hopkins's intimate and unreservedly autobiographical voice also prefigures
twentieth-century sonneteers who speak from
confessional stance,

a

many

directly personal and

blurring entirely the conventional separation of poet and

persona.

64

Gerard

Manley Hopkins, Poems and Prose, ed. W.H. Gardner (London: Penguin, 1953) 63.
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ii] Twentieth-Century Sonnet Themes
Love continues to be
All of the poets

a

major preoccupation for twentieth-century sonneteers.

considered here could be said to be at least partially concerned

with love. However,

whereas Renaissance poets described love through the

experience of passion

or

desire it is refocused by twentieth-century poets

through the lens of loss. Love is expressed towards family,
the romantic beloved, but becomes in both an
is most

well

as

towards

exploration of grief. Amorous love

frequently requited, indeed relationships in twentieth-century sonnet

sequences are

usually finished and the speaker is therefore mostly concerned

with the loss of love rather than its consummation.
a

as

Loss, indeed, becomes such

major motif that it figures in sonnets concerned with other themes such

home and

as

place.

One of the

century's earliest, and in

sonneteers, Edna St. Vincent

necessarily entails

a

some ways most

Millay presents love

are

passionate

urge

which

loss of identity, independence and control. Love, for

Millay's speaker in Fatal Interview, brings little
her efforts

as a

traditional

directed towards

more

than pain and rejection and

resisting disintegration:

Go, but in going, stiffen
To meet the

In 'Sonnets from
a

failed

an

up my back
yelping of the mustering years.
(Fatal Interview, XXXIX. 10-11 )65

Ungrafted Tree' Millay's speaker, like Meredith's, is stuck in

marriage, and now concerns herself entirely with self-preservation

despite the paralysing effects of a loveless relationship and
In

passion is fated to fail from the start. His love

furtively, in the present moment and part of its

65

life of domesticity.

Berryman's Sonnets to Chris love is inextricably bound to loss, his

adulterous

rebellion

a

very

can

only exist,

joy lies in the lover's

against time and the knowledge of impending loss:

Edna St. Vincent

Millay, Collected Sonnets (New York: Harper & Row, 1988) 108.
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All

plans outgrow
locked where somehow we draw
Somewhat together, wince to a single goad,
Each other steady
steadily closer keep.
Closer: against the departures of our law
My local

our

eyes,

.

.

.

.

(55. 8-12)66

The sequence

self-consciously places itself within the Renaissance sonnet

tradition. Sonnet 2 describes, in the manner of the Stilnovisti, Chris's

[.

.

.] rays'. Sonnet 15 rewrites Wyatt's translation of Petrarch and sonnet 25

develops the galley topos. Sonnet 75 directly, and unfavourably,
sinful love to Petrarch's chaste love of Laura. Sonnet 40
love in contrast with Renaissance prototypes.
nor

'shining

compares

their

similarly dismisses their

Here neither marble, monument,

poetry will endure or serve to preserve their love for posterity:

none hopes now with one smart stroke
whittling years to crack away the hasp
Across the ticking future [....]

Or

We dinch 'eternal numbers' and go out.

(40. 5-10)67
Lowell's sonnets show

mortality, the most he

can

a

similar

despairing regret about time and

hope for in poetry is that it 'proves its maker is alive'

(N 67-68, 128). His final sonnet sequence, The Dolphin, bears the closest

resemblance, of all his
his love for

a woman

sequences, to

who both

the Renaissance tradition in that it

inspires and

saves

concerns

him. Yet the poignant context

of Lowell's new-found love for Caroline Blackwood is his loss of his first

Lizzie and Harriet, and his own
becomes

increasing awareness of death. The

sequence

increasingly obsessed with time and ageing: 'now death becomes

ingredient of my being — /

my

family;

an

Mother and Father dying young and sixty' (D,

62). Love is heightened by Lowell's knowledge of its necessary transience: 'Our
time is shorter and

brighter like the summer' (D, 63).68

66

John

67

John Berryman, Collected Poems 90.
Robert Lowell, The Dolphin (New York: Farrar,

68

Berryman, Collected Poems, ed. Charles Thornbury (London: Faber, 1990) 98

1973).
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The extreme emotional and
Lowell's and

Berryman's sonnets

autobiographical revelation that takes place in

was

problematic for their relatives and their

contemporary readers. Many poets since then imply autobiography but do not
declare it

quite

so

blatantly. Marilyn Hacker's sonnet

sequences,

for example,

deal, at times explicitly, with personal and erotic experiences, communicated

through a lyric T who, for the most part, is indistinguishable from the poet. But
we

do not feel that

we are

trespassing into

lack distinct characteristics and her
Tessa Rose Chester

a

private world; Hacker's lovers often

speaker often plays with different roles.

similarly describes the personal and emotional

experience of lost love in 'The Minden Sonnets' but abstracted from the detail of
a

specific relationship. In a manner quite in keeping with the amatory tradition

of the sonnet, her lover is a vague,
reaction in the
almost

indistinct figure capable of provoking intense

speaker without being actually present. Chester's

entirely with the establishment

process not

Rossetti's

or

concerns

reassertion of personal identity,

lie
a

unlike that undertaken by Shakespeare's speaker or Christina

or

Millay's. Eleanor Brown's

sequence

also depicts

a

relationship

after its demise. The Petrarchan desire for satisfaction, and its endless

frustration, the intermingled hope and despair, these features remain in Brown's
sonnets but are

applied to

a

relationship that is past. The poignancy lies,

therefore, in the strength of emotion that
the

speaker's struggle towards
An

area

The

amorous

recovery; to

of thematic interest that

sonneteers is familial

love,

or

can

have

no

possibility of release and in

life after loss.

seems

unique to twentieth-century

rather the depiction of a lost familial relationship.

tradition, in the hands of twentieth-century poets, becomes

an

anatomy of the end of love and the sense of bereavement that accompanies such
loss. Thus the

exploration of grief within the sonnet

extension of the form's thematic range.
Hare' describes the death of the

rediscovery

or

sequence

becomes

a

natural

Selima Hill's unpublished sequence 'The

poet's brother, the pain of permanent loss and

remembrance of love. Grief is presented

as an

ambivalent

a
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process.
up

Memories of intimacy; 'You wrap your jacket round

and lift me

back, /

on your

contrasted with

a

way up

me

/ and swing me

high, until the stars surround me',

are

painful absence of feeling when forced to weigh and measure

loss:

I hate this

spooky feeling in the air,
feeling things aren't what they seem to be.
Is it guilt? Because I didn't care
enough for him? Or he enough for me?
a

We don't know what to think
or

how to say we

or

how to feel

should have loved him

more.

(16. 1-6)

Tony Harrison's elegiac sonnets to his parents

express a

similar

juxtaposition of closeness and separation, of unity and alienation. Loss leads to
a

re-examination of life;

Harrison's school

of childhood, education, language and identity.

scholarship begins the

process

which separates him from his

parents and which gives him access to a new language and, ultimately, a new
class. Education opens one

door but shuts another. The 'School of Eloquence',

written after the death of his parents, attempts to

bridge the

gap

created by

learning and, indeed, by poetry itself. It is

an attempt to

and to

alleviate his guilt. Ultimately the

explain himself to them. It

sonnets

serves to

understand his parents

try to preserve a connection between parents and son that has been

broken by death. The

poignancy of the

sequence

achieve his aims. Each sonnet rehearses loss

lies in Harrison's failure to

once more.

Separation is

permanent and is only resolved, fleetingly, within the imaginative space of the
sonnet.

Over and

over

again the sonnets

express

the

sorrow

of grief

accompanied by only partial relief.
Seamus
his

Heaney's elegiac

sequence

mother, shares with Harrison's sonnets

'Clearances', written after the death of
a

heightened

and closeness. Loss awakens memories of childhood
son:

awareness

of separation

unity between mother and

37

When all the others
I was all hers as we

away at Mass
peeled potatoes.

were

[....]
I remembered her head bent towards my head,
Her breath in mine, our fluent dipping knives

—

Never closer the whole rest of our lives

('Clearances', 3. 1-2, 12-14)69
Death is not

happened

simply

years

them almost

as

a

loss of intimacy but

a

painful reminder of how that loss

before. That adulthood and education created
effective

as

With

a

rift between

death itself:

challenge than pride, she'd tell me, 'You
things'. So I governed my tongue
In front of her, a genuinely welladjusted adequate betrayal
more

Know all them

Of what I knew better. I'd naw and aye
And decently relapse into the wrong
Grammar which

kept

us

allied and at bay.

('Clearances', 4. 7-14)70
Closeness is

exchanged for

an

integrity in order to convince

unspoken truce,

or reassure

The loss of the mother,
of home, of the
sequences are

a

kind of mutual betrayal of

themselves of a connection.

of Oedipal unity with the mother, is also a loss

unquestionable Tightness of home. Heaney's other two

concerned with place, its loss

or

failure to be effectively

completely home. 'Glanmore Sonnets' depicts the poet's
troubled Ulster and his home in Belfast but it is also
Glanmore is at

once a

return to

the

from

solidifies place

as

countryside.

place. In 'Glanmore Revisited'

home, but Heaney still searches for safety and

remains concerned to protect

himself, his family and his house from external

danger. The elusive quality of'home' provides the sought for, if uncertain,

security:

69

Seamus

70

Seamus

a

place of retreat and sanctuary, and a confrontation with

the fear that drove him from home in the first
memory

a

move away

or

Heaney, The Haw Lantern (London: Faber, 1987) 27.
Heaney, The Haw> Lantern 28.
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It felt remembered

even

then,

an

old

Rightness half-imagined or foretold,
As green sticks hissed and spat into the ashes
And whatever rampaged out there couldn't reach us,
Firelit, shuttered, slated and stone-walled.

('Scrabble', 1. 4-8)™
Place becomes

an

important theme for twentieth-century sonneteers,

though for Northern Irish poets like Heaney and Muldoon the relationship with
land, region

or

nation is

seen

less in terms of place

phrase, 'place and displacement'.72 Indeed the
situation of the Northern Irish poet

as

essay

home than as, in Heaney's

of that title

not

so

good place where [.
feelings

are most

.

as

expressed in his

Liberty'. Wordsworth's and Heaney's sonnet

much celebrate

.

place

as

the

with Wordsworth's conflict between two

places; revolutionary France and his English homeland,
'Sonnets dedicated to

compares

explore their

uneasy

sequences

relationship with it: 'The

the poet's] nurture happened and to which his habitual

naturally attuned has become [. .] the wrong place. Life,
.

where he is situated, is not as he wants it to

be'.73 Muldoon's three major

also narrate, in

a

loose and fractured style, the loss of homeland and

the recreation of home in

a

new,

sequences

by

escape:

unknown land. 'The More

of re-establishing identity in an alien culture.

Morgan's sonnet

sequences concern

Sonnets', and his country; Sonnets from Scotland.

personal relationship with,

or

ensure

identity, despite the external

Seamus

72

Seamus

his home city: 'Glasgow
They do not describe

any

alienation from, his town and nation. Instead they

written out of a desire to

71

or

Finally, The Prince ofthe Quotidian presents Muldoon's relocation to

Edwin

own

Man Has' is driven

alongside his fellow residents all somehow dispossessed

America and the process

seem

a

from home, country and self. '7, Middagh Street' describes Auden's

exile in America,
outcast.

do

that these

pressures

places retain

a sense

of their

of politics and poverty. 'Glasgow

Heaney, Seeing Things (London: Faber, 1991) 31.
Heaney, Place and Displacement: Recent Poetry from Northern Ireland (Grasmere:
Trustees of Dove Cottage, 1995).
73
Seamus Heaney, Place and Displacement 3.
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Sonnets'

depicts

Scotland,

more

failure to grasp

a

city's loss of wealth, confidence and joy. Sonnets from

optimistically, attempts to create, in the light of the country's

political independence,

a vast

and imaginative concept of

Scottishness.
Sonnet sequences

in the twentieth century explore and confront loss, in

all its forms. The sonnet's traditional

concerns

with time and

mutability clearly

suggest its suitability for its new task. Where Shakespeare and other
Renaissance sonneteers

were

concerned with the

knowledge of loss

certainty, twentieth-century sonneteers write about loss
Loss is

no

longer

a

product of time's

process nor a

as a

as a present

heightened

future

experience.

awareness

of

mortality, it is, instead, painfully actual experiences of absence, separation,
alienation and bereavement.

4.

Repetition

Structure

as

i] The Lyric Sequence
C.S Lewis's assertion that the sonnet sequence

contradicts actual reader

Sidney hint at

a

experience. The

respond to such

plot must not be interpreted

as

quarrel,

a

parting,

an

illness,

themes for the meditation
There is little to
do have

a

of telling

a

story'

of Petrarch, Shakespeare and

piecing together. Lewis asks readers not

understand that the sonnet

urges, to

which exists for the sake of prolonged

a

sequences

a way

plotted narrative which readers often feel merely needs unveiling

and its elements of action and character
to

'is not

sequence

is 'a form

lyrical meditation'. Any suggestion of

contributing to

a story:

'external events — a

stolen kiss -— are [. .] mentioned to provide
.

[....]

an

island [. .] of narrative in the lyrical sea'.74
.

disagree with here, except that the majority of sonnet

kind of narrative, one that is

definitely experienced by

even

sequences

deliberately constructed by poets and

the most knowledgeable and sophisticated of

readers.

Lewis's 'events', which
are

rarely linked by

said to construct

a

cause

provide opportunity for thematic contemplation,

and effect and lacking such

plot. But narrative is present;

within

a

within

temporal development. The sonnet

a

a

relationship cannot be

coherent 'character' speaks

temporal framework. Crucially, then, 'lyric meditation' takes place
sequence can

therefore be defined

as a

plotless, thematic narrative.
Many sonnet
than

and

this,

or

sequences,

75

a more

sophisticated structure

Lewis's 'prolonged lyric meditation', implies. Spenser's calendrical

liturgical pattern is

Renaissance sequences

74

however, have

one

of the

more

complex and it

seems

possible that many

used intricate numerological structures.75 Our

C.S. Lewis, English Literature in the Sixteenth Century (Oxford: Clarendon, 1954) 327.
See Thomas P. Roche, Petrarch and the English Sonnet Sequences and Alastair Fowler,

Triumphal Forms: Structural Patterns in Elizabethan Poetry (Cambridge: Cambridge UP,
1970).
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expectations of development and resolution, inspired by the temporal
framework,
are

constantly disappointed but this does not

are

loose and structureless. Sonnet sequences are, on

their

mean

that

sequences

the whole, fairly static,

dynamic is not progressive but meditative and obsessive. Repetition,

therefore, provides structure.
The methods of composition
sequences can

used by poets in the creation of sonnet

illuminate their structural patterns. Petrarch, Lowell and Harrison

all wrote their sequences over a

long period of time, continually adding, editing,

altering and rearranging sonnets. It is not that they wrote
collected them into

unity

or

a

operation of the

and later

the concept of a sequence is there all along, but

cohesion is not created by linear order. We

Harrison's work that

on a

sequence,

poems

can see

in Lowell's and

changes in the order of sonnets do not affect the successful

sequence as a

unit. This is because their

sequences

do not rely

plotted narrative. Instead they cohere around speaker and theme.
The narrator of sonnet sequences

character but
sense

a

structural device. He

of narrative continuation, but is

whom the

cohere. In

or

is not

a

developed or developing

she is constructed, in part, to

ultimately

a vague

provide

a

personality around

experiences and emotions described and analysed in the

sequence

describing Lowell's autobiographical voice, M. L. Rosenthal and Sally

M. Gall write:

"Oneself' [.

.

.] operates like

any

other dominating symbol in

a

work. That

is, "I" becomes something other through the medium that absorbs its
associations; it becomes a magnetic cohesive center for all the emotional and
subjective currents running through the work.76

Other sonnet sequences,

while less overtly autobiographical, still construct a

narrating voice that provides both theme and structure. The speaker becomes
vessel for the

exploration of an emotional, social, spiritual, perhaps

experience and a means to unify
76

an

even

a

political

often diverse and rambling collection of

ML. Rosenthal and Sally M. Gall, The Modern Poetic Sequence: The Genius ofModern
Poetry (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1983) 394.

poems.

The elusive mixture of autobiography and fiction that takes place in the

majority of sequences makes the speaker all the more fascinating.
Similarly, the thematic narrative of sonnet

sequences can suggest

exploration and subsequent resolution of a problem, such
love, but is

more

in all its various
detail and in

accurately

seen as

guises but fundamentally the

they

were at

unrequited

or

lost

thematic repetition. A subject is considered
same

depth, in each sonnet. Love and loss

the sequences as

as

the

issues

are as

are

contemplated, in

powerful at the end of

the start. The sonnet sequence's strength lies in its

unflinching gaze and its refusal to allow a neat and tidy conclusion.
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ii] A History of the Sonnet Sequence
The first sonneteer to

use

who wrote

of sonnets

a

sequence

the sonnet

as a

strophic unit

love and later

on

was

a corona

sonnets on virtues and vices.77 It is Dante's Vita nuova,

the Renaissance trend of sonnet sequences
of plotted

narrative

prose commentary
sonneteer used.

But

or story.

that

carry

The poems

the narrative,78

a

in the Vita nuova

preceding

prose passages.

were

up

In fact, it

seems

feature that no other Renaissance

are

or

intended to

if they

appear as

thoughts expressed in the

likely that Dante wrote the sonnets

period of time, probably between 1283 and 1292, and

bring them together into

a sequence.

The

prose

sections

composed sometime between 1292 and 1294 when Dante selected and

ordered

of his earlier poems

some

into the Vita nuova. The

fundamentally given structure by the

prose

structured around three events; Dante's

sequence

commentary.79 The

In between there

praise, which repeat the

of suffering and adoration.

Petrarch's Rime

same stance

Sparse

or

Canzoniere

prolonged period of time; in his

case

1330s and the

was

the process

prefatory sonnet

nuova

renounces

poems are

were

are many sonnets

of

also composed over a

decades. He began writing sonnets in the
composed around 1350. Petrarch continued

of editing and reordering the

Like the Vita

is therefore

first encounter with Beatrice, her death

and his final renunciation of poetry.

also

the expectation

Neil Fraistat notes, it is the sections of

as

inspired by the experience, mood

that he later decided to

of twenty-eight

however, that prefigures

and, indeed, sets

have been

and other poems over a

Guittone d'Arezzo

poems up

until his death in 1374.80

the Rime's central 'event' is the death of the

lady. Petrarch

poetry at the end of his sequence. The sequence therefore falls

neatly into two parts: before Laura's death (1-263) and after Laura's death (26477

78

Michael Spiller, The Development of the Sonnet 21.
Neil Fraistat, 'The Place of the Book and the Book as Place', Poems in their Place: The

Intertextuality and Order of Poetic Collections, ed. Neil Fraistat (Chapel Hill: U of North
Carolina P, 1986) 5.
For composition dates see

79

Mark Musa, ed. and trans., introduction, Vita
Alighieri (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1992) vii.
80
Michael Spiller, The Development of the Sonnet 46-47.

nuova,

Dante
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366). In between there
combine to

give

'events' and thirteen

are

of temporal development. However, the

a sense

depicts huge variety, but little change. The
Petrarch's

speaker experiences

response to one woman,

increased

bearing dates,81 which

poems

all

a

poems are

variations

sequence

on a

wide gamut of emotions but they

are

theme.
all

a

expression of her power. Petrarch does not gain

an

understanding. His final renunciation of worldly love springs from

despair rather than revelation.
Of course, the 'self of which Petrarch's
not the

poet's self. Nor

were

speaker

seems so

acutely

aware

is

the intense and interior meditations of Guinizelli,

Cavalcanti, Dante and Pistoia expressions of autobiographical dilemmas or
anxieties.
us

However, the lyric 'I', especially for a post-Romantic age, encourages

to read sonnets in this way

autobiography in the

poems.

and interpretation is complicated by hints of
Dante's Beatrice is based

Bica Portinari but is nonetheless
Dante's

a

upon

the real figure of

semi-fictionalised account of her character and

relationship with her. Such resemblances to reality would have intrigued

fourteenth-century readers

as

much

as

they do in the twentieth century but

would not have led them to believe that the Vita

nuova was

the

private

outpourings of a tortured soul. Both Dante and Petrarch construct narrators
who

are

poet-lovers and their

first person

sequences

and by reference to

a

imply autobiography by the

use

of the

selection of biographical facts.

Sidney's Astrophil and Stella follows their model in the teasing mixture of

autobiography and fiction. There

are

punning references in sonnets 24 and 37 to

Lady Penelope Rich with whom Sidney
also references to

Sidney's

politics (30) and to his

career

own name

was

rumoured to be in love. There

(23), to his father (30), to contemporary
('Good brother Philip' the

sparrow,

'Astrophif). However, Astrophil and Stella is the only Renaissance
construct an

83, and in

sequence to

independent narrator. Song VIII makes this clear by Sidney's

intervention and

81

are

adoption of the narrative voice while Astrophil is shifted from

30, 50, 62, 79, 101, 118, 122, 145, 221, 266, 271, 278, 364.
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first to third person,
the next song

his speech relegated to quoted dialogue with Stella. Yet, in

the distinction between first and third person voice is blurred:

Stella hath refused me;

Astrophil, that so well served,
pleasant spring must see,
While in pride flowers be preserved,
Himself only winter-starved.
In this

Why, alas, doth she then swear
That she loveth me so dearly
Seeing me so long to bear
Coals of love, that burn so clearly,
And yet leave me helpless merely?

(ninth song)82

Astrophil is clearly not Sidney,
Roche's

any more

than Stella is Lady Penelope Rich.

suggestion that the sequence operates

on a

didactic level of negative

example also confirms that Sidney's treatment of his character was often ironic
and critical.

Astrophil

as

anchor of the sequence.

speaking voice and personality acts

fictional

a

the narrative

But references to Sidney's life and moments when

Astrophil's and Sidney's voices
establishing

as

converge

undermine the possibility of

coherent narrative. We don't know who Astrophil is: is he

character,

a

representation of Sidney

or a

a

mixture of both? The

ambiguity and uncertainty that surrounds the narrator of Astrophil and Stella,
and indeed of Dante's Vita nuova, Petrarch's Rime and

Shakespeare's Sonnets

primarily achieves the destabilisation of narrative. Its fragmentary
provides the
or

character

sequences

presence

with patterns, but its resistance to solid, definable plot

identity destroys

The mixture of songs

any

hope of'a story'.

and sonnets in Astrophil and Stella is not unique

it follows Petrarch's and Dante's

examples. The forms served different

functions: the songs

bearing greater philosophical and narrative

and

canzone

weight than the sonnets. Later Elizabethan sonnet
and

82

Shakespeare's,

may seem a

sequences,

such

purification of the form but there is

Philip Sidney, Sir Philip Sidney, ed. Catherine Duncan-Jones 88.

as
a

as

Spenser's

strong
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argument to suggest that in both cases the sonnets are one part of a larger

tripartite work. Spenser's Epithalamion clearly concludes the movement
towards

marriage that is described in the Amoretti. The two

lyric interlude: the nine Anacreonic

verses,

are

separated by

a

which combine the classical Cupid

myth and pastoral mode. Barnabe Barnes' Parthenophil andParthenope (1593)
and

Shakespeare's Sonnets also separate a long

poem

Lover's

Complaint respectively) from the sonnets by

poems.

Amongst others, the sonnet

sequences

(a triple sestina and A
a

small

group

of anacreonic

of Richard Barnefield (Cynthia,

1595), Thomas Lodge (.Phillis, 1593) and Samuel Daniel (Delia, 1592) form the
opening section of a tripartite work, completed by
poem.

This pattern suggests that sonnet

Elizabethan poets as
were

an

ode and

sequences were not

a

long narrative

perceived by

complete in themselves. Structurally and thematically they

unresolved units. Kenneth Larsen writes of Spenser's sequence:

Amoretti

[. .] reveals three aspects of incompletion, the personal, the poetic
liturgical, all of which are interwoven and all of which are resolved by
ritualistic and public forces that inhabit Epithalamion 83
.

and the
the

Both the Amoretti and
persona

Shakespeare's Sonnets

of a narrator, possibly the poet and possibly

are
a

constructed around the

fiction, who repeats his

theme, in various moods and in response to a selection of'events', over and over

again. There is

no attempt at

resolution. Spenser, despite the certainty of

marriage, concludes the Amoretti

on a

disconsolate note of expectation. The lack

of resolution inherent in the sonnet sequence

particularly problematic. Carol Neely
to

proposes

three types of ending available

English Renaissance sonneteers:

The first strategy
of the enterprise.

83

renders the issue of ending

is to stop abruptly in medias res, acknowledging the futility
The second is to achieve detachment from the irresolvable

Kenneth Larson, introduction, Edmund Spenser's

Edition 57.

Amoretti and Epithalamion: A Critical
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conflicts
to

by moving the verse into a new mode, genre or voice. The third is
provide a narrative resolution, however precarious.84

Neely acknowledges that 'most of the

sequences

end with

an

abrupt stop

or

by

achieving detachment' but suggests that both Spenser and Barnes reach narrative
resolution in the consummation of love. However, in both cases consummation
takes

place outside the sonnet

itself. These two poets construct

sequence

'ending' by shifting the task of resolution onto another form. In fact, all sonnet
sequences

end 'in medias res'. Dante, Petrarch and Sidney

renouncing love

or poetry or

seem to

end by

both, but actually they abandon their task

as a

failure, spiritual compensations aside. Spenser and Shakespeare avoid ending

altogether.
Donne's sonnet sequences

Corona',

a

sidestep the problem of ending by, in 'La

circular formal structure and, in Holy Sonnets, the absence of any

features of plot.
sonnets cohere

The latter is held together by the speaker's personality. The

through

a

repetition of spiritual desperation and the speaker's

repeated requests for divine intervention. Uniquely, the emotions and
experiences explored in the Holy Sonnets do represent Donne's
evidenced from his

sermons

and letters. The intimate and intense

typical of many preceding sonnet
dramatic rhetoric and

autobiography that
sequences.

rhythmic

we

own, as

sequences

urgency

lyrical voice is

and it combines with Donne's

to create the impression of

have experienced

so

frequently in Renaissance sonnet

In the absence of any discernible plot, strength of voice is

to lend the sonnets

is

necessary

coherence. In contrast, 'La Corona' achieves coherence not

through narrative voice, but through narrative plot: the
Christ's life. Donne's

seven

key events of

voice, in these sonnets, is calm and measured,

even, at

times, objective because it is not needed for structural purposes.

Despite

many

critical attempts to find structural patterns I would argue

that Milton's sonnets do not constitute
84

a

sequence.

They do not construct

a

Carol Thomas Neely, 'The Structure of English Renaissance Sonnet Sequences', Journal of
English Literary History 4 (1978): 375.
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conventional

lyric speaker, either in tone of voice

the sonnets could cohere. Some, in fact, are

or

entirely impersonal.85 Nor could

they be said to present the repetition of theme that
sonnets of many

Renaissance

variety of mood; they
with

are

structural patterns,
censorious and
structures

are

or

or

have

seen to

unite the

Milton's sonnets do not just present

religion, at other times concerned with private

love. Adrianne Baytop suggests a number of possible

all tripartite: youth, maturity and old

age;

celebrative,

elegiac; autobiographic, heroic and metaphysical.85 All of these

problematic. They

are

all unequally divided: for example the

'celebrative' mode includes twelve sonnets
two sections.

we

truly diverse in their subject matter, at times concerned

public issues, politics

issues, his blindness

sequences.

personality around whom

as

opposed to only three in the other

The 'heroic' includes thirteen sonnets

against only

one

in the

metaphysical section. More importantly perhaps, Milton wrote the sonnets
over a

period of at least twenty-seven

twelve

were

published in 1645,

Milton's minor poems

published the sonnets
seems

unlikely that he

group are
none

one

in 1662, nine more in the 1673 edition of

and two posthumously. The order in which Milton
was

nothing like

ever

of these suggested patterns and it

any

considered them

as a sequence.

the five Italian sonnets composed at the

of which

that, like Milton's,

however, they

same

The most unified

time, probably in 1629,

Baytop includes in her structural considerations.87

Wordsworth's 'Sonnets dedicated to
sonnets

Of the twenty-four sonnets,

years.

were

were not

organised into

a

Liberty'

written

are a

good example of

as a sequence.

coherent

Unlike Milton's,

sequence some years

after

composition. The sonnets follow Wordsworth's journey into France, the
supposed home of liberty, his disillusionment with the country, his return home
and

rediscovery of the spirit of liberty in England.88 'The River Duddon' also

85

For

86

Adrianne Baytop, 'Milton's Sonnet Sequence: Strictest Measure', Tlte Language

example the sonnets addressed to political leaders, Cromwell, Fairfax and Vane.

Quarterly
26.1-2(1987): 20-22.
87
For composition dates see John Carey ed., Milton's Complete Shorter Poems.
88
See Jonathon Bate, 'Inventing Region and Nation: Wordsworth's Sonnets', Swansea Review,
(1994): 5-6.
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attempts a geographical structure, following the river from its source in the fells
to the

'Ecclesiastical Sonnets' converts the

sea.

the history of the church

one,

tangible river to

a

metaphorical

flowing through time. This

as a constant stream

clearly derives its strongest structural force from the chronological

sequence

framework,

a

device not often used by earlier sonneteers. The discursive, logical

argument of'Sonnets upon the Punishment of Death', however, returns the
sonnet to its less well known tradition of public

and ethical debate of an issue of

contemporary importance.
Factual

though it is, 'Ecclesiastical Sonnets' has a concept of'plot'

and effect that is not present

cause

in earlier

Punishment of Death' also constructs
use

of logical argument.

a

design based

'Sonnets Upon the

on cause

Other Victorian sonneteers, however,

ignored Wordsworth's structural example
innovations. In

sequences.

as

much

as

as

and effect in its
seem to

have

they did his thematic

returning to the amatory tradition Barrett Browning, the

Rossettis and Meredith also follow structural conventions. Their sonnet
sequences are

is

a

thematic repetitions centred around

mixture of autobiography

narrative with

a

and fiction. Each

handful of'events'

providing

a

a

lyric voice whose character

sequence presents a

plotless

temporal framework. Novelistic

qualities have been claimed for Meredith's Modern Love with its partial rejection
of the first person
real
is

plot,

over

more

or

at

voice and the increased number of'characters'. But there is

character development. The relationship between husband and wife

the start.

complete and

lovers

are

can

Barrett

concern

By the end of the
more

sequence

the

sense

of finality is simply

poignantly tinged with loss. The characters of the

mostly just mechanisms through which the speaker's emotional

experience

between

no

be explored.

Browning's Sonnets from the Portuguese blurs the boundaries

speaker and poet
the

more

than

any

other previous

poet's courtship with Robert Browning and

described in the letters. However, 'events'

sequence.
many

The sonnets

mirror moments

and, indeed, the specifics of character
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suppressed in favour of prolonged meditations

are

Christina Rossetti's sequence
innovative in that it is

on

love in all its variety.

'Monna Innominata' also presents itself as formally

'sonnet of sonnets', each of the fourteen sonnets

a

representing a line of a larger 'macrosonnet',89 However, this pattern suggests
more

than it

gives, there

are

Fundamentally the

tercets.

various

ways

sequence

of interpreting the macro quatrains and

follows

a

quite conventional thematic

pattern of love found and lost.

Finally, Hopkins's' 1879 sonnets and the 1885 'sonnets of desolation'

although not conceived
moments of

as sequences can

be read as such in that they

heightened emotional intensity, meditations upon

a

are

theme with no

attempt at development or resolution. Rosenthal and Gall's definition of the
modern

poetic

sequence

is

an

appropriate description of his sonnets:

The modern sonnet sequence

[. .] includes narrative and dramatic elements
.] but its structure is finally lyrical. Intimate, fragmented, self-analytical,
open, emotionally volatile, the sequence meets the needs of the modern
[.

.

.

sensibility.90
Such elements, however, are

especially the

clearly present in earlier sonnet

amorous sequences

sequences,

of the Renaissance. Hopkins and twentieth-

century poets inherit a tradition structured most often by the
obsessive

emotionally

repetitions of a tortured self. At times, of course the sonnet

sequence's subject matter and speaker become less personally fraught, as in
Wordsworth's 'Ecclesiastical Sonnets', but here

by

89

a more

self-obsession is merely replaced

extrinsic thematic obsession.

Antony Harrison, Christina Rossetti in Context (Chapel Hill: U of North Carolina P, 1988)

153.
90

M.L. Rosenthal and

Sally M. Gall, The Modern Poetic Sequence 9.
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iii] Twentieth-Century Sonnet Sequences
Twentieth-century poetry often mixes
sequences,

confuses

genres.

Many sonnet

for example, incorporate features of epic poetry. The length and

potential expansiveness of the sonnet
while the

or

sequence

invites epic subject matters,

lyric tradition of the form maintains its resistance to narrative. Robert

Lowell's sequence

History and Edwin Morgan's Sonnets from Scotland present

a

chronological history of man and nation, in true epic style, but they lack the
linking of events by

and effect which would turn their chronologies into

cause

stories. Both sequences are
or

concentrating

who represent a

on a

highly selective, missing out major historical periods

particular era. They often focus

on

portraits of individual

specific moment in history but these sonnets

contained units, narrative

History is

a

snapshots rather than chapters in

a

are

inherently self-

larger whole.

reworking and expansion of Lowell's earlier sequences,

Notebook 1967-68 and the

enlarged edition Notebook. These

are

partial

chronologies. In his 'Afterthought' to Notebook 1967-68 Lowell denies the
calendrical

implications of the sequence's title: 'it is not

others of equal

many events turn up, many
he goes on to

acknowledge

autumn, a winter, a

a

movement

reality do not'. However,
a summer, an

spring, another summer [....] My plot rolls with the

through time but

conclusive action. Many
this pattern.

chronicle or almanac;

temporal framework: 'the time is

seasons'.91 This is in many ways
a

or greater

a

are

typical of the sonnet

sequence: events suggest

not linked to each other, do not lead to a

other twentieth-century sonnet

sequences

also follow

Berryman's Sonnets to Chris for example, suggest a chronological

framework based

on

the duration of the love affair. However, his liberal use

flashback undermines

a

clear

of

temporal progression. Primarily, in accordance

with the Renaissance sonnet

tradition, events

opportunities to focus

particular aspects of the poet's theme. Muldoon's

91

Robert Lowell,

upon

Notebook 1967-68 159.

are not

part of a plot but are
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sequence

The Prince ofthe Quotidian is

month, thirty-one
for

a

poems

collection of poems

more

strictly calendrical: it is

written in January 1992. This provides
which

range over a

remain

as a

diary of a

framework

variety of subjects, but it does not

provide plotted narrative. Twentieth-century sonnet
chronology, in varying degrees,

a

a

sequences

therefore

structural device but fundamentally they

unplotted, thematic narratives.
Other structural devices aid the cohesion of the sonnet sequence.

corona

been

use

The

provides formal unity and despite its origins in Renaissance Italy has

rarely used by English poets before the twentieth century. Marilyn Hacker

frequently

uses

the

corona as a

frame for her

sequences,

providing

a

structural

tightness to compensate for loose rhythm and rambling subject matter. At other
times the

repetitions of words

or

which reveals the different levels

phrases allows for
or

considered here Tessa Rose Chester

a

complexity of word play

aspects of a theme. Of all the poets

responds most enthusiastically to the formal

challenge the sonnet provides.92 Her double corona is

a

strict and virtuosic

example of the form, conforming perfectly to its rules including the final 'master
sonnet'. It

provides

The 'master sonnet'

an

almost conflicting

clearly brings the

sense

sequence,

of completion and circularity.

and the journey, to an end and

yet the final line brings us back to the start of the sequence. Paul Muldoon's
corona

'7, Middagh Street' is altogether more playful, in the way he partially

repeats and partially rewrites the overlapping phrases and in his breakdown of
the sonnet unit. But the

corona

form

serves

to link otherwise discrete voices or

monologues, it provides the poetic bricks and mortar which draw together

linguistically each member of the household.
The house itself provides a type

locational device. It sets up
different sections. Place

of structure in '7, Middagh Street',

the boundaries of the

poem

and connects the

provides poetic structure in other

92

a

sequences;

Morgan's

See also Peter Scupham's corona 'The Hinterland', Selected Poems 1972-1990 (Oxford:
Oxford UP, 1990) 31-38 and John Fuller's 'The Labours of Hercules', Collected Poems (London:

Chatto & Windus, 1996) 68-74.
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'Glasgow Sonnets', Tessa Rose Chester's trek along the South Downs Way in
'The Minden Sonnets',

home at Glanmore in Heaney's 'Glanmore Sonnets' and

'Glanmore Revisited'. In this latter sequence

the physical body of the house;

from 'bare

Its features; fireplace and stone

flags' to roof, frame the

sequence.

walls, its furniture; cot and bed-frame, its sounds; squeaking gate and corrugated
iron
for

'grumbling' in the wind, and its alterations;

Heaney's meditations

on

Like the 'events' that take
house and its
the

corona

objects

various subjects:

skylight, all provide material

memory,

loss, violence, safety.

place in the tradition of the amatory

serve as

form appear to

new

sequence,

aids to contemplation. Geographical location and

be different types of structural device but in fact

emphasise the repetitive nature of the

sequence.

circularity; the

can

sequence as

cycle that

have

The

no

corona

highlights

ending or resolution, and

place, while appearing to establish boundaries is actually theme,
for

'prolonged meditation'

on

static focus

a

home and homelessness, nation and identity.

Such thematic meditations cohere around
them

the

a

narrative voice which

gives

vitality and direction. If Seamus Heaney's encounters with place act

as a

catalyst for his consideration of themes, it is the speaker of these sonnets that
invests the themes with urgency
death of Heaney's

and individuality. Similarly, in 'Clearances' the

mother provides the catalyst for

and isolation which

are

filtered

omniscient
and

contemplation of intimacy

through the lyric voice of the

narrative voice of the sonnet sequence

Muldoon's sequence

a

'The More

a

sequence.

is almost always in the first

Man Has'

uses a

third

person

The

person

narrative,

but
an

speaker describes the activities of a character, Gallogly. The events

experiences the narrator describes cohere around this character, but he is

more

reliable

Gallogly is

a

or

stable

a

figure than the conventional first-person narrator.

shape shifter, he changes his

name

and at times

indistinguishable from the other hazy character of the
Once more,

no

seems

sequence,

character is the central structural unit of the

Mangas Jones.

sequence,

the carrier of
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its themes but it is not

developed enough to provide the

with a plotted

sequence

narrative.

Tony Harrison's
constructed around
himself.

a

be

Undoubtedly the sonnets depict many aspects of Harrison's life; his

his current life

and

seems to

single speaker, who is barely separate from the poet

childhood memories, his

the first

the 'School of Eloquence'

sequence

as a

concerns

experience at school, his relationship with his parents,

successful poet.

itself with

The

sequence

is divided into three sections;

political, social and historical issues:

power,

class

language. The middle section includes the elegiac sonnets to Harrison's

parents while the final section includes both personal and political sonnets and
also poems
uses

which consider the function of art and poetry. Harrison therefore

different voices for the different

personality, perhaps, but there is
Harrison's life

or

in the sequence,

unified
the

sense

to

styles of sonnet. All aspects of the

no attempt to recreate

same

the biography of

suggest his psychological development. Harrison struggles,

against the forces of class and misunderstanding to establish

of identity

that

can

a

absorb the varied influences of his life. But as

plurality of poetic voice indicates, such resolution remains impossible.
The amatory sonnet sequences

voice in

a

conventional

manner.

That is the

entirely distinguishable, but neither
is not

a

of the twentieth century all

fully developed character,

are

speaker and the poet

they entirely

we meet

him

or

use

are never

synonymous.

her in medias

lyric

res\

The speaker
Lowell self¬

consciously approaching the end of his life in The Dolphin while embarking

on a

new

relationship, Edna St Vincent Millay, Marilyn Hacker and Eleanor Brown

less

specifically in the midst of struggling

or

failed relationships, John Berryman

during the intense interlude of an affair. These
of a life but moments of emotional

are not

chapters in the biography

intensity in which life events spark detailed

analysis of love and loss.
Fundamentally, then, the structure of each

sequence

consists of thematic

repetition. The speaker humanises abstract meditation, adding drama and life;
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the

suggestion of narrative. Literally, of course, the sonnet

repeated

use

sequence

is the

of individual sonnets. But when each sonnet repeats the

same

theme, refusing to resolve or change its discourse, the effect of such an
accumulation of poems can

be powerfully mesmeric. It can also be tedious and

monotonous, but in the hands of some of the century's most

skilled poets

repetition becomes dynamic. Twentieth-century sonneteers necessarily repeat
convention: their sequences
intention

bear the weight of tradition. Almost without

they allude to previous sonnet

sequences.

The suffering of Berryman's

poet-lover is bolstered by centuries of literary lovers. We hear in his sonnets
echo upon

is
a

echo of previous lost loves. Within the

sequences

obsessively reiterated. Sonneteers do not attempt to solve
happy ending, they present

or

a very

in others. Such difficulties in

themselves theme
a

problem

or create

human inability to effect change in oneself

producing change

are

contrasted by efforts to

stay the processes of time. Permanence is both sought after and feared and yet
never

possible. The sonnet

sequence

desire for and the fear of change

in its repetitious mode

expresses

both the

and thus balances stasis and mutability.
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1

Robert Lowell and John

Berryman:
Publicly Private

1. Lowell and

Berryman: This

open

book'1

Published within two years

of each other,2 Berryman's Sonnets to Chris3 and

Lowell's Notebook 1967-68

were

composed at contrasting points of the poets'

Although published in the late sixties, Berryman's

careers.

in 1947 and

was

therefore the work of a young,

Lowell's sequence,

sequence was

written

barely established poet.

and the four subsequent formally similar collections,4

appeared at the peak of his poetic output. Critical reception of these volumes,
both at the time and in retrospect,

Berryman's Sonnets

are seen as

has evaluated them within these terms.

inferior to (although essential practice for) his

masterpiece, The Dream Songs, and their interest resides mainly in the
inform his later work.5 Lowell's
sonnets6

was

long

sequence

way

they

ofjuxtaposed blank verse

compared, at times ambivalently, to his earlier work.7

Berryman's Sonnets and, especially, Lowell's later sequences For Lizzie
and Harriet and The

Dolphin,

self-engrossed stance,8
1

as

were

criticised for their overly confessional and

if the poets had somehow lost the ability to separate

Robert Lowell,
1967 and 1969,

'Reading Myself, Notebook 1967-68 (New York: Farrar, 1969) 128.
respectively.
3
Originally published as Berryman's Sonnets. The critical edition, Collected Poems 19371971, ed. Charles Thornbury (New York: Farrar 1989), which I shall be referring to, reinstates
the title Sonnets to Chris, which Berryman used in his original typescript.
4
Notebook (1970), History, For Lizzie and Harriet and The Dolphin (1973).
5
The Sonnets were published in between the two volumes of The Dream Songs. John
Haffenden sees the Sonnets as source material for The Dream Songs (John Berryman: A Critical
Commentary, London: Macmillan, 1980, 76) and Lise/Chris as an early version of the heroine
of Homage to Mistress Bradstreet (p 10).
6
The question of whether Lowell's stanzas are, in fact, sonnets is considered on p 35.
7
William Meredith described Notebook 1967-68 as 'complex and imperfect [.
it] extends in
surprising but not illogical ways some of [the] thrusts from earlier works'. The New York Times
2

.

.

.

Book Review, 15 June 1969: 1.
8
Adrienne Rich wrote in American Poetry Review (September-October 1973: 43) 'I have to say
that I think this is bullshit eloquence, a poor excuse for a cruel and shallow book, that it is

presumptuous to balance injury done to others with injury done to

myself. Before publication
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themselves from the voice of the poems.

autobiographical material
exhibition of both the
offends

so

many

so

much

as

of

the extreme emotional revelation, the

so

.

.

The Dolphin]

even

today,

says

of Lowell that he

more

clearly than ever

critics. John A. Ward, for example,

by making it

use

poets' and their families' seeping wounds, that,

'violate[s] and invalidate^] love in [.
before

But it is not the

mercilessly and blandly public'.9 The privacy of their

poetry both offends and excludes their audience.
Lowell attempts to pre-empt

where he

uses

letters. In

direct

such criticisms, especially in those

quotations from his wife's telephone conversations and

'Heavy Breathing' he acknowledges his

claims that the

poems

use

of private material, but

damage is inflicted by critical analysis rather than the creative act

itself:

the fiction I coloured with first-hand evidence,
letters and talk I marketed as fiction —

but what is true or false tomorrow when surgeons
let out the pus, and crowd the circus to see us
disembowelled for our afterlife?

(D, 59)
As he asks in 'Draw',

beneficiaries
the

are

dead

'Should revelation be sealed like private letters, / till all the

[.. .] ?' (D, 42) Lowell, however, is the only beneficiary of

publication of the private letters. They explain him to himself:

"... I got

the letter
morning, the letter you wrote me Saturday.
thought my heart would break a thousand times,

this
I

but I would rather have read it

than the detached unreal

a

thousand times

you wrote before —
doomed to know what I have known with you,
lying with someone fighting unreality —
love vanquished by his mysterious carelessness."
ones

you

(A 31)

both

Stanley Kunitz and Elizabeth Bishop wrote to Lowell urging him not to make the sequence
public. Kunitz wrote that The Dolphin 'both fascinates and repels me. There are details which
seem to me monstrously heartless...Some passages I can hardly bear to read: they are too ugly,
for being too cruel, too intimately cruel'. Ian Hamilton: Robert Lowell: A Biography (New
York: Random, 1982) 422-3.
9
John A. Ward,' 'Not Avoiding Injury': Robert Lowell', American Declarations of Love, ed.
Ann Massa (New York: St Martins, 1990) 139.
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Like other poems

wholly in Lizzie's voice, 'Records' is self-deprecating because

Lowell leaves himself no

room

accepted entirely. There is

for rebuttal, her criticism is

presented and

interpretation of her words and no self-

no

justification of his actions. It is the most humble way to admit his flaws. The
less direct Lowell is about his
risks

use

of quotations

from other people the

hurting them. Thus in For Lizzie and Harriet Lizzie has

of her

own

Lowell

and Lowell constructs

comes across

a

rather

in 'New Year's Eve'

more

no separate

he

voice

unflattering personality for her.

as

insufferable, 'imagining', in

a

drunken

stupor, that he 'would live a million years, /[...] live through another life and
two

more

wives'

(FLH, 25). Were this poem in The Dolphin,

Lizzie's articulate,
becomes

a

uncompromising, passionate

response.

one

would expect

But denied

a

voice she

'prickly hedgehog of the hearth', the irritable housewife, griping at her

husband when he
volume is of the

comes

home drunk,

again. Lowell's portrait of himself in this

philandering husband — about

a

third of the

his extra-marital affairs, with nameless women. He does not

criticise himself in

more

than

a

poems are

condemn

about

or even

self-pitying, tortured way:

Each

new day I cherish a juster perspective,
doing all for the best, and therefore doing nothing,
fired by my second alcohol, remorse.

(FLH, 26)

Lowell's self-awareness,

gained partly through the insights of others,

seems

of

little use, it doesn't facilitate

change. In The Dolphin, however, the tone of his

self-analysis is less arrogant,

more

accepting of uncertainties and

It takes such

more

painful mellowing to use error.
long on a chair or ladder,
branch-lightning forking through my thought and veins
I cannot hang my heavy picture straight.
.

.

humble:

.

I have stood too

(A 28)

—
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His treatment of Lizzie's
more

voice, therefore, parallels his view of himself The

uncompromising he is with himself, the more unadulterated is Lizzie's

voice.

Autobiography raises similar issues in other sonnet

sequences,

such

as

Tony Harrison's 'School of Eloquence'. Like Lowell, Harrison appropriates the
voices of family

members, especially his father, with comparable measures of

guilt and self-justification:

But your father was a

simple working man,

say, and didn't speak in those full rhymes.
His words when they came would scarcely scan

they'll

Mi dad's did scan, like yours

The title of this poem,

do,

many

times!10

'Confessional Poetry', clearly relates Harrison's quandary

back to the confessional poets

of the 1960s and 70s, such

as

Lowell and

Berryman. The dilemma for all three poets is not just whether such
material

can

make art but whether it is

morally acceptable to

use

raw

life

it. For

Harrison, the importance of the question is diminished because both his parents
are

dead, and thus too critical reaction has been less outraged.
Harrison's

autobiographical

sexual and emotional
of class and social

sequence

explores betrayal. Not the marital,

betrayal of Lowell's and Berryman's sonnets but

background. The

poems

a

betrayal

that appropriate his father's, and

mother's, voices attempt to close the gap forged by education and by poetry
itself.

They give

a

voice to those who have been silenced by the repressive

English class system. Harrison thus simultaneously makes

a

political and a

personal point; his working-class parents speak within the 'sonnet for the
bourgeoisie'11 and they speak to him in
life. But their voices
to write

10
11

12

such

are

also used to

a way

that

was

perhaps not possible in

reprimand the son:'You weren't brought

mucky books!'11 and to emphasise the unbridgeable distance

Tony Harrison, Selected Poems (London: Penguin, 1987) 128.
Tony Harrison, 'Working', Selected Poems 124.
Tony Harrison, 'Bringing Up', Selected Poems 166.

up
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between parents
and you

and

son:

' You're supposed to be the bright boy at description /

can't tell them what the fuck to put!'u Lowell similarly

voice to criticise himself (and

thus atone for his failures)

as

uses

well

Lizzie's

as to

compensate for the presumption of using her voice in his poetry.
Lowell's sonnet sequences

created another formidable problem for critics.

His continued

publication of his revisions and additions made critical

interpretation

a

sure

that

risky business. Even the contemporary critic, who knows for

History and For Lizzie and Harriet

to offer a critical
statement.

opinion,

wary

an

may

of Lowell's reluctance to commit to

are

one

hesitate
poetic

were

five editions of the 'School of Eloquence',15

increasing number of sonnets. His additions have required

significant alterations to the structure of the
Continuous: 50 Sonnets from

elegiac

the final versions,

Harrison, like Lowell, has also treated his work 'as if it

manuscript'.14 Currently there
each with

are

poems

and

a new

the third 'version',

sequence;

the School of Eloquence, introduces the first of the

three-part structure. Lowell's

'versions'16 but the sheer number of additions

required

sequence

has only three

even greater

alterations than Harrison's. The final 'version' had become

so

structural

huge and

unmanageable that it had to be divided into two separate books. Lowell's
changes went further than this. Harrison rarely rejects
whereas Lowell

rarely leaves

a poem

intact. His

consists of twelve sonnets in Notebook but
But he has not
poems

poems.

changes

sequence

a

single sonnet

'Mexico', for example,

only ten in For Lizzie and Harriet.
Not only has the order of the

changed undennining the chronology and emotional development of the

first version
poems

simply dropped two

or

(the

sequence

is about a love affair) but the unity of individual

has been violated. Lowell takes

a segment

from

one poem

and affixes it

13

Tony Harrison, 'Book Ends IT, Selected Poems 127.

14

Robert Lowell, 'Note to the New Edition', Notebook (New York: Farrar, 1970) 264.
Ten Poems from 'The School of Eloquence' (London: Rex Codings, 1976), From 'The

15

School
ofEloquence' and other poems (London. Rex Codings, 1978), Continuous: 50 Sonnets from
The School of Eloquence' (London: Rex Codings, 1981), Selected Poems (London: Penguin,
1984), and Selected Poems (London: Penguin, 1987).
16
Notebook 1967-68 (New York: Farrar, 1969) Notebook (New York: Farrar, 1970), and History
and For Lizzie and Harriet (New York: Farrar, 1973).
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to

a

for

section of another. The final sonnet of the For Lizzie and Harriet version,

example, is constructed of eight lines from the eleventh

Notebook
This is

version, two lines from the ninth

poem

poem

of the

and four lines from the twelfth.

fairly typical of Lowell's method of rewriting. The lack of a definitive

edition has alienated critics and readers alike since the sonnets

were

first

published.17
Lowell's revisions reveal his

difficulty in formulating

a

structure; the

struggle to sustain calendrical movement, the incomplete narratives, the partial
chronology. In his 'Afterthought' to Notebook 1967-68 Lowell describes the
volume

as:

One poem, jagged
material. It is not

in pattern, but not
a

chronicle

or

a

conglomeration

or sequence

of related

almanac; many events turn up, many others

of equal or greater reality do not. This is not my diary, my confession, not a
puritan's too literal pornographic honesty, glad to share private embarrassment,
and triumph. The time is a summer, an autumn, a winter, a spring, another

here the poem ends, except for turned-back bits of fall
1968. I have flashbacks to what I remember, and notes on old

summer;

and winter
history. My

plot rolls with the seasons. The separate poems and sections are opportunist
and inspired by impulse. Accident threw up subjects, and the plot swallowed
them.

In advance of expected

intrinsic

critical appraisal, Lowell

qualities of Notebook 1967-68; such

tone. He

their connection either to the
new

deny

a

lot of the

its diary style and confessional

acknowledges its temporal structure, but then claims that the

inspired randomly and

were

as

seems to

poems to

were

poems

slotted into the temporal plot regardless of

seasons or

each other. Lowell added

ninety-six

the second edition, Notebook, and adapted the 'Afterthought'.

Not, though, that it admits the additions or recognises the difficulty of holding
the

'plot' together under such extra weight. Instead, it attempts only to

same

his

thing

more

the

accurately. Despite Lowell's insistence that the volume is not

'private lash',19 his description of the work, his denial of sequentiality,

confonns to the reader's

experience. The

17

A

18

Robert Lowell, Notebook 1967-68 159.
Robert Lowell, Notebook 262.

19

say

seasons may

give it rough order, but

complete edition of Lowell's poetry has been promised by Faber for

some

time.
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there is little
sequences,

plot

or

sense

of a narrative thread. Like most Renaissance sonnet

Notebook ends abruptly. There is no conclusion because there is

problem to resolve. Fragments of Lowell's life story

some

of the

cause

and effect, nor do

in

are

presented in

mini-sequences but they do not link together, there is

no sense

Notebook, has all but vanished.

that

and

clearly

proposes a

temporal structure. The sections

give it such a framework are 'Long Summer',20 'October and November',21

'Autumn in the

Abstract',22 'Christmas and New Year',23 'Midwinter',24 'February

March',25 'April 8th',26 'April',27 'April's End',28 'May',29 'To Summer',30 and

'Summer',31 but interspersed unevenly between these sections
poems,

the

are some

162

seemingly 'intuitive in arrangement',32 that almost entirely distract from

sense

where

of calendrical movement.

Adding ninety-six

new poems,

'scattered

they caught',33 merely increases the diffusion of'plot'. Not only

seasonal sections of Notebook
sections with

more

temporal titles, only

'Summer'

one

appears

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,
Lowell,

new

between 'To Summer' and
us out

of the 1967-68 time

(in between 'April' and 'April's End') and 'Mania in

Buenos Aires 1962'.37 This latter accords with Lowell's statement about

Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert
Robert

the

of which fits into the annual structure:

and, confusingly, the other two throw

scheme: '1970 New Year'36

are

spread out but Lowell has added four

'Thanksgiving'.34 Another, 'Winter',35

21

of

they cohere within the larger temporal framework which,

Notebook 1967-68

20

no

Notebook 1967-68 5.
Notebook 1967-68 26.
Notebook 1967-68 29.
Notebook 1967-68 54.
Notebook 1967-68 66.
Notebook 1967-68 79.
Notebook 1967-68 87.
Notebook 1967-68 90.
Notebook 1967-68 103.
Notebook 1967-68 109.
Notebook 1967-68 120.
Notebook 1967-68 141.
Notebook 262.
Notebook 264.
Notebook 71.
Notebook 233.
Notebook 174.
Notebook 150.
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flashbacks,
towards

a

audience
the

use

as

does the original

sequence

tight structure, either chronological, thematic

or

no

claims

narrative. Yet his

inevitably has expectations, not wholly in Lowell's control, aroused by

of the sonnet, the

expectation of a year's journal instilled by the original

title and the existence of mini-sequences
poems

'In the Forties'. Lowell makes

(roughly ninety-five percent of the

in Notebook 1967-68 form part of a larger section). Dry though these

statistics are,

they make evident the difficulty of finding

and frustration in the inevitable search, or the

a structure to

Notebook

need for one.

By dividing Notebook into History and For Lizzie and Harriet Lowell did

satisfy this need. Gone is the seasonal structure which suggested more than it
gave.

Instead we

are

given, in History,

a

chronological

survey

of human history

smoothly interspersed with Lowell's personal history. Edwin Morgan's
sequence

Sonnets from Scotland also follows

a

chronological pattern including

snapshots of personal history, although less frequently

as

Morgan is most

reluctantly self-revelatory. Chronology provides linear structure but both poets
resist

plotted history. They focus instead

on

historical

or

literary figures who

represent an age but whose life or actions do not follow or precipitate those

can

of their

poetic neighbours. In Lowell's History 'Abraham Lincoln',38 for example,

precedes 'George Eliot'39 and 'Stalin'40 follows 'Robert Frost'.41 Structure,
therefore,

serves to

contain and order material while denying narrative.

Berryman's Sonnets follows conventional Renaissance thematic
the sequence as
the

romance

document of a love affair. Berryman wrote the sonnets during

and therefore captures

relationship. He added five
was

preparing the

38

Robert

39

Robert Lowell,
Robert Lowell,

concerns:

sequence

the immediacy and consuming nature of the

new sonnets

(107, 112, 113, 114, 115)42 when he

for publication but with

some

minor revisions they

Lowell, History 88.
History 89.
40
History 143.
41
Robert Lowell, History 142.
42
In February 1967 Berryman sent his publisher, Robert Giroux, two more sonnets, but it was
too late to add them to the original 115. Berryman's Sonnets was published in April 1967. The
other two sonnets appear in Collected Poems. See Charles Thornbury ed., John Berryman:
Collected Poems 1937-1971 (London: Faber, 1989) 305.
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remained in order of composition.
affair

chronologically. For example, sonnet 49 describes Chris's month-long

absence but sonnet 11 describes
him

However, Berryman did not write about the

toasting her in

a strange

waiting for her return and sonnet 13 describes

bar,

a

day after her departure. Berryman's

flashback denies the reader easy access to
narrative remains elusive. Framed
Chris document, in an

unspecific

use

of

the 'plot' of the affair: sustained

by the start and end of the affair Sonnets to

way,

the growth and death of passion.

However, experience more than action is described, and therefore structure is
based

on a

thematic not

temporal scheme. In this, the

Renaissance and modern sonnet sequences,
and Eleanor Brown's

such

as

'Fifty Sonnets'. These three

sequence

resembles

many

Sidney's Astrophel and Stella

sequences are

typical of a

convention that almost

invariably depicts failed love while obsessively repeating

its themes of torturous

passion.

Fundamentally both Lowell and Berryman reject the modernist tenet of
the

impersonality of art. While writing his sonnets Berryman noted in his

journal: 'My old belief in the perfect separateness of Life and Art, the poet's life
being negligible & to-be-lost (believed dogmatically for years, though no more)'.43
Lowell confronts, in The

Dolphin, the autobiographical nature of his poetry and

attempts to elucidate for himself the relationship between life and art. In the
final sonnet of the sequence

freely with

my

Lowell worries that he has 'plotted perhaps too

life' (£), 78) and in the first sonnet of the section, 'Artist's

Model', Lowell writes 'you and I actually lived what I have written' (D, 52). The

relationship between the two has become complex here. What comes first, the
art or the life? But in all Lowell's sonnet sequences
means

of preserving

life. It acts to

reassure

art comes to serve as a

Lowell that life is real, that he is real:

'this round dome proves

its maker alive' (N 67-68, 128). Art is proof of Lowell's

existence in the present

but it also

him'a pass to

43

John

serves to

embalm him for posterity to

the minor slopes of Parnassus'. Yet it is

more

earn

than that. Art,

Haffenden, The Life of John Berryman (Boston: Routledge, 1982) 184.
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although made out of life, transcends it, brings insight and enables Lowell to gain
a more

measured

perspective. Lowell's life is the 'fishnet of tarred rope' (D, 15),

his art the process

of 'knotting, undoing', that is ordering, mending and

unravelling it. Art has 'gladdened
of its

a

lifetime', by using the verb 'gladden', instead

adjective, Lowell suggests that life is not just improved by art but has been

changed by it.
Writing is also

a

force for purification and correction. Art is life, not

merely ordered but understood, heightened and distilled to its
the

It is also

essence.

place where pain is healed and sin redeemed: 'Surely good writers write all

possible wrong' (D, 28). This

was a

question of central importance for

Berryman: whether art, constructed from the material of life, is able to right
wrongs,
over

by transcending them. At

basic level Berryman suffered intense guilt

his illicit affair.44 Alleviation of this emotional burden took

within the sonnets,
art

a

they

were

place only

cathartic and therapeutic. But it wasn't just that

helped Berryman to understand himself. He wanted it to raise him above his

tawdry everyday experience, specifically that of guilt and sinfulness,

explains in the introductory
when
to

poem.

Written in

a

bare his

a

nervous

alternative
undo 'the

he

Dream Song stanza, in 1966

Berryman was preparing the sonnets for publication, this

justify such

as

poem

attempts

confessional record of immorality. 'Has he the right [...]/ to
system [.

.

.] ?' (CP 1937-1971, 70) He contemplates the

option of burning them but concludes that such

an

action would not

original fault' of adultery. However the final stanza places the 'original

fault' within the creation of the sonnets, not
'wickedness /

was

the affair, in the beliefthai

soluble in art'. 'Soluble' here has two

meanings: solvable, that

is, redeemable, and dissolvable, that is rendered harmless and inert. Art, the

production of the Sonnets, could be used to justify the affair. Because art is
intrinsically valuable it automatically confers value
44

on

its material. The Sonnets

See Paul Mariani, Dream Song: The Life ofJohn Berryman (Amherst: U of Massachusetts P,
1990) 191: 'His greatest fear still remained that Eileen would find out about the affair, news he

was sure

would devastate her'.
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also acts

as a

kind of confession of sin. By

admitting his actions in a quasi-

public sphere his burden of guilt and shame is lifted. And, of course, confession
is followed
art'

by forgiveness. His question 'whether wickedness / [is] soluble in

(CP 1937-1971, 70) is answered (barely) with

added in 1967, however,

offer

a

shake you

like

a

us:

can never

'Everyone / rattles his weakness

or

be truly past

as

it

his thing undone, I

rat' (CP 1937-1971, 128). Ultimately Berryman decided to

publish the sonnets and
somewhat relieved
absence

The sonnets Berryman

different perspective on the affair. He

recognises that resolution is impossible. The past
continues to haunt

yes.

against the

so, to an

extent, chose to believe that his guilt was

by art. The final lines of the
presence

of the

poems.

sequence

place the beloved's

The affair, however intensely

visualised, is relegated to fiction, while the sonnets, with biblical assurance,45
become

reality:

Presently the sun
yellowed the pines & my lady came not
in blue jeans & a sweater. I sat down and wrote.

(CP 1937-1971, 129)
Lowell and

Berryman's sonnets negotiate the boundaries between the

private and public. Autobiography; the public revelation of the private life,
becomes their

composition

primary mode of poetic production. Private mechanisms of

are

also displayed. Lowell published all his revisions and presents

poetry as a work in progress rather than a finished product. Berryman's sonnets
were

considered

unpublishable for two decades because of the intensely personal

nature of his revelations.

Ultimately, both poets published work that

was

considered, by them and others, to be potentially too private for public view.
In choice of material,

Lowell and

45

in methods of composition and in publication

Berryman explore conflict between the public and private. The

urge

'By the waters of Babylon we sat down and wept', Psalm 137.1. See also Elizabeth's Smart's
By Grand Central Station I Sat Down and Wept. There is, perhaps, also an allusion
here to the instructions of Sidney's muse in the opening sonnet of Astrophil and Stella to write
sincerely;' 'Fool', said my muse to me, 'look in thy heart and write".
1945 novel
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to

publish conflicted with public disapproval of such autobiographical material.

The need for

privacy conflicted with

demands of personal

need for public recognition, and the

relationships conflicted with the requirements of their art.

The traditional and formal

qualities of the sonnet

public vehicle within which to
public thus becomes

a

a

express

gave

Lowell and Berryman

a

the private turmoil of their lives. The

mechanism for dealing with the difficulties of the private.
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2.

Berryman's Sonnets to Chris: 'scrutators of the difficult soul'46

In Sonnets to Chris

Berryman is at his most private. Inaccessibility is, to

extent, deliberate. His adulterous affair is not
time of writing no one

maintained. On

(an

anagram

an

only private but secretive; at the

else knew about it, and it was essential that deceit was

publication in 1967 he changed the

of lies), to

preserve

name

of his mistress to Lise

her anonymity, although in his Collected Poems,

published after his death, her real

name,

Chris, is restored,

as

is his wife's, from

Esther back to Eileen.47
More

importantly, Berryman's

individualise his

love, to make

this lies not in the

check

by

espouses

a common

specificity of metaphor

for the separateness
in the way

process

throughout the

sequence

is to

experience unique. The wellspring of
so

much

as

in

Donneian argument

a

of the lovers' experience from others'. Berryman is private

that Donne is private; brilliant, revelatory conceits, which

an argument

are

held in

that bucks the conventional, rejects social moralities and

the singular and personal. In sonnet 71 Berryman justifies his adultery

by attacking the church and setting

up

opposition. Their relationship

be condemned by church and society but for

them it offers

a

may

the spirituality of their love in

spiritual and healing experience that can no longer be supplied by

the church. The affair may

be immoral but it is healthy. The sonnet is

against social moralities that restrict the soul and imprison the private
Love becomes

a means

'we laid / Ourselves to

however, is

as

mortal

spiritual health, but it

to

health,

cure

as

a process

of recovery from

ourselves down'

the body; love

seems

may

a

a cry

man.

meaningless life:

(CP 1937-1971, 106). Love,

be their God

now,

their path to

finite:

What if our convalescence must be brief
As

46

we

are,

the matin meet the passing bell?

About

our

pines

our

.

sister, wind, is moving. (CP 1937-1971, 106)

John Berryman,

Collected Poems 114.
Berryman also changed place and street
Kingston. See Thornbury 303-314.
47

.

names

for publication in 1967,

e.g.

Princeton to
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Berryman's question is ambiguous. The Donne-like defiance of'So what if our
love is

transitory?' resonates against the insecurity of'But what if our love

doesn't last?' Resolution is not
final line. Elemental and

provided by their allegiance to the wind in the

essential, the wind is also passing and transitory. The

uniqueness of love is set against the

pressures

of both time and morality.

Berryman attempts in this sonnet to establish his
church, 'the

nave

of pines', and his

own

own

private morality, his

own

time-bound spirituality.

Berryman's construction of a unique and private world follows in the
Renaissance sonnet tradition that

but

unparalleled

merely human and mortal. For Berryman, the beauty

preciousness of love is its transience. The Sonnets, in this respect, parallel

the celebration in Edna St.

joy' that 'will be

gone

reassurance, or

for openness.

sequence

Fatal Interview of love

a

desire, made explicit in

a

'mortal

powers.

Fulfilment,

number of Berryman's sonnets, to

public. Necessary furtiveness becomes destructive and he longs

Deceit, in sonnet 57, is compared to

a

violent, slightly seedy and

dirty storm while the rain of lies turns their love into
hair and lowers its head'

a monster

that 'develops

(CP 1937-1971, 99). Berryman dreams of being able to

public, to join the world; 'could

common

as a

is fulfilled and they therefore have less need for the

compensation, of love's other-worldly

however, breeds
make their love

Millay's

by spring'.48 Millay's and Berryman's love, unlike their

Renaissance precursors,

go

as

essentially private (in that it is unrequited). However, he rejects the Dantean

love that transcends the
and

depicts the lovers' experience

we emerge

/ Trustful and clear into the

rank,— / So long deceiving?' (CP 1937-1971, 99)

Sonnet 36 is

more

ambiguous, there is

a

tension between the

urge to

honesty and the desire to enclose themselves in their closeted world of love. The
opening imperative to Chris to 'Keep your
1971, 88)
its

48

can

be read

as a

eyes open

when you kiss' (CP 1937-

plea to acknowledge their love publicly, to recognise

importance. Berryman describes the time when they
Edna St. Vincent

are

separated

as

'silly

Millay, Collected Sonnets (New York: Harper & Row, 1988) 70, 71.
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time'

(CP 1937-1971, 88) which she should discount. He wants her exclusive

attention: 'I would have you

/ Me alone recognise

your

citizen' (CP 1937-1971,

88). Openness and recognition within their relationship only contrasts with the

impossibility of openness within society. The exclusivity suggested by the
octave's Renaissance conceit of the beloved

citizen is
eyes,

questioned, in a Donne-like

'However

manner, at

line nine: 'Before who wanted

we are

The next lines confirm their invisibility to society;

driven to hide, / What state we

(CP 1937-1971, 88), their love cannot be
state of

important that they

more

hide [.

keep all other states condemn'

seen, or

recognised, by necessity (their

adultery is condemned by social morality), which perhaps makes it all

'however' suggests

.]

.

we

see

themselves. But the absence of a comma after

the lines could be read

[at least]

see

keep their love private. In this, he
the desire for

as

'However [much]

but at the

expresses a

same

driven and

we are

ourselves'. Conflict is not resolved; there

dissatisfaction at their enforced secrecy

in

kingdom, and the lover as her

making love, so?' (CP 1937-1971, 88) he asks, suggesting both their eyes

and those of society.

the

as

are

hints of

time Berryman wants to

paradox well rehearsed by Donne:

privacy and public recognition or separation from and participation

society.
Adultery and deceit constitute topics of poetic 'debate' and require

Berryman to locate the

source

of his guilt: either internally

or

externally.

Berryman's dilemma is between the needs of the individual and those of society.
Because it

brings personal growth not destruction, he cannot accept that his

affair with Chris is wrong. However,

wife, if she knew, is
own

and

a source

the obvious hurt it would

cause

Eileen, his

of intense guilt. The battle, then, is between his

private, 'natural' morality and that imposed by society, between passion

reason

in

a

socialised version of the conventional Renaissance conflict. For

Berryman, the private is essential in marking out the individual from others and

assuring

a

separate identity. Although necessarily secretive, Berryman also

enjoys the privacy of the love affair, and, indeed advocates it. His

sense

of

71

himself is enhanced, and it is that which makes him
Because

unique and different.

Berryman's love takes place in private the action of writing the

sonnets becomes an act of validation and

realisation, proof, to himself, that the

affair took

place. Desire for acknowledgement of his love from Chris and from

society,

discussed earlier, is paralleled by his need for literary recognition and

as

fame.49 As the secrecy

of the affair frustrated him,

of the sonnets. In sonnet 29 the octave

they

are

rewarded only to the dead

'Recognition', introduces

or

necessary

privacy

cynically dismisses the merits of fame

as

the unappreciative. The early turn at

of anguish and

a sense

did the

so

an

overwhelming need for

acknowledgement from both Chris and the literary establishment: 'I tarry alike
for fame and

you' (CP 1937-1971, 82). One

reason

ending the affair was the possibility of writing
Throughout the sonnets Berry man shows his
it seems, like a

convention of self-deprecation;

or at

once more

awareness

private diary, Berryman nevertheless

would be received if they were ever

divine

for,

least advantage in,

for publication.

of an audience. Written,

was

conscious of how they

read.50 Part of this is the Petrarchan

the poet's inability to adequately describe such

beauty:

How shall I

sing, western & dry & thin,

You who for celebration should

cause

flow

The sensual fanfare of D'Annunzio,
Mozart's mischievous joy,

Mild

the amaranthine
quirks ofMarvell [....]

(CP 1937-1971, 86)

But it also shows
concern

Berryman's anxiety about the reception of his work, his

that the sonnets would be understood and valued:

They may, because I would not cloy your ear—
If ever these songs by other ears are heard—
With 'love'; suppose I loved you not,
Lust with strange images, warm, not

but blurred
quite sincere.

(CP 1937-1971, 82)
49

In 1971 Berryman published a collection entitled Love and Fame.
Berryman also kept a journal during this period, suggesting the sonnets
substitute for a diary.
50

were not

actually

a
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The tone is

rebellious,

as

'mutineers]' they must 'gird [their] scorn', but

underlying it is Berryman's insecurity and need for approval.
The sonnets,
torturous

although unpublished,

experience. Torture, however,

were

was

in

clearly reparation for

some ways

a

desirable. Berryman

accepted the role of victim repeatedly and willingly:

I

am your ghost,
Walks while you

this pale ridiculous thing
slump asleep; ouija than morse

Reaches
I

me better; wide on Denmark's moors
loiter, and when you slide your eyes I swing.

(CP 1937-1971, 77)

To be in love is

necessarily to be

a

powerless victim, 'without rights' {CP 1937-

1971, 80). Tormented suffering becomes a constant state: 'I burn

.

.

am

led /

Burning to slaughter' {CP 1937-1971, 80). Desperate, enervated suffering
inspires the

poems,

but the sonnets also allow him the illusion, at least, of the

control that he has sacrificed in the
to

Berryman

as

Chris herself; he

relationship. The sonnets

was

were as

absorbing

obsessed with both. Essentially,

Berryman's obsession took the form of repeated expressions of his desperate
love. The sonnets became
inexhaustible. Berryman
beside / Smother

intensified.

an

addictive

replacement for Chris and seemed

complained that they 'come too thick, hail-hard, and all

(CP 1937-1971, 95). The production rate increased

They seemed to write themselves: 'my

sleepless art' (CP 1937-1971, 103). Like

many

new

as

the affair

insomnia - swift

sonnet sequences, including

contemporary versions such as Eleanor Brown's, the sonnets increasingly came
to be more about the

poet than the relationship. Self-analysis became rooted

deep within the texture of the
Sonnet 87 is

poems.

ostensibly about the frustrations of not being free to publish

the sequence:

Is it

possible, poor kids, you must not come out?
Care for you none but Chris, to whom you cry?
Here in my small book must you dance, then die?
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Rain nor sun greet you first, no friendly shout?
If the army stands, moves not ahead one scout?
Sits all your army ever still, small fry?
And never to all your letters one reply?
No echo back, your games go on without?

Dignity under these conditions few
I feel might muster steadily, and you
Jitterbug more than you pavane, poor dears.
Only you seem to want to hunt the whole
House through, scrutators of the difficult soul
Native here
and pomp's not for pioneers.
.

—

(CP 1937-1971, 114)

Secrecy imposed
wild.

on

the 'kids',

or,

by analogy, the sonnets,

causes

them to

run

They become investigators into Berryman's soul. Unpublishable, the

sonnets

begin to destroy their creator. It is

sonnet in which a
sestet.

are

carefully composed and controlled

desperate list of questions is balanced by the steady-paced

The sonnet is acrostic and reads

The words

a

reminiscent of the

vertically I CHRIS AND I JOHN.51

marriage vows; 'I, Chris, take thee, John', but

the variation

implies that Berryman is both Chris and himself, their identities

have become

merged. Consequently the sestet can be read at another level; the

unpublishable nature of the sonnets (and the infrequency of his meetings with
Chris) meant that they became
more

no

than the affair.

They

are

a potent

and pervasive force that described much

'scrutators of the difficult soul'. Chris herself is

longer their concern. She has become internalised, and merely represents

expresses part

of the poet's self. Self-absorbed like the

Shakespeare, Berryman's Sonnets become
thus his conflict between the

an

sequences

or

of Sidney and

exploration of personal identity and

private and public, and the problems of the

relationship, remain unresolved.

51

Sarah Provost, 'Erato's Fool and Bitter Sister: Two Aspects of John Berryman', Twentieth
Century Literature 30.1 (1984): 76. See also Paul Mariani, Dream Song: The Life of John
Berryman (Amherst, U of Massachusetts P: 1996, 194): 'In another sonnet, which he would later
remove from the sequence, [Berryman] completed the sentence: ONE ANOTHER TAKE. Then,
realising he had gone too far, he changed the last word to read, instead, LOVE'.
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3. Robert Lowell:

The

'Learning to live in history'52

Dolphin, with its clarity and accessibility of style,

identification and

such

sequences,

as

'Charles River' and 'Mexico', that
source

love and loss in The
a

are

evasive and exclusive.

material but Lowell's psychic and spiritual

experiences in Notebook are essentially

inspire

reader

sympathy. Notebook, however, includes a number of

Autobiography is their

affair

encourages

more

inaccessible than his explorations of

Dolphin. In 'Mexico' the poet's journey south and his love

meditation

on

God, time, mortality and physicality,

as

Lowell

attempts to define his own spirituality. He rejects God but copes with the

consequent absoluteness of mortality by positing a kind of eternal present.
The dilemmas and

problems of Lowell's adulterous affairs explored in

'Through the Night', 'The Charles River', 'Harvard' and 'Sleep'
more.

are

repeated

once

Here, however, Lowell feels especially helpless. God supplies no

guidance

hope; He is not present in the hot desert

or

Mexico. In the third sonnet God's

or

the prehistoric ruins of

replacement is the Philosopher,

more

particularly the conflicting and destructive ideologies of Freud and Marx. In this
Godless world there is

no

heaven,

no

afterlife. On his journey south Lowell is

constantly confronting his mortality: 'we
/ the hand's

only think, imagine, in the language and context of time. The

inevitability of time's
a

progress

and our ageing is expressed in sonnet 10:

food the flesh must swallow, / feeding

is also flesh'

whole of the

our

(N 67-68, 62). The body must accept its

totality of the

process,

the mind is not free from

phenomenological world is

disintegration:
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clocks, and only count in time;

knife-edge is pressed against the future' (N 67-68, 58). Our life ticks

away, we can

'infirmity,

are two

Robert Lowell, Notebook 1967-68 60.

seen to

minds
own

age or

...

the mind which

decay and the

death. In sonnet 4 the

be in the

process

of
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We sit

on

the cliff like curs, chins

the Toltec

pressed to thumbs,
temples changing to dust in the dusk —

hair of the vulture, white brow of the moon: this too dust
dust out of time.

.

.

.

{N 67-68, 59)

Acceptance of mortality
effects of time: '1

am

means,

for Lowell, understanding, and coping with, the

learning to live in history. / What is history? What you

cannot touch'

(N 67-68, 60). Our own history is defined by

end therefore

'learning to live in history'

means a

our

beginning and

knowledge of and acceptance of

death.

Normal,

or

linear, distinctions of time

are

dissolved in sonnet 6. The

present has been lived, or seen before and the future consists of present
moments

repeated

or

Mexico; everything,

following each other. Seasons
or every

and all's in leaf (N 67-68, 60).

Each moment is self-contained and does not merge

twice, not once' (N 67-68, 60). The present

future,

we can

Lowell

access

rendered meaningless in

time, is equally fertile: 'Midwinter in Mexico, yet

the tall red flowers / stand up on many trees,

not

are

into another, 'is not divided,

never merges

with the past or

only live and experience in the present moment. This gives
to a kind of eternity or

final sonnet of the sequence

timelessness: the eternal present. In the

Lowell describes the experience of their love

as

'multiplying / days, days, days, days' (N 67-68, 63).
Recognition of his mortality makes Lowell focus, in this

sequence, on

his

physicality and his empirical experience of the world. It is only through our
bodily experience of our surroundings that we
The material, natural world holds the
feverish

has

make

sense

of our condition.

key: 'somewhere I must have met his

pink before, / and knew its message' (N 67-68, 60). So the lizard in the

fourth sonnet seems, to
of his

can

Lowell, to have achieved a rooted, connected acceptance

being. It is elemental, 'generic' (N 67-68, 59), natural and straight-forward,

an

intrinsic

lover does have

affinity to the universe that man,
a more

natural bond with the

or

Lowell, cannot reach. His

corporeal world. Lowell has 'lived
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without /

sense so

with his senses,

hand, is fully

he

long the loss
can no

aware

Breathing, the

one

for consciousness

no

longer hurts' (N 67-68, 58). Out of touch

longer live via his bodily reactions. She,

of her body's

responses

physical activity
'you, God help

we

and its encounters with the tangible.

do without thought becomes

you, must

the other

on

will each breath

you

a

metaphor

take' (N 67-68,

58). In the tenth sonnet she is presented purely in terms of the landscape. To
describe her union with her

physicality and the physical world Lowell must

use

metaphors of nature: 'a cleavage dropping miles to the valley's body' (N 67-68,
62). The sonnet

opens

with

a

variety of the Petrarchan commonplace that the

language of love poetry is inadequate to the task of describing the beauty

or

perfection of the loved one: 'a girl too simple for this measured cunning'.
Language, for Lowell, has become

captured in words because her

essence

fundamental substantive processes
For

a process

is

a

of abstraction; the girl cannot be

natural, unaffected connection to the

of life.

Lowell, spirituality must be expressed through

our

physical and

instinctual actions:

The soul groans and laughs at its lack of stature
if you want to make the frozen serpent dance,
you must

—

sing it the music of its mouth.

(N 67-68,62)
His soul does not have substance.

By choosing the symbol of the serpent

Lowell allies the soul with the unconscious, instinctual life. This part

only be awakened through physical,

sensuous acts.

the adulterous affair that is Lowell's

subject in this

into the sensual and Lowell's attempt to

sounds, at times, suspiciously like
actions. Like

of him

can

Of course, in the context of
sequence,

the

sensuous

melts

find the spiritual through the physical

an attempt to

alleviate his guilt and justify his

Berryman, Lowell attempts to describe to himself and to the reader

(as substitute for society's moral censors) his

own,

private moral code.

However, Lowell's struggle with social norms is fiercer and less successful than

Berryman's, he is less able to relieve himself of the burden of sin. His imagery is
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often

biblical, his temptation is compared to Eve's and,

Berryman, is Catholic in its focus

on

as can

also be

seen

in

sin and guilt.

Religion dominates Lowell's enquiry into morality but he also looks at it
in

psychoanalytical and social terms. This latter is highlighted in the opening

sonnet of'Mexico':

The

difficulties, the impossibilities,

stand

out:

dead laurel

I, fifty, humbled with the years' gold garbage,

grizzling

my

back like spines of hay;

you, some sweet, uncertain age, say twenty-seven,
unballasted by honor or deception.

(N 67-68, 58)

Here the

social

'difficulties, impossibilities'

seem to

be the

age gap

and difference in

background. He is the famous prize-weary poet, she the innocent,

unliterary optimist unbothered by the need to conform,

or

lie,

or

perform, that

is, to follow society's moral codes. At this point it is interesting to
versions of this poem.

compare two

In For Lizzie and Harriet Lowell changes 'unballasted' for

'untempted, unseared' (FLH, 30). The rejection of'unballasted', indicates

a

change in Lowell's view of'honor and deception'. 'Unballasted' suggests that

they act, for Lowell,
of the

as

support and stability, a steadying device, in the process

affair, whereas 'untempted, unseared' suggests that

life of'honor and

a

deception' has ruined him, made him the passionless cynic that he presents
himself as in the first three lines. Indeed, 'unballasted' is a
has

already dismissed the honor he has received

as a

surprising word; he

poet and, as other poems

show, would hardly condone deception, so it is confusing that he should imply
that she would find honour and

deception

a support.

It is

more

likely, given his

subsequent revisions, that Lowell meant weighted, and dropped the word
altogether because it

was not as

the first lines of the poem

pejorative

and evocative

as

he has become withered and scorched. The

throughout the

sequence,

as

'[unjtempted'

or as

consistent with

'[unjseared', with its suggestion that

description of his lover, here and

is effective only in what it reveals about Lowell. This
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is often apparent

primarily

as a

in Lowell's poetry; friends, relations, political figures act

foil for the revelation of his

Lowell considers
but in later sonnets he

our

character.

morality in this first sonnet from

sees

social perspective,

a

morality in psychoanalytical terms. Moral codes in

sonnet 8 of'Mexico' are seen as

conflict with

own

constricting and self-destructive in that they

instinctive, passionate selves:

love demanding we be calm, not lawful,
for laws imprison as much as they protect.

[....]
homicidal with
devotion hikes

morality and lust —
uphill in iron shoes.

(N 67-68, 61)

Morality confines rather than guides and
reconcile it with lust. Sex and

morality

destroy ourselves in attempting to

we

are seen

in

many

of these sonnets

as

illicit

mutually incompatible and this is not just because Lowell is describing

an

affair. Sex is associated with the release of an unconscious,

urge

therefore
sense

instinctual

and

ignores all ideas of social decorum. But Lowell still has to deal with his

of guilt

and sin, and this is particularly profound due to his Catholic

background. Sexuality is presented in sonnet 9
of their union

as one

of'innocence and

Eden' and in the final sonnet

as a serpent,

while sonnet 2 talks

guile'. Sonnet 4 places them in 'Toltec

they have become Lucifer and Lilith. Although he

attempts to justify their relationship through notions of the instinctual the
sequence

into

a

ends without

criminal?'

a

solution: 'how can I love

/ short of turning

(N 67-68, 63)

Much of'Mexico' describes Lowell's

is the

you more,

subject of most of the

poems,

private and personal experience, he

his indirectness only serving to highlight the

private nature of his experience. Many of Lowell's sonnets in the Notebook
sequences

and the majority of those in History filter private material through

political and historical, that is
the

more

a

public, lens. Berryman,

confessional, subjective poet but

on

on

the surface,

a

appears

close reading Lowell is just more
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adept at dissembling. Many

poems are

about historical figures, fellow poets and

literary ancestors, family and friends, and political heroes, and anti-heroes.
Other poets

in the twentieth century, such

have also used the sonnet sequence

however, is considerably
foil for

an

more

for such portraiture. Lowell's

own

personality. They

are

little

purpose,
more

indeed, the

are,

than

a

many

same man.

In 'Le Vieux Caton' Lowell compares

Marcus

Edwin Morgan and Paul Muldoon,

subjective. His characters

investigation into his

different selves of the

as

himself to the Roman leader,

Cato, and, by extension, Cato's political methods parallel Lowell's poetic

procedures. Lowell portrays himself as stubbornly refusing to take
responsibility for domestic troubles and unable to listen to others. Describing
Cato, however, clearly explains Lowell's behaviour to his wife. To be successful

politician,

as a

or as a poet

(or perhaps, simply,

as an

individual)

one must

be

'deaf, uncompromisingly ambitious. But such self-obsession and neglect of
others results in isolation. Cato flourishes because he is not

persuasive
such

an

or

'phlegmatic' (N, 74). He is in the business of empire building, and

activity has

must be built in

whatever
careful

a

means.

no

time for sympathy

or argument:

day'. It involves grabbing what it
One 'must take the dust with the

can

while it

use

of material and

experience at the

expense

no

Lowell's

and by
time for
as a poet

is

of the feelings of

uses

other peoples' pain

identity, to make art. Processes of political history become

sense

can

gold', there is

family and friends. Colonial in attitude, he absorbs and

a

metaphor for

poetic practice. As Nicholas Ruddick writes, 'Lowell is seeking to make

of himself by

examining historical figures who

about the nature of his

However, there

53

'Rome, if built at all,

filtering. Cato is powerful because he is ruthless. So Lowell

ruthless in his

and

diplomatic,

own

are many

Nicholas Ruddick, 'A New

Wascana Review

historical

seem to

offer

predicament and how to

some

cope

clues

with it'.53

sonnets that attempt to understand historical

Historiography of the Self: Robert Lowell's History
of Contemporary Poetry and Short Fiction 23 .4 (1992): 5.

as

History',
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and

political figures and events

rather than
poem

device for

as a

in that it offers

The tyrant

a

as a way

explaining his

of making
own

sense

of the external world

personality. 'Sunrise' is such a

psychological portrait of a national American villain.

is tortured, brutality turns inwards. Yet Admiral Onishi's final act of

self-inflicted violence is

fallibility leads

performed incompetently and he is thus humanised. His

view him with compassion. Destruction is all around him,

us to

yet he is absorbed in everyday, homely triviality. The pretence of normality and
the focus

on

the

quotidian

are necessary

One

coping mechanisms:

butchery is left; his wife keeps nagging.

Man and wife taste cup after cup after cup of Scotch;
how garrulously they talk about their grandchildren,

and when the knife goes

goes

For

your

eighteen hours

you

home, it
died with

home wrong.
hand in hers.

.

.

.

(N 67-68, 101)

Structurally, the sonnet is Shakespearean: three quatrains and
The first

couplet.

quatrain suggests the endlessness of suffering and the inability to face

devastation and
Onishi

a

as

thereby predisposes

the Japanese war

us to

sympathy. The second presents

hero, but the eighth line, the turn, introduces the idea

of his death: 'his young

pilots loved him to annihilation' (N 67-68, 101). By

reworking the

phrase 'they loved him to death' Lowell simultaneously

common

suggests the extremity of their adoration, the horror of warfare and the
destruction of Onishi's
absorbed
are

own

identity. His life and personality have been

by his military role. The sestet reinstates his individuality. Such

ordinary, too, and

even

have strange

or

endearing idiosyncrasies; like drinking

whisky instead of sake. The unrhymed couplet adds
'when the knife goes
with your
At the

men

home, it goes home wrong.

.

.

.

a

Shakespearean twist:

/ For eighteen hours you died

hand in hers'. Antony-like, Onishi's death is bodged, long and painful.

same

by Lowell's

time the reader is twisted into
use

both Onishi and

of the second
us.

a

position of heart-rending empathy

person; we cannot

The process

help but sympathise, 'you' is

of humanisation is complete.
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Judgement and condemnation are absent in poems such as 'Sunrise'
'Attila, Hitler'. Lowell's technique is to render such

oppressors

or

harmless through

insight into the detail of their lives. As Williamson writes: 'To scale the

powerful down to purely human size, without hatred, is
one

that does not

the risk of reifying

run

Lowell takes

a more

men' become

an

a

kind of revolution,

its victim'.54 However, in

some sonnets

conspicuously moral stance and his descriptions of'great

analysis of the

alles' Lowell is less able to put

use

and abuse of power. In 'Deutshland iiber

aside his disapprobation for Hitler's actions:

Who will contest the conqueror

his dirt,

spaces enough to bury what they left,
the six million Jews gassed in the space to

breathe?

(N 67-68, 30)

Mankind is
a

complicit in Hitler's crimes, but Lowell formulates his criticism into

question. Should

we

condemn Hitler? The

'Napoleon', Lowell cannot resist

censure;

same

'Dare I

technique is used in

say,

he had no moral center?'

(.N 67-68, 43) but he tries to lessen his absolute denunciation by asking
choose
us:

'the

our own

price

moral

was

York Review

position, although it is obvious in which direction he leads

paltry

'The March'

was

.

.

.

three million soldiers dead'.

the first of the Notebook poems.

1967. Various

against the Vietnam War,

political events that took place between those

backbone of Notebook 1967-68, some

these

54

as

war,

on

a

years

as an

form the

appendix to

the death or assassination of

Che Guevera, Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy,

temporal and political structure, although Lowell responds to

Alan Williamson,

1974) 198.

a

October 21st

uprisings that took place during the period. In Notebook 1967-68

provide

Yale UP,

of which Lowell lists

They include the Vietnam

political leaders, such
and the civil

Appearing in the New

ofBooks in November 1967 it describes Lowell's participation in

demonstration at the White House,

the volume.

us to

Pity the Monsters: The Political Vision ofRobert Lowell (New Haven:
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such events with different
describes not the
rather his

reasons

degrees of directness and subjectivity. 'The March'

for the demonstration but Lowell's involvement in it, or

inability to be fully committed: 'my cowardly / and foolhardy heart' (N

67-68, 27). The portrait of Lowell the political activist becomes gradually more
concerned with his difficulties in

espousing a cause, of fighting for his beliefs, not

merely because of his personal weaknesses but because of the limitations of
political partisanship, in this

case

of liberal ideology: 'how weak / we

were,

and

right'. Lowell's humanity and compassion win out through the final line in the
same

way

that they did in 'Sunrise'. Pursuing ideologies is less important than

making, and keeping,
Lowell's
that both
wavers

a

connection between men.

'politics' in Notebook are non-partisan, partly

right and left-wing stances

between the two.

are

on

the principle

limited and partly because he himself

Lowell, in interview, has said:

Burton Feldman wrote

thoughtful review of the book [Notebook] and said
I was jarred. I don't feel I'm a New
I think if anyone read my book, a
little slowly, his eyes might smart, and he would be sad for our culture. And
he might think such a view true. But he wouldn't have a campaign to do this
or that. He'd feel the New Left were very shallow and superficial just like
their opponents. My book is not very partisan. I've never written a poem
trying to support a point.55
a

the whole thing was a New Left poster.
Leftist or any kind of graduated Leftist.

But Lowell has also

between his

acknowledged that his impartiality is rooted in

a

conflict

revolutionary and reactionary selves:

A poem

needs to include a man's contradictions. One side of me, for
example, is a conventional liberal, concerned with causes, agitated about peace
and justice and equality, as so many people are. My other side is deeply
conservative, wanting to get at the roots of things, wanting to slow down the
whole modern process of mechanization and dehumanization, knowing that
liberalism can be a form of death too. In the writing of a poem all our
compulsions and biases should get in, so that finally we don't know what we
mean.56

55

Dudley Young, 'Talk with Robert Lowell', Robert Lowell: Interviews and Memoirs, ed.
Jeffrey Meyers (Ann Arbour: U of Michigan P, 1988) 152.
56
Stanley Kunitz, 'Talk with Robert Lowell', Robert Lowell: Interviews and Memoirs 85-6.
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Morally, Lowell endorses pacifism but through observation of the world he has
to

acknowledge the necessity of violence in the functioning of society.

Revolution is, at times, necessary to
revolution is

spark change and without violence

impossible. Lowell is, fundamentally, liberal in outlook, although

swayed by reactionary impulses and full of doubt of the efficacy of political
revolution

or

rebellion.

Suspicion of authority, however, marks much of his

poetry; a horror of conformity and a recognition of the role of militancy or
violence in

shaping and changing cultures. Such defiance, however, is not an

espousal of insurrection,
The sequences

as can

be

seen

in the irresolute tone of'The March'.

in Notebook 1967-68

on

Lowell's love affairs; 'Long

Summer', 'The Charles River' and 'Mexico' all present a rejection of social

conformity and much of their language is combative or aggressive: 'something
inhuman

always rising

Lowell's

personal development is embedded in fierce rejection of social

conformity

so western

on us,

/ punching you with embraces' (N 67-68, 5). As

civilisation develops through violence. In 'Half a Century

Gone, 4' Lowell acknowledges the importance of the Jews in the development of

history, but asserts that they failed to take charge of their

own

history because

they refused to resort to violence: 'afraid of violence, / afraid of anything, timid
as

sheep' (N 67-68, 154). He describes not the deficiencies of pacifism but a

conventionality born out of fear. There is
violence just a terror

though conformity

no

ideology behind the repudiation of

of the risk and assertion required for non-conformity,

means

even

self-destruction. Thus their 'identities simplified / to

a

single, indignant, collusive grin' (N 67-68, 154) suggest collaboration in their own
abuse.
Notebook and
the

History develop Lowell's interest in the forces that govern

development of civilisation. 'Munich 1938' describes the crisis point that

sparked the second world
toleration of tyranny;
The choice

was

war

when political options had been reduced to the

'the vomit of cowardice' {N 67-68, 25),

timidity

or

or

armed conflict.

violence, both of which are inherently destructive.
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John Crowe Ransom and the African artists have attained civilisation because

'they
on

never

anyone

troubled the rest of the world', that is, enforced conditions of living

else; the strictures of rules and moralities that

govern our

Leaders of the 'civilised' Western world, however, dictated
power

(the values of society) unleashed

mass

actions.

by fear, honour and

bloodshed. Civilisation, for

Lowell, is the development of sophisticated structures and regulations that rule
our

lives. It is not about progress

and freedom but the constriction of the

individual, the reduction of men to

a

'collusive grin' (N 67-68, 154). Inherently, it

imposes violence, whether against other people, institutions
Civilization will always outrun
its toleration means to bear and

hurt, hate oneself,

or

oneself:

life,
ache,

as no one wants to

twice.

(N 67-68, 115)

Williamson reads this poem,
'irreducible conflict

[.

.

'Civilization',

aggressive through frustration; then, by its

morality, makes the only object available the self, which

conveniently be tormented in the
Notebook 1967-68 and its
reconciliation between the

his necessary

personal
events.

expression of Lowell's

.] between civilization and the instinctual life [....]

Civilization first makes energy
'decent' overt

as an

very act

of self-restraint'.57

sequels, therefore, attempt to forge

such

as

a

private and public, between the individual's needs and

functioning within society. This

poems,

can

process

'Mexico', and also within those

Conflict between the individual and

private and public, operates for Lowell

on a

takes place within the
on

public figures and

society, and thus between the
psychological level but also

fundamentally affects his ethical and political beliefs.

57

Alan Williamson,

Pity the Monsters: The Political Vision ofRobert Lowell 179-80.
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4. Lowell and

Berryman: 'This powerful rhyme'58

Structure in For Lizzie and Harriet and The

Dolphin is

based than in Notebook 1967-68. These sequences,

more

coherently narrative

and Berryman's Sonnets for

Chris, therefore relate closely to Renaissance models that chronicle
For Lizzie and Harriet is

particular beginning

or

a

portrait of family life

end. The Dolphin is

describes the end of Lowell's second

more

over a

a

love affair.

number of years, with

no

self-contained in that it

marriage to Elizabeth Hardwick and the

beginning of his relationship with Caroline Blackwood and the birth of their son,
Sheridan. There is action that hints at

plot, but the

return to Lizzie and Harriet for Christmas.

Lowell's last sonnet sequence,

obsessively,

on

sequence

ends with Lowell's

Resolution is resisted.

The Dolphin, focuses, somewhat

his experience of ageing. Confronting death, the poet is able to

accept his vulnerability and fragility. The Dolphin is not only a portrait of

changing marriages but of Lowell's preparation for death,
acknowledgement of its inevitability. As Bell
intoxicated

by the knowledge of his

knowledge at

every turn.

He

may

it'.59 As Lowell himself writes in
an

own

says

'Morning

no

was

facetious

away

least the

of Lowell: 'He was

mortality and

be said, in

or at

motivated by that

sense, to

have died of

from you': 'now death becomes

ingredient of my being — / my Mother and Father dying young and sixty' (D,

62). It is

as

if Lowell is grieving for himself as well

America. Loss is

for his family left in

all-consuming and the gaining of a new family

emphasise it. Despite
Harriet and his

as

new

seems

only to

found joy, the pain of his separation from Lizzie and

encroaching death

seem too

much to bear, they have sapped his

strength. He describes his relationship with Caroline thus: 'Our time is shorter
and

brighter like the summer' (D, 63)

as

if the intensity of love necessitates its

end.
58

William Shakespeare, Hie Sonnets and A Lover's Complaint, ed. John Kerrigan (London:
Penguin, 1986) 104.
59
VereenBell, 'Robert Lowell, 1917-1977', Robert Lowell: Interviews and Memoirs 240.
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The
more

Dolphin

clearly than

expresses

any

Lowell's tendency to self-incrimination and doubt

other volume and this

urge

gives it its endearing and

poignant tone.

Do I deserve

sleep, because I gave myself the breaks,
self-seeking with persistent tenderness.

to

(D, 76)
and later:

I've closed my

mind
long, I want to keep it closed, perhaps —
have no faith in my right to will transcendence.

so

I

(D, 47)

In conversation with Helen

about
say

critic

a

Vendler, not long before he died, Lowell complained

describing him

as

'violent'. When asked what he would like them to

he replied, 'that I'm heartbreaking'.60 In this volume he certainly is.
The loss of self-esteem that is

of Lowell's
The

moving takes place within the context

life-long struggle with manic depression, that is also documented in

Dolphin. 'Symptoms' describes

helplessness
the

so

as

an

impending attack, the

sense

of

illness takes hold, all the more painful because Lowell

can

read

signs yet is unable to stop it:

I feel my old infection, it comes once yearly:
lowered good humor, then an ominous

rise of irritable enthusiasm

...

(A 18)

The self-destructiveness of depression

the poet

is strongly conveyed by the final image of

searching for evidence that he is flawed: 'examining / what I really have

against myself. In 'Double-Vision' Lowell is in the full flow of illness, drugs
have taken away

the delusions of manic depression, but replaced them with

unreality of their

own:

60

Helen

Vendler, Part of Nature, Part of Us (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1980) 136.
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sedation doubles
You can't be

everything I

see.

.

.

.

here, and yet we try to talk;

somebody else is farcing in

your

face,

(D, 22)

The world

is

clearly

no

longer makes

seen,

Lowell is

creativity,

in these

kind of sense,

poems, as a

able, at times, to
or at

any

see

sane or

insane. Manic depression

debilitating and unrewarding state. Yet

benefits in his illness, the compensation being

least material for creative

sickness, mind and body might make

a

during periods of stability: 'in

use

marriage / if by depression 1 might find

perspective' (D, 68). The implication is that madness brings vision and insight:
'Sometimes in sickness,

/ we

himself, at least at times,

as

are

weak enough to enter heaven', that Lowell sees

the suffering genius, the poke maudit.

Acknowledging their similar experience of mental anguish Lowell wrote to
Berryman: 'These knocks

are

almost

a

proof of intelligence and valor in us'.61

Marjorie Perloff writes that for Lowell 'suffering becomes
oneself as

a way

of identifying

poet'.62

Caroline, in The Dolphin, is Lowell's road to health and happiness. She
functions, albeit unconventionally, as a muse. She is symbolised by the dolphin,
which also represents

the other redeeming force in Lowell's life: art. The first

three lines of the sequence

could refer to either love

or art,

both embodied in the

dolphin:
Any clear thing that blinds us with surprise,

wandering silences and bright trouvailles,
dolphin let loose to catch the flying fish

your

....

(D, 15)
In the

following sections Caroline is presented as herself:
me in your shadow
gold grizzling
body of an athlete, her big hand -—
your honor is humor and fragility.

Keep

.

.

.

your

undyed hair,

frail

(D, 25)
61

Ian

Hamilton, Robert Lowell (New York: Random, 1982) 275-6.
Marjorie Perloff, 'Poetes Maudits of the Genteel Tradition: Lowell and Berryman', Robert
Lowell: Essays on the Poetry, ed. Steven Gould Axelrod (Cambridge. Cambridge UP, 1986)
62

106.
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But

increasingly, Lizzie, and Harriet, dominate Lowell's thoughts and almost

exactly half-way through Caroline is transmuted into
woman.

'Mermaid 3'

can

be read

as

a

mermaid, half-fish half-

the record of the translation from person to

symbol. Although it purports to be about seeing Caroline, and himself,
are,

as

they

rather than in the heat of love, each statement of empiricism is contradicted

by metaphor. Her
figurehead,

a

eyes are just eyes,

mermaid,

a

morning star and

pictures to the wall' (Z), 36)
rather than

as an

says

Lowell

a

as

as a

blond starlet. 'It's time to turn

if deciding to

your

her for who she is

see

image of his choosing, but in the final line she is mermaid again.

And the very next poem portrays

through the volume,
cannot

but her photograph represents her

as

her

as a

killer whale. The

process

if Lowell tries to hold onto her reality

as an

continues

individual but

help converting her to symbol:

"I

I am a dolphin,
only animal man really loves,
I spout the smarting waters ofjoy in your face —
rough weather fish, who cuts your nets and chains "
am a woman or

the

(A 54)

the mouth open,
the
I

huge smile, head and shoulders of the dolphin
swallowed up alive
I am.

am

—

...

cD, 55)
As Lowell is swallowed up

by Caroline and love

In the final sonnet of the sequence
muse

of Lowell's art,

so, too,

is she by his metaphor.

Caroline's transformation into the dolphin, the

is complete:

My Dolphin, you only guide me by surprise,
forgetful as Racine, the man of craft,
drawn through his maze of iron composition
by the incomparable wandering voice of Phedre.
When I was troubled in mind, you made for my body
caught in its hangman's-knot of sinking lines,
the glassy bowing and scraping of my will.
.

.

.

(A 78)
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Caroline, therefore, is not

so

much

a muse;

inspiration (as in the Petrarchan tradition),

symbol of divine,
as

or

earthly,

Art itself, with all its dangers and

rewards. The sonnet does convert the beloved to muse, but Lowell broadens the

concept so that love and art, and, therefore, life and art, become fused.
For

and art; the

Berryman, too, the sonnet becomes the meeting point between life

autobiographical subject matter contained within the artifice of a

poetic form. Berryman, himself, tries to explain why he chose the sonnet
sequence:

Why did I attempt that exhausted and contemptible art-form the Sonnet
Sequence anyway? Partly events seduced me, so that I was in the thick of it,
with a dozen sonnets, before (I think) I much reflected. But partly I had
several things in mind. I wanted one form
in order to record (form,
master) what happened. Well, but not an invented form — I wanted a
familiar form in which to put the new. Clearly a sonnet sequence. And this
gave me also a wonderful to me [sic] sense of continuity with lovers dead.63
...

So the sonnet

firstly enables him to record the events and experiences of his life

and then to control them.

Secondly, it gives him a

the past

own,

and making it his

literary tradition

or

and thirdly it gives him

a sense

of belonging to

a

appealed to Berryman because its narrative

framework would suit the kind of story

relationship

of renewal, of reclaiming

'family'.

The sonnet sequence

to the

sense

was more

he had to tell. His emotional

response

absorbing than the affair itself warranted.64

Chronological plot cedes to description of emotional experience. Each sonnet
reveals
not

a

different aspect

necessarily

the affair ends;

obsessive

of the affair and Berryman's

convey new

action. Moreover, the

it concludes, in fact, with

a

response to

sequence

it, but does

does not end when

statement of action that began

the

path of the relationship: 'I sat down and wrote' (CP 1937-1971, 129).

63

John Haffenden, The Life ofJohn Berryman (New York: Random, 1982) 177.
See Paul Mariani, Dream Song: The Life ofJohn Berryman 195, 200: 'From the start, but
without adequately counting on Berryman's obsessions, Chris had wanted to keep the affair

64

simple [....] They agreed not to make any plans or unrealistic demands on each other. If they
going to continue to see each other, it would have to be without the illusion of an 'all or
nothing' relationship [.. .] In retrospect Berryman calculated he had slept with Chris a total of
were

.

fourteen times'.
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The final sonnet takes

us

back to the

beginning and acknowledges the

impossibility of ending. Recording the affair is therefore not a search for
resolution but

a

process

of understanding and explaining it to himself. The strict

form of the sonnet encourages
matter.

This in turn lends him

Benyman to control and master his subject
a sense

of control

Sonnets orders the chaos of Berryman's

over

the affair itself. The

experience and enables him to impose

a

pattern on his emotional turmoil.

Berryman also locates the sonnet's appeal in the challenge of making it
of reinventing tradition to suit his

new,

own

needs. In

a

letter to The New

Yorker, written during his 'sonnet period', Berryman suggested that 'originality in

poetry'

was to

be found 'less in the invention of materials than in the subsuming

of materials into
'from

a

moving and fresh unity'. Such 'material', he explains,

comes

personal, conversational and literary experience'.65 Berryman's 'experience'

of literary

tradition not only gives him material but lends his affair credence and

value; his actions

are not

unique, the affairs of past poetic masters justifies his.

Experience is authenticated through literary and historical precedent. The
history of the sonnet provides Berryman with

a

'sense of continuity with lovers

dead', of the literary kind, and the sonnets themselves are strewn with references
to his amorous

antecedents, such

as

Petrarch,66 Wyatt,67 Sidney68 and

Shakespeare.69 Additionally, Chris becomes part of that heritage: she is placed
at the

dark

head of a

long line of literary ladies /

muses;

Beatrice, Laura, Stella and the

lady amongst them.
Berryman's language also absorbs elements of Renaissance literary

tradition. He

rarely quotes directly but his vocabulary and imagery often echo

poets such as Dante: 'Your shining—where?—rays' (CP 1937-1971, 71), and
Petrarch: 'I burn'

65
66
67

68
69

(CP 1937-1971, 80, 91). More frequently, however,

Quoted in Paul Mariani, Dream Song: The Life ofJohn Berryman 190.
15, 19, 41, 75 and 111.
e.g. sonnet 15.
e.g. sonnet 16.
e.g. sonnet 40 and 51.
e.g. sonnet
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Berryman's language is highly idiosyncratic in vocabulary,

spelling. Archaic and obscure words abound, such

as

grammar, syntax

and

'utraquist' (CP 1937-1971,

94), 'crepitant' (CP 1937-1971, 87), 'shawm' (CP 1937-1971, 99), 'lusk' (CP
1937-1971, 109) and 'jerqued (CP 1937-1971, 123). Spelling is often antiquated,
for

example 'dropt' (CP 1937-1971, 112), 'forkt' (CP 1937-1971, 108) and

'laught' (CP 1937-1971, 73). Like Hopkins, Berryman enjoyed rhythmically
strong and alliteratively packed compound words as in phrases such as 'dawndisenchanted'

(CP 1937-1971, 115), 'rack-rent' (CP 1937-1971, 108) and 'wind-

slapt waters' (CP 1937-1971, 110). Syntax, too, becomes reminiscent of
Hopkins: 'More

my

mouth

yours now,

lips

grow more to

mine / Teeth click' (CP

1937-1971, 72). Such dense and contorted style is described in sonnet 47 as

'crumpling a syntax at

a

sudden need' (CP 1937-1971, 94). At times, though,

Berryman's syntax parallels Milton's technique of postponement:

more startled may, than who shrank down
wiped his sharp eyes with a helpless look,
great tears falling, when Odysseus struck him, find.

But I
And

The

(CP 1937-1971, 116)

Grammatically, Berryman at times forces words into unexpected parts of
speech: 'As the undergrounds piston

a

force of air / Before their crash' (CP 1937-

1971, 100, my italics) or uses ellipsis so that a word can function ambiguously
as

verb and

1971, 71,
sonnets,

noun:

my

'Your

shining—where?—rays

italics). Phrases and words

are

with gold' (CP 1937-

often repeated throughout the

increasing the obsessive quality of the

'nervy' is used nine times.70 Elsewhere phrases
variations: 'a liner

my room

sequence; so
are

'nervous' / 'nerves' /

repeated, with slight

pulls the sky' (CP 1937-1971, 92) / 'a liner rocks the sky' (CP

1937-1971, 96) and 'the mots fly' (CP 1937-1971, 97) / 'the mots were flying'

(CP 1937-1971, 129). Berryman's idiom, then, at

once

employs modernist

techniques and looks back to the sonnet's tradition. Its overall effect, however,
70

In the

introductory

poem

and in sonnets 2, 4, 70, 78, 80, 85, 93 and 94.
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is to

intensify the anxious, desperate tone of the
Lowell's interest in the sonnet lies

more

sequence.

in its formal

literary history. The 'Afterthought' to Notebook
the themes and
Ian

expresses

potential than its

his anxiety 'to avoid

gigantism of the sonnet' but in conversation with his biographer

Hamilton, Lowell describes the appeal of the form:

[Fourteen lines] allowed me rhetoric, formal construction, and quick breaks
[....] Notebook mixes the day-to-day with the history [....] One poem
must lead on towards the next, but is fairly complete; it can stride on stilts, or
talk [.. ..] I didn't find fourteen lines handcuffs. I gained more than I gave.
It would have been a worry never to have known when a section must end;
variation might have been monotony. Formlessness might have crowded me
toward consecutive narrative. Sometimes I did want the traditional sonnet,

organism, split near the middle, and building to break with the last line.
a poem didn't live until the last line cleared the lungs. That's untrue of
Shakespeare's sonnets, but it's true of many, and true of most of Milton's.
The last line shapes to complete the motion. Shakespeare I feel, wrote the
couplets to his 150 sonnets in a single dashing afternoon. Following the
inevitable music, a clang [....] I wished to describe the immediate instant
[.. ..] Things I felt or saw, or read were drift in the whirlpool, the squeeze of
the sonnet and the loose ravel of blank verse.71
one

Often

The sonnet is self-contained and also allows the
thread. Each poem operates as a

development of a narrative

diary entry and in sequence they form

a

haphazard and idiosyncratic autobiography. The internal structure of the sonnet
dictates the kind of poetry
his

Lowell

can

write: that is, its structural potential suits

poetic style. He talks of'the clang' of Shakespeare's couplets and in Lowell's

sonnets the power

of simple emotive statement is often held back for the final

unrhymed couplet:

After
you

loving you so much, can I forget
for eternity, and have no other choice?

(N 67-68, 156)
A nihilist has to live in the world

as

is,

gazing the impossible summit to rubble.

(tV, 211)

71

Ian

157-8.

Hamilton, 'A Conversation with Robert Lowell', Robert Lowell: Interviews and Memoirs
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sacrifices heightening
for the inevitable closing line.
nature

(D, 45)

The

aphoristic quality of these couplets is not applied solely to the endings of

the sonnets; Lowell uses them

throughout and they perhaps

serve as a

structuring device (for instance to mark the 'turn'), needed because Lowell
abandons the confines of rhyme.
use

of the sonnet's

Without rhyme, Lowell cannot

potential for disputation, either through the

quatrains presenting and developing
through the Italian
reversal

or a

uneven

bipartite structure that
verse

use

easily make
of three

(as in the English form)

an argument

change of perspective. Blank

so

encourages

or

proposition and

allows him to present fractured

conglomerations of images. Development takes place through juxtaposition and
suggestion rather than rigorous, intellectual reasoning.
Lowell's sonnets, however, are under severe pressure.

disregarded

so

on

Notebook and

History, refers to each fourteen-line

ultimately define the
Lowell's

concern

poems as sonnets.

with time and

love and loss. Formal echoes
Notebook

or

group as a

but he does acknowledge that he has 'failed to avoid the themes and

gigantism of the sonnet'.72 Indeed it is the

are

are

frequently that the poems only barely resemble sonnets. Lowell,

in his comments
poem

Formal rules

are

resonances

of the sonnet tradition that

Mostly these echoes

are

thematic;

mortality and, especially in The Dolphin, with

are

present too. Lowell claims that the poems in

in 'blank verse'73 but his excursions into strict iambic pentameter

infrequent. However, such occasional lines combined with many decasyllabic

five-beat lines

even

allows, at least, the impression of blank

juxtaposes two ideas

or

verse.

images and thus avails himself of the sonnet's 'turn':

This

chapel that you gaze at, these stern tombs,
pride of architecture
Ah traveller,
diamonds were blunted on this porphyry,

the

.

the teeth of files

seals up
72

Robert Lowell,

73

Robert

Notebook 263.
Lowell, Notebook 263.

At times Lowell

wore

.

.

smooth

the dust of one who

as

ice

never

-

let

this vault
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the earth oppress

him. Whose? If you would know,

stay and study this inscription. Words
give marble meaning and a voice to bronze.
Generous devotion binds this

with
to

urn

majesty and with propriety

the heroic ashes of Sandoval,

who left his coat of arms, once five blue stars

gold field, to climb with surer step
through the blue sky, and scale the golden stars.
on a

(H, 68)

The

chapel, tombs and

urn

all stand

as a

metaphor for Lowell's poetry and the

reader is invited, like the traveller, to understand the man

Writing

serves to

explain the life. The movement from octave to sestet parallels

the transition from
the

through his words.

chapel to

urn,

from art to

poem,

from large to small and from

earthly to the heavenly; the struggle 'to scale the golden stars'. This sonnet

also expresses

the quite conventional

concern,

familiar to both Lowell and

Berryman and, indeed, to centuries of sonneteers, of poetic immortality. The
sonnet as structural

device, the 'well-wrought urn', gives body and form to the

transitoriness of human
an

exploration of poets'

maker is alive'
about

experience and therefore inevitably becomes the site for
concern

about posterity. For Lowell, poetry 'proves its

(TV 67-68, 128); it is not just about surviving into the future

resisting decay, it acts

as an assurance

or

of vitality in the present. It is

proof of his existence and of the value and fullness of that existence. The sonnet
becomes

an

act of self-affirmation.

Berryman confronts,

immortality. Poetry,
achieve such

an

now,

more

directly, the Renaissance

concern

with poetic

Berryman implies in sonnet 40, does not hope to

ideal, 'A Renaissance fashion, not to be recalled' (CP 1937-1971,

90), yet the final tercet posits

a

cautious reversal of this. Perhaps it is

more

that

twentieth-century poetry cannot justify the ideal, but something of the desire for
poetry to have this effect remains. The sonnet directly alludes to Shakespeare's
sonnet

55; 'Not marble,

pow'rful rhyme',74 but
74

nor

gilded monuments / Of princes, shall outlive this

as a statement

proposing poetic immortality it is less

William Shakespeare, The Sonnets and A Lover's Complaint ed. John Kerrigan (London.
Penguin, 1986) 104.
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confident and

more

full of self-doubt. The sestet's reversal vindicates

Shakespeare's claim but

seems

also to

narrow

it to Berryman's

own

private

experience:

Argent I craft

you as the star
evening: who stays on to doubt
sang true? ganger with trobador and scald!

Of flower-shut
I

(CP 1937-1971, 90)

The sonnet

places Berryman's

sequence

within the Petrarchan and

Renaissance sonnet tradition. However, Sonnets to Chris not
conventional
The clearest
and

poetic

it

concerns,

renews

only absorbs

and refreshes the tradition's tired motifs.

example of this is sonnet 15 which is based

Petrarch's sonnet 189

on

Wyatfis 16th century translation.75 The image of love

as a

dangerous

it

voyage was a

familiar

elsewhere,

in sonnet 25. It is in his deviations, however, that he makes the

as

one

in Renaissance poetry and Berryman

sea

metaphor, and the sonnet, his
than

Wyatf s: 'Thorough sharp

nouns

noun

own.

and two

and two

are,

'Endless

a

Berryman's imagery is much

more

dense

in winter nights doth pass'.76 Instead of two

adjectives; 'sharp seas' and 'winter nights', Berryman has

one

adjectives; 'midnight winter storm' (CP 1937-1971, 78), the effect

of which is to unbalance the

rhythms

seas

uses

throughout,

rhythm and create

more uneven

wet wind wears my

and

sail, dark

a sense

more

swarm

of tension and pace. His

stressed (Hopkins-like):

/ Endless of sighs and veering

hopes, love's fret'. Wyatt ends his octave thus: 'An endless wind doth tear the
sail apace

/ Of forced sighs, and trusty fearfulness'. Berryman's repetition of

'endless' and his
constant

the

use

of alliteration focuses the reader

on

the

experience of

suffering. Berryman's intense, disordered rhythms mirror his vision of

chaotic, irrational nature of love. Both Wyatf s and Petrarch's speakers

helpless victims of a higher force; Passion, the God of Love

75

or

are

Cupid, that

Berryman acknowledges that the sonnet is 'after Petrarch and Wyatt' at the end of the poem.
Thomas Wyatt, 'My Galley Charged with Forgetfulness', The Complete Poems, ed. R. A.
Rebholz (London: Penguin, 1978) 81.
76
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destroys the lovers'

sense

of reason. For Berryman, however, the irrationality of

love is rooted within. Love is

an

experience that releases inner chaos. So in

Berryman's sonnet the lover's ship is piloted not by Cupid but by Chris; they
are

alone and collude in

a

journey of deceit and self-destruction. For Berryman,

the conflict is not between

reason

sonneteers, but between internal
the individual and

passion,

as

it

was

impulses and external

for Renaissance

norms,

that is between

society.77

Sonnet 15 is
sonnet tradition.

and

Berryman's most overt confrontation with the Petrarchan

The 1967 title of the sequence,

most famous of sequences,

Berryman's Sonnets, echoes the

Shakespeare's Sonnets. 'Lise',

continues the Renaissance tradition of punning on

as an anagram

the beloved's

of'lies',

name, most

obviously imitating Daniel's Delia/ideal. More generally, Berryman loads the
sonnets with

images of storms and rain and of fire and burning, in keeping with

Petrarchan convention. Some sonnets
tone of voice and rhetorical

rehearsed

techniques. Sonnets 16, 46 and 97 employ the well-

image of the mistress

sonnets 15 and 25

specifically adapt Petrarchan imagery,

as a

city and the lover

adopt

a tone

of pitying

or

creates 'a verse fresh as a bubble

Sonnet 97,

ship;

the helpless victim. Yet in

Berryman makes conventional poetic devices his

acknowledges that 'I comb times and men to

as a

masochistic self-mockery while in

sonnet 110 Chris is the cruel tormentor of Berryman,
cases

invader/conqueror;

employ the conventional Renaissance motif of love

sonnets 14 and 107

all these

as

cram you

own.

He

rare' but nevertheless

breaks, / As little false' (CP 1937-1971, 82).

for example, questions the atavistic metaphors of'magic and warfare'

and thus the

language of poetic love while the self-mockery present in

sonnets becomes a source of genuine

so many

self-analysis and self-dislike rather than

a

conventional posture.

The sonnet sequence,

77

David K. Weiser's article

therefore, allows Lowell and Berryman to reclaim

'Berryman's Sonnets'. In and Out of Tradition', American Literature
(1983): 388-404, includes a detailed analysis of sonnet 15 and a comparison to Petrarch's
sonnet 189 and Wyatt's translation.
55
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tradition, to become part of a literary culture and yet find their
voices within it. It

places their private experience within

choosing the sonnet
their own,

sequence

they recognise a literary

narrative, logical
same

or

nor

individual

public context. By

canon

often chaotic, experience. However, the sonnet

open-ended structural framework and neither Lowell

the

a

own

and they structure

sequence

provides

an

Berryman seek

thematic resolution. Instead, they repeat, in different guises,

uneasy juxtaposition

clear boundaries except

of life and art,

or

public and private. There

those provided, reassuringly, by the sonnet itself.

are no

98

2

Edwin

1. Introduction:

Edwin

an

Morgan: Imagining Change

'infinitely variable' form1

Morgan's interest in the sonnet form

sequences,

spans

forty

and includes six

years

the earliest written in 1972. 'Glasgow Sonnets', his first prolonged

engagement with the form, is a description of his home city in the 1960s; an era of
slum clearance and urban renewal, upon

Published

initially

as a

which Morgan casts

self-contained pamphlet,2 the

somewhat downbeat conclusion to From
seventies

sequence

ironic

eye.

later became the

Glasgow to Saturn. During the late

Morgan wrote two rather abstract and elusive

Sonnets' and 'Jordanstone Sonnets',

an

sequences;

only later published

as part

'New Year

of his Uncollected

Poems, 1976-81, suggesting he too questioned their success. Sonnets from Scotland,

published in 1984, is
from its

a sequence

geological foundation to Morgan's imagined, fantastical future. His most

ambitious sequence to
lives and
such

a

draws

of fifty-one sonnets portraying Scotland's history

date, these sonnets present

experience, but also, through the

linear view of time.

together

many

use

a

chronological

survey

of Scottish

of time-travelling narrators, question

Combining both epic and lyric qualities, the

sequence

of Morgan's poetic voices and styles. Intimate and expansive,

linguistically playful and formally conventional the sonnets

are

representative of

Morgan's heterogeneity and inclusiveness. 'The Bench', published in 1988, is

unpresuming but lyrical portrait of a park bench through the
Morgan's most positive and optimistic sonnet

sequence to

seasons

an

that is perhaps

date.3 However,

1

Edwin Morgan, Collected Poems (Manchester, Carcanet: 1990) 450.
Published by The Castlelaw Press: West Linton, Midlothian, 1972.
3
The sequence is inspired by Tom Phillips's painting 'Benches' (March
series of eight images of park benches taken from postcards Phillips had

2

- April 1971), a
collected at random.
Phillips writes of the first postcard that it 'spoke to me directly of a subject I had long wanted to
tackle, that of mortality'. However he denies any 'pessimistic intention': 'It is a plea against
dying, especially that premature death of the spirit that can inflict those who were never invited

1970
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Morgan's most recent sonnet

'Trajectory', published in his 1994 collection

sequence

Sweeping out the Dark, recalls the science fiction setting of Sonnets from Scotland.
But unlike its

predecessor, 'Trajectory's' mode is fearful and bleak, in striking

contrast with the

hopefulness of the present moment that is the focus of 'The

Bench'.
Themes

on a

Variation, that contains 'The Bench', also has

a

individual sonnets. These include three 'reconstructions' of sonnets

Byron and Matthew Arnold which review, from
themes such

as

exemplify the

time and

range

mortality that

are

of Morgan's poetic

a contemporary

number of

by Shakespeare,

perspective,

familiar to the sonnet. Other sonnets

personas

from the science fiction dramatic

monologue of'Halley's Comet' to the sound poem 'A Bobbed Sonnet for Code
Cobber'.

Morgan's earliest

Whittrick

(1961, first published in 1973), in which the first

a

sonnet,

His
a

use

of the form is found within his long

unrhymed but making clear thematic

only other

use

concrete poem,

nonetheless

of the fourteen-line

adhering to

none

poem

use

poem

poem

The

of'dialogue VII' is

of the form's structural division.

during the 1960s is 'Opening the Cage',

of the sonnet's conventions, except in length, but

consciously placed within the sonnet tradition, if only because Morgan

assiduously avoids fourteen line stanzas elsewhere. Here the sonnet becomes part
of Morgan's

continual exploration of form and language, rather than a static accepted

tradition. 'The New
a

Divan', Morgan's long

sequence

published in 1977, incorporates

variety of forms, including fifteen fourteen-line unrhymed

the

same

which

title also includes

a

poems.

The volume of

pair of'concrete' sonnets; 'Space Sonnet & Polyfilla',

explore the boundaries of the sonnet

as a

recognisable form by dividing

one

sonnet into two.

During the 1970s and 1980s Morgan used the sonnet form in both
conventional and

an

avant-garde

way

and the

sequences are

a

thus part of the formal

to have a life of the imagination. There is no cynicism present. It hopes to invoke a
summoning of the will in the spirit of Dylan Thomas's: 'Do not go gentle into that good night /
Rage, rage against the dying of the light".
Tom Phillips, Works. Texts. To 1974 (Stuttgart: Edition Hansjorg Mayer, 1975) 141, 150.
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experimentation that characterises Morgan's poetry

as a

whole. But in his most

significant and successful extended explorations of the form, 'Glasgow Sonnets' and
Sonnets from

Scotland, Morgan conforms to, and

the traditional structural devices of the form,

unconventional.

conventional part

a

sequences

of Morgan's

often

In subject matter the sonnet

Morgan's sonnets, however much they
of his poetry, are

absorption in the modern world; the sonnet
as

much else of Morgan's poetry.

same year as

newspaper reports

and its

are

although by 1994 science fiction has

canon.

contrast to the formal radicalism of much

1972, the

although his thematic choices

reflect Morgan's ongoing interests in the city environment, in Scottish

culture and in science fiction.

and urban

times draws attention to,

'Trajectory', too, maintains this contrast between the conventions

of form and the radicalism of subject matter,
become

even at

may seem

written out of the

sequences are as contemporary,

in

same

witty

His Instamatic Poems, published in

'Glasgow Sonnets', take their images and stories directly from

and photographs and

seem

divergently different from the sonnet

painstaking construction, yet lines from the former could fit equally well in

the latter, in

style, tone of voice and subject matter:
but

speckled are the high tenement walls behind
dark stone, pale mortar, narrow verticals
of dark window and water-pipe and pale smudge

them,
of curtains

(CP, 228-9)
Such detailed,

objective description of the immediate environment is also evident in

'Glasgow Sonnets'.
Poetic

or

narrative voice also

variety of narrative

or

distinguishes Morgan's writing. He employs

structural devices, from dialogue to dramatic monologue, from

Instamatic to sound poems.

Whatever mode Morgan adopts, almost invariably he

maintains authorial absence. This is also evident in the sonnet sequences

tendency of the lyric form to adopt
similarly maintains

an

a

a

despite the

personal, intimate voice. Paul Muldoon

authorial distance although his withdrawal allows his
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'characters', such
whereas

as

Gallogly,4 'Wystan' and 'Louis'5 to speak without interruption,

Morgan avoids 'character' altogether.6 Morgan's themes

regarding place and history, they
deliberately excluding

any

are

external,

public, shared stories. He remains detached,

personal experience of such themes. Persistent

withdrawal of authorial involvement makes
an

are

us

question Morgan's motives for such

apparent absence. Such reluctance to reveal the self suggests a private man hiding

behind

a

passion for public

ambivalence towards his
world he portrays

society

as

himself.

concerns;

politics, society and history. It also reveals

an

subject matter. How does he relate to the working-class

in 'Glasgow Sonnets'? How does he perceive his position in

both poet and individual? Few clues

are

directly provided by Morgan

Deeply personal and private experiences of love and grief are explored in

few poems

in Sonnets from Scotland but

become absorbed into the
diverse individual
In

motive in

are

done

general pattern of the

so

in the third

sequence, a

person so

a

that they

series of snap-shots of

experiences, representative of moments in history.

interview, Morgan has placed commitment to public concerns

as a

central

writing 'Glasgow Sonnets':

It's a mixture of things, but
mixed up with other things,

the patriotic thing is there to some extent. It's
of course, the local as opposed to the national. I
feel very strongly about the immediate environment of Glasgow [....] I
suppose this is partly natural because I live there, but there is probably also a
little slice of the deliberate about that too, to let people in London or wherever
know that here is someone living in and writing about Glasgow of all places.7

His intention in this sequence,
debate his

4

a

on

the

map, not to

relationship with it. Morgan's motives in Sonnets from Scotland are

similarly political, although
'as

therefore, is to place the city

kind of reaction

on a

national rather than local scale. 'It began', he

says,

[. .] to the failure of the [1979] Referendum to give Scotland
.

Paul Muldoon, 'The More a Man Has the More a Man Wants', Selected Poems 1968-1986
(New York: Noonday Press, 1993) 85-109.
5
Paul Muldoon, '7, Middagh Street', Selected Poems 1968-1986. (New York: Noonday Press,
1993) 131-153.
6
See discussion of the 'timemen' of Sonnets fiom Scotland p. 23.
7
Edwin Morgan, Nothing Not Giving Messages: refections on work and life, ed. Hamish
Whyte (Edinburgh: Polygon, 1990) 81.
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political devolution and any idea of a Scottish Assembly'.8 Impersonality of tone
and withdrawal of authorial presence are necessary
the central

if city and country

are to

become

figures in Morgan's poetic environment.

Place holds
those poets

increasing interest for late twentieth-century poets, particularly

like Morgan, Harrison, Heaney and Muldoon, whose work explores the

landscape and culture of their home 'region'. Harrison, Heaney and Muldoon all
explore

a

complex, highly ambivalent relationship to place. Personal identity is

established

or

threatened

hardly displays

any

by their perspective

on

the homeland. Morgan, however,

personal relationship to either Glasgow or Scotland. He

presents these places as public shared experiences rather than sources of private
internal division.
Yet such

guide

us

make the sonnet sequences rather inaccessible. 'Glasgow Sonnets' and

Sonnets from
one's

impersonality and the lack of a clearly human speaking voice to

Scotland tell the story of a place but there is

no

protagonist, this is

no

story. Besides the alien time-travellers of Sonnets from Scotland, characters

flit in and out or,

in 'Glasgow Sonnets',

representative types. This is

are

one reason

hardly there at all,

are

why Morgan's sonnet

merely half-drawn

sequences are

amongst the most difficult of his poetic works. In addition, they are often densely
allusive and loaded with obscure local and historical references that
most

readers, making their elucidation

a

The allusiveness and attention to

Morgan's sonnet

sequences

weightiness, they add

a

slow and tortuous

severely impede

process.

rhyme and rhythm that characterise

contribute not just to their obscurity but also to their

certain density and seriousness that is the antithesis of the

joie de vivre that distinguishes much of his poetry. 'Glasgow Sonnets' in particular
is rather

depressing, although not unremittingly

gloomy and difficult but they

are

8

sequences may

a

thematic but at

an

imaginative

persistence of Morgan's lyricism, in imagery and sound, creates

Edwin Morgan,

be

neither bleak nor absurd. Instead, there is a

struggle towards optimism and hopefulness, not at
level. The

The sonnet

so.

Nothing Not Giving Messages 141.

an
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imaginative vision that lifts

us out

of the gloom. Metaphor and sound patterns

are

aspects of the imaginative vision. Glasgow and Scotland are not presented through

personal experience but through poetic imagination. Morgan does not shirk from the

responsibilities of realism

or

the requirements of objectivity but nor do his sonnets

linger in the shadows. The imagination operating
darkest of subjects

a way

or even

us to

inevitability of change. It is

a

change in

of seeing things differently. In Morgan's sonnets this positive

vision doesn't negate or suppress

allowing

linguistic level balances the

with an affirmation of life. Inherently, the imagination

acknowledges the possibility,
perspective,

on a

confront it safely.

the harshness of reality but sits alongside it,
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2.

Glasgow Sonnets: 'breeding loops of light'9

'Glasgow Sonnets'
and
or

may

well 'let people [. .] know that there is
.

someone

living in

writing about Glasgow' but it certainly doesn't encourage anyone 'from London

wherever'10 to visit it. This is not

however, Morgan had written

an

a

celebration of Morgan's

home town. In 1965,

article for the New Statesman with this intention; it

attempts to alter mistaken perceptions of the city, to make known its urban

regeneration and renewed vitality :

The bad days of the gangs of the Twenties and Thirties
Gorbals itself, though many slums still remain in it, is

[. .] are over, and the
being steadily
transformed, demolition by demolition, into the impressively spaced bastions
and towers of Sir Basil Spence and Sir Robert Matthew. Clusters of white
'scrappers' (as Glaswegians familiarly call them) are pushing up everywhere out
of the grey (or more often black) Victorian sprawl. The redevelopment plan,
involving 29 areas of the city and the eventual construction of over 200 tower
blocks, with the highest flats in Europe among them (the 31-storey Red Road
massif, now taking shape), is staggeringly ambitious. A Glasgow Hilton has
been discussed; it would certainly not be out of place.11

The Hilton

was

indeed built but turned out to be very

.

much out of place; its luxury

overlooking the M8, the construction of which involved the demolition of large
residential areas.12 The destruction of the slums involved the
of many

working-class districts13 and those 'impressively spaced bastions and

towers' became

creating

complete obliteration

prisons of bad housing,

as many

social problems

as

any sense

of community destroyed while

they solved. 'Glasgow Sonnets' describes the

failures, ironies and horrors of the urban redevelopment that

seven years

previously

9

Edwin Morgan, Collected Poems 291.
Edwin Morgan, Nothing Not Giving Messages 81.
11
Edwin Morgan, 'Signs and Wonders', New Statesman 13 August 1965.
12
Such as Charing Cross, site of the Hilton hotel, Garnethill and Anderston.
10

In total some
for the M8. See Allan Massie, Glasgow: Portraits
of a City (London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1989) 114. The motorway also effectively isolated many
of the deprived outlying estates, such as Easterhouse, from the city centre. In 'Comprehensive
Development and Housing 1945-75' Thomas A Markus reflects: 'it is not difficult to interpret
the [. .] motorway as analogous of the town wall, outside which are located the dispossessed'.
Glasgow: The Forming of the City, ed. Peter Reid (Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 1993) 158.
13
Such as the Gorbals / Hutchestown
the first of the 29 proposed Comprehensive
Development Areas. The redevelopment of the area involved the removal of 60% of the
population (who were decanted to the housing estates on the outskirts of the city — Castlemilk,
Drumchapel and Easterhouse) and the construction of multi-storey blocks in order to reduce
density from 450 persons per acre (average) to 164. See Markus 157-8.
7,000 houses

were

destroyed to make

way

.

—
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Morgan had thought

so

wondrous.

Surveying Glasgow in the 1960s and early seventies, the sonnets describe
changes in housing and industry and
decade. The first four sonnets focus
the dark,

so serve as a
on

social and economic history of a

slum life; the poverty,

dilapidated closes, the cramped, inhuman housing conditions and, in the

mid-sixties the clearance and destruction of 85,000
way

the dreary streets,

such tenement houses14 to make

for the multi-storey flats. The central two sonnets

concern

the demise of the

Clydeside shipping industry, specifically the collapse of the Upper Clyde

Shipbuilders in 1971 and, in the face of mass redundancies, the fourteen-month
union

work-in, which ensured

sonnets describe the face-lift

construction of the M8,
intended to

future, of sorts, for the shipyards.15 The final four

given to the city's civic and cultural buildings, the

completed in 1970, and the high-rise blocks that

improve housing conditions but which

architectural and social
face of the

a

problems.16 The

sequence

were

fraught with

describes, therefore, the changing

Passionate in tone,

Morgan presents
never

a

'Glasgow Sonnets' is in

no sense

any

relief.

coolly objective.

scathing and trenchant assessment of the city's condition. But

subjective. This is not Morgan's Glasgow, he tells

us

personal relationship with his home town. He does not acknowledge

14

nothing of his

or

explore the

between his middle-class experience and the working-class lives he describes.

The 1957 Scottish Office report on

redevelopment

a

ideals and the failure of vision is unremittingly dismal and

disheartening and only the lyricism of Morgan's language provides

gap

many

city while underneath poverty, job losses and suffering continued. Such

tale of misguided

his bias is

were

areas,
See Markus 157.

Glasgow housing proposed 29 major housing
which would require the demolition of over 90,000 houses over 20

years.

15
The amalgamation of 5 yards (Browns, Yarrow, Connell, Fairfield and Stephens) in 1967 was
doomed to failure as each yard specialised in different types of shipbuilding. When Yarrow
withdrew in 1971 UCS collapsed. The subsequent 'work-in' took place with the co-operation of
the UCS liquidator, Robert Smith who continued to pay the workers from UCS assets. The
resultant rescue package created Govan Shipbuilders which continued until 1977 when it was
nationalised by the government. See Allan Massie 102-3 and Rob and Linda Gault, The Govan

Heritage Trail (1997).
16 The high-rise blocks were cold, damp and mouldy. Lifts often broke down isolating families,
mothers and elderly people. The buildings were frequently subjected to vandalism. See Markus
161: 'The demolition of the Hutcheson E blocks, less than ten years after completion,
symbolically marked [the] disaster [of the high-rise blocks]'.
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There is

no

himself or

personal

a

or

persona.

narrative T,

no

speaking voice to identify either as the poet

The withdrawal of authorial

presence

is total. In this,

Morgan's sonnets contrast clearly with Tony Harrison's lengthy and emotive
observations of working-class

experience. Harrison speaks for the working-class

community while simultaneously exploring the loss and guilt provoked by his
social ascent. The

political is inherently entangled with the personal. For Morgan,

the former is weakened

or

diluted

by the latter. Personality does not infringe

impose itself upon the environment he describes. To place Glasgow on the
must

give it absolute precedence. In interview, he has stipulated this focus

external world

own

as one

or

map
on

he

the

of the essential duties of the poet:

I think

an artist ought to be reacting to as much of his whole environment as
genuinely can feel for and encompass, but it's partly a question of the desire
and good will of the poet to meet his environment rather than just waiting
until it impinges with a loud ping on something he's doing or something he
experiences [....] The tendency of many modern poets has been to retreat in
horror from this environment and to defend their retreat as loudly as possible.
It was my annoyance at this attitude towards the environment that set me off
on this track.17

he

Morgan's first prolonged and committed relationship with the sonnet is thematically
neither cautious

identity
sonnet

or

nor

conventional. In

of the poetic

persona

the

dispensing with

sequence

any

exploration of personal

breaks with thematic tradition. The

has, of course, been used to explore relationships with place as well as

in Heaney's ambivalent sequences about his adopted home at Glanmore,

people,

as

but the

misery and squalor of Morgan's cityscape is something

Dunn describes the title

decorous

either

17

our

an

seems an

oxymoron'.18 The sonnet as

or

a

that Douglas

mannered and

inappropriate choice to house the ailments and

city. The unpoetic, brutal environment of Glasgow clearly

expectation of the sonnet form; that it will nourish

aesthetically

Edwin

'almost

'well-wrought urn'

atrocities of a modern

jars with

as

new, so

our

sensibilities,

spiritually. 'Glasgow Sonnets' does not just describe

a

place,

Morgan, Nothing Not Giving Messages 64.
Douglas Dunn, 'Morgan's Sonnets', About Edwin Morgan, eds. Hamish Whyte and Robert
Crawford (Edinburgh. Edinburgh UP, 1990) 75.
18
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it focuses

employs

specifically

a

on

form that has become representative of his class to describe

marginalised culture,

one

Unlike Harrison, Morgan
exclusive

the working-class culture of that place. Morgan therefore
an

other,

that surrounds him but to which he does not belong.
is not reclaiming

a

poetic form for demotic

use

from the

grip of the literary establishment. Morgan does not wish to battle against

class divisions, his motives are not iconoclastic. Instead, he seems to draw attention
form and content. The sonnet remains

to the contrast between

middle-class
matter

the

hegemony and its juxtaposition against Morgan's working-class subject

highlights the deeply-rooted hierarchies that, to

suffering described within the
Morgan

reminds

us

that

seems to
we are

have to work at

the strangeness

highlight the literariness and exclusivity of the sonnet, he

reading

a

type of poetry often associated with difficulty and
are not

qualities readily found in this

sequence,

comprehension. Ian Gregson claims that Morgan's insistence on

and difficulty of his poetry corresponds to the 'defamiliarisation'

technique of Russian Formalism. The struggle towards perception
breaks down habitual and cliched
once more

responsible for

an extent, are

sequence.

literary elitism. Clarity and lucidity
we

representative of

or

understanding

viewpoints. Difficulty 'make[s] the stone stony'

and enables the reader to 'recover the sensation of life'.19 The sonnet is

evidently part of a literary tradition and Morgan draws attention to this by his
of allusion to canonical poets,

use

such as Shakespeare, Pope and, from the Scottish

tradition, MacDiarmid. In places Morgan actually signposts his use of allusion so
that

although quotations

are

embedded within the text

we

have been alerted to their

possible existence. So in sonnet IV we know to look out for references to
MacDiarmid's poem

'Glasgow I960' and find it in the 'abstruse song' of line eight

(CP, 290). Similarly, in sonnet X the reference in line two to King Lear (Act IV
scene

vi); 'choughs and samphires, dreadful trade', is brought to

our

attention by the

following line; 'the schoolboy reading Lear{ (CP, 292). The reference

19
Victor Shklovsky, "Art as Technique', quoted in Ian Gregson, Contemporary
Postmodernism: Dialogue and Estrangement (London: MacMillan, 1996) 1.

seems
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powerfully ironic. The view from tower blocks

was one

of their more

compensatory features but here it is compared to the 'fearful and dizzy', but

imaginary, heights of Dover Cliffs to which Edgar has led the blind Gloucester for
his cathartic suicide attempt.

perfectly, not merely,

The schoolboy has that

one suspects,

because he lives

contrasts the excitement and wonder

depressing reality through careful
such ironic contrasts. 'The

'stalled lifts' and the

scene

high

so

generated by these

use

up.

can

imagine it

So the sonnet

new tower

blocks with the

of literary allusion. Indeed the sonnet is full of

gentle load / of souls in clouds'

awesome

made,

'monoliths' become

an

are

in fact trapped by

'ode' to lost lives. The sonnet

itself, in its neat compression, contrasts with the etiolated and shaky buildings.
Here

literary allusion and the sonnet form

serve to

highlight the social order within

which such 'stalled lives' exist.
The

Allusions

obscurity and difficulty of'Glasgow Sonnets' operate at different levels.

can

be hard to

identify, such

while other references remain almost

as

Pope's Imitations of Horace in sonnet IV,

entirely impenetrable, like the 'ukiyo-e beyond

Lochnagar' of sonnet VIII.20 Similarly, the octave of sonnet IX

seems

deliberately

ambiguous. Is its subject that 'contracts and grows again' Glasgow or a crane? To
extent the

literature
a

divided

localised

persistent difficulty of these sonnets remind

as

us

an

of the exclusivity of

perceived in the world of'Glasgow Sonnets'; everything has its place in

society. This is confirmed by the difficulty of some
references, such

as

very

non-literary,

'YY PARTICK TOI' (II), 'the work-in' (V), 'tragic

Toshy' and 'Madame Erne's Sauchie Haugh' (VIII), which require specific knowledge
of Glasgow's
has claimed

20

history. In these

as

his desired

cases

'people in London

audience, will

no

or

wherever', whom Morgan

doubt feel excluded, will be put in their

Douglas Dunn explains that "Ukiyo-e' means 'floating world picture' and describes the work
Japanese woodblock printing that began in the Edo period among artists who rose from the
ranks of the people they depicted'. Lochnagar is a mountain within the Balmoral estate and
Dunn reads it as 'shorthand for romantic wilderness, the country of nature poets, Byronic, or
Land seer-like, a Scotland whose reality is not harmonious with Glasgow's', though it could also
suggest the exclusion of the common man from the countryside. The phrase, however, is not
illuminated by its context except in as much as 'ukiyo-e beyond Lochnagar' is placed outside the
city. A double exclusion is going on, but it remains unclear what, exactly, is being excluded.
See Douglas Dunn, 'Morgan's Sonnets' 79.
of a
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place

as

outsiders.

'Glasgow Sonnets' presents

a

divisive, hierarchical society and Morgan

uses

the sonnet to accentuate this situation. He draws attention to the literariness of the
form

through allusion and to the form itself through

rhyme scheme. In all the sonnets Morgan
with

uses

the

a

tight and over-emphasised

same compact

only four sounds repeated; ABBAABBACDCDCD,

the Italian
double

a

rhyme scheme

condensed version of

rhyme scheme which most frequently has three rhymes in the sestet. The

rhymes of the octave of sonnet I

that

ensure

we

recognise this structural

pattern. They become almost comic but create meaning of their own so that the B

rhymes, 'mattresses', 'fortresses', 'buttresses' and 'mistresses',
the chaotic

seem to

hold together

implications of the A rhymes, 'trash', 'ash', 'smash' and 'crash'. The

compact rhyme scheme of the sestet allows it the potential to fall into three couplets
rather than two tercets
scheme combine to

as can

provide

a

be

seen

in sonnet II where line

endings and rhyme

closing couplet separated to give strength to its

warning:

Don't shine
Coats

torch

the

ragwoman's dram.
keep the evil cold out less and less.
a

on

{CP, 289)
The sonnet's structure becomes
the first sonnet,

a

tool to

strengthen and confirm content. In

for instance, the implied division of the family is made concrete by

the sonnet's structure. Mother and

daughter

are

separated from husband / father by

the first tercet which describes the dire state of their

deepens the cracks in their relationship. There is
sestet indicated

clear contrast between octave and

by the enjambment of the second quatrain and the three end-stopped

lines of the first tercet, so that the human story
the environment. Sonnet III makes

position to the poem's centre
tenants'

a

housing and which in turn

experience,

highlighted by the

are

way

so

use

is juxtaposed against the squalor of

of the turn,

although Morgan shifts its

that the two parts, the landlord's speech and the

equally balanced and contrasted. The juxtaposition is also
in which the landlord's speech is fractured and jumpy,
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whereas the

description of the flat consists of one sentence

increasing in

pace

or seven

enjambed lines,

and horror:

'See a tenement due for demolition?
I can get ye rooms in it, two, okay?
Seven hundred and nothing legal to pay
for it's no legal, see? That's my proposition,
ye can take it or leave it but.
is simple, you want a hoose,

The position

I say
for eight hundred pounds it's yours'. And they,
trailing five bairns, accepted his omission
of foul

crumbling stairwell, windows wired
glazed, the damp from the canal, the cooker
without pipes, packs of rats that never tired —
any more than the vandals bored with snooker
who stripped the neighbouring houses, howled, and fired
their aerosols
of squeaking 'Filthy lucre!'
not

—

(CP, 289-90)

Again, in sonnets IV and V Morgan makes

use

of the sonnet's structural

potential to confirm meaning. In sonnet IV the only endstopped line of the
occurs

exactly at the turn where the tone of the

necessities of impoverishment to one

endstopped lines
over

occur

poem

changes from the abject

of hope for the future. In sonnet V two

together at the end of the first quatrain to allow

the judgmental tone

riveters' wit. / And don't

deny it — that's the ugly bit' (CP, 290). Sonnet VII clearly

endstopped lines, thus accentuating

a

by contrasting enjambed

change in tone and

pace

lyrical description to pointed message. The final sonnet of the
sonnet's form in

a

way

us to pause

of the lines: 'We have preferred / silent slipways to the

differentiates between octave and sestet, as in sonnet III,
and

poem

from ironically

sequence

distorts the

that fits the etiolated multi-storey tower blocks that

are

the

poems' subject matter. According to sentence structure and meaning the sonnet
divides 3,4,3,4 as if octave and sestet have become mixed up.
still attempts to

define the

poem as a

The rhyme scheme

traditional sonnet but its identity has been

confused in

a

flats whose

spirits remain ingrained in the old tenements while their lives grind to

way

halt in the soulless

similar to the

new

new

residents of the notorious Springburn high-rise
a

buildings.

The sequence presents

paralysed working-class lives within the equally fixed

Ill

hierarchy of a divided society and is thus almost unremittingly bleak. Pathos,
however, is here in abundance. The

sequence

is moving and lyrically resonant. The

urban environment of destruction and poverty

is consistently contrasted with the

beauty of Morgan's figurative language that in itself naturally accords with the
sonnet's

conventionally lyric role. So, for example, sonnet I is dense with

personification that literally brings the dreary environment alive:

A

wind wanders

through the backcourt trash.
puddles rise, old mattresses
puff briefly and subside.
mean

Hackles

on

(CP, 289)
We

are

appalled that the tenement slums Morgan describes in this sonnet are still

inhabited; condemned lives in condemned buildings. Nothing alleviates the gloom of
this

portrait except the language itself. The world of these slum dwellers is without

hope but Morgan's imagery sets

up a

different

way

of seeing things. The invading

damp becomes 'roses of mould' and deprivation has taken such
'air

[is] too

poor to

It is not

only metaphor but Morgan's

primarily through this

a

means

use

some

energy

ash'. In line

that the darkness of subject matter is lifted. So in the

of its

own:

assonance serve to

eight alliteration,

'crash' frames and holds the
and d's face each other
a

similar

expand in

an

Alliteration and

wind wanders'. In

bring rubble alive, it has

consonance

and

assonance act

like mortar: 'that

[a] of'that', 'black', 'stand' and

[o] sound of the condemned block while the plosive b's

if propping up

the crumbling walls. In the first line of the

enveloping technique is used to allow meanings to resonate and

almost Miltonic

Sound patterns

21

as

mean

'Play-fortresses / of brick and bric-a-brac spill out

black block condemned to stand not crash'.21 The

sestet

the

lyrical tone to the sonnet. Indeed it is

interweaving alliteration and

rhythm and

even

of internal sound patterning,

quatrain personification is heightened by alliteration: 'A

line four the

hold that

rob'.

alliteration and assonance, that adds a

first

a

way:

'Around them the cracks deepen, the rats crawl'.

here link the two parts of the sentence
consonance

in bold type, assonance

in italics.

so

that the rats almost

seem
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to crawl
to

through the cracks. Lines eleven and twelve

intensify rather than complicate

and alliteration

use assonance

image:

an

Roses of mowld grow from ceiling to wall.
The man lies late since he has lost his job

(CP, 289)

The effect of such sound
momentum to

the

personification of the opening quatrain. In the centre of the

sonnet it acts almost

interweaving to

patterning is therefore multifold. It enlivens and provides

structurally to support and enhance theme and in its

open up

potential

the sonnet alliteration and

new resonances

assonance

become

of meaning. In the closing lines of

a means

of intensifying

the lyric

potential of imagery.
Similar

use

of such

techniques

occurs

in other sonnets to enrich and

emphasise the optimism of the imagination within a
an

sequence

that is fundamentally

exploration of the failures and ironies of progress. So the desolation of the

opening image of sonnet II is balanced by the languid almost sensuous sounds of the
second line:

A

shilpit dog fucks grimly by the close.
lengthen slowly, slogans fade.

Late shadows

(CP, 289)
The

interweaving and accumulative alliteration, together with the internal and

framing

assonance,

almost turn the image into that of a pastoral sunset, in ironic

contrast with the brutal first line with its hard

and the almost

plosive consonants /p/, /t/, /k/,/g/, /b/

complete absence of assonance (except for 'shilprt [.

continued absence of sound patterns

.

.] gnm'). The

in the sestet marks and highlights the hellish,

trapped and enclosed world Morgan describes. Instead, hope is provided by
moments of light

manifesting themselves in distant or timid forms:

Under the darkness of a twisted pram
a cat's eyes glitter. Glittering stars press
between the silent chimney-cowls and cram
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the

higher spaces with their SOS.
Don't shine a torch on the ragwoman's
Coats

dram.
keep out the evil cold less and less.

(CP, 289)

1Libera

nos

/

a

malo', deliver

us

from evil,

may

echo vainly

as an

unanswered call in

the darkness of urban desolation but silence has not descended. Each
evidence of a broken

world, but acts also

The evil described in sonnet II,

manifests itself again

as an

light reveals

SOS calling for assistance.

that rebounds between the closed-in streets,

in sonnet III. Here poverty sets people of the

same

community against each other. An unscrupulous 'businessman' exploits the
homeless

by selling deserted tenement flats unfit for human habitation while bored,

unemployed teenagers raid and destroy their local environment. The octave, barren
of imagery or

sound patterns, reveals, without mitigation, the malevolency of the

speaking voice. But in describing the state of the tenement Morgan increases his

use

of alliteration and assonance, with dramatic effect:

windows wired

glazed, the damp from the canal, the cooker
pipes, packs of rats that never tired any more than the vandals bored with snooker
who stripped the neighbouring houses, howled, and fired
their aerosols
of squeaking "Filthy lucre!'
not

without

—

(CP, 289-90)

Sound patterns

emphasise the squalor. As in sonnet I, alliteration and assonance

interlink to extend

meaning

so

behind the cooker where the

that the packs of rats

pipes

once were.

seem to occupy

the

space

Yet such intensity also brings pathos;

Morgan's sound patterns culminate in 'houses/howled',

as

if the environment itself is

crying out against abuse.
The central sonnets, that focus on
the function of poetry

within society. Sonnet V lacks the lyrical force of earlier

sonnets but the line that stands out as

dilemma:

Glasgow's industrial life, begin to question

aurally dense

poses

the poem's central
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We have preferred
sl/pways to the r/veters' w/'t.
don't deny it — that the ugly bit.

s/'lent
And

{CP, 290)
The

appeal is aimed not just at Westminster, which has ignored the crisis in the

shipbuilding industry, but to Glaswegians and to the poet himself. It is denial, not
revelation, that is ugly. Morgan's revelation is embedded in lyricism to heighten its
power.

Sonnet VI

concerns

the difficulty of finding

a

poetic language equal

appropriate to the devastation of a city and its industry. There is
about the usefulness of poetry

but nonetheless

of belief in the creative act, runs

a

an

or

ambivalence

thread of alliteration, like

a

thread

through the octave:

The North Sea oil-strike tilts east Scotland up,
and the great sick Clyde shivers in its bed.

[....]
If only a

less faint, shaky sunup
glimmered through the skeletal shop and shed
and men washed round the piers like gold and spread
golder in soul than Mitsubishi or Krupp —
The images are ageless but the thing
is

now.

{CP, 290-91)

Ironically, the sestet claims the task of providing hope and joy for poetry, but
alliteration continues

as

if creating pattern

and order within

futility. In sonnet VII alliteration is used to back
the

same

way

up

an

increasing

sense

of

irony, to prettify imagery in

that the sand blaster is used to prettify the facade of Glasgow's

buildings while the substance rots: 'the sandblaster's grout / multiply pink piebald
facades to

pout' {CP, 291). Similarly, in sonnet VIII alliteration stands out as

almost comic device, in

work of architectural

keeping with the ironic tone which presents the M8

grandeur:

Meanwhile the flyovers breed loops of light
in curves that would have ravished tragic Toshy
clean and unpompous, nothing wishy-washy.
Vistas swim out from the bulldozer's bite.

{CP, 291)

an

as a
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Sonnet IX returns alliteration to the

original function it served in sonnet I, that is to

enliven

groans

Its

or

vivify personification: 'It

and shakes, contracts and

grows

again. /

giant broken shoulders shrug off rain' (CP, 292). The final sonnet of the

sequence

again ponders uneasily the function of poetry and gloomily concludes that 'stalled
lives

never

splatter the
not

a

budge' (CP, 292). Literary allusion, metaphor and sound patterns
poem

reminding

us

firmly that Morgan is creating a poetic environment

replica cityscape and it is his richness and precision of language that make the

view endurable.

The final lines of sonnet X suggest
world that he describes in

something of Morgan's

response to

the

'Glasgow Sonnets':

when

they trudge
steady shoes
like a judge.

from closemouth to laundrette their
carry a

world that weighs

us

(CP, 292)
The 'us' of the last line

classes that

are

Red Road. He

implies that Morgan

sees

himself as part of the ruling, middle

responsible for the appalling housing conditions in places such

clearly does not belong to the working classes he describes but his

association with the middle classes is tainted with

responsibility is, however, something

new

Morgan's anxiety about the importance
MacDiarmid's

as

or

in the

guilt. This final

sequence

sense

of uneasy

but clearly relates to

function of poetry. In sonnet IV

fantasy that a 'Turkish Poet's Abstruse New Song' makes the

headlines is dashed

futile dream. 'Better sticks and stanes / should break your

as a

banes, for poet's words

are

ill / to hurt ye' (CP, 290). Morgan's vision

seems

to

suggest that poetry is potentially dangerous, in its hopefulness or even its evasion of

reality. Sonnet VI again presents poetry
that

Morgan's

this is

verse may

as a means to

be relied upon for optimism

hope. Clearly the suggestion

or joy

perhaps the function which poetry ought to have:

Without my images the men
ration their cigarettes, their children cling
to

broken toys,

their women wonder when

is made ironically but
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the doors will
over

bang on laughter and
simply joy again.

a

wing

the firth be

(CP, 291)
Douglas Dunn has said of the

sequence

of slum-life and its deformations'22 but
of the
may

that 'urban potential [. .] is asserted in spite
.

Morgan pushes for not just the revitalisation

city but of the imagination too. Poetry will

never

'heat frozen hands' but it

yet unfreeze minds. 'Glasgow Sonnets' refuses to accept the inability of poetry

to make

a

difference. The sonnet

form, in representing middle-class hegemony,

contrasts with the horrors of working-class

urban life but,

lyrical and imaginative vision it also offers

an

as a

vehicle for Morgan's

alternative perspective. Lyricism of

language and close attention to the detail of technique make

a

virtually intractable

subject poetic. But more than this, Morgan's imagination, conveyed linguistically,
affirms the life that

22

subject matter denies.

Douglas Dunn, 'Morgan's Sonnets' 78.
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3. Sonnets from Scotland: 'the

long unfinished plot'23

The title of Morgan's

sequence sets up a

between poetry
Harris

or

longest sonnet

and place. These sonnets

oil from Aberdeen.

They

are not

are a

particular relationship

product of Scotland, like tweed from

'for' Scotland, instead 'from' implies

a

direction outwards, an intended audience outwith Scotland. At the same time, 'from'

underplays Morgan's creative role; the sonnets
'From' may

accurate,
power

from Scotland not from Morgan.

be typically self-deprecating but 'for' would perhaps have been more

presenting the

Morgan's gift to the country: he lends the

sequence as

of his imagination to a land well in need of re-envisioning itself. Sonnets from

Scotland is his contribution, his gesture
and

are

floundering nation. For

a

of encouragement to

land with

a

shaky

sense

a

somewhat confused

of an autonomous identity,

Morgan offers these inventive, curious, unlikely and creative versions of itself, to
remind
on

us

of what is

the map, to

in London

or

possible. Like 'Glasgow Sonnets', he attempts to put Scotland

celebrate its people and its achievements, but rather than 'let people

wherever know that here is

Glasgow of all places'24 his aim is
about their

own

more

someone

living in and writing about

national, to let people in Scotland know

country. As such the sequence seems misnamed and would be more

accurately described as 'Sonnets for Scotland'.
In interview with Robert

main

Crawford, Morgan has explained in detail one of the

motivating forces behind the sequence:

It

began with the idea of writing

one or two [. .] as a kind of reaction [. .]
the failure of the Referendum to give Scotland political devolution and any
idea of a Scottish Assembly. I think at that time there was a sense of a kind
of gap, a hiatus, a numbness in Scottish thinking [. ..] Lots of people had
.

.

to

.

felt that it

really was going to happen. It didn't happen, of course, and there
was this great deflation. But the deflation led to [.
.] a great deal of thinking
about it, not necessarily picking over what had gone wrong. I think there was
a kind of "Nevertheless1 feeling [.
.] I had very strong feelings about Scotland
at that time and wanted perhaps to put something down that would make this
"Nevertheless' feeling quite palpable and tangible. Although there's only one
of the sonnets about the referendum itself [
.] nevertheless the whole thing is
meant to be related to that. It's [.
.] an attempt to show that Scotland was
.

.

.

.

23

Edwin

24

Edwin

Morgan, Collected Poems 290.
Morgan, Nothing Not Giving Messages 81
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was alive and kicking, that people were living there, were thinking and
feeling about it and were going to go on writing about it even if political
change was at that time certainly pretty unlikely.25

there,

Morgan does not explicitly direct his 'desire to show that Scotland was there and
that

one

mustn't write it off towards the Scots

However, the failure of the 1979 referendum
in Scottish

people in their ability to

govern

or

was

the

English

or at

clearly not a failure of confidence

themselves. The devolution bill, badly

weak and divided Labour government and lacking the support of the

designed by

a

SNP almost

inevitably failed to motivate the electorate. There

political will

or

was

insufficient

clout to push the bill through and the result in Scotland

of defeat and disillusionment.

faced with the

the world at large.

Morgan and his fellow nationalists

were

was a sense

therefore

challenge of re-enthusing and invigorating the nation. Implicitly,

therefore, Sonnets from Scotland is

a

call to Scots not to write their country off.

Undoubtedly Morgan's most ambitious treatment of the sonnet in both
and

length, the scale of the

while still

sequence

range

is grand in comparison with 'Glasgow Sonnets'

retaining the attention to detail required for the vivification of people and

place. Again, in interview, Morgan has expressed his interest in

a

lengthy poetic

project:

it is

extremely hard to write a long poem nowadays but nevertheless there's a
hankering after doing it somehow, and it's a question ofjust seeing how you
can bring together the idea of a lengthy work and the idea of quickness or
simultaneity or modernity.26

The

motivating forces behind Sonnets from Scotland are therefore the desire to

represent Scotland to itself and to address the formal challenge of the long poem.

Epic in nature, Morgan's
construct a

history of a nation, to provide it with

history. Of course, there is
no

25

26

sequence attempts,

clear narrative voice;

Edwin Morgan,
Edwin Morgan,

no

in keeping with the tradition, to

a sense

epic hero. Indeed,

as

of both mythical and actual

is typical for Morgan, there is

he neither speaks for himself nor creates a character to lead

Nothing Not Giving Messages 141.
Nothing Not Giving Messages 56.
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us

through the story. Nevertheless

from mountain

a

kind of epic environment is developed, varying

ranges27 to dockyard streets,28 from Neolithic sites29 to the

constructions of post-modern
domestic and the wild, the

art.30 Incorporating the urban and the rural, the

public and private, Morgan's landscape is inclusive and

expansive. The time scale is similarly vast. This is

no

human history but the

history of land, of rock; that seemingly most permanent of substances. 'Slate', the
first poem
ago

of Sonnets from Scotland, begins Scotland's story about 345 million

during the carboniferous period when the rocks that

being laid, although still under water. We
stone age man,

passing from the Pictish

move

era to

Christianity. 'Matthew Paris' {CP, 441) leads
thirteenth to the nineteenth centuries.

familiar historical

periods, and

more

now

years

form Scotland were

through the ice

age to

evidence of

the Roman invasion and the coming of
a

series of ten portraits, covering the

Morgan slows his

pace

through those

more

peopled times, during the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries, before

finally reaching the long haul of the twentieth century

nearly half-way through the

sequence.

while the final fourteen describe
of nuclear

Sixteen sonnets take

us

through

our

times

Morgan's imagined future for Scotland: the horrors

holocaust, the bleak aftermath and his fantastical, science fiction

imaginings of a phoenix-like land reborn from the ashes. At no point does he rely
a

conventional

chooses
the

are

sense

all

view

of Scotland's

history; the representative people and moments he

idiosyncratic and unexpected. It is

of limitation instilled

as

if he wants to break

by the failure of devolution, to change

seeing things, the countiy, the people, the possibilities,
establishing a

sense

perspective

our own

the
27
28
29
30

on

as

well

as

away

our ways

from
of

confirming and

of historical, cultural and linguistic heritage.

While the individual poems
a

on

time. There is

proceed chronologically, they also question such

no sense

times but of each moment

of looking back

on

history until

we

reach

being the present. Morgan achieves this through

clever, but rather difficult construction of alien, time-travelling beings who act as

e.g.
e.g.

e.g.
e.g.

'Slate' {CP, 437), 'Post-Glacial' {CP, 437-8).
'Poe in Glasgow' {CP, 443-4).
'The Ring of Brodgar' {CP, 438-9).
'The Norn 1 & 2' {CP, 451-2).
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his narrators.
pre-

They

are not

obviously present in every sonnet, but dominate the

and post-human, opening and closing sections of the

perspective is established in the early sonnets
dramatic

so

monologues of the central sections with

reading them from
A

our

sequence.

Their

that we meet the portraits and
an

adopted omniscience rather than

temporally bound twentieth-century perspective.

possible origin of the idea of the 'timemen' lies in Morgan's long

'Memories of Earth',
travellers have to

poem

from his 1977 collection The New Divan. Here alien time

physically shrink, like cosmic Alices, in order to view the Earth,

which, from their perspective, is the size of an atom within
the universe. The aliens have detected

some

fist-sized stone that is

a

kind of message

emanating from the

microscopic earth and send representatives to investigate. But

the mission failed: we don't know whether earth
is sending or had sent a message or
was itself the message in dying it became.

(CP, 339)

The

'message'

seems to

be about change and takes the form of the actual

transformation of the timemen
on a

kind of screen,

human

by their experience. Their visions of Earth

shifting without warning from

age to age.

What they

history is horrifying and shocking; from 'King Dozsa' forced to sit

hot iron throne,

[.

round

sceptre' (CP, 334), to the

a

red-hot

.

.] his head pressed into

affected

by what they

see.

They

come

unchanging, in which feelings have become

a

seems

this is

observing,
and

are

can

unnecessary.

world of change,

where
scarcely fix the observed
a

on a

'red-

are

deeply

world where life is stable and
Their experience

thoroughly destabilises them:

It

of

chambers of the holocaust.

Scotland, these alien visitors

from

see

red-hot crown, his hands clasped

a

gas

Unlike the timemen of Sonnets from

appear

we,

unfixed ourselves.

(CP, 337)

on

Earth
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On their return to their

own

world

they

are

compelled to rebel against the life-

denying fixity of their culture:

Who told who to tell us not to feel?
us love's wrong, leads to suffering?
hate's wrong, leads to fire and battlefields?
and questions above all are wrong, [....]

tell

.] What use is order
painted sky?
If any order's there we'd break it like
a shell to let some living touch emerge.
[.

.

to a chained world under a

(CP, 340)
Roderick Watson has
do with

suggested that Morgan's 'central preoccupation has to

'messages and changes': that is to

say,

with messages of change, and with

messages

that are themselves changed or changing'.31 Indeed here the 'message'

to be that

despite the suffering and brutality that marks human existence, nature is

change which in turn is the
drives

source

of the emotions that enrich

seems

and the hope that

us

us.

The narrative of'Memories of Earth' is not structured

quickness

or

simultaneity' that Morgan

sees as a

on

the 'idea of

crucial element of the long poem,

partly because it develops characters and plot. Sonnets from Scotland, however,
does achieve this effect. The

timemen view every

mostly objective and wholly characterless omniscient

historical moment from the present rather than retrospectively,

like the timemen of'Memories of Earth'. But the
the

epic weight of the

focusing
and the

on

sequence

of immediacy

that lightens

is primarily created by Morgan's technique of

'spots of time', in which we view unusual figures in unexpected places

intensity of unlikely moments is experienced. But Sonnets from Scotland

does not

simply reduce

a

Our alien narrators do not
'The

sense

complex past and unknown future to
so

much reduce time to

a

an

single strand

Ring of Brodgar', they discover our past while in our future,

on-going present.
as

a

complicate it. In

recording of

prehistoric sacrifice found in the twenty-second century where its truth remains
-

unrecognised
31

or

ignored:

Roderick Watson,

'Messages and Transformations', British Poetry from the 1950s to the
ed. Gary Day and Brian Docherty (London: Macmilian, 1997) 170.

1990s: Politics and Art,
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I well recall the

timeprint of the Ring

of Brodgar we discovered, white with
in twenty-second-century distrust

dust

of truth, but dustable, with truths to

bring
did.
wind that tugged the stones.
It filled an auditorium with pain.
Long was the sacrifice. Pity ran, hid.
Once they heard the splintering of the bones
they switched the playback olf, in vain, in vain.
into the freer ages, as it
A thin groan fought the

(CP, 438-9)

The timemen's activities here
that the progress

'freer

are

rather

ambiguous. What

seems

clear, however, is

of history does not lead to increased enlightenment. When

are

the

ages', if not the twenty-second century? Is it the people of the twenty-second

century whose horror and 'distrust of truth' makes them 'switch the playback off?
Would

we

behave any

differently? Are

we any more

able to handle the sufferings of

our own

past? The muddle and confusion of temporal perspective here make

question

our

exist

ability to

see

simultaneously but

and value the past accurately. Past, present and future

are

not thus simplified. Life is made more complex by the

dissolution of boundaries between

Amy Houston
historical

sees

us

temporal modes.

Morgan's temporal ambiguity

as

'a critique [.

.

.] of

imperialism'. To view all time from the limitations of a late twentieth-

century perspective, however human and somewhat inevitable, is to be guilty of a
kind of cultural arrogance, a

belief that

we are now more

insightful,

more

enlightened

than before:

This method of temporal presentation encourages us to look beyond the
moment to the process of history as a whole [.
JWe are physically alienated
from the events recorded, leaving us looking not just at history but at history
.

.

looking at history. We cannot avoid the uneasy feeling that our own time is
being recorded, played back, or ignored at some point in the future. This lifts
us out of the imperialist perspective through which we view ourselves as
central and all other history in relation to us, into an awareness that we must
be subject to the same criticism and interrogation to which we subject other

ages?"

32

Amy Houston, 'New Lang Syne: Sonnets from Scotland and Restructured Time', Scottish
Literary Journal 22.1 (May 1995): 69.
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This

perspective

voice in the sequence.

on

history also helps to explain the absence of any personal

By refusing to give

space to any

directly spoken personal

opinion Morgan strengthens the immediacy of his historical visions and denies
specific credence to the present viewpoint. Three sonnets clearly deal with
Morgan's private experience; 'North Africa', where he

was

stationed while serving in

the

Royal Army Medical Corps during the Second World War, 'After

his

grief following the loss of his partner, John Scott, who died in 1979, and 'The

Poet in the

a

Death', about

City' in which he is pictured at home, writing, immersed in guilts and

fears. However, these are not

strictly autobiographical. The

disclosure is

use

dispersed by the

of the timemen to translate

experience. So, in 'North Africa', they watch the goings
of a number of poets:

on

rawness

of emotional

interpret his

or

of war and the experience

Sorley MacLean, Hamish Henderson, G.S. Fraser, Robert

Garioch, G.C. Hay, and Morgan, who 'ate sand, slept sand at El Ballah' (CP, 446).
In 'The Poet in the

City', they find him 'solitary but cheerful in / Anniesland' (CP,

451). But this outsider's view is

soon

replaced by

a

deeper understanding, in which

Morgan's perception of the freedom of the seagulls is seen to be a projected desire
for oblivion:

Gulls cut the cliff
of those houses, we watched him follow them

intently,

see them beat
about the invisible sea

and hear them scream
they smelt
and fish-white boats they raked from stern to stem
although their freedom was in fact his dream
of freedom with all guilts all fears unfelt.

(CP, 451)

Self-analysis and revelation
him

a

semblance of objectivity

limitations of private
'After

are

a

here thinly disguised. Morgan's alien narrators allow
and distance, the

space, even, to

experience, but in this moving

poem,

and most strongly in

Death', it is Morgan's personality rather than that of the ambiguous timemen

that stands out. Their function in these poems seems to
of the

transcend the

reader, to

ensure

that these

poems are

be to limit the involvement

read like the others, that Morgan's
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experience is just another quirky spot in time.
Another way

of understanding the timemen's temporal perspective is

as an

expression of Morgan's imaginative vision. As in 'Glasgow Sonnets' the imagination
is the

only

way

physical. As

of freeing

us

a response to

from the restrictions of reality; whether historical

or

the failure of the referendum Sonnets from Scotland

attempts to reshape our image of the nation. If that failure was perceived to restrict
what
for

was

politically possible for Scotland in the future and to indicate

expanding its potential, then the task Morgan takes

open a sense

on

a

limited will

in the sonnets is to

re¬

of possibility and of unknown or unconsidered potential. Amy

Houston writes:

Morgan ingeniously uses the motifs of science fiction to overcome
chronological limitation, enabling him to present events from Scotland's

history from

variety of temporal perspectives. Ultimately, the Sonnets are a
only on their own temporal structure but on the structuring of
history itself. In a context of post-Referendum dejection, Morgan offers a
critique of the assumptions we make in ascribing importance to historical
events, and actively celebrates the power of the imagination in establishing the
past, current and fliture identity of his country .33
a

comment not

In

entering the unknown and embracing mystery the imagination welcomes change,

both of which

keep us free. The epigram from Brecht, 'O Wechsel der Zeiten! Du

Hoffnung des Volks' ('0 changing times! You

are

the hope of the people') clearly

presents us with Morgan's faith in the possibility, or inevitability of change. Change

challenges our limited visions and gives Scotland hope and release from politically
controlled destinies. Houston concludes that 'Sonnets from
celebrates the power

of the imagination [.

that is free from the

assumptions of past

'A Place of Many

Waters' is

a

.

.] to affirm

or

a

Scotland forcefully

Scottish cultural identity

present.34

celebration of variety and potential, of the

imagination and change. In its lyrical invocation to Scotland's waters, the sonnet
reinvests the land with power

33
34

and draws

us

into the immediacy of a carefully

Amy Houston, 'New Lang Syne: Sonnets from Scotland and Restructured Time' 66.
Amy Houston, 'New Lang Syne: Sonnets from Scotland and Restructured Time' 73.
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detailed natural environment. The timemen
tone and

density of metaphorical language

are

are not

The detached and omniscient timemen do not

tenderness of tone that lend the sonnet
this

might be Morgan's

a

silent here, indeed the

passionate

found elsewhere in the

care so

much. It is this

sequence.

concern

vigour and poignancy that makes

us

and

feel

prayer:

Infinitely variable water,
let seals bob in your silk or loll on Mull
where the lazy fringes rustle; let hull
and screw slew you round, blind heavy daughter
feeling for shores; keep kelpies in loch lairs,
eels gliding, malts mashing, salmon springing;
let the bullers roar to the terns winging
in from

a

North Sea's German Ocean airs

of pressing

crashing Prussian evening blue;
give linns long fall; bubble divers bravely
down to mend the cable you love to rust;
and slant at night through lamplit cities, true
as change is true, on gap-site pools, gravely
splintering the puckering of the gust.

(CP, 450-1)

All the sonnets of the sequence

ABBACDDCEFGEFG.
the form

a

sonnets, Morgan

By making available

an extent we are a

does not draw it to

in his earlier sequence.

in its

same

rhyme scheme:

seven

different rhymes Morgan gives

greater freedom and flexibility than he allowed it in the tightly organised

'Glasgow Sonnets'. To

sonnet's

follow the

our

lot less conscious that these

attention in such

a

deliberate

'A Place of Many Waters', although making

poems are
way as

use

he did

of the

lyric potential, hardly conforms to the conventional sonnet structure except

rhyme scheme. Rhythmically loose, it generally follows the pentameter line

but the

density of its metaphorical language

than the normal iambic metre: 'and

screw

means

slew you

that lines

carry more

stresses

round, blind heavy daughter /

[....]/ eels gliding, malts mashing, salmons springing'. As

a prayer or request

for

benevolence, the sonnet enumerates the variety of Scottish waters and their passive
or

active functions; to allow seals to

spring. Water also takes
kelpies,

or

on a

bob, ships to

mystical function,

river spirits, and plays

a part

pass

as

through, and salmon to

it provides

a

home for the

in the communion of nature: 'let the bullers
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roar

to the terns

winging / in from the North Sea's Gennan Ocean airs' where

whirlpool, bird and wind
images gives

almost to dance together. The accumulation of

seem

the poem that causes it to over-ride the sonnet's boundaries.

a pace to

Octave/sestet division is

structure.35 Line nine,

suggested by the rhyme scheme but denied by syntax and

supposedly after the turn,

seems,

rather, in its strict iambic

pentameter to be the culmination of what comes before, not the start of a new
section. There is
lines in which

a

we

quietening of tone and slowing of rhythmic

reach the inner

city landscape,

as

pace

in the final three

if to allow the phrase 'true / as

change is true' to ring out.
The sonnet here becomes

places. In casting his
omniscient

timeman-poet['s.

recognition of variety, changing roles and

such diversity the poet's voice takes

.

.] constant

presence

says

on

the

of the central portrait

enables the work

as a

whole,

perhaps, the energetic, passionate impersonality of Morgan's writing in

this section, as

Morgan's

concrete

quality of the timemen. As Douglas Dunn

sonnets, 'the
and hence,

eye over

a

if he has imbibed the timeman's values'.36 The passion, however, is

own, a

quality he only lends the timemen in small somewhat ambivalent

doses:

we could have left the thought unthought
hope undrafted, but that a bright press
of lights showed where a distant liner crossed.
Its horn blew through us, urgent deep, unsought.

And there
or

(CP, 447)

Although the timemen find themselves emotionally involved, they remain unsure
what to do with their

love
on

we

developing compassion. At their departure they ask, 'If it

was

felt, would it not keep, / and travel where we travelled?' (CP, 457) Morgan,

the other hand is

35

a

lot less

equivocal in his expression of empathy and passion, as

Although the blurring of octave/sestet division is common in Sonnets from Scotland, almost
do foreground the sonnet's turn: 'In Argyll', 'Silva Caledonia', 'Pilate at
Fortingall', 'The Mirror', 'Theory of Earth', 'Poe in Glasgow', 'De Quincey in Glasgow',
'Travellers (1)', 'Seferis on Eigg', 'Matt McGinn', 'Post-Referendum', 'Gangs', 'The Norn (1) and
(2)', 'The Target', 'The Age of Heracleum', 'The Desert', 'A Scottish Japanese Print', 'Outward
Bound', 'A Golden Age'.
36
Douglas Dunn, 'Morgan's Sonnets' 82.
half of the poems
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in 'A Place of Many

Waters' and 'Not the Burrell Collection' where he again

harnesses the dual forces of figurative

appalling line-up of atrocities. The

language and rhythmic

enormous,

imaginary

pace to convey an

vase

displays

on

its side

images of history's worst acts of cruelty and moments of intense suffering. With his
omniscient eye
can

lift'

and imaginative

power

Morgan has created 'a lachrymatory no man

(CP, 450).
Morgan's emotional intensity is applied not to himself or his personal

experience but,

as

the petty

or even

in 'Glasgow Sonnets', to the external world. He takes the horrors

cruelty of'real life' situations and translates them through his

imaginative vision into images and moments of great clarity and poignancy. In
interview with Robin Hamilton,

Morgan makes

Instamatic Poems which also elucidates the

a comment on

portrait

poems

his technique in his

of Sonnets from

Scotland.

really be documentary in poetry [. .] if
.] then you're up against it if you're
relying so much on something that has actually happened. You have to
imagine something that has really happened, you have to imagine something
that is actually there. You can do this, I think, if you are not there yourself.37
[The question is] whether

one can

.

poetry is a work of the imagination [.

.

So, in 'G.M. Hopkins in Glasgow', Morgan takes a relatively minor period in the

poet's life; his visit to Glasgow from August to October 1881 where he was a priest
at

a

church attended

by

some

of the city's poorest Irish immigrants. In

Richard Watson Dixon, written, from

the sanctuary of Roehampton

a

a

letter to

few months

later, Hopkins described the difficulties of this experience:

My Liverpool and Glasgow experience laid upon my mind a conviction, a
truly crushing conviction, of the misery of town life to the poor and more than
to the poor, of the misery of the poor in general, of the degradation even of
our race, of the hollowness of this century's civilisation: it made even life a
burden to me to have daily thrust upon me the things I saw.38

37

Edwin

38

Catherine

166.

Morgan, Nothing Not Giving Messages 27.
Phillips, ed., GerardManley Hopkins: Selected Letters (Oxford: Clarendon, 1990)
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Morgan brings these sentiments to life and places them in
with the

'bluely burning need' of Hopkins's faith,

so

a more

dynamic conflict

that we get the

sense

of a man

wholly crushed by his experience but driven by suffering:

not

Industry's pauperism singed his creed.
He blessed

them, frowned, beat

on

his hands. The load

of coal-black darkness

clattering on his head
half-crushed, half-fed the bluely burning need
that trudged him back along North Woodside Road.

(CP, 445)
The

intensity of Hopkins's experience is emphasised by Morgan's

Hopkinesque phrasing; piled up alliterative
such

as

'coal-black darkness

clattering

on

nouns

use

of

and densely stressed rhythms,

his head / half-crushed, half-fed the bluely

burning need'. Such intensity overloads the sonnet form

so

that the octave

runs on

to nine lines.

'De

Quincey in Glasgow'39

more

sonnet's structure. Here the turn marks
sentence

the

clearly follows and makes

a

change of tone and

pace.

use

of the

The long

that, staccato style, makes up most of the octave describes rhythmically

restless, tense, repetitive movements of the distraught drug addict:

[. .] he made his shuffle,
door, table, window, table, door, bed, lay
on bed, sighed, groaned, jumped from bed, sat and wrote
.

till the table

was

white with pages, rang

for his
to

landlady, ordered mutton, sang
himself with pharmacies in his thought.

(CP, 444)

Each line ends with the verb whose

line

so

that the frustrated urgency

conveyed.40 The sestet adopts

corresponding subject is deferred until the next

of De Quincey's actions is powerfully

a more

hallucinatory despair descends. We

languid style

no

as

evening draws

on

and

longer watch De Quincey pacing the room

39

Thomas De Quincey lived in Glasgow between 1841 and 1847, primarily to escape increasing
debts in Edinburgh. He took lodgings in Rottenrow from 1846-47. See Grevel Lindop, The

Opium Eater: A life of Thomas De Quincey ( London: Dent, 1981).
A technique also used in 'Pilate at Fortingall': 'and washed his hands, and watched his hands,
and washed/ his hands, and watched his hands, and washed his hands' (CP, 439).

40
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but see,

instead, his fear of death projected onto the outside world:

When afternoons grew late, he feared and longed
for dusk. In that high room in Rottenrow
he looks out east to the Necropolis.
Its crowded tombs rise jostling, living, thronged
with shadows, and the granite-bloodying glow
flares on the dripping bronze of a used kris.

(CP, 444)

Many of the portrait sonnets focus

figures. In 'Lady Grange
of Scotland, James

on

on

such marginalised

or outcast,

St Kilda' for instance, the wife of the Lord Justice Clerk

Erskine, breaks the silence imposed

on

her by enforced exile

the outer isles.41 Other

portraits are

Here

the probably apocryphal story that Pontius Pilate

at

Morgan relies

on

suffering

more

obscure, such

as

on

'Pilate at Fortingall'.
was

born

Fortingall in Perthshire, the site of Roman earthworks and supposedly the oldest

yew tree

in Scotland. The sonnet extrapolates Pilate's

crucifixion and sends him back to his
another

pariah

or outcast.

27: 'he took water,

birthplace to do

uneasy

complicity in Christ's

penance; so

he becomes

The final lines take their imagery from Matthew, chapter

and washed his hands before the multitude, saying, I

of the blood of this just person: see ye to

am

innocent

it':42

[. .] He crawled to the cattle-trough
dusk, jumbled the water till it sloshed
.

at

and

spilled into the hoof-mush in blue strands,
slapped with useless despair each sodden cuff,

and washed his hands, and watched his hands, and washed
his hands, and watched his hands, and washed his hands.

(CP, 439)

'Colloquy in Glasgow' brings together two outcasts, Columba who chose
reclusive life and

Kentigern,

or

Britons. There is evidence that
towards the end of the latter's

41

Necessitated

St Mungo, who

was sent

into exile in Cumbria by the

Kentigern exchanged pastoral staffs with Columba

life, but this piece of historical information does not

by her threats, in 1731, to

her husband's Jacobite conspiratorial views in
See Chambers Scottish Biographical
Dictionary, ed. Rosemary Goring (Edinburgh: Chambers, 1992) 175.
42
The Bible, Matt. 27. 24-26.
1731. Her exile

was

a

expose

maintained until her death in 1745.
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help to elucidate a sonnet that, with its mixture of languages,
Indeed,

the abstruse.

in Sonnets from Scotland confound understanding and the time-

many poems

travelling narrators

verges on

are

only

one source

of confusion. The

sequence

is dense with

historical, literary and local references that require careful research and elucidation,

taking the sonnets out of reach of even the most well-informed Scottish reader. In
the first

by

edition, published by Mariscat Press, Hamish Whyte provides

no means

but

we are

a

useful, but

exhaustive, index identifying various lesser known events and figures,

still left to

struggle with Morgan's

more

obscure metaphors, such

as,

for

instance, the closing image of'In Argyll':

[. .] Nothing brings
brain back to its empty shell,
distracted by the shouts, the reefs, the night,
fighting sleet to fix the tilt of its wings.
.

the savage

(CP, 438)

Douglas Dunn questions the relevance of the final allusion to MacDiarmid's poem
'Perfect'43 and it

seems

remnants of wing

of a poet.

There

particularly extraneous in that his skull is of a pigeon with its

fixtures whereas

are,

we

have been led to believe that Morgan's skull is

of course, literary allusions that do strengthen Morgan's

images. In 'North Africa', for instance, knowledge that some of the descriptions of
the desert battlefield

intertextualising
is

a

are

drawn from poems

resonance.

by Morgan's compatriots adds

an

So MacLean's vision of the 'fly-buzzed grey-faced dead'

condensed version of images

in his

poem

'Death Valley':

Sitting dead in Death Valley
Ridge
a boy with his forelock down about his cheek
and his face slate-grey.
below Ruweisat

[.. ..] he was the most piteous to
a valley gone to seed

see

in

with flies about grey corpses
on a dun sand.44
43

Douglas Dunn, 'Morgan's Sonnets' 80.
MacAulay, ed. and trans., Modern Scottish Gaelic Poems: A Bilingual Anthology
(Edinburgh: Canongate, 1995) 106-8.

44

Donald
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In interview with Marshall

contemporaneity. I

was never

clear in Sonnets from

Walker, Morgan states 'I do like the idea of

greatly attracted by the idea of tradition'.45 Yet it is

Scotland that he

engages

with

a

number of traditions. In 'North

Africa', he quite deliberately places himself within the context of a contemporary
Scottish

poetic

scene.

relate himself to
of poems

a

Scottish

literary tradition.46 In writing 'a long poem'

for Scotland Morgan engages with what he perceives

function of the poet,
other dedication

form he

References to MacDiarmid also reveal Morgan's

—

accesses a

canonical. In

'a dedication to the art of writing [.

to

a

society, to

a

place, to

a

.

as a

concern to
or sequence

cultural

or

social

.] accompanied by the

nation'.47 In choosing the sonnet

variety of traditions; the lyrical, the literary, the historical and the

harnessing it for his

own uses

he sets

up a

dialogue between the

marginalised Scottish tradition and that of the English hegemony to which the
Sonnets

are

sequence
access.

its

in

some

ways

directed. For

a more

popular audience, however, the

is undoubtedly difficult and obscure and the sonnet form does not aid easy

The

strength of Sonnets from Scotland lies in the intimacy and immediacy of

portrait sonnets, the lyricism of its language and the transformative force of

Morgan's imaginative vision. This combination, however, is not continuously

developed. At times intimate description is obscured by localised reference, lyricism
becomes abstract and the

imagination leads Morgan into confusing and complex

perspectives.

45

Edwin Morgan,

46

For

Nothing Not Giving Messages. 55.
example, 'a stick nest in Ygdrasit ('After Fallout', CP, 452) from MacDiarmid's poem 'A
Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle'. Morgan's sonnet 'The Caledonian Antisyzygy' places him
within a critical debate dating back to the early twentieth century. The phrase 'Caledonian
antisyzygy' was originally coined by G. Gregory Smith in Scottish Literature: Character and
Influence (London: Macmillan, 1919. p.4) to describe the 'combination of opposites' (SL, 4)
linguistically, in the co-existence of English and a range of Scottish dialects, and thematically,
in the synthesis of the 'real and fantastic' (SL, 20), that he feels defines Scottish literature. For
Smith such combinations act as a 'hindrance [. .] to its literary expansion' (SL, 130). For
MacDiarmid, however, who reappropriated the phrase in his poem 'The Caledonian Antisyzygy',
the heterogeneity of Scottish language and literature was a source of celebration. Diversity
became a sign of strength rather than weakness. In Sonnets from Scotlatrd Morgan clearly
follows MacDiarmid in his appreciation of variety. See Ursula Kimpel, 'Beyond the Caledonian
Antisyzygy: Contemporary Scottish Poetry in between Cultures', Poetry in the British Isles:
Non-Metropolitan Perspectives, eds. Hans-Werner Ludwig and Lothar Fietz (Cardiff: U of Wales
P, 1995) 135-144.
47
Edwin Morgan, Nothing Not Giving Messages 201.
.
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4. The Minor

Sequences: 'true

Morgan's strongest sonnet
battle between

as

sequence,

change is true'48

'Glasgow Sonnets', finds its

a

conflict.

Morgan's three minor

sequences,

Sonnets' and 'The Bench', concentrate on
and

an

ideal setting for

'Jordanstone Sonnets', 'New Year

this interplay between imaginative vision

empirical experience. They describe how perception and understanding

altered

are

by the application of the imagination and ultimately suggest the necessity of

this process.

As in 'Glasgow Sonnets' and Sonnets from Scotland, Morgan

withholds authorial involvement, he
us

in the

imagination and 'something that has actually happened'.49 The

lyricism, intimacy and immediacy of the sonnet form provides
such

success

with his

challenges

our

perceptions without misleading

own.

'Jordanstone Sonnets', an

every-day objects

or

stream', 'a machine',

uncollected

sequence

of three

poems,

experiences into perceptual challenges. The
a

snake filing past

a

transforms

queue

becomes 'a

conceptual art object that challenges the

perceptions of the assembled crowd. The organic, personified images of the
as a

moving creature force

us

queue

to engage imaginatively with the poem but for the

people in Morgan's rather futuristic, sterile world the imagination has been stultified:

Through doors and doors inside the dome it goes,
blinking in floodlights, frisked by hawklike guards.
The flashing of the scanned identicards
ripples like scales along the snaking rows.
And now a panel in the foot-thick steel
of the last vault retracts; through toughened glass
a painting of an apple stares back at them, life size, as bold
They file past, asking what it is they feel,
left in a world where feeling comes too late.

as

brass.

(CP, 419)

'New Year Sonnets' also

challenge

accepted notions of reality. The
and lacks the

48
49

us to

re-envisage imaginatively

sequence presents

our

its concepts in abstract terms

clarity of detail which impels the imagination in 'Glasgow Sonnets'.

Edwin Morgan,
Edwin Morgan,

Collected Poems 451.
Nothing Not Giving Messages 27.
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The

starting point in 'New Year Sonnets' is, instead, the sonnet form itself. Morgan

intensifies the structural

challenge that the form presents by repeating two rhyming

words in the octave and three in the sestet. The
structure is therefore

series of couplets
contrast

ways.

and

opposition of the sonnet's bipartite

exaggerated and in the octave this opposition is mirrored by

that repeat the

same juxtaposition

of clouds and wheels in sonnet four is

a

of words and concepts. So the

explored in

a

number of different

Images of stillness and movement, of form and formlessness, of circularity

linearity

are

contrasted. Yet very quickly these oppositions become

meaningless; the spinning wheel looks like a flat plane, the moving clouds

seem to

spin:

I love that endless roll of city

wheels

below the surging formless northern clouds.
It is the interchange: the wheeling clouds,
the winter sleet that blurs the

cloudy wheels.

(CP, 408)

Our

perception constructs differences between things to allow for the certainty of

identification, but the imagination blurs boundaries, transcends difference so that
such

seeming oppositions 'come curiously together / steadily, stealthy and unsteady

both / from the

forge where all

the seventh sonnet,

energy

is joined'. Delirious visions of the sick

allow the imagination free reign to confuse

grass

and

man,

in

sea,

releasing them from the confines of definition and liberating him from the feverish

imprisonment of the sick-bed. When not hallucinating 'the
ever sea

/ was, and the doctor

sea

/

was

there

as

cold

as

sponged his brow*. But in his delirious dreams:

A wheatfield swayed where there had once been sea.
His cabin juddered as it ploughed a sea
of bracken; gulls were larks; then feather grass,
a

smudge of harvesters in smocks, the
ancient rolling peace.

grass

an

(CP, 409)

In

exploring the conjecture that definition is achieved through differentiation,

the sequence

also deals with loneliness: the price of identity is separation.
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Separation from others becomes
fundamentally the

necessary

in order to define the self but is

of loneliness. Different images

source

or

ideas combined

imaginatively parallel the breakdown of barriers between two people, that state of
love in which the boundaries of self dissolve. The final sonnet of the sequence

envisages

a state

in which love does not entail dissolution of self but neither does it

perceive boundaries

as

limitations. Morgan presents the sonnet's structure

metaphor in which the restrictions and boundaries provided by such

a

as a

tight form

are,

paradoxically, liberating:

I know you love me. Love is not the
The figure in the pattern may be free.

rhyme.

Mine is the love you need. I leave you
I bind you only in this iron rhyme

free.

where love is hidden, shifting, and the rhyme
is like a lock but the treasure moves free
beneath it. To be

is still the

vulnerably free
pain of love.

(CP, 410)

Both freedom and love
the

safety net of structure

allows

us

to make

definition from

a

can

or pattern.

So too definition, by its act of limitation,

imagination prevents the absoluteness of

destroying life.

useful and

force of imagination

change

overpowering and destructively chaotic without

of the world while

sense

The sonnet, then,
function in

become

can

provides the structure within which the imagination

liberating

way.

can

In all of Morgan's sonnet sequences it is the

that generates possibility and creates

take place. In 'The Bench' Morgan takes

a

a space

within which

solid object, the 'sturdy,

foursquare, brown' bench as

a

stable marker for the ongoing natural change that

surrounds it. The sequence

is

a

celebration of the quotidian, those unobtrusive,

insignificant moments of life that can, if observed with imagination, be a source of
wonder:

One
Who

thing is certain, it is not abstract.
can see

people,
of life

a

the wooden slats for

dog (seven!), pigeons,

as warm

a

five, six

mix

in its midsummer fact
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and

midday

with

hit

pause as ever

a

park

withdrawn from every

pain?
lost in hot blue space, brain
at a drowsy crosswoi d, crumbs in an ark
of fingers held out (holy that too!)
one moment

Crackle of crisps

(CP, 516)

'The Bench' is

a

beautiful, lyrical celebration of the ordinary and

and value life in it, to receive its messages, so

imaginative
the

eye

snows we can

'see lambs, larks'. In turning his

us to

look afresh, to question

our

sequence,

'Trajectory', returns to the science

territory of Sonnets from Scotland. Space-travelling survivors of a holocaust

observe their
sense

'take heart' (CP,

perceptions and to embrace the possibility and freedom of change.

Morgan's most recent sonnet
fiction

see

to both the everyday and the unusual, the attractive and the ugly,

moving and the horrific Morgan forces

conditioned

ability to

that the 'soft sheeny tender eye' of the

chestnut 'looks out / in wonder from its shattered shell' and says

517) and in the midst of winter

our

post-apocalyptic world, but unlike Sonnets from Scotland there is little

of renewal

or

rebirth. Instead, this futuristic

Millions

society is decadent and corrupt:

still content to grunt

and bask
pink jacaranda rooms
run up a moment before, out of nothing. Power
bursting all round like drunken sonic booms
in

were

designer

spas,

for those who had

ears

to

hear.

('The Revolution', SD, 3)
To

envisage the destiny of mankind,

process

of hope. There

are

or some

other humanoid world, is

'no promises! Hell

can

Confronted with such dismal prospects we can
sweep

[. .] out the dark' ('The Synthesis' SD, 4) from

Change, in this

sequence,

is perceived

as

longer a

be ahead' ('The Synthesis' SD, 4).

only make

.

no

sure

our own

that

we

'vigorously

lives.

loss; of art, spirituality

A broken music-box from the old times

played half a tune, played half; the rest
hovered absently among the hum
and cigarettes of the card-players. 'More limes!'

or purpose:
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they cried. The cordial passed its test.
The boy wound and rewound, the box was dumb.

('The Thesis', SD, 3)

Like

'Glasgow Sonnets', 'Trajectory' is resolutely negative in vision but,

earlier sequence,
balance towards

Morgan establishes
a more

a

as

in his

lyrical and musical tone that redresses the

positive discourse:

The bands that roamed the
the

underpass were shaggier,
chutzpah-flaunting palace squatters headier,

the chainsaw chandlers' caravans road-readier,
the jackets of the would-be guards were baggier.

(The Antithesis', SD, 4)

The world has become dissolute and empty,

rhythm, repetition and sound patterns

perspective that is

more

as

but Morgan's language; his

well

as

his humour, create

an

use

of

alternative

positive.

Change in these two

sequences

takes place in the realm of the imagination.

The

subject matter remains fairly static and fixed: the horrors of a post-industrial

city

or a

post-apocalyptic world accumulate. 'Glasgow Sonnets' offer ten different

images of urban life but ultimately repeats the
Progression has

come to a

Morgan refuses to offer

same

idea of a city in decline.

halt. The city remains stuck in decay and despair and

any

solution to Glasgow's situation. But Morgan's

imaginative vision prevents such repetition from becoming monotonous and
provides

a

creative, often unexpected,

way

of envisioning the environment.

Change, in Sonnets from Scotland, clearly happens within the context of the
poems.

As

a

chronological

survey

of Scotland, development is intrinsic and

Morgan's choice of subject matter for each sonnet emphasises variety. The
futuristic aspect

of the

sequence

also offers

a range

of possible changes that

may

yet occur. Chronology, however, is deceptive, implying plot although there are no

consistently developed characters and rarely
events.

any

causal relationship between

Instead, the sequence presents fifty-one images of Scottishness. Variety,

however infinite, exists within the

larger, discrete whole that is Scotland. Each
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sonnet acts as a

The

variation

on a

theme.

epigraph to Sonnets from Scotland places change at the centre of

Morgan's vision. Change
and it is also

a source

Scotland imagines

can

be relied

of hope.

upon to

happen; it is

an

absolute certainty

Change enables anything to happen. Sonnets from

change taking place in 'infinitely variable ways'. Ultimately,

Morgan's vision of the centrality of change in human existence dictates his poetic

styles. Ian Gregson suggests that 'Morgan necessarily evolved a poetic premised
upon

change in order to evoke

fast'.50 But

a

world which is continually changing and changing

Morgan's poetic of change is not just

a response

to the speed and

diversity of technological advance in the late twentieth century but
premise of human life, that everything is in
change is

a

behind the

50

Ian

product of the imagination, it is

a state
a

on

the very

of flux. For Morgan, then,

condition of life and it is the force

diversity of his poetic style.

Gregson, Contemporary Poetry and Postmodernism: Dialogue and Estrangement
(London: Macmillan, 1996) 136.
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3

Tony Harrison: The Repetition of Loss

1. Introduction:

a

'looped tape'1

Tony Harrison's sonnet

sequence

the 'School of Eloquence' is

now

in its fourth

edition, having accumulated additional sonnets during its various incarnations.
The different versions of the sequence
that Harrison, like

Lowell,

sees

imply it is

his work

as a

a

work in

progress, or

perhaps

manuscript to be constantly

developed and improved. Indeed, Harrison's 1981 title for the collection is
Continuous, suggesting that it is not just

an

expansion of the first version but

a

project which is of its nature ongoing. The most recent edition of the 'School of
Eloquence' prefixes the title with 'from', thus presenting the sonnets

as an

excerpt from a larger or incomplete work. Harrison presents the sequence as
unfinishable rather than unfinished. In interview, he has
'I write sonnets

fairly continuously

book Continuous
about the

like

tapping

a

of the

barometer. It's
a

reasons

my way

why I call the

of testing how I feel

continual enterprise'.2

original version of the 'School of Eloquence', published in 1978,
sequence to

fifty and orders

into the three sections that Harrison decided to keep in later editions.

His Selected Poems, first

published in 1984 added another seventeen sonnets

mostly to the middle section of the

1

one

eighteen sonnets.3 Continuous expands the

the poems

Poems

that's

identity of the poet in this culture: it's

The
contains

—

—

explained his procedure:

sequence.

The second edition of Selected

appeared in 1987 in which Harrison brought the 'School of Eloquence' to

Tony Harrison, Selected Poems (London: Penguin, 1987) 143.
John Haffenden, 'Interview with Tony Harrison', Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley (Bloodaxe:
Newcastle upon Tyne> 1991)228.
3
They were: 'On Not Being Milton', 'The Rhubarbarians I & II', 'Study', 'Me Tarzan',
'Wordlists I & II', 'Classics Society', 'National Trust', 'Them & [uz] I & II', 'Working',
'Cremation', 'Book Ends', 'A Close One', 'The Earthen Lot', 'History Classes', and 't'Ark'.
2
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a

total of seventy-eight poems.

Harrison's changes to the

mostly in the form of additions; he has rarely rejected
to

a poem or

individual sonnets. It is, therefore, this latest and most

version of the sequence to
On both

and

a

sequence

made alterations

comprehensive

which I shall be referring.

personal and social level, Tony Harrison's poetry is rooted in

engaged with northern English working-class culture. Parallels

drawn with Seamus

the tribe'

was

on

can

also be

the latter that 'to

in effect to betray the values of

applies equally well to both poets. Both poets make

sequence to
more

Heaney, and Blake Morrison's comment

himself freely, through literature,

express

have been

use

of the sonnet

explore issues of regional and class identity, though Harrison is the

overt in his desire to subvert and reclaim the form from the

literary middle

classes.
The
concern

epigraphs to the 'School of Eloquence' clearly foreground Harrison's

with class and

personal history. The quote from E.P. Thompson's

analysis of developing class consciousness, The Making ofthe English Working
Class, describes state suppression of the radical late eighteenth-century London

Corresponding Society, another name for which had been the 'School of
Eloquence'. The LCS, along with other corresponding societies
were some

aim

of the earliest

were

improvement of economic conditions for the

poor.

societies cannot be overestimated.
movements

and

were

that sprang up

forums for the

England,

working-class political organisations in Britain. Their

parliamentary reform although they

was

across

They

were

also concerned with the
The significance of these

the first of the popular, radical

in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries

shaping of working-class consciousness. E. P.

Thompson describes the historical effect of their brief existence:

In the decades after 1795 there

Britain, and working people
—

to

4

E.P.

profound alienation between classes in
thrust into a state of apartheid whose effects

was a

were

in the niceties of social and educational discrimination
this

—

can

still be felt

day.4

Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (London: Penguin, 1968) 195.
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'Correspondence', between societies, drew disparate
together. 'Eloquence', then,
radical

a

was a

groups

and individuals

vital tool in the empowerment and cohesion of

political movement. For Harrison, and for the members of the LCS,

articulation and command of language

form essential components of personal

autonomy and political control.
The second
Milton's poem

epigraph takes the opening eleven and closing five lines of

'Ad Patrem' ('To My Father') thus compiling a sixteen-line

which looks like Harrison's sonnets. Milton's poem
thanks and reflects the love and
—

this little

fittingly

repay your

gifts to me'. It closes with

'preserve this eulogy and my father's

name

[. .]
.

The 1981 version of the 'School of Eloquence',
& dad' and the sequence

is written in honour and

gratitude he felt towards his father: 'this

offering — [. ..] 1 do not know what I

is clearly in part

a

may

give you that

a request to
as an

the

poem

can more

muse to

example for a far-off age'.5

Continuous, is dedicated to 'mam

memorial to them,

appreciation of inheritance. The extract from 'Ad Patrem'
time in Continuous and is

poem

a

recognition and

appears

for the first

placed immediately beneath Harrison's four-line

poem

'Heredity':

How you

became a poet's a mystery!
Wherever did you get your talent from?
I say: I had two uncles, Joe and Harry —
one was a stammerer, the other dumb.

(SP, 111)

The two poems

therefore present two sides of Harrison's filial experience:

indebtedness and alienation. Indeed David
Patrem'

as

less

cultural and
Luke

an

indication of intimacy

Kennedy

sees

the epigraph from 'Ad

between father and

son

than 'a lesson in

linguistic alienation' for the reader 'unlikely nowadays to read Latin'.6

Spencer also reads 'Heredity'

as an

expression of Harrison's

sense

of

5

John Milton, Complete Shorter Poems, ed. John Carey 2nd ed. (London: Longman, 1997)
158, 160.

6

David

42.

Kennedy, New Relations: The Refashioning of British Poetry (Bridgend: Seren, 1996)
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alienation, from the

group or

from the

norm.

His talent is perceived

as

'an

aberration akin to the

stammering and speechlessness of his uncles'.7 Yet it is

clear in other poems,

and in Harrison's

the urgency

reflections in interview, that he

of his desire to articulate and communicate

silence, enforced
as an

own

or

as a

sees

reaction to the

chosen, of his family. His uncles' struggle with language acts

incentive to Harrison to master and control his

own

articulation:

My inarticulate uncles were for me as much a goad, an incentive, as any
literary models of articulacy, even though I gutted all the models available
in many languages [. .] It's [. .] a reminder that those things we associate
.

.

with grace
the other.

have their graceless counterparts, and for me the one is rooted in
Coming from that background and being so aware of
inarticulacy, nobody could have gone to languages with more passion or
industry than I did. I thought that somehow language would take me away,
but on the contrary — the more I became articulate, the more I was
conscious of what I owed to the goad of the inarticulate.8

The three
uses

epigraphs Harrison chooses

of eloquence at

concerned primarily with the roots and

personal, social and political levels. This is the

the 'School of Eloquence'.
a

are

essence

of

Harrison presents eloquence, in the form of poetry,

as

disruptive force both personally and culturally. It alienates him from his

family and yet also provides the form within which he
them. Harrison wishes 'to be the poet my
sonnets that are

accessible to the

communicate with

father reads' (SP, 114), that is to write

working classes

middle classes. The sonnet sequence

can

as

well

as

the educated, literary

allows Harrison to become part of that

literary culture but his aim is to write for and from his

own

regional working-

class context.
The 'School of Eloquence'

language and

power.

Parts

one

is fundamentally concerned with class,

and three focus

on

these issues directly whereas

part two filters them through Harrison's memories of his parents and his

experience of loss and grief after their death. The sonnets in this section

are

heart-rending elegies, moving attempts to evaluate and understand his parents'
7

Luke

8

John

Spencer, The Poetry of Tony Harrison (London: Harvester, 1994) 80.
Haffenden, 'Interview with Tony Harrison', Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley 234.
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lives. Yet these poems

still recognise and struggle with the separation between

Harrison and his parents
the

in terms of class, language and power. They present

personal experience of the

sections of the sequence.
but

as

more

Harrison

abstract dilemmas discussed in the framing
the sonnet, therefore, not

uses

the site of socio-political comment,

and

as a

as a

love

poem

place to resolve, at least

imaginatively, the conflicts of personal relationships. The sonnet functions in
different ways
of the poems,

in each case. In the former, it legitimises the subversive content

providing

a

hegemonical literary frame for the exploration of a

marginalised culture.
The sonnet form also lends Harrison
Milton but he has him and other sonneteers
established

authority of voice, he
on

may not

his side. He is part

be

of an

literary tradition. As Harrison has said in interview:

You're sitting down with a lot of poets from the past who you'd like to
think of as your friends and allies [. .] and this is a [.
j very enabling
current. It gives me a [.
.] confidence to overcome this sense of fatuity
that you often feel about how effective, valid, civilising poetry can be.9
.

.

.

.

The sonnet represents
battle. As much

as

the literary and cultural establishment with which he does

he wishes to undermine and

question it he also wants to be

a

part of it. As he says, 'the most classical things were, say the sonnet and the

rhyming couplet; and I wanted to be able to do them, because I
that wasn't allowed to read poetry
Harrison's response to
as a

in

my own

voice'.10 Mastering the sonnet is

an

act of rebellion and of conformity.

The choice of the sonnet for Harrison is also

and contain his

9

10

The sonnet,

the person

the exclusion from the literary world that he experienced

child and scholar. It is both

factors. In the poems

was

dependent

on

emotional

in which he grieves for his parents, the sonnet acts to limit

pain. Harrison explains:

prod. A Willett, BBC Open University, 21 Mar. 1997.

Richard Hoggart,

'In Conversation with Tony Harrison', Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley 43.
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Strong powerful emotions are very hard to articulate and measure without
kind of form [....] Form for me has never been something which
inhibits feeling. It's always been something which allows me to examine and
explore and even develop and understand feeling. I've never thought of it as a
some

corset

or

restriction.11

Or, rather, perhaps restriction is
difficult and

necessary

for the controlled representation of

painful emotional experiences. The chaos of such personal and

private feeling is made bearable and comprehensible to both poet and audience
through form. And communication to
Harrison's work. The sonnet not

an

audience is

a

crucial motivation to

only enables him to make

sense

of his

experience to himself but to articulate it to others, especially his parents and
their

'type'. The sonnet enables him to

go

both in and out. He

can

plumb the

depths of himself and communicate them to his audience. It is where the private
and

public meet: 'The forms I taught myself [. .]
.

unresolved existential
the stereotype,
to face these

are now enactments

of

problems, of personal energies in ambiguous conflict with

sexual, racial, political, national'.12 The sonnet form enables him

ambiguities and uncertainties of self:

The

rhythmical thing is like a life-support system. It means I feel I can go
fire, deeper into the darkness, because I think we have to
experience that darkness [....] The metre itself is like the pulse [. ..] I
don't have the heart to confront some experience unless I have this rhythm
to carry me to the other side.13
closer to the

.

Part of Harrison's method for

communicating his inner world to the outer

world is the construction of narrative. The 'School of Eloquence'

is

a

dramatic

story that absorbs and enthrals its reader. The central elegies that make up the
bulk of the work
of Harrison's

begin with 'Book Ends', two sonnets which describe the death

mother,

or

rather his father's immediate

Distance' documents his father's continued
his fear of his

last meal

11
12

13

own

The sonnet,

it. 'Long

struggle to live without her, 'Flood'

death while 'The Queen's

together. The rest of these

response to

English' describes father and son's

poems are

Harrison's attempts to

come to

prod. A Willett, BBC Open University, 21 Mar. 1997.
Tony Harrison, 'The Inkwell of Dr Agrippa', Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley 33.
Richard Hoggart, 'In Conversation with Tony Harrison', Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley 43.
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terms with their death

and his

(especially his father's) and to make

relationship with them. It is

bones of a

sense

of their lives

simple tale, with no more than the bare

a

chronological time scheme, but the

process

of grief has no plot and

no

logical progression and Harrison's version of it, the shifts back and forth in time,
the potency

of specific memories, have

engrossing narrative in itself. There is
to

find out if there is any

an

emotional

an urge

accuracy

that acts

as an

to read on, to complete the picture

resolution to Harrison's internal conflict. Narrative, in

the central section of the 'School of Eloquence',

word; incomplete and biased. But,

as

is partial, in both

in Renaissance sonnet

of the

senses

sequences,

it

suggests story; there are characters (more developed than those in Renaissance

sequences),
memory

a

setting,

a

time frame and

a

number of events. But the

destroys the links between events,

so

that they

are

process

of

described out of

order, the chain of cause and effect dissolved. The responsibility for

constructing
keeps

us

a

complete narrative is shifted to the reader and it is this task that

absorbed.

Harrison's choice of the sixteen-line Meredithian sonnet is central to the

pull of the

sequence.

Harrison gives

a

number of reasons for his choice of the

longer sonnet form:
I decided

on

the sixteen-line sonnet because not

what the traditional octet-sestet fourteen-liner

only

can

can you make it do
do but also because you

it, for example, as two octets — so that the dialectic can be
stronger. It also has strong narrative possibilities when you use it in the
form of four quatrains: I can use the narrative impulse to leave an upbeat
which will carry on into the next poem.14
can use

This

can

be seen, for

example, in 'Classics Society' where the final quatrain

describing Harrison the schoolboy's inadvertent affirmation of the class system
prefigures the historical suppression of the working classes in 'National Trust'.
The division of the sonnet into four

weightier turn'.15 He

can use

14

John Haffenden, 'Interview with

15

The Sonnet,

quatrains also allows Harrison 'to make

the first three quatrains like

a

Shakespearean sonnet

Tony Harrison1, Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley 43.

prod. A. Willet, BBC Open University, 21 Mar. 1997.

a
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to build up

often

the detail, depth and narrative of a situation yet avoid the witty but

deflatory tone of the final couplet. In 'Turns', the closing quatrain,

opposed to

a

couplet, strengthens the shift Harrison makes from pity to self-

accusation and

firmly draws together the two images around which the sonnet

focuses' of son and then father

wearing

Harrison has described the

a cap.

writing of sonnets

impossibly difficult'16 and it is, obviously,
his

artistry that they

appear to

are

II',

easily intelligible and

one

just in making

appear

and three

extended

.

a

poems

are

that

.] almost

indication of the sophistication of

would imagine that they

no

presenting

'still [.

have been written easily; syntax, vocabulary and

his father would have had

one

an

as

often straightforward. Many of these sonnets, such

rhyme
are

as

are

as

'Long Distance

indeed poems that

difficulty understanding. Yet Harrison's skill is not
simple and accessible. The sonnets of sections

neither of these and the central, familial poems

clearer thematic focus, retain

a

complex play

on

although

language and

use

of

imagery that does often require hard work to appreciate. Ian Hamilton

debates the double nature of these poems:

Most of his poems are irresistibly plain-spoken. That
would have a hard time not 'getting' what his son was

is to say, his father
getting at. There is a
sense in which Harrison wants to 'vindicate' poetry, to be eloquent in the
service of ordinary speech, but without betraying his own intelligence and
flair. Thus much of his word-play is clandestine: it bubbles away beneath a
not too clever surface, a secret source of energy and insight.17

He goes on to say

that 'intelligence and irony

are

there to toughen and

dignify the poet's private sorrow' which they do; Harrison is rarely sentimental
and

continuously, often pre-emptively, rigorous with himself. Yet there is

sense

in which Harrison would rather sacrifice the

understanding of a

mass/working-class audience than the opportunity to make
demonstrate his
sequence are

use

of and

'intelligence and flair'. It is true that the strongest

those, such

as

'Turns', which

convey

poems

powerful and fraught

16Tony Harrison, 'The Inkwell of Dr Agrippa', Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley 33.
17

Ian

a

Hamilton, 'Poet and Parent', Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley 210.

of the
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emotions within the

tight linguistic structure of an extended metaphor. Indeed

the whole sequence

achieves coherence through the repetition of words and

images. However, it is also undoubtedly true that Harrison's father would not
have understood the poems at
Harrison's

father,

his son's sonnets. The
the middle-class

or

this level.

those like him, would in all likelihood, not have read

majority of those who do read them

are

probably part of

poetry-reading public. Yet it is Harrison's desire to write

accessible poems,

combined with his unquenchable intellectualism, that makes

his work successful. The 'School of Eloquence'

is

between these two

son,

voices, between parents and

a sequence

driven by conflict;

between the pull of the

working and middle classes, between the past and the present and between the
private and public. This is the life force of the

sequence;

deprive it of vitality. Neil Roberts finds evidence, in
of a reconciliation between father and son,

resolution would

poems

such

as

'Book Ends',

and thus between the conflicting

aspects of Harrison's character:

The

poetic relationship between the two voices [. .] is not confrontational or
dialectical, but strongly co-operative. Both times the father speaks he
completes rhymes proposed by the voice of the poet [.
JThese sonnets in
the second part of The School of Eloquence are poems of love: the unifying of
their voices is an act of love.18
.

even

.

Roberts' claim that 'the poems

[.

.

.] achieve [.

.

.

.] the discourse of a unified

subject who is the poet and to whom the italic voice belongs'19 is, in

quite self-evident; the voices Harrison articulates in the
may appear

of his

own

father and
are

psyche. The
son

way

in which 'Book Ends II' juxtaposes the speech of

indicates this, rather than Roberts' 'act of love'. These two voices

fundamentally in conflict and any resolution,

Neil Roberts, 'Poetic

or

unification, would extinguish

Sandie Byrne points out that Harrison's different

Subjects: Tony Harrison and Peter Reading', British Poetry from the
1990s, eds. Gary Day and Brian Docherty (London: Macmillan, 1997) 53-4.
Neil Roberts, 'Poetic Subjects: Tony Harrison and Peter Reading' 54.

1950s to the
19

all his, they

to be the voice of father or mother but are really the opposing voices

the force of the sequence.

18

sequence are

one sense,
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voices

are

clearly indicated: 'Demotic in Harrison's poetry is usually in the form

of another character's

(sometimes the child T.W.'s) direct or indirect speech, in

inverted commas, italicised or otherwise
voice'.20

Integration

never

bracketed off from Harrison's (current)

takes place; the voices have the

Harrison himself but difference and conflict
The

productively maintained.

profound effect of this

sequence

is the repetition of loss,

clearly the loss experienced in bereavement but also the loss of connection

with parents

and social

that the sequence

so

in

precise structure of the sonnet constructs moments of imaginative

resolution but the most
most

are

same source

Poster identifies

a

group.

Grief over such losses is reworked in each sonnet

ultimately describes the unresolvability of conflict. Jem

textual

example of Harrison's rejection of resolution in the

final line of'A Good Read': 'once I'm

writing I can't put

you

down!' (SP, 141):

The substitution of 'writing' for the expected 'reading', defining the father as an
uncompleted text rather than as a finished publication, prefigures and reinforces
the rich ambiguity of the final phrase: dealing with the memory of a figure who
can neither be laid aside nor captured in words [.
.] the poet is forced to register
.

the inevitable inconclusiveness of his

negotiations.21

Completion of individual sonnets is undermined by the beginning of another;
Harrison

can no more

sequence

itself.

20

Sandie

Byrne, H,

v.

resolve his

relationship with his parents than he

can

the

& O: The Poetry of Tony Harrison (Manchester: Manchester UP, 1998)

41.
21

Jem

Poster, 'Open to Experience: Structure and Exploration in Tony Harrison's Poetry', Tony
Loiner, ed Sandie Byrne (Oxford: Clarendon, 1997) 89.
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2. The School of Eloquence

'On Not

Part One: 'going back to

Being Milton', the first sonnet of the

and historical references. The poem

sequence,

my

roots'22

is packed with literary

is dedicated to Sergio Viera and Armando

Guebuza, leaders of Mozambique's Marxist party Frelimo and poets themselves,
whom Harrison met

activism

shortly before their accession to

power

parallels Harrison's class activism and their radical political movement

mirrors his attack

on

the 'frames of art'. He also compares

Cesaire whose Cahier d'un retour aupays

black West Indian, educated in
Cesaire's poem

as a

French-speaking,

Europe, he is using the language of the colonisers.

and Harrison's sonnets

with the social context of language,
a

himself to Aime

natal celebrated his home country of

Martinique and 'negritude',23 whilst acknowledging that

from,

in 1971. Their racial

are,

according to Rylance 'preoccupied

and dual sympathy with, and separation

native culture'.24

These two references establish Harrison's
in 'On Not

Being Milton' within

a

political and linguistic concerns

post-colonial setting while the following three

quatrains root the debate within nineteenth-century working-class militancy.
Like Cesaire, Harrison celebrates his roots in
so

within 'the looms of owned

becomes

an

working-class culture but has to do

language'. Articulation, in

act of assertion and

a

Leeds accent,

empowerment. His aggressive reclamation

of

language is also compared to the nineteenth-century working-class rebellions of
the Luddites who used the tools

destroy the

new

machines that

developed during the industrial revolution to

were

gradually putting them out of work.25 The

analogy, however, is rather strange in that the Luddites

were

fundamentally, and

violently, anti-progressive and reactionary, unlike Harrison whose attacks

on

the

22

Tony Harrison, Selected Poems 112.
See Rick Rylance 'Tony Harrison's Languages', Contemporary Poetry Meets Modern Theory,
ed. Antony Easthope and John O. Thompson (London: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1991) 61:
'Negritude writing [. .] discovers a distinctively black aesthetics and cultural identity after the

23

.

psychological and cultural traumas of the colonial diaspora'.
24
Rick Rylance, 'Tony Harrison's Languages' 62.
25
Harrison's information on the 'Enoch' (and on the Luddite movement generally) comes from
E.P. Thompson The Making of the English Working Class (London: Penguin, 1968) 612.
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machinery of art constitute

an

attempt to re-enliven and reform the restrictions

of tradition. Moreover, Harrison's attack is not one of wanton

anarchy

or

destruction; form conquers form:

Each swung

cast-iron Enoch of Leeds stress
forged music on the frames of Art,
looms of owned language smashed apart!

clangs
the

a

(SP, 112)

Harrison's Leeds

language is

structured,

as

as

artificial,

as

that with which he

does battle.
'The looms of owned

it is the

forgotten

or

language'

unknown,

or even

and whom Harrison celebrates in his

inglorious Milton'. Yet these voices
The

struggle towards articulation

Harrison's poetry

is

on an

a

masses.

In

not so much destroyed as remade, but

potential poets who forge

a new poetry

reworking of Gray's phrase; 'some mute
are

can

silent; 'mute', and therefore ineffectual.

only instigate change if it results in speech.

fight against silence,

a

and the silence of the
aims to create

are

a

battle between the speech of kings

finding a voice between these two, Harrison

poetry that reaches both groups. 'On Not Being Milton' closes

image of failed working-class militancy. Richard Tidd and his fellow

conspirators planned, at Cato Street in 1820, to assassinate the cabinet. The
extremity of such

an

action

was

in

response to

the Six Acts which had,

effectively, entirely suppressed all radical activity. Tidd's admission that he
'a very

Bad Hand at righting is therefore literally true. Not only did the

assassination attempt

fail but it virtually marked the end of militant action in

England. The early nineteenth-century activists had failed to right
the unintentional pun

provided by Tidd's spelling creates

activism and

a

in the

was

writing,

a

wrongs,

but

link between political

connection which Harrison has already drawn attention to

epigraph about the LCS.
The final

all poetry

image of'On Not Being Milton' describes the silence out of which

is born,

a

silence that consists of a

sense

of inadequacy;

an

inability to
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articulate and
useful

an

inability to make

perspective

on

any

difference, right

wrongs or present a

the world:

In the silence round all poetry we quote
Tidd the Cato Street Conspirator who wrote:

Sir, I Ham

a very

Bad Hand at Righting.

(SP, 112)

The sonnet,

however, is confused and difficult. Despite its

rhetoric, it

angry

actually presents a compromise between Harrison's native and acquired speech.
Articulation is not just

'the tongue-tied's fighting', it is the complex set of

metaphorical references that Harrison employs; the form and artifice that he has
clearly mastered. His poetry is not merely

a

refusal to be silenced by the

hegemonic forces of the literary establishment, but
of their

combative tone,

employing

rhubarb',

never

political

as

'Barbarians', only able to mutter 'rhubarb

poetry, their language is presented by Harrison as a unifying pro¬

active force. Language
to a tribune's

a

people of Leeds for whom he tries to speak. Perceived

by middle-class southerners

a

same

images of working-class uprising. Again, articulation becomes

act for Harrison and the

for

attempt to perfect his use

language.

'The Rhubarbarians I' continues in the

similar

an

used for emancipation 'raise[s] / 'mob' rhubarb-rhubarb

speech'. Harrison again

uses

the Luddite rebellions

as

his metaphor

working-class language. In 'On Not Being Milton', such language had the

power to

transform standard middle class English. In 'The Rhubarbarians I',

however, the Luddites' language is secretive, it is an act of exclusion that serves
to build and retain power

the

within the

group.

Their chant as they burn and loot

countryside is incomprehensible to the factory and land

creates

a

bond between the rebels which

excluded; they

are

or

but it

gives them power. The reader too, is

presented by Harrison

somehow, mysteriously, outwitted

owners,

as an

impenetrable

group,

outmanoeuvred their gaffers.

who have
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The sonnet is laden with historical references: the

quatrain

of the Yorkshire Croppers' attack

are a part

on

burning fields of the first

the mills in 1812, the

start of the Luddite rebellions. William Horsfall of Otiswells was a mill owner

'impatient', according to Thompson, 'to meet
he had

mounted in his mill

attack; his

men were

.

the children taunted him in the streets'.26 However,

to attack

was

same

time establishes such radicalism

consciousness. Harrison's ambivalent

on

William

the first major defence against the

Luddites. The sonnet therefore marks another failure in
but at the

obsessional that

so

the Luddites chose not

Horsfall, instead they launched a disastrous attack

Cartwright's mill, whose resistance

armed, and

[. .] he had boasted that he wished to 'ride

his saddle-girths' in Luddite blood, and his hatred was

up to
even

a cannon

an

as

working-class activism

central to

a

developing class

representation of such radical movements

suggests a similarly ambivalent attitude towards his own literary radicalism.

Byrne writes:

[T]hough revolution has crossed Harrison's mind, it is not advocated in the
and his story is one of escape from an oppressed into a
privileged class (however ambivalent and conditional a member) and not of a
struggle to change the system which created the inequality.27
forms of his poetry,

Byrne's parenthetical comment is
has

one

more

restless foot in each class is the

important than he allows; that Harrison
source

of his

personal conflict and the

sequence's unresolvable dynamic.
Joe Kelleher writes that 'The Rhubarbarians I'

remembrancing,
meaning that,

a

'promises to raise, through

speech that had been denigrated once

now,

might have its

say

as mere

sound, into

in the body politic'.28 Thus the

incomprehensible muttering of the strikers becomes the language of political
action and Harrison's Leeds dialect becomes the

('could/blood', in this

26

E.P.

27

Sandie

28

Joe

poem,

is only

a

language of poetry

full rhyme if spoken with

Thompson The Making of the English Working Class 612
Byrne, H, v. & O: The Poetry of Tony Harrison 40-41.
Kelleher, Tony Harrison (Northcote, Plymouth, 1996) 41.

a

northern

accent). Yet the

sense

of exclusion this

historical references and

whose
his

speech

we

poem creates,

through its local and

though the creation of an anonymous

group

of rioters

don't understand, is, I think shared by Harrison who, despite

aggressive tone, is still speaking out of a

sense

of alienation; not just from the

literary and cultural establishment who devalue his background, but from his
roots, where he no

longer feels at

This conflict is

more

ease.

obviously expressed in 'The Rhubarbarians II', in

which Harrison attempts to

make

memories of Leeds and his

adult, current occupation, translating Smetana's

an

Prodand Nevesta for the New York
role to that of George
Rock' (ST,

imaginative link between his childhood

Metropolitan Opera. Comparing his

Formby, conducting

a

band with

114), Harrison presents himself as

a

a

'little stick of Blackpool

fraud, conducting with

a

stick of

rhubarb. He feels out of place

and inadequate, this other language cannot

what he wishes it to;

run to

'syllables

new

express

rhubarb just the same'. 'Rhubarb'

represents all that is inadequate and inappropriate in Harrison's operatic

experience. His translation fails to catch the

nuances

of the Czech and,

more

importantly, is incomprehensible to the audience Harrison, at root, wishes to
court; his father: 'Sorry,
my

father reads)'. His

dad,

you

won't get that quatrain / (I'd like to be the poet

very presence at

the Met is inappropriate, he is out of

place in the serious, bourgeois world of opera and feels like
sonnet

depicts

a

failure to unite

his father to be able to write

or

an

impostor. The

reconcile two worlds. Too far removed from

directly for him, the Classical scholar, translator and

poet is nonetheless too rooted in his background to feel a part of the literary,
middle-class world. The desire to be the poet
dominates many

lament,

a

of the sonnets in the

his father reads,

sequence, can

be

more

feeling that

clearly

seen as a

nostalgic recognition of what is lost.

'Me Tarzan' returns to the

cause

of this

loss, education, where the

requirements of study separate the scholarship boy from his
young

a

Harrison, like

any

peer group.

The

schoolboy, resents the restrictions imposed on his
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social life
The Uses

by the

pressures

of Literacy the

of homework. But,

pressures on

as

Richard Hoggart describes in

the scholarship boy

are

particularly

intense:

He has to be

and

alone, if he is going to 'get on'. He will have,
probably unconsciously, to oppose the ethos of the hearth, the intense
gregariousness of the working-class family group [....] He is similarly likely
to be separated from the boys' groups outside the home, is no longer a full
member of the gang which clusters round the lamp-posts in the evenings; there
is homework to be done. But these are the male groups among which others
in his generation grew up, and his detachment from them is emotionally
linked with one more aspect of his home situation — that he now tends to be
closer

'Me Tarzan'

to

the

more

women

uses a

more

of the house than to the

third person

of the child's social group

voice

so

men.29

that Harrison

can contrast

the language

and the acquired language of his classical education:

Off laikin', then to t'fish 'oil all the boys,
off tartin', off to tflicks but on, on, on,
the foldaway card table, the green baize,
De Bello Gallico and lexicon.

(SP, 116)

Such

a

conflict

and 'educated'

full of word
Tarzan and

and

can

also be

seen

in

Heaney's attempt to reconcile 'mother' tongue

language in 'Clearances'. Like 'The Rhubarbarians', 'Me Tarzan' is

play Juggling the figures and heroes of popular culture, such
Geronimo, with those masters of Classical poetry, such

culminating in the transformation of the studious

day Cicero, whose death by decapitation provides

a

young

as

boy into

a

Labienus,
modern

mirror image of Harrison

leaning out of his skylight calling to his friends:

He shoves the frosted attic

Ah

bloody can't ah've

skylight, shouts:

gorra

Latin prose.

His bodiless head that's poking out's
like patriarchal Cissy-bleeding-ro's.

(SP, 116)

29

Richard Hoggart,

as

The Uses of Literacy (London: Chatto and Windus, 1957) 240-42.
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The intellectual world that he has entered disconnects him from his
the

physical play shared with his

work

so

peer group: as

Cicero loses his life through his

Harrison loses his affiliation to the tribe. The final pun

the process

body, from

of education is akin to emasculation,

a

indicates that

theme that frequently

crops

in Harrison's depiction of his relationship with his father later in the

up

sequence,
concrete

such

as

'An Old Score' and 'Currants I'. The sonnet thus presents

a

example of Hoggart's description of the isolated and emasculated

scholarship boy.
Exclusion, in both 'Me Tarzan' and 'The Rhubarbarians', is perceived as

being the result of education. 'Wordlists' explores further the
which the child learns
consummate

'proper' English which in turn creates

process

an

through

adult with

knowledge of foreign languages but at the cost of a loss of fluency

in his 'mother

tongue':

A bible paper bomb that
I learned to rifle through

dictionary.
it at great speed.
He's dead. I've studied, got the OED
and other tongues I've slaved to speak or read:
I
I
but not the tongue that once I used to know
but can't bone up on now, and that's mi mam's.

(SP, 118)

'Classics

Society' constructs the child's acquirement of language in more

ideological terms. Learning 'good' English requires him to forget
dialect' he learns how 'not
so

or

reject his own

[to use] the English that I speak at home' (SP, 120). In

doing, he learns to accept the hierarchical class structure of society which

prevents individual expression by sanctioning only the standard. Harrison the

schoolboy translates Burke's phrase 'a dreadful schism in the British nation' into
the

standardised, tame version of a dead language

ineffectual and irrelevant. In

so

that the words become

making his translation, he actually reinforces its

meaning. In order to be successful in his studies, he must deny himself and his
social

experience. Even when his experience is mirrored in his reading matter,
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such

as

Burke's

out of his

phrase, he is trained not to recognise it

such by translating it

experience and into scholarly Latin. He is taught not to object to the

class divisions of society.
rebellious forces,

that is 'barbarous
renounce

The role of education becomes the control of potential

its principal function to neutralise and diffuse oppositional

thought. By taking

him to

as

away

language,

or, more

subtly, by associating it with all

[. .] 'rude', 'gross', 'base' and 'vile", Harrison's educators force
.

his dialect in order to preserve a sense

of self-esteem. He must

reject it or else he too is "gross', 'base' and 'vile". But in adopting the safe,
individualised tones of standard

English he loses

constructs his

never

identity. He will

teachers but he will

never

a

non-

language that both affirms and

belong, naturally, to the class of his

again feel entirely at home in his original class and its

associated dialect.
'National Trust' continues the theme of linguistic
that it leads to social and cultural
of identity

as

well

suggested in 'Classics Society'. Those with

the dominant

language

Cornish, equates to
his land took"'
rather than

suppression,

a

are

the

ones

with

power;

suppression, to the extent

as

the personal constraint

access to

and control

the loss of language, such

loss of autonomy and authority: ' "the tongueless

(SP, 121). 'National Trust', like 'Working', focuses

personal history and perhaps this distance from his

allows Harrison to

speak with less irony and

on

own

over

as

gets

man

social

experience

more anger:

The dumb go
and not

one

down in history and disappear
gentleman's been brought to book

(SP, 121)

The

polemical voice Harrison adopts here makes

sonnets. The decline and death of many
cause

in the

Harrison
cultural

sense

in the light of earlier

of the Celtic languages has

an

obvious

political, economic and social subjugation of their speakers and

sees

Cornish

as an

extreme

example of the

process

of linguistic and

dispossession experienced by his father's generation and during his

education. The

own

complicating factor, however, and, I think, the root of Harrison's
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anger,

is his guilt in his

translator is

complicity. His international

own

success as a poet

and

testimony in itself to the benefits he has acquired through his

education. There is much evidence in these sonnets of what Harrison has lost

through education; connection to parents, friends and language, and little of what
he has

gained, except more indirectly in the richness of his figurative language

which suggests a joy
with which he

and liberation experienced through its mastery. The skill

manipulates form also indicates

which is hard, a satisfaction

a

certain will to

conquer

that

gained from the control and precision of expression.

So, again, Harrison's poetry is created out of tension; between guilt and anger,
loss and

gain.

In 'Them &

[uz]', the

anger

personal context. Here is the
his

of'National Trust' finds its place in

angry young man,

a more

rebelling despite the efforts of

pedagogues to indoctrinate:

So

right, yer buggers, then! We'll
lousy leasehold Poetry.

occupy

your

I chewed up Litterchewer and spat the
into the lap of dozing Daniel Jones,

bones

dropped the initials I'd been harried as
and used my name and own voice: [uz] [uz] [uz],
ended sentences with by, with, from,
and spoke the language that I spoke at home.
RIP
I'm

RP, RIP T.W.
Tony Harrison no longer you!

(SP, 123)
The anger

here has

none

of the bitterness,

Instead, it is almost celebratory;
the

emotion,

are not

cheaply when he

a

or

tenderness, of'National Trust'.

useful, productive

anger.

Yet the

now

has the voice and the

undoubtedly,

from that first mention in the

a

power,

socially and economically, to

certain pleasure and satisfaction gained

Times,30 regardless of the change in

Spencer writes:

'Iambic

and

without ambiguity. The anger, perhaps comes a little

shout back. There is,

30

poem,

Attitudes', Times Literary Supplement 3576 11 Sept 1970: 994.

names.

Luke
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The second poem

is poised [. .] between [. .] a hunger [. .] to
appropriate and transform [. .] poetry as a deliberate class manoeuvre
and [. .]a rueful retrospect by someone already inducted into the class
which was responsible for earlier humiliations. Beginning with [. .]
colloquial robustness [. .] it sustains a defiant posture until the last two
lines, where the previous authority [. .] is overlaid with an oblique but
unmistakable reference to social success, [. .] which shifts the balance of
the poem towards a Hoggart-like emphasis on making the grade (with or
without one's original accent intact) and away from questions about the
nature or value of'the grade' itself. 31
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The two sonnets

concern

suitable for poetry,

Harrison's realisation

as a

child that his

language is not

his mute acceptance of this and subsequent reclamation of

poetry for the working classes. Language becomes a marker of class, linguistic
differences indicate and establish class divisions. Linden Peach writes that,
within the context of canonical literature and the sonnet form,' 'Them &

[uz]'

acknowledges that aesthetic judgements transpose distinctions of class into
distinctions of taste' and goes on to suggest

that 'the sonnet equates art with

good taste, excludes recognition of the practical
more

concerned with intertextual than with mimetic modes of reference'.32

Clearly Harrison's sonnets
them into
as

ethical functions of art and is

or

a

indicated

successful sequence,

are

absorbed in their intertextuality; this makes

but he is also

concerned with the mimetic,

by the sonnets that describe childhood experiences and by the

majority of poems in section two which focus
Harrison's conflict within the sequence can

balance the

very

on

also be

literary and allusive with the 'practical

achieves this

the death of his parents.
seen

or

in terms of an attempt to

ethical' and 'Them & [uz]'

by dispensing with the restrictions of'good taste'. His

standard and dialectal

of both

English, the ellipsis, the phonetic words, the 'sentences

[ending] with by, with, from', and the
that makes up sonnet

use

II all suggest

use

of half rhyme in the

seven

couplets

away

from the conventional neatness

Luke Spencer, The Poetry of Tony Harrison 74.
Linden Peach, Ancestral Lines: Culture and Identity in

the work of Six Contemporary Poets

a

break

of the sonnet form.

31
32

(Seren: Bridgend, 1992) 113.
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The

imagery of'Them & [uz] I'

prepares

'Cremation', the final sonnets of section

«/k"C ay, ay!

one

for that of'Working' and

of the 'School of Eloquence':

stutterer Demosthenes
gob full of pebbles outshouting seas —
[....]
my mouth all stuffed with glottals, great
lumps to hawk up and spit out [. .] E-mm-ci-ate\
.

.

.

.

oSP, 122)

Demosthenes'

gob, and Harrison's,

unacceptable sounds,
refers to 'the space
Northern

so

are too

full of unpronounceable and

that articulation becomes restricted. In 'Working', 'gob'

left after the coal has been extracted' (SP, 124) used in

coal-mining terminology: 'Wherever hardship held its tongue the job /'s

breaking the silence of the worked-out-gob'. The mute suffering of child coalminers, such
'worked-out
whose

as

Patience Kershaw,33 is symbolised by the double meaning of

gob'; the exhausted mine and the type of working-class labourer

speech has been suppressed by the strain of overwork. The self-

defeating irony of this sonnet is that it cannot do what Harrison wishes it would
do; re-establish the significance of Patience's experience, because his poetry is a
part of the very cultural and political hegemony that deprived her of voice in the
first

place. And Harrison typically acknowledges that she is 'lost in this sonnet

for the

bourgeoisie'.

'Cremation'

brings 'gob' back to the meaning implied in 'Them & [uz]':

He

keeps back death the way he keeps back phlegm
in company, curled on his tongue. Once left alone
with the last coal fire in the smokeless zone,
he hawks his cold gobful at the brightest flame,
too

practised, too contemptuous to miss.

(SP, 125)

'Gob' here refers to mouth, not

spit out,
33

as a

See E.P.

was

speech, and describes the phlegm the

man must

result of a lung disease acquired in the pits. It becomes his

non-

Thompson The Making of the English Working Class 369-70. Patience Kershaw
actually 17 years old.
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verbal
are

his

fight against death, against nothingness, in the

way

that Harrison's glottals

fight against the destruction of his working-class identity and voice,

against the erosion of self. So in these last sonnets of section one, Harrison re¬
the word

uses

'gob' in different contexts. He replays it

associated with the word;
the

so

that the various images

mouth, speech, phlegm and coal mine, together explore

larger issues of articulation, language, silence and identity. Indeed such is

Harrison's interest in the word that the associated

images of stuttering, tongues

and

sequence;

phlegm

are

repeated in the later poems of the

'Marked with D.' and 'Self Justification'. Thus the

through wordplay and ambiguity sets

up

'Currants II',

development of metaphor

certain themes for exploration and gives

the sonnets coherence.
Part
come,

one

of the sequence sets

and it does this in

a

the focus for the main bulk of the sonnets to

number of ways. It establishes patterns of imagery;

cremation, the title of the last sonnet of the section, is
sonnets in section

Harrison's

light

not

closely

on

on

Harrison's personal situation. The polemic put
backdrop to the sonnets of section two which focus

personal experience. This ordering of the

tender, elegiac

merely sentimental

poems

sequence means

that form the bulk of the 'School of Eloquence'

or even

moving accounts of personal grief. They

grounded in the socio-political context of part
resonate more

are,

concerned with social, political and historical issues. But

forward in part one acts as a
more

many

two,34 and by verbal echoes that pull the reader towards

more

these in turn cast

that the

image explored in

favourite, on-going themes.35 The sonnets in this section

generally, much

much

an

one

are

are

and this enables their pain to

profoundly. The private grief explored in the central sonnets is

placed in the context of the sufferings and losses of the working class. Rylance
writes that 'Harrison

34

uses

his

own

cultural shifts

as

representative of broader

'Continuous', 'Punchline', 'Marked with D.', 'Timer' and 'Bringing Up'. Harrison also
images of Pentecostal fire in a number of sonnets, e.g. 'Fire-eater', 'Marked with D.', 'The
Morning After II' and 'Dichtung und Wahrheit'.
35
e.g. 'hawk' in 'Cremation', 'Them & [uz] I', 'Currants II'; 'gob' in 'Working' and 'Marked with
D.'; and 'Stammer' in 'Study', 'Them & [uz] I', 'Clearing', Self-Justification' and 'Fire-eater'.
e.g.

uses
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social dislocations which have been

a

major feature of post-war life for many

working-class families in Britain'.36

36

Rick

Rylance, 'Tony Harrison's Languages' 55.
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3. The School of Eloquence

'Cremation' draws the

Part Two: 'wish

socio-political sonnets of part

you were

here'37

closer to the personal

one

themes of part two,

the male figure could even be Harrison's father. It combines

the socio-historical

critique of the early sonnets and the personal grief of the

central sonnets. The poem

indissoluble

.

linkage of the social and the personal [.

exploitation is rendered
poem

displays, according to Luke Spencer 'a[n ..]

as a

.

.] where historical

cumulative family tragedy [....] The placing of this

immediately after 'Working' and before 'Book Ends' adds [.

emphasis

on

.

.] weight to its

the shifting interface between history and biography'.38

'Book Ends' describes the death of Harrison's mother, or more
his father's response to

her death and the sudden emphasis

between father and

which

son

Shared bereavement does not
differences.

grief, it

the relationship

previously had been mediated by the mother.

bring them closer. Instead, it accentuates their

Language cannot be used as

serves

on

particularly,

a

tool to

express

mutually experienced

only to distance them further from each other:

Back in our silences and sullen looks,
for all the Scotch we drink, what's still between's
not the thirty or so years, but books, books, books.

(SP, 126)

'Books, books, books' symbolise not just language but the effect of education on

language. Harrison's training in eloquence
about his father, but not
it is
his

a

serves

him well in writing poems

in talking to him. Moreover,

as

'Book Ends II' explains,

language which seems to distance him not just from his parents but from

own

emotions:

You're supposed to be the bright boy at description
and you can't tell them what the fuck to put!
I've got to

37
38

find the right words

on my own.

Tony Harrison, Selected Poems 146.
Luke Spencer, rIhe Poetry of Tony Harrison (Harvester: Hemel Hempstead, 1994) 77.
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I've got the envelope that he'd been scrawling,
mis-spelt, mawkish, stylistically appalling
but I can't squeeze more love into their stone.

(SP, 127)

The sonnet works

on

two

levels, the failure to communicate both to and

behalf of his father and the
to his audience.

couldn't be
wants

or

The

success

on

in communication of tender and humane

grief

irony is that the audience is not his father. More love

squeezed into this sonnet, but it is not the kind of poem his father

would understand. The conflict between desired audience and actual

audience also takes
father reads' (SP,

place

on a

stylistic level. Harrison's wish 'to be the poet

my

114) is revealed in direct speech;' You're like book ends, the

pair ofyou, she'd say / Hog that grate, say nothing, sit sleep, stare ..." (SP, 126),

colloquial phrasing; 'what's still between's / not the thirty
northern

years or

so' and

rhymes; 'gas/pass' (SP, 126) and 'cut/put' (SP, 127). Yet the 'scholar'-

poet finds sophisticated mileage in word play, such as 'stone'. 'Book-Ends II'

questions, however, the ability of a 'high' cultural form
feelings of love in

any

'Confessional
the gap

or

language to improve

level of society allegedly 'below' it.

Poetry' comments directly

upon

'Book Ends', particularly

produced by Harrison's dual audience. To what extent does Harrison

construct and fictionalise his father's voice and to what extent does

give

space

as

autobiographical poetry; the 'confessional' is a stance,

much

as

any

or

less true?'

twentieth-century obsession with art

as

potential? Yet the sonnet

quatrain asks whether autobiography is
takes it for

assumed

(SP, 128) Does autobiography make

experience of art more authentic for artist and audience

transcendent

an

character: 'Does knowing it's himself beneath the paint /

make the Rembrandts truer
the

his poetry

and speech to the usually silenced? The sonnet questions the verity

of seemingly

voice

on

granted that this is the

case

or

is it just

a

late

self-expression that loses sight of its
seems to
a

change its question; the first

valid element of art, but the second

and questions instead whether Harrison's

depiction of reality is accurate and 'true to life'. The third quatrain takes this for
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granted too. Indeed, it

moves out

of the realm of poetry and perceptions of

reality and instead criticises Harrison's treatment of his father:

But your father was a

simple working man,

say, and didn't speak in those full rhymes.
His words when they came would scarcely scan.

they'll

Mi dad's did scan,

like

yours

do,

many

times!

That

quarrel then in Book Ends II between
still go on addressing as 'mi dad'
and you, your father comes across as mean
but weren't the taunts you flung back just as bad?
one

you

We had a bitter

and there
I'm

were

quarrel in our cups
words between us, yes,

guilty, and the way I make it up's
and that much I confess.

in poetry,

(SP, 128)

The sonnet closes not

on

Harrison's

concern

of his father, or the need for art to be true to
an

autobiographical

with the accuracy

life but

on

his

of his depiction

reasons

for writing in

Poetry's function becomes the alleviation of

manner.

personal and private guilt. Luke Spencer writes:

To shift attention from the

adequacy of representation to the motives
sleight of hand that leaves the reader with nothing but the
most numbing of banalities — namely, that Harrison is a poet for whom
poetry is a way of coming to terms with life 39

behind it is

Harrison
all their

can

a

find

no

solution to the

problem of how to present his parents, in

linguistic and cultural difference, without denying their separateness

falsifying their experience. Ultimately, 'Confessional Poetry'
acknowledge this
pun

process

only

of fictionalisation; that Harrison 'makes it up'. The

here suggests that the reconciliation between father and

place within the imaginative
Harrison's sonnets,

can

or

space

in part,

son can

only take

of writing.
are

intended to act

as a

memorial to them,

an

attempt to 'make up' for the years in which they, particularly his father, were

silenced; celebrating ordinary lives that would otherwise be forgotten. Michael
39

Luke

Spencer, The Poetry of Tony Harrison 85.
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Wood

in v.,

questions this

urge

that dominates much of Harrison's poetry, specifically

although clearly present in both the personal and political sonnets of the

'School of Eloquence':

are articulation for Harrison, a political act, a voicing of what is
otherwise unvoiced, a defence of the silent, because "the tongueless man

Poems

gets his land took" [....] But articulation is also a betrayal, a crossing
over into the privileged world of speech [....] We can cheer for the mute
and the forgotten, but they can't cheer for themselves, and do they want
our cheers? The poet writes, but who reads him? What if the mute don't
don't

acknowledge the voice he kindly lends them? [....]
us see that the speech he lends the skinhead [in
v.] is lent, that he is talking to a figment of his imagination. But there is
still an implied claim of articulation and understanding [....] It is
possible to rob people of speech by talking for them [....] V. creates an
want or

Harrison is careful to let

awkward
the very

sense

that Harrison believes he is somehow still in touch with

world he gets such pathos out of having lost.40

Harrison, I think, is not

so

cynically calculating

connected and alienated at the
As in v.,

conflicts.

see,

gives him

a

voice in order to work through his

own

experience

inability to let

more

on

go,

clearly. So the second sonnet

his stubborn belief that 'very

soon

he'd

key / scrape in the rusted lock and end his grief (SP, 134). Harrison, it

stands back in pitiful disbelief, holding

on to

that 'life ends with death, and that is all'. Yet the
reveal that father and

son are

book there's your name
poems

own

grief. He watches his father mourn his mother and is therefore able to

describes his father's

seems,

least to waver between the two.

pair has eight lines in the father's voice, in order to reflect

by contrast, his

hear her

or at

Similarly, in 'Long Distance' Harrison presents his father's grief; the

first sonnet of the
own

time,

this, it is possible to feel both

Harrison admits in 'Confessional Poetry' to fictionalising his depiction

of his father and that he

his

same

as

not

so

his

own necessary

vision

final two lines of the sonnet

different: 'in my new

black leather phone

/ and the disconnected number I still call'. So those

in which Harrison gives voice to his father's thoughts and experiences

are

attempts to assess their similarity through difference and therefore to define
Harrison himself.
40

Michael Wood, 'Classics and the Scarecrow', Parnassus:

1990): 327-330.
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The
between

identity and difference

and

documented throughout these central

are

Approaching death, Harrison's father attempts to draw closer to his

sonnets.
son

constantly shifting dynamics between closeness and distance,

buys him

'The Queen's

continued

English' presents not

guilt and

last meal is

seen

'too posh for
not of "ow

of 'Poems from the Yorkshire Dales' (SP, 136). Yet

a copy

awareness

a new

found intimacy but Harrison's

of separation; the hotel in which they have their

by Harrison as

a

'grandish pile of swank' but by his father as

me!' And the collection of poems his father gives him reminds him

us

gaffers used to talk' but that he is

no

longer part of that 'us'.

Instead, he has joined the pedagogical middle classes who 'putten wuds reet i' his
mouth'.

So

again,

as

in 'Confessional Poetry', Harrison's

validity of speaking for

someone

is he, like his own teachers,
upon

else. Is he giving his silenced father a voice

denying him speech and enforcing his

serve to

link the sonnets into

cremation and Pentecostal fire. Other

a sequence,

language

such as

images not only link sonnets but provide

point of connection and understanding between father and

son,

cinematic

an

the

own

or

him?
Repeated images

star

is with the

concern

images of 'Still' and 'Continuous'. In the former,

such

as

a

the

image of the film

Rudolph Valentino helps Harrison to understand his father's penchant for
greased back hair style which

'Continuous' presents
common.

films

the cinema

Despite the increasing

provides them with

a

father's death. And this is

bond,

a

so

embarrassed and alienated him

as a

as

the only interest father and

have in

gap

between them,

one

prevalent

liking for James Cagney

that Harrison is able to continue after his
concern

and establish

a sense

death. So

affection for the cinema and the

an

of continuity

a

son

boy.

of the

sequence;

the need to find

with and connection to his parents after their
ring passed down through the

generations confirms for Harrison that he is his father's
Another connection is made between father and

son.

son

again, similarity is rooted in difference. The image of the

in 'Turns',
cap,

although

around which the
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sonnet

focuses, is

first on

seen

son

and then

on

father. In the opening six line

section, the cap makes the son seem more like the father, though the resemblance
is not

a

natural one; it is a forced attempt at

identity,

belonging:

a pretence at

I

thought it made me look more 'working class'
(as if a bit of chequered cloth could bridge that gap!
I did a turn in it before the glass.
My mother said: It suits you, you're dad's cap.

(,SP, 149)

The cap represents

mistaken identity. For Harrison, it makes him look

working class than he actually is
in death not the

or

feels that he is, and for the father it becomes

genuine symbol of class but of beggary. His fallen

imply that he's busking, reducing

a

more

symbol of pride to

one

cap seems to

of impoverishment:

All the

pension queue came out to stare.
Dad sprawled beside the postbox (still VR),
his cap turned inside up beside his head,
smudged HAH in purple Indian ink
and Brylcreem slicks displayed so folk might think
he wanted charity for dropping dead.

(SP, 149)

Once

more

the sonnet ends with Harrison's

sense

of guilt;

that it is he, not his

father, who is the busker: 'Death's reticence / crowns his life's, and

opening

my trap

/ to busk the class that broke him'. He cashes in

working-class identity in

a

me,

on

I'm

his

poetry that courts and seeks recognition from the

literary middle classes. The sonnets seek reconciliation with his parents and his
working-class background but nevertheless depend, to
classes for their audience and
In 'Marked with D.',

by

anger.

a

degree,

on

the middle

success.

Harrison's guilt and sense of collusion are transformed

His ambivalence about speaking for his father is replaced by

resentment that his father was

unable to

as a

bitter

speak for himself. He lashes out

towards the class-driven mechanisms of society
articulation

a

that deprived him of self-

school-boy and which silenced his father for his entire life.
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Harrison has said about this sonnet that it 'does pass
of grief about my

father to

His lack of power

[. .]

sonnet has

some

occupation

as a

for the risen

.

an anger

over

of the most

from

generally1.41 The

power

sophisticated imagery of the
a

private feeling

about his feeling of linguistic inadequacy.

language made him lack

baker becomes

a very

The father's

sequence.

metaphor for his cremation and the risen bread

spirit, reunited with his wife in heaven, the only place Harrison

can

imaginatively envisage his father's release from the imprisonment of earthly
silence. Yet

even

here his rational disbelief in

an

afterlife prevents

him from

finding verbal freedom for his father. Transfiguration is only possible through
his

own

linguistic skill:

I

thought how his cold tongue burst into flame
only literally, which makes me sorry,
sorry, for his sake there's no Heaven to reach.
I get it all from Earth my daily bread
but he hungered for release from mortal speech
that kept him down, the tongue that weighed like lead.
but

(SP, 155)

The 'D' of the title recalls the nursery
stands not just
first

for 'Dad' but for 'Death' and 'Dunce'. Harrison's father is silenced

by inarticulacy (perceived

death. In the final
and Harrison's
is

a source

rhyme 'Pat-a-cake, Pat-a-cake' and also

as

stupidity by the outside world) and then by

reckoning, his life adds

up

to little more than a loaf of bread

personal grief. That his life and death make

of anger

and resentment for the
The baker's

man

that

no

mark

on

the world

son:

no one

will

see

rise

and

England made to feel like some dull oaf
is smoke, enough to sting one person's eyes
and ash (not unlike flour) for one small loaf.

(SP, 155)

In the final poems
movement away

parents' speech,
41

The

from this
or

of section two of the 'School of Eloquence', there is
sense

lack of it,

as

of futility; Harrison begins to perceive his

the soil from which his

own

Sonnet, prod. A Willett, BBC Open University, 21 Mar. 1997.

eloquence must

a
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spring. 'Blocks'

opens

with

familiar Harrisonian

a

sense

of inadequacy; for all his

literary training he is unable to speak at his mother's funeral: 'If anyone should
deliver

an

oration / it should be me, her son, in

poetry' (SP, 164). As in 'Book

Ends', he is unable to produce poetry when and for whom it matters most. Yet
unlike that earlier sonnet where

through self-criticism towards

A time to

inadequacy prevails, here he is able to

move

understanding of his linguistic heritage:

an

plough back into the soil
simple rhymes that started at her knee,
the poetry, that 'sedentary toil'
that began, when her lap was warm, with ABC.
..

.

the

(SP, 164)
On the process

of writing Harrison has said about poetry:

I learnt

by what Yeats called 'sedentary toil and the imitation of great
I still find it almost impossibly difficult, but the difference is
now that, again in the words of Yeats, 'difficulty is our plough'. [....]
The forms I taught myself [.
] are now enactments of unresolved
existential problems, of personal energies in ambiguous conflict with the
stereotype, sexual, racial, political, national.42
masters'.

.

The essential, or existential,

.

struggle of writing, then, has always been present.

Learning the art of formal poetry is not so different from the child learning
language

nor

from the struggle of his parents to articulate themselves. The

to establish his

individuality

that different from his
pressure

urges.

the

pressure

of the stereotype is perhaps not

parents' attempts to speak of their experience against the

of societal forces that devalued and invalidated their lives.

'Fire-eater'
that his

over

begins to recognise this resemblance,

or at

least to acknowledge

speech, however different in content and style, is rooted in the

same

The sonnet's opening quatrain is unexpected; his father's speech is

longer 'mis-spelt, mawkish, stylistically appalling' (SP, 127). Instead,

My father speaking was like conjurors I'd seen

pulling bright silk hankies,

42

urge

scarves, a

flag

Tony Harrison, 'The Inkwell of Dr. Agrippa', Tony Harrison, ed. Neil Astley 33-4.

no
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up out
so

of their innards, red, blue, green,
colours it would make me gag.

many

(SP, 168)

His

guilty

of superiority is replaced by

sense

myself to follow'. The

angry poet

awe:

'Theirs

are

nerve

of'Them & [uz]', 'mouth all stuffed with

glottals' (SP, 122), learns instead to swallow and make fresh
heritage, to incorporate and make

the acts I

sense

use

of his linguistic

of it:

Theirs

are the tongues of fire I'm forced to swallow
bring back knotted, one continuous string
igniting long-pent silences, and going back
to Adam fumbling with creation's names.

then

(SP, 168)

If earlier poems

rail against his father's

frustration in his

eloquence not

sense

of linguistic inadequacy and

inability to communicate with his parents, this sonnet

as a

betrayal but

as a

continuation,

a

express

sees

his

development from their

'tongues of fire' to his 'constant singing from the flames' (SP, 168).
The final sonnet of this section finds Harrison's parents more

placed
mam

as

the accepted context of his poetry : 'My writing desk. Two photos,

and dad'

books.

serenely

(SP, 171). Nothing else is mentioned,

no pens,

typewriter or

Though these must be present, the pictures of his parents dominate.

There is

a sense

of discovered

continuity in this sonnet. As

we

know, his

parents are the ever-present 'background material' to his work and in their

photographs he catches

an

image of himself:

in his, if you look close,
in his blind right eye,

me

the gleam, the light,
but minute size —

in hers, as though just cast from where I
a shadow holding something to its eye.

write,

(SP, 171)
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Alienation dominates the

early sonnets of this section. Social division into 'them

and us' allows for the establishment of a
of a

working-class

group

identity in the face

power-wielding other. Harrison, to his family, has become

he feels he

belongs to neither group and this is the

source

the end of section two of the 'School of Eloquence',

one

of'them', but

of his alienation. By

however, Harrison begins to

appreciate the balance of similarity and difference that might enable him both to
establish

a

separate identity and recognise his place within the larger familial and

social context. In

writing about his father, he works through guilt and grief,

arriving at

peaceful understanding of him, of himself and their

a more

relationship. His anxiety about the validity and ethics of speaking for his
parents finally gives way to a sense that his speech both continues and preserves
theirs. The search for resolution is

replaced by

an acceptance

just when I thought the pain of him would
reminding me perhaps it never goes.

of incompletion:

go

(SP, 169)
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4. The School of Eloquence

Alienation is, for
to

Part Three: 'aggression, struggle, loss'43

Harrison, inherently associated with guilt. To feel separate is

acknowledge class differences and to recognise that both education and

occupation have drawn him into

a

social and cultural world that sees itself as

superior to his parents and their like. This guilt
return to roots within the

eaters' and

can

only be alleviated by

a

poetry that enforced the original separation. 'Fire-

'Background Material' begin this process and it is consolidated in

'Self-Justification', the first sonnet of the final section of the 'School of

Eloquence'. Harrison must also reclaim his association with the working-classes
as a

whole

section

by speaking not for them but from that context. The sonnets of

one

document his

experience of a repressive middle-class educational

system and his attempts to retain and speak with his own voice. Section two
focuses

on

the difficulties of speaking

understanding gained from such

and

engages

heritage rather than

with

a

an angry

In 'Self Justification',

angry,

communication,

so

spurs

else,

as

well

the

as

The final section of the

is able to

assess more

sequence,

clearly the rewards

positive continuance and preservation of his
fight against the forces of repression.

the obstructions to articulation that

Harrison in earlier poems are now

speech impediment

someone

a process.

although in places still bitter and
of poetry

for

recognised

as necessary

so

angered

hindrances. As

his Uncle Joe to master another means of

the restrictions and limitations of Harrison's working-class

background inspire him to make his

own way

in the world through control of

language. The comparison also helps to connect Harrison to his family, to
diminish difference. Both he and Uncle Joe articulate themselves in response to

silence,
to his

or

father's

this poem

43

the risk of being silenced. Heaney, too,
as

does

farmer in

more

an

compares

his practice

as poet

attempt to establish identity. Spencer notes that

than root Harrison in his family background,

Tony Harrison, Selected Poems 172.

as

does, for
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example 'Fire-eaters', because it 'serve[s] to endorse the collective struggle of
working people [. .] who have fought to improve their lives against colossal
.

odds'.44 There must be limitation to
boundaries make substance

as

with the sonnet form itself,

possible:

Their aggro
what

push against,

keeps

towards me, my need of them's
would-be mobile tongue still tied

my

—

aggression, struggle, loss, blank printer's ems
by which all
eloquence
gets justified.

(SP, 172)

'History Classes' returns to the territory of early sonnets, such
Trust' and

as

'National

'Working', in its depiction of the repression of nineteenth-century

factory and foundry workers. Divided equally, the first octave describes
present-day restrictions of access to the land, that mirrors society's unequal
division of wealth:

My children boo the flash of each NO ENTRY:

High seas, and shooting, uniform or tweed,
Ministry of Defence, or landed gentry.

(SP, 175)

The second octave takes
power

us

back in time in order to

of the military and the gentry

classes. Prevented from

was

founded

on

the labour of the working

appreciating the benefits of the materials they produce,
bells that send them to work. Like slaves, they make

they

even

make the

their

own

shackles and restrictions. Harrison's

very

explain how the land and

sense

of bitter

injustice is again to

the fore:

Danger flags from the valley mills that throve,
after a fashion, on the Empire's needs.
Their own clothes spun in India they wove
the Colonel's khaki and the blue blood's tweeds.

44

Luke

Spencer, The Poetry of Tony Harrison 87.
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Mill
One

angelus, and church tower twice as high.
foundry cast the work- and rest-day bells.

(SP, 175)

The final two

lines, however, indicate

a

subtle shift in opinion,

that the

working classes, and not just Harrison alone,

The red

flags of danger that the mill workers manufacture

can

be

a

suggestion

a new

disruptive force.

are not just

used to

keep people out but to indicate freedom and radicalism:

the same red cotton's in the flags that fly
for ranges, revolutions, and rough swells.

(SP, 175)

The range

is the shooting

but also suggests the freedom to

range

rough swells belong to the

but also the

sea

power

of the

roam

while the

'Revolutions',

masses.

unexpectedly placed in the middle, clearly focuses Harrison's intention on the
potential of working-class

power.

The 'School of Eloquence'

closes with

which refocuses Harrison's concerns, both

a

mini-sequence, 'Art & Extinction',

political and personal,

on

the

perennial issue of the function of art. The first sonnet asks whether 'by using
them do

we save

to preserve

words

or

language? It is

not?'
an

(SP 182) In other words, is part of poetry's role

issue of particular interest to Harrison, whose

own

language and that of his parents have been persistently suppressed and kept out
of print.

In earlier sonnets, he has compared his northern English dialect to

Cornish, driven out of existence by the hegemonic forces of standard English.
Written
an

language is clearly not

as

'alive'

as

the spoken word but it is nevertheless

important indication of the vitality and strength of a language. To be written

and

printed,

a

language needs

a

larger audience than does,

conversation. The written word

implies

a

say, a

private

reading public.

These sonnets, in contrast with those of section two, seem
a

reading public

or

hardly

audience. In 'Killing Time', the poet is presented as

endangered species, not much appreciated

now

and due to be stuffed

aware

of

an

as an

object

174

of quaint

cultural interest:

Among death-protected creatures in a case,
'The Earth's Endangered Species' on display
at a jam-packed terminal at JFK,
killing time again, I see my face
with Hawksbill Turtle, scrimshawed spermwhale bone
[....]
the poet preserved beneath deep permaverse.

0SP, 187)

The concept

of poetry

as a means

of self-preservation has been reduced to

image of a sterile embalmment. Harrison has commented

on

an

'Art and Extinction' :

The poet too is almost an extinct species, and
think of language as the carrier of our most

to

also about the idea that used to console

it's almost an extinct idea
important messages. It's
people, of gambling on

posterity.45

Harrison may

be sceptical about poetry's capacity to

preserve

the writer for

posterity and, in the current climate, fear for the extinction of the poet, but it is
the very

possibility of being silenced that gives him the motivation and need to

write:

Silence and poetry have their own reserves.
The numbered creatures flourish less and less.
A

near

the

grammar

language
deepest
[....]

extinction best preserves
of our nothingness.

Now when the future couldn't be much darker

[....]
celebrate before

things go too far
Papua's last reported manucode
the pygmy hippo of the Cote d'lvoire,
and Upper Guinea's oviparous toad —
(or

mourn

in Latin their imminent death,
into cynghanedd.)

then translate these poems

(SP, 189)

45

Tony Harrison, Permanently Bard, ed., Carol Rutter, (Bloodaxe: Newcastle upon Tyne, 1995)
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Speech is most powerful, most vital when confronting silence. Harrison's
sonnets resonate because the task he sets them is

reconciliation he seeks is unavailable. His
between him and his parents,

virtually impossible. The

moving attempts to bridge the gap

his hurt and bitter efforts to root himself in his

working-class background and his anxious efforts to justify speaking for others,
all fail. There is
are

some sense

of acquired peace,

and much understanding, but they

only moments of reconciliation. The repetition of sonnets denies resolution,

emphasising instead the intransigence of loss.
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4

Seam us

1. Introduction:

It

was

Heaney: Fear and Freedom

Heaney's 'middle voice'1

not until his fifth volume of

focus his

poetry, Field Work, that Heaney chose to

lyric voice within the sonnet form. Individual sonnets, however, had

appeared in Door into the Dark} Wintering Out3 and North} including 'Act of
Union' which

directly prefigured the images and themes of'Glanmore Sonnets',

Heaney's first full sonnet
sequence

epitomises the

sequence.
new

poetic Heaney develops in this volume. In

interview with James Randall, he

I wrote

Placed in the centre of Field Work, the

explained this change:

fairly constricted freeish kind of verse in Wintering Out and North in
general, and then in the new book hie Id Work, I very deliberately set out to
lengthen the line again because the narrow line was becoming habit. The
shortness of a line constricts, in a sense, the breadth of your movement [
A]fter those poems I wanted to turn out, to go out, and I wanted to pitch the
voice out [. .] a more social voice. And the rhythmic contract of metre and
iambic pentameter and long line implies audience.5
a

.

.

.

.

.

Formally, North consists mostly of two

or

three-beat lines in free-verse

quatrains. Each line is densely packed and usually contains

a

crucial

noun or

verb:

His hips are the ridge
and purse of a mussel,
his spine an eel arrested
under a glisten of mud.

1

Seamus

Heaney, 'Making Strange', Opened Ground: Poems 1966-1996 (London: Faber, 1998)

221.
2

'The

3

'Fireside' (OG, 79).
'The Seed Cutters', (OG, 95)

4
5

Forge' (OG, 19) and 'Requiem for the Croppies' (OG, 22).

James

'Strange Fruit' (OG, 119) and 'Act of Union' (OG, 127).

Randall, 'An Interview with Seamus Heaney', Ploughshares 5.3 (1979): 16.
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The head

lifts,

the chin is

a

visor

raised above the vent
of his slashed throat.

('The Grauballe Man', OG, 115)
The

longer line Heaney employs in Field Work;

more

spacious, allowing for

years ago

was

loose iambic pentameter, is

relaxed colloquial diction: 'Oisin Kelly told

/ In Belfast' (FW, 34), 'Our first night years

Expansive idiom becomes
second

a

a

if nothing

as

really

angry at

a

in that hotel' (FW, 42).

feature of Heaney's later volumes, such

as

'for a split

had happened' (.HL, 29) in 'Clearances' and 'the first time I

them' (ST, 33) in 'Glanmore Revisited'. Heaney's 'freeish

kind of verse' is

no

is held in check

by the structure of the sonnet form.

longer 'constricted' but it is not given free reign, its liberation

Choice of fonn

clearly affects linguistic

idiomatic while cliches enable him to

more

ago

me

the difference between the South

range.

Heaney's style becomes

investigate language, most particularly

Derry dialect of his childhood and the educated

English of adulthood. Heaney's poetry from Field Work onwards attempts to
find

a

'middle voice' between these two

languages which could enable him to 'be

adept and be dialect' (OG, 221). However, 'Making Strange', the
describes this
dilemma.
at

negotiation, does not present

a

resolution of Heaney's linguistic

Dialect, by the end, has been made strange, however adept he remains

speaking it, while his educated 'adept' language is still spoken by 'the stranger'.

Heaney's 'cunning middle voice' becomes, therefore,
even, two

becomes

formal and

sequence,

James

of using, manipulating

productive and creative.

acknowledges: 'of course
once

a way

linguistic registers. His languages remain in conflict but that conflict

Choice of form affects not

6

which

poem

a

only language but theme,

formal distinction is

emotional'.6

So the sonnet

never

as

Heaney

strictly formal [.

.

.

but] at

form, especially in the lengthier

enables Heaney to tackle different subjects, specifically, it

Randall, 'An Interview with Seamus Heaney' 16.

seems,
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more

use

personal, autobiographical

the first person

He wanted, in Field Work, 'to be able to

singular to mean me' and, indeed, the poetic voice of

'Glanmore Sonnets' and,

John

ones.

increasingly, of the later

Carey has said that Heaney's poetry

in these sequences

three sequences

can

sequences,

be read

a persona.

'hymn to doubt', and

Heaney is revealed in all his anxiety, fear and insecurity. All

explore his experience of vulnerability and loss. 'Glanmore

Sonnets' is framed

by Heaney's self-imposed exile from Northern Ireland, his

loss of homeland. 'Clearances', in The Haw Lantern,
'Glanmore Revisited' in
the burden of the past

escapes, at

elegises his mother, and

Seeing Things describes Heaney's attempt to deal with

and to resolve his feeling of alienation. Yet the final

sonnet in each sequence

Heaney

as a

is not

describes a moment of release. In 'Glanmore Sonnets',

least temporarily, from the threat of violence into the

sanctuary of love. In 'Clearances', the pain of loss drives him to re-imagine past
moments of union,

which effect

a

he learns to take risks, to be less

progressively through

cathartic release, and in 'Glanmore Revisited',

self-protective. The three

escape, acceptance

sequences

thus

move

and release.

Heaney's middle voice also enables him to negotiate his subject matter.
Various

opposing forces

love and home, is set

are

explored in the sonnet sequences; safety, found in

against danger, from violence. Intimacy and isolation

similarly act as conflicting motivating forces. The middle voice does not attempt
to resolve these conflicts in favour of safety or

intimacy but tries to establish

a

dialogue between them. Heaney appreciates that intimacy is wrested out of
isolation, that safety
isolation and

danger,

instructive and

as

can

as

only be experienced with knowledge of danger. Loss,

well

creative

as

as

the fear of such experiences,

freedom from such

are as necessary, as

pain. Heaney's

sequences

do

present a progressive movement from fear to freedom but the fear is never

forgotten. The release described in the sestet of'The Skylight', at the end of

7

8

James

John

Randall, 'An Interview with Seamus Heaney' 20.

Carey, review of Sweeney Astray, Sunday Times 12 June 198S.
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'Glanmore Revisited', is balanced
Sonnets' closes

on a

also

aware

poignantly

against repetition

so

by the cosy security of the octave. 'Glanmore

image of intimacy between husband and wife but the poet is

of their 'separateness'. Narrative development is placed

that even in the final sonnets of the

sequences

fear, isolation

and

danger are recalled. Sonnet 8 of'Clearances', for instance, works effectively

as a

transformative conclusion to the sequence,

release

only

as a

result of the grief that is explored in the earlier sonnets.

'Clearances'
sequences,
more

but constructs its moment of

provides the strongest narrative structure of the three

in that its subject is the illness and death of the poet's mother. A

fragmentary narrative is provided by glimpses of the mother's past and of

Heaney's childhood relationship with her. 'Glanmore Sonnets' has

pronounced narrative which operates

more as a

a

less

framework; Heaney's arrival in

County Wicklow and his implied escape from Belfast. The narrative of
'Glanmore Revisited',

suggested

even

in the title, is

previous experience in which 'plot' is provided by
movement and of personal

a

retrospective

a sense

of calendrical

change from defence to freedom. Repeated images,

phrases and words lend coherence to the

sequences

and present theme

exploration rather than resolution. Some images, such
and

as

as

the analogy between art

agriculture, feature in much of Heaney's poetry. Land as

both the past

reliving a

one;

a

metaphor for

and language is particularly strong in 'Glanmore Sonnets'

as

the

repetition of the phrase 'opened ground' indicates. Both 'ground' and 'field'
repeated four times. In 'Glanmore Revisited', words
within sonnets, such as

are

repeated

more

often

'keep' in 'The Cot' and 'roof in 'The Skylight'. 'House' is

repeated four times throughout the
demonstrating Heaney's

concern

sequence

and 'bed' three times, thus

with structure, safety and containment.

Heaney's sonnet sequences, especially 'Glanmore Sonnets', become
location for his

ongoing debate

His removal in 1972 from the
intensified his

concern:

are

on

the

proper

a

function of poetry and the poet.

upheaval and violence of Northern Ireland clearly
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I had the name for being a poet but I was also
interviewed as, more or less, a spokesman for

discovering myself being
the Catholic minority
during this early stage of the troubles. I found the whole question of
what was the status of art within my own life and the question of what is
an artist to do in a political situation very urgent matters.9

At

Glanmore, Heaney

and the former's
which

were

political

reassesses

the relationship between poetry and politics

responsibility to the latter. Yet the sonnet sequences, two of

written from the site of the

or even

reflective

on

professed reassessment

are not

explicitly

the events and problems of Ulster. Heaney

to restrict this debate to his critical essays,

seems

where the issues of the function of

poetry and its relation to its socio-political context are explored in depth. The
essays can

be

in the poetry,

his

seen to compensate

for the conspicuous absence of such a dialogue

and to respond to those critics who have reprimanded Heaney for

political evasion

or

bias. As Steven Matthews writes:

a form of political quietism, one which
British or American audience of his work by making public
declarations of dissatisfaction at the wrongs suffered on the part of the

Heaney has been accused of adopting
does not offend

a

minority community in the North or on the part of Ireland historically. He
has equally been accused of using that quietism to offer slyly an explicitly
nationalist

agenda.10

Heaney responds to such accusations with
artistic and

a

call for the maintenance of poetry's

imaginative plane of existence:

We live here in critical times

[. .] when the idea of poetry as an art is in
danger of being overshadowed by a quest for poetry as a diagram of political
attitudes. Some commentators have all the fussy literalism of an official from
the ministry of truth.11

'The Redress of Poetry'
any
9

acknowledges poetry's political potential, but rejects

party-politic stance. Heaney, instead, defines poetry

James

10

.

as

'the politics of

Randall, 'An Interview with Seamus Heaney' 7.

Steven

Matthews, Irish Poetry: Politics, History, Negotiation (London: Macmillan, 1997)

158.

See, for example, Desmond Fennell: Whatever You Say, Say Nothing: Why Seamus
Heaney is No. 1 (Dublin: ELO Publications, 1991) 34: 'Much ofHeaney's poetry in the 70s
could be regarded as private musing or meditation with any intrusive general views censored out'
and Edna Longley, who described the poetry of North as 'a sophisticated version of Nationalist

ideology' ('North: "Inner Emigre" or "Artful Voyeur"?', The Art of Seamus Heaney, ed., Tony
Curtis, Bridgend: Poetry Wales Press, 1982. p.93).
11
Seamus Heaney, Preoccupations (London: Faber, 1980) 219-20.
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12

subversion, of redressal, of affirming that which is denied voice'.
sequences

that avoid the politics of religion and territory

engage

The sonnet

firmly with this

spirit of resistance and seek 'a voice [. .] that might continue, hold, dispel,
.

appease' (FW, 34). Indeed, sonnet IX, of'Glanmore Sonnets', makes
connection between the function of poetry

a

and the dispersal of evil; after

questioning the efficacy of poetry the briar is suddenly empty, the symbolic rat
has vanished.

Heaney's criticism also focuses
works to subvert the

Poetry 'offers
upon

on

the spiritual function of poetry, that

over-emphasis of its political role in Northern Ireland.

a response

to reality which has a liberating and verifying effect

the individual spirit' he claims in 'The Redress of Poetry'.

the individual, and
oppose

13

It acts to free

society, from the limitations of a political vision and to

this transitory reality with

alternative view, that balances the

In the

a

timeless perspective. Poetry presents

an

weight of political and historical reality:

activity of poetry [. .] there is a tendency to place a counter-reality in
a reality which may be only imagined but which nevertheless has
weight because it is imagined within the gravitational pull of the actual and
can therefore hold its own and balance out against the historical situation
This redressing effect of poetry comes from it being a glimpsed alternative, a
revelation of potential that is denied or constantly threatened by
.

the scales

—

circumstances.14

Poetry, therefore, envisages
Its

thus

a

expand

our

concentration',

14

15
16
17

Seamus

16

Heaney,
Heaney,
Seamus Heaney,
Seamus Heaney,
Seamus Heaney,
Seamus Heaney,

Seamus

ever

tank',15 but its strength lies in its ability to imagine an alternative and

unexpected and

13

reality through the force of the imagination.

ability to make actual changes in the world is limited; 'no lyric has

stopped

1 2

a new

notion of the possible. Thus 'Glanmore Revisited' celebrates the
even

the miraculous. Poetry, at its best, functions

'a working model of inclusive consciousness',

as

'pure

17*

'a motion of the

The Redress of Poetry (London: Faber, 1995) 2.
The Redress ofPoetry 2.
The Redress of Poetry 3-4.
The Government of the Tongue (London: Faber, 1988) 107.
The Government of the Tongue 108.
The Redress ofPoetry 8.
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soul',18 'a source of truth and [.
secrets but

.

.]

vehicle of harmony'.19 'These things

are not

mysteries', (FW, 34) Heaney is told by Oisin Kelly in 'Glanmore

Sonnets' and in his critical works

world of mysteries; not
material is the

Heaney's

a

seems to want to

that it is of itself mysterious

or

keep poetry in the

inaccessible, but that its

mysterious, not social and political circumstances. Allied to
about the function of poetry is his

concern

about his role

Heaney

as

more

personal anxiety

poet, which raises a dilemma about his private and public

responsibilities. Between the 'need to be true to the negative nature of the
evidence and at the

same

time to show

an

socially responsible and creatively free'.
Heaney's
of the poet
an

use

affirming flame, the need to be both

20

of autobiographical material and his

concern

about the role

combine to reveal his need to clarify private and public identity;

individual, within marriage, within the family and the wider social

Personal

identity is nurtured most obviously in these sonnet

love but also
more

as

group.

sequences

through

through familial and social history, while public identity is treated

ambivalently

it resists reconciliation with the private. Personal and

as

poetic identity become, however, essentially intertwined with notions of the self
within the group;
and

both

are

influenced by social relations with his wife, mother

family, and by his changing perceptions of the socio-political environment of

Northern Ireland.

Heaney's most private, autobiographical sonnets

political. The sonnet
did for Lowell and
combined.

sequence

are

allows these two worlds to

also public and

come

together,

as

it

Berryman, and indeed reveals them to be intimately

Heaney's

concern

with poetic voice inherently connects private

identity to public audience. However, it is perhaps Heaney's continual interest
in the past,

and its relation to the present, that most clearly draws together the

public and private. Land and place, in the two 'Glanmore'
18
19
20

Seamus
Seamus
Seamus

Heaney, The Redress of Poetry 192.
Heaney, The Redress of Poetry 193.
Heaney, The Redress of Poetry 193.

sequences, connect

Heaney to
sense

a

of both

between two

between
and

personal and public history. Family, too, in 'Clearances' provides

a

a

social and

a

private self. Heaney's 'middle voice', that negotiates

languages, therefore also enables the poet to create

a

dialogue

past and present self and to establish a meeting point for his private

public worlds.

a
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2. Glanmore Sonnets:21

'Opened Ground'22

'Glanmore Sonnets' represents a new start
from

troubled Ulster and from

a

an

earlier

Yet the first sonnet of the sequence

for Heaney. It depicts his

move away

poetic style weighted by that place.

looks back directly at

a

pair of sonnets in

Heaney's previous volume North. 'Act of Union' presents the relationship
between

England and Ireland

as

the brutalised sexual 'union' of rape. The bastard

offspring of this encounter is the parasitic colony of Northern Ireland. 'Opened
ground',23 the image that closes 'Act of Union', prefigures the central metaphor of
the first two sonnets of the 'Glanmore' sequence.
is

one

of vulnerability

In the earlier

and suffering; 'the big pain / That leaves

poem,

this image

you raw,

like

opened ground, again' (OG, 127). However, in 'Glanmore Sonnets' it becomes

a

sign of new possibilities: 'Vowels ploughed into other: opened ground. / The
mildest

February for twenty years' {FW, 33). Framed in characteristically

linguistic terms, the ground becomes poetry rather than the nation. So long
concerned with the dark
new

from the lathes'

turned up
poems,

bogland, Heaney's poetry is now presented as 'earth

{FW, 33). Aired and lightened, his poetry

can

breathe 'like

acres' {FW, 33) because the vowels that have, in Heaney's place-name

been associated with Irishness24

are now

'ploughed into [the] other,

opened ground' of the English lyric tradition.
However, the thematic antecedent to 'Glanmore Sonnets' is 'Exposure',
the final poem

of North, which

announces

Heaney's psychological and physical

displacement from Northern Ireland:
How did I end up like this?
I often think of my friends'

Beautiful prismatic counselling
And the anvil brains of some who hate
21

First

published in pamphlet form

as

me

Hedge School (Salem, Oregon: Charles Seluzicki Fine

Books, 1979).
22
23

24

Seamus Heaney, Field Work (London: Faber, 1979) 33.
The title of Heaney's latest selected poems (London: Faber,

1998).

e.g. 'Anahorish', in which the hill is described as a 'vowel-meadow' (OG, 46) and
Rain' where 'Moyola / is its own score and consort /[. . .] an old chanter / breathing

through vowels and history' {OG, 52).

'Gifts of
its mists /

185

As I sit

weighing and weighing
My responsible Iristia.
For what? For the ear? For the People?
For what is said behind-backs?

Rain

comes

down

through the alders,

Its low conducive voices

Mutter about let-downs and erosions
And yet

each drop recalls

The diamond absolutes.
I

am

neither internee

nor

informer;

An inner

And

emigre, grown long-haired
thoughtful; a wood-kerne

Escaped from the massacre,
Taking protective clothing
From bole to bark, feeling
Every wind that blows.

(OG, 143-4)

That escape

took the form of the Heaneys' removal from Belfast to the other,

opened ground of the South; the rural retreat of Glanmore, in County Wicklow in
1972. 'Glanmore

Sonnets', therefore, marks this major transition in Heaney's life;

leaving home, the retreat from the violence of Northern Ireland,
disillusionment and
essay

as

well

as

re-questioning of poetry and its role in the Troubles. In his

Place and Displacement, Heaney describes

homelessness and exile felt

a permanent sense

of

by all citizens of Northern Ireland. He draws

an

analogy with Wordsworth's disappointment with the failure of Republican ideals
after the French Revolution and his
in

corresponding disillusionment with politics

England;

as he wants it to be. He is displaced from
by a vision of the good that is located elsewhere. His
political, Utopian aspirations deracinate him from the beloved actuality of his
surroundings so that his instinctive being and his appetitive intelligence are
knocked out of alignment. He feels like a traitor among those he knows and

Life, where he is situated, is not
his

own

affections

loves.25

The

people of Northern Ireland 'belong to

notions of belonging to

25

Seamus
Seamus

26

place that is patently riven between

In 'Frontiers of Writing', Heaney

Heaney, Place and Displacement: Recent Poetry from Northern Ireland (Grasmere:
Cottage, 1985) 3.
Heaney, Place and Displacement 4.

Trustees of Dove
26

other places'.

a

186

describes this
and

place

as

'but

a

dream, since the promised land of durable coherence

perpetual homecoming is not somewhere that is ultimately attainable by

constitutional reform
Threaded

or

territorial

a sense

escape,

becomes

27

throughout Heaney's poetry, this unfulfillable longing for home

of perpetual

creates

integration'.

a

exile. In sonnet X of'Glanmore Sonnets' exile,

mystical place of love, but

I dreamt

we

slept in

On turf banks under

a moss

one

as

that is not without fragility:

in Donegal

blankets, with

our

faces

Exposed all night in a wetting drizzle,
Pallid as the dripping sapling birches.
Lorenzo and Jessica in

a

Diarmuid and Grainne

waiting to be found.

cold climate.

(FW, 42)

They

may

be unified in love but they

are

also 'exposed', 'cold' and, almost, dead.

Indeed, the sestet acknowledges that love is only

a

'respite' from their inherent

'separateness'. The momentary security Heaney finds in love only

emphasise his vulnerability and

sense

of isolation. Sonnet VIII confirms this: the

fear of imminent violence is counterbalanced

octave with its

serves to

by

a memory,

reproduced in the sestet, of a Down's Syndrome child; symbol of absolute
vulnerability for Heaney, comforted and relieved by love,

as

Heaney

now

requests of his wife. The threat of violence makes him feel defenceless, exposed
and unsafe. The final

couplet

expresses

the intensity of Heaney's desire for

dissolution of the self in the act of sexual union.
here recalls the
to me

quick, I

Needy and vulnerable, Heaney

desperation of Berryman. The final lines of sonnet VIII, 'Come

am

upstairs shaking. / My all of you birchwood in lightning'

suggestive of a number of images

or

are

phrases in Berryman's Sonnets: 'I tremble

whisper "Come to

me

again"' (46, CP, 93), 'Darling I wait O in

my

upstairs box' (107, CP, 124), 'I

am

naked, and shake' (110, CP, 125), 'Prevent

my

need, / Someone, and

[.

.

.] /Until

you

come

& find

me on

the floor' (115, CP, 128). The

syntactical contraction of Heaney's last line also mirrors Berryman's syntactical
27

Seamus

Heaney, The Redress of Poetry 190.
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contortions, such

as

'More

my

mouth

confusion of identities.

Berryman's love is

his

merge

personality begin to

insecure in his
he finds

reassurance

intense and obsessive that he feels

with Chris's. Heaney has less

only in such

continues the vulnerable,

of rediscovery,

which enables

so

relationship but other anxieties produce

'Glanmore Sonnets'

process

now' (4, CP, 72) and echoes the

yours

a merger

depicts

a

a

reason to

feel

similar desperation and

of selves.

flight from violence, real and unknown, and

self-doubting tone of'Exposure'. But it is also

a return to nature, an

Heaney to develop

a new

a

exploration of'opened ground',

poetic voice 'that might continue, hold,

dispel, appease' {FW, 34). Fear, however, increases

as

the

sequence

reaches its

conclusion, despite Heaney's renewed relationship with the land. Glanmore, it
seems, may

hold the possibility of peace and growth, but the defences of

distance, love, art and nature

are not

strong enough to entirely withstand the

encroachments of violence.
As love acts,
reassurance

somewhat shakily,

as a

safeguard against violence and

as

in his moments of fear, so, too, the sonnet serves to contain his

anxieties, to limit the dangers that he confronts in his poetry by literally limiting
the space

in which he

can

explore them. Form guides him through rough terrain,

provides support and stability. In 'Crediting Poetry' Heaney describes 'poetic
form

[.

.

.

as] both the ship and the anchor. It is at

once a

buoyancy and a

holding'.28 Strict adherence to the sonnet's rules, whether in rhythm
rarely

a

feature of Heaney's approach to the form. Variations

metre of the sonnet

iambic line that is
too

are

on

or

rhyme, is

the regular

frequent and deliberate, but it is his return to the strict

significant and which marks those times when fear becomes

great and he must rely on the form to steady him. So line six in sonnet IX;

'We have

when

our

burnished bay tree at

Heaney leans

on

the gate' (FW, 41), emphasises the moment

the classical symbol of poetry, the laurel tree, for support

against the onslaughts of nature. Iambic pentameter in sonnet VII is threatened
28

Seamus

Heaney, Opened Ground: Poems 1966-1996 466.
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by

an

encroaching trochaic rhythm at the

very

point in the

sequence

when

Heaney begins his descent into danger, fear and violence: 'Dogger, Rockall,
Malin, Irish Sea: / Green, swift upsurges, North Atlantic flux' (FW, 39) and,
indeed, the final four sonnets show

an

increasing breakdown in rhythmic

patterning. However, the brief return to iambic pentameter at the end of sonnet
VII

parallels the change from storm to calm, and from

frequently Heaney

uses

sea to

harbour. Most

the iambic line to indicate such moments of change

or

resolution, occurring often at the turn and at the fourteenth line. So the perfect
iambic pentameter

know'

of line 8, Sonnet II; 'Remembered what the mallet tapped to

{FW 34), highlights the union between the tool of poetic form and his

material. The final line; 'Each verse

returning like the plough turned round',

foregrounds Heaney's analogy between art and agriculture, the regularity of the
plough and the sonnet. The plough is dictated by the boundaries of the field
the poem

is by the restrictions of form. The returning

returning again and again within the
been

the

sequence

verse

as

is both the sonnet

and the previous line which has

repeated from the first sonnet. 'Verse', in agricultural terms, is 'the turn that

ploughman made at the head of the field'29 while the plough's 'turn' also

relates to the sonnet's 'turn'.

Heaney manipulates the sonnet's rhyme scheme in
metre, so sonnets VII-IX have little to no

marking the point in the
most vulnerable.

poems

sequence

Sonnets

trunk/dank (V, FW,

variations

Seamus

on

as

way to

schematised, thus

I, II and IV employ the fullest rhyme sound as the
own

poetic voice. Rhyme in

increasingly muffled and consonantal, such

as

37). But after the almost complete disruption of rhyme in

the next three sonnets the sequence

rhyme scheme

are not

similar

when violence threatens and Heaney is at his

themselves explore and strengthen Heaney's

sonnets III and V becomes

29

rhyme and

a

ends with the restoration of a muted, English

Heaney returns to the sanctuary of marriage. Heaney's

the sonnet's traditional structure also reveal thematic aspects

Heaney, Preoccupations, 65.

of the
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poems.

So in sonnet eight, the extension of the 'octave' to nine lines and the

consequent squeezing of the sestet underscores the sense of impending and

increasing danger; it cannot be contained in eight lines.
Heaney's adoption of the sonnet
mainstream
but he also

English poetry. He

sequence

draws him conclusively into

deviate from the conventions of the form

may

deliberately places himself within the English literary tradition. This

is indicated,

particularly within 'Glanmore Sonnets', by Heaney's

which, according to Neil Corcoran, 'make[s] the literary [. ..]

perceiving consciousness'.
the words of Wyatt

30

a

entering almost the
childhood to make

mode of the

and Shakespeare (sonnet X), Sidney and Joyce (sonnet IX)

begins with

and the creative act:

of allusion,

Heaney's vision of the world is mediated through

and, of course, Wordsworth, the poetic spirit behind the whole
Sonnet II

use

a

sequence.

Wordsworthian parallel between the experience of nature

'Sensings, mountings from the hiding places, / Words
sense

of touch'. Sonnets IV, V and VI all
of adult

sense

use

memories of

experience. The most obvious reference to

Wordsworth comes, of course, in sonnet III of'Glanmore Sonnets':

I had said

earlier, 'I won't relapse
loneliness I've brought

From this strange

us to.

Dorothy and William —' She interrupts:
'You're not going to compare us two
.?'
.

.

(FW, 35)

Heaney humorously employs his wife's voice to squash the potential
(and inaccuracy) of such
made, though Heaney

a

arrogance

direct correspondence, but the comparison is still

manages to appear

self-effacing.

Placing himself within the English lyric tradition however, risks the denial
of his Irish
for

heritage. Sonnet V, for example, is redolent with rich lyric metaphors

elderberry: 'its blooms like

caviar of shot, / A

buoyant

this series of metaphors
30

Neil Corcoran, The

saucers

spawn, a

brimmed with meal, / Its berries

a swart

light bruised out of purple' (FW, 37). Yet

is contained within the quatrain that focuses

on

the

Poetry ofSeamus Heaney: A Critical Study (London: Faber, 1998) 103.
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English 'elderberry',
'our bower

[.

.

opposed to the Irish 'boortree',31 which he describes

as

children,

as

a

greenish, dank / And snapping

memory as

as

I get older. /

.] Boortree is bower tree, where I played 'touching tongues' / And felt

another's texture

quick

language,

of seeing with detachment, whereas Irishness is associated with

mine'. Englishness therefore involves lyrical poetic

and continuity between past and present. The extended metaphor of

memory

the

a way

on

elderberry/boortree allows Heaney to become

roots and

'etymologist of [his own]

an

graftings' (FW, 37); the variations of one word revealing a mixed

linguistic heritage. 'Boortree' represents Heaney's Irish dialectal background and
'elderberry' his English linguistic
sestet where the

final

couplet

The two words

come

together in the

poet acknowledges his linguistic and experiential 'grafting'. The

moves away

self-conscious

resources.

awareness

from such 'etymology' and return to

of language

a

time before his

and its inherent ideologies. Heaney's mixed

linguistic experience is also related in the fourth sonnet of'Clearances' where he
achieves

a

compromised but communicatively useful 'middle voice'.

Negotiating
but

an

imaginative

a

middle

one.

husband and wife to

a

way

becomes, for Heaney, not just a linguistic skill

The final sonnet of'Glanmore Sonnets' transports

mythical dream-world in which they

can

establish

solidarity together against external threats. Yet the imagination is not an evasion
but
his

a

vision of reality

that enables Heaney to

express

his need for intimacy and

recognition of isolation:

When you came with your deliberate kiss
To raise us towards the lovely and painful
Covenants of flesh; our separateness;
The respite

in

our

dewy dreaming faces.

(FW, 42)

Heaney's

use

of dream and vision to

Romantic tradition. He becomes
sonnet III nature and

31

Of Scots

origin.

a

access

the imagination aligns him to the

mediator between

man

and nature. So, in

poetry become one; the breeze is music and the birds sing
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in

iambics, art and life

of nature is most
Irish

countryside in which he

from nature

separate. Heaney's Wordsworthian experience

clearly exemplified in his relationship to the land, to the rural

activities to convey

his

are not so

grew up.

Wordsworth used rustic characters and

his vision of the spirit of nature. Heaney,

more

distanced

by twentieth-century urbanisation, reconnects himself by presenting

poetic art

as

analogous to 'field work'; agricultural and rural activities. By

literally returning to the location of such a way of life he is able to imagine
and

a

a

time

place when man was not alienated from his work, his environment and the

products of his labour. So 'the good life could be to

cross a

field / And art a

paradigm of earth new from the lathe / Of ploughs' {FW, 33).
Landscape also becomes
Heaney with
become,

as

a sense

Heaney

a source

and connection to history, providing

of continuity. As art acts

says

in his

essay

as

so poems

'Feelings into Words', 'elements of

continuity'.32 Through the poetic imagination he
found in

metaphor for land,

can tap

into the constancy

landscape. The sonnets often search for a connection between past and

present, a sense of ongoing history. So sonnet III, for example, finds this

through moments of recognition and repetition. Continuity also provides
Heaney with

a sense

return to the land is

of belonging; to history, place and community, and his

an

attempt to learn the means of connection that he has lost

while resident in Belfast:

Then I landed in the hedge-school of Glanmore
And from the backs of ditches hoped to raise
A voice caught back of slug-horn and slow chanter
That might continue, hold, dispel, appease:
Vowels ploughed into other, opened ground,
Each verse returning like the plough turned round.

(FW, 34)

Heaney, then, hopes to learn his poetic art from nature. Historically, hedgeschools

32

were

Seamus

'operated by and for Irish Catholic peasants at

Heaney, Preoccupations 41.

a

time when

no
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official

provision for their education existed'.

provides Heaney with
cultural roots.
The

a

33

Glanmore, therefore, not only

renewed connection to nature but also to his perceived,

Poetry thus becomes the 'restoration of the culture to

poetic voice that he hopes to leam at Glanmore will

of continuity

and the repetition of the first line of the

emphasise the

process

sense

serve to create a sense

sequence

helps to

of linking the past into the present, of making history,

community and place current. In all three
Heaney with a

itself.34

sequences,

of a location in the world,
it

a

it is the past that provides

place where understanding is

metaphor, to clarity the confusion of present

possible. So he often

uses

events and emotions.

Sonnets IV and V of'Glanmore Sonnets'

as

use

childhood

experiences to aid insight into the poetic technique of the adult; in sonnet IV
memories of listening to
the adult's

ear

the rumblings and rhythms of trains act

for the music of poetry.

Sonnet V

opposes

as

metaphor for

childhood language to

acquired language in adulthood in order to explain his linguistic identity.
Heaney's interest in the imagination, the child's vision and nature
features of a

twentieth-century Romanticism, or, in Corcoran's words,

'luxuriant but anxious

pastoral',35

accusation of nostalgia.
it is

a source

becomes

a

an

all

a

aspect of his poetry that has earned him the

Yet Heaney's relationship to land is not naive

of both comfort and violence. In his

move

or

simple;

to Glanmore nature

sanctuary, a return to a previously lost safety, yet on arrival he

discovers that the very same nature
freedom

are

is

a source

of danger and threat. The

Heaney experiences in leaving Ulster and returning to the countryside is

challenged by fear. Glanmore's opened ground reveals conflict, not consensus,
but

33
34

35

Heaney's middle voice enables him to

Blake Morrison, Seamus Heaney
Seamus Heaney, Preoccupations

manage

such tensions.

(London: Methuen, 1982) 74.
41.
Neil Corcoran, English Poetry since 1940 (London: Longman, 1993) 182.
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3. Clearances:36

Despite the

sense

of homelessness that pervades 'Glanmore Sonnets' the

sequence acts as an

less

'Coming close again by holding back'.37

adult return to Mossbawn;

a return to

the countryside and

a

disputably Irish land. 'Clearances' presents another return to the past,

though in terms of family rather than nature; Heaney here reflects

his

upon

childhood and his

relationship with his mother. The function of this

however, is not

much reclamation of the past as a necessary and liberating

so

acknowledgement. These eight elegies
mother,
for his

as a

can

memorial and celebration of his

negotiate and resolve their differences,

a

locus

grief and a chance to acknowledge and reconcile himself to her permanent

absence.
most

place where he

serve as a

sequence,

Poignantly tender, these sonnets of loss and love

are amongst

Heaney's

moving lyrics. Heaney's relationship with his mother is ambivalent;

intimacy is mixed with isolation, moments of union

are

attained despite their

separateness, and Heaney's sense of belonging to the family unit is countered by
his

experience of alienation. Tony Harrison, too, hovers between closeness and

separation from his parents. Both poets, in the face of grief, ransack memories
for

assurance

the mutual

of love and

understanding, but encounter also painful reminders of

incomprehension that created such distance between parents and

Harrison's

son.

separation from his parents forms part of a larger alienation

from his class. The first sonnet of'Clearances' also

explores Heaney's

relationship with the wider community of the Roman Catholic family and
expresses

his mingled

sense

of responsibility to and betrayal of the 'tribe'.

Heaney's great-grandmother was

a

Protestant convert and, after his

own

mother's

death, her image becomes 'a genre piece / Inherited on my mother's side / And
mine to

dispose with

now

she's gone' (HL, 25). It is not clear what exactly

Heaney has to dispose with; the type of tribal betrayal

36

37

or

those that throw the

Published initially as a pamphlet (Dublin: Cornamona Press, 1986).
Seamus Heaney, The Haw Lantern (London: Faber, 1987) 29.
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stone. Does he

join the clan and speak for it

himself? Indeed the sequence as a
for

whole

or

abandon it and speak for

concerns

this issue; how to speak up

himself, voice his individuality and acknowledge his role within the

familial

or

that

communicate these two,

can

otherwise.

The
also

Heaney, like Harrison, must develop

struggle to find

a

a

voice

or

group,

language

often separate, selves.

voice with which to communicate with family is

explored in sonnet 2 although this time from the mother's perspective.

Frequent interdictions literally silence her in the repressive environment of the
childhood home. It is
a

only when she meets her parents again in the after-life that

new, more open space

this? what's this?'
sit down in the
pace

of the

seems

shining

poem to

to the future.

is created in which her father's repeated question 'what's
to be an invitation to meet

room

fully and directly; 'And they

together' (HL, 26). Heaney changes the rhythmic

highlight the

move

The iambic pentameter

from the past of his mother's childhood

of the octave provides

an

ordered rhythm

matching the order and regulation of the household:

The china cups were very
An

unchipped set with

The kettle whistled.

white and big —
bowl and jug.

sugar

Sandwich and teascone

Were

present and correct. In case it run,
The butter must be kept out of the sun.
And don't be

dropping crumbs Don't tilt
point.

your

chair.

Don't reach. Don't

(HL, 26)

The

rhythm of the sestet becomes less regular, the profusion of unstressed

syllables creating a softer tone and slower

pace; a

quieter place for the post-

death reconciliation:

It is Number 5, New Row,

Land of the Dead,

Where

grandfather is rising from his place
With spectacles pushed back on a clean bald head
To welcome a bewildered homing daughter.

(HL, 26)
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Heaney's

use

the two parts
the first

of sound-patterns and rhyme also foreground the contrast between
of this sonnet. Assonance, repetition and full rhyme

in

line; 'Polished linoleum shone there. Brass taps shone'. Indeed, the

octave is full of assonance;

the

are present

cups/ jug/ run/ butter/ sun/ crumbs, marking not just

regimented household but the almost child-like, visionary, fictionalised world

of the

grandparents' earthly home. Simple rhymes, such

as

run/

sun,

emphasise

this effect. The sestet lacks such sound

patterning, the only full rhyme being

dead/ head. The restoration of intimacy

and tenderness is suggested through the

use

of a less affected, artificial
The loss

Heaney

language.

expresses

in 'Clearances' is poignantly focused through

memories of moments of union with his mother:

So while the

parish priest at her bedside

Went hammer and tongs at the prayers for the
And some were responding and some crying
I remembered her head bent towards my

Her breath in

mine,

our

dying

head,

fluent dipping of knives

—

Never closer the whole rest of our lives.

(HL, 27)
These moments

typically wordless,

are

breaks the silence between mother and

falling into

a

so
son

in sonnet 3 it is not speech that
but the sound of potato

bucket of water: 'Like solder weeping off the soldering iron' (HL,

27). The simile itself serves to bridge the
between audience and author,

gap,

by providing

an

between mother and

are

occurs

and

similar moment of

in sonnet 6, where mother and son, like Mrs Morel and Paul,

'Elbow to elbow,

front / Of the

son

image of hot drops of metal,

whose function is to bind, and of the hot tears of grief. A
connection

peelings

glad to be kneeling next / To each other

up

there near the

packed church' (HL, 30). Yet Psalm 42, that they hear during the

service, describes
streams, so my

a

painful alienation from God:' "As the hind longsfor the

soul..." longs for thee, O God [....]"Day and night my tears
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have been my

bread" while they continually

As Rand Brandes writes: 'the

Psalmist's
textual
poem

say unto me,

as

mother and

son are

occurs

desperate

sense

as

mother and

son

a

shared

they

are

for Harrison,

of isolation; from family, nature and God.

Heaney again employs the technique of marking
iambic pentameter

within

also imaginatively united within the

itself. Moments of connection are, for Heaney,

wrested out of a

38

poet's longing for his deceased mother echoes the

longing for God'.39 Intimacy here literally

experience,

where is thy God'.

a

significant line with

in 'Clearances'. So in sonnet 3 the moment of union between

is described in iambic

rhythm; 'Her breath in mine,

our

dipping knives —' (HL, 27). The tight form of the sonnet mirrors the
formal and structured

relationship of mother and

son; structure

fluent
necessary

permits the

expression of intimacy: 'coming close again by holding back' {HL, 29).
Throughout 'Clearances' Heaney makes

use

of the potential of the sonnet's

rhyme scheme to accentuate meaning. In sonnet 5, full rhyme in the sestet is
used to

emphasise closeness. Sonnet 3, however, has little rhyme in the octave

despite the fact that it describes

a moment

of intimacy. Full rhyme is almost

entirely absent, except for two couplets in the sestet; dying/ crying and knives/
lives, which draw attention to the intensity of grief and the poet's poignant and
belated

appreciation of lost intimacy. Rhyme disappears completely in the

sestet of sonnet

7, at the moment when Heaney's mother dies.

In sonnet

the different

4, the difficulties of establishing intimacy are explored through

languages of mother and

son:

Fear of affectation made her affect

Inadequacy whenever it came to
Pronouncing words 'beyond her'. BertoldBrek.
She'd manage something hampered and askew
Every time, as if she might betray
The hampered and inadequate by too
Well-adjusted a vocabulary.

•5 0

Bible, King James Version. Ps. 42.1-3.
39

Rand Brandes, '"Inscribed in Sheets": Seamus

Heaney's Scribal Matrix', SeamusHeaney: The
Shaping Spirit, eds. Catharine Malloy and Phyllis Carey (London: Associate Universities
Presses, 1996) 67.
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With

challenge than pride, she'd tell me, 'You
things'. So I governed my tongue
In front of her, a genuinely welladjusted adequate betrayal
more

Know all them

Of what I knew better. I'd

now

and aye

And

decently relapse into the wrong
Grammar which kept us allied and at bay.

(HL, 28)

Heaney's mixed feelings about his education are revealed here. Like Harrison,
Heaney finds that the acquirement of a particular language has become
alienation from his

family. Language itself therefore becomes

displacement',40 it allies him to an other world.
him how to
audience.

lost

force of

'site of

Yet education has also taught

'govern the tongue'; to control and adapt language to fit context and

Articulacy becomes

The attempt to

takes

a

a

of both communication and betrayal.

revive the experience of intimacy with his mother that

place in 'Clearances'

unity that operates

a means

can

on a

be read

as

Heaney's desire to belong, to reclaim

personal and societal level. So in sonnet 4, Heaney

betrays mother and social background by acquiring

language. He

can

either betray his inheritance

them both. His mother's

uses

or

a more

'English' educated

his education but cannot honour

language is different, less sophisticated, and Heaney

adapts his to put her at her
Yet the sonnet

a

ease, to

find

some

linguistic basis for communication.

rhyme and half-rhyme to demonstrate the

very

facility with

language that alienates Heaney from his family: affect/ Brek, betray/ vocabulary,
tongue/ wrong, well/ betrayal. The rhymes demonstrate the irony of Heaney's
acquired skill with language, make manifest the
Yet the poem

gap

between parent and child.

also demonstrates the mother's skill at language. Stan Smith

writes:

'Pronouncing words beyond her' [. .] overlays the simple speech act with the
pronouncement of an edict of expulsion by and from the tongue's seat of
government. This in turn opens up the politic adjustments of'manage': in
.

'affecting' incompetence (all she could manage) she adroitly manoeuvres the
son to fall fittingly back into his place ('decently relapse').41
40

Stan Smith, 'The Distance Between: Seamus

Heaney', The Chosen Ground: Essays on the
Contemporary
Poetry
ofNorthern
Ireland,
ed.
Neil
Corcoran (Bridgend: Seren, 1992) 45.
41
Stan Smith, 'The Distance Between' 55.
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The

'government of the tongue' is

forces of the

imperialism; the pull of the tribe, the

inherited culture. Yet just as

in,

so

longer performed solely by the restrictive

English language but also by Heaney's mother, who stands for

kind of inverted

to fit

no

she

manages

urge to

a

conform to the

'hampered and askew' words in order

does Heaney with her. They play the same game and thus find

a

mutually satisfactory language that keeps them 'allied and at bay'. As Bernard
O'Donoghue writes: 'linguistic difference

hostility'.42
response to

too, is

can

achieve alliance

his mother's linguistic adjustments is held back,

as

so

that the sonnet,

'adjusted' to keep unequal forces 'allied and at bay'.

explores the difficulties Heaney experiences in finding

intimacy with his mother and
barriers

are

somehow

a sense

of belonging to the social

negotiated and Heaney is able to reach

his mother and in the final two sonnets he is able to put

title 'Clearances' suggests light and

permission to proceed,

as

sonnet of the sequence

achieves

weight of tradition,
hope

well

The sonnet's turn takes place half-way into line nine. Heaney's

Sonnet 4

very

as

can grow.

a

if the

space.

sequence
a

a

group.

a sense

of

Yet the

kind of peace with

her ghost to rest. In its

'Clearance' also signifies

enables Heaney to

move on.

a

The final

release from the wounds of the past and the

clearance of painful memories from which new life and

The image of clearances is presented, first, in sonnet 7,

as an

acknowledgement of the possibilities opened by absence and loss:

The space we

stood around had been emptied
keep, it penetrated
Clearances that suddenly stood open.
High cries were felled and a pure change happened.
Into

us

to

(HL, 31)

There is
her

a sense

death,

or, at

in which the mother's

least, that memories,

spirit enters into them

so

Bernard

Harvester

the moment of

tenderly catalogued in the preceding

sonnets, will maintain her presence in Heaney's

42

on

life. In sonnet 8 his mother's

O'Donoghue, Secimus Heaney and the Language ofPoetry (Hemel Hempstead:

Wheatsheaf, 1994)113.
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death is

compared to

that had mirrored his

an

earlier significant loss; the felling of the chestnut tree

growing up. Heaney's mother and the chestnut tree,

symbolising his childhood and past self,
A soul

are

transformed into 'a bright nowhere, /

ramifying and forever / Silent, beyond silence listened for' (HL, 32).
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4. Glanmore Revisited: 'The whole

'Glanmore Revisited' is

retrospective meditation

a

Glanmore in the 1970s. It is at
so

that Heaney

reworks

once a

a new way

Glanmore has

an

Heaney's four years at

reminiscence and

a

reappraisal of that time
inevitably

sequence

explored in 'Glanmore Sonnets'. In both

impending

sense

would I meet, blood-boltered, on the road?'

too, on

on

of seeing things. The

of the themes first

some

sequences

finds

place airier'.43

of danger, is 'lush with omen': 'what

(FIT, 40) Heaney asks himself. So,

revisiting the house, he becomes anxious to

ensure

rampaged out there couldn't reach us' (ST, 31) and the

that 'whatever

sequence

is dominated by

Heaney's desire for safety and his fear of violence. 'Scene Shifts'

exposes

Heaney's revulsion for the mindless violence of his children in defacing the ash
tree

and,

more

metaphorically, for the erosion of a mark of identity, while in

'Lustral Sonnet' he engages
the

in his

own

act of violence or, rather, violation, within

supposed security of the house:

But I scared

My
To

myself when I re-entered here,
first breaker-in, with an instruction
saw up the old bed-frame, since the stair
own

Was much too

narrow

for it.

(ST, 35)
For Glanmore to remain

a

sanctuary its original form must be preserved, as,

perhaps, with poetry: 'A bad action, / So Greek with
/

Only

pure

words and deeds

secure

43
44

Seamus

Seamus

begin to find

a

role for violence

itself. In 'The Redress of Poetry', Heaney quotes Wallace

Stevens's definition of poetry as

violence from

dangerous,

the house' (ST, 35).

Yet the sonnets of'Glanmore Revisited'

within poetry

consequence, so

without'.44

'a violence from within that protects

In 'The

us

Skylight', the roof that had previously

Heaney, Seeing Things (London: Faber, 1991) 36.
Heaney, The Redress of Poetry 1.

from

a
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provided protection from the outside

now,

through its violation, provides

an

opening to light and possibility :
You were the one for skylights. I opposed
Cutting into the seasoned tongue-and-groove
Of pitch pine. I liked it low and closed,
Its claustrophobic, nest-up-in-the-roof
Effect. I liked the snuff-dry feeling,
The perfect, trunk-lid fit of the old ceiling.

Under there, it was all hutch and hatch.
The blue slates kept the heat like midnight

thatch.

But when the slates

came off, extravagant
Sky entered and held surprise wide open.

(ST, 37)

Violence is

no

longer a threat but

a

force for change.

Heaney's revised understanding of the role of violence, that it can enable
necessary

change to take place, develops within the security and safety of love.

Love and art become the forces of redemption,

providing structure and

protection from 'whatever rampaged out there' (ST, 31). In 'The Cot', Heaney
finds

strength in the years of marriage:
We're
Years later in the
Tenants

Of an

same

on our own

locus amoenus,

longer, but in full possession
emptied house and whatever keeps between
no

us.

(ST, 32)

What

'keeps',

or

lasts, between them is love, though the word 'keepsakes' turns

love into shared memories connected to

objects such

as

the cot. However, 'to

keep' is also 'to protect', 'to make safe' and this, for Heaney, is the
The octave of'Scrabble', the
as an

opening sonnet of the

image of protection, while in the sestet,

reassurance

as

power

sequence, presents

of love.

the house

in 'The Cot', Heaney finds

in memory:

Year after year, our game of Scrabble:
Taken for granted like any other word

love

That was chanced on and allowed within the rules.
So 'scrabble' let it be. Intransitive.

Meaning to scratch

or rake at
Which is what he hears Our

something hard.
scraping, clinking tools.

(ST, 31)
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'Love' is the word that the game

of Scrabble turns

up.

As in 'The Cot' love is

something natural and accepted, 'taken for granted' after
the

so many years,

although

enduring connection is here between Heaney and his friend Tom Delaney, to

whom the sonnet is dedicated. Yet
scrabble

so

that love becomes

a

Heaney's

process

use

of enjambment allies love and

of digging at the surface of things;

scrabbling for understanding, for connection to the past and to people.
Rhyme in 'Glanmore Revisited',

emphasises the theme, especially the
'Bedside

as

in Heaney's previous

reassurance

Reading', the octave presents

a

sequences,

the poet finds in love. In

breakdown in rhyme scheme that

parallels the descent into depression while the sestet returns to perfect rhyme

as

Heaney celebrates the strength and unity of marriage. A similar breakdown
occurs

in sonnet 4,

although this time full rhyme is not reasserted

as

Heaney's

mood fails to lift. The sonnet's iambic line also accentuates his need for
and

safety; 'To double-bar a door

or

lock

a

refuge

gate/ [....] /seemed far too self-

protective and uptight' (ST, 35). 'Scrabble' indicates its theme of protection at a
structural level. The octave

begins and ends with trochaic lines; 'Bare flags.

Pump water. Winter-evening cold. /[...] Firelit, shuttered, slated and stone¬
walls'
line

(ST, 31), which frame the mostly iambic central lines. The list of nouns in

one

and of adjectives

in line eight act

as a

words associated with the home that suggest

himself and his
and metre,

are not

the

intense repetition of

concern to protect

exclusively indications of the need for safety and

security. The final moment of freedom in the

Heaney clearly

Heaney's

an

family from 'whatever rampaged out there' (ST, 31). Structure

however,

bed and walked

verbal wall,

sequence;

'Was healed, took

up

away' (ST, 37), is also described using iambic pentameter.
uses

the sonnet form to explore both confinement and liberation;

tight structure of the form mirrors both personal and socially imposed

constrictions but also

O'Donoghue
steadying

sees

as a

his

provides the boundaries within which to experiment.

the function of regular metre in Seeing Things

as

'the idea of

"guarantee" in the face of transience' yet in discussing the title
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poem

of the volume he

'the very thing that "guarantees us" [. .] is what

says

makes for the greatest sense

.

of danger'.45 'Steadiness' does not mean

immovability; form acts to ground Heaney, but also provide him with the

flexibility to change and the security to take risks.
Another structure,
use

of the

of personal pronouns.

sequence as a

The first two sonnets of'Glanmore Revisited'

first-person plural; Glanmore is presented
central three sonnets,
consequence,

however,

they reflect his

sonnets return to the

plural

difference between you
his first stay

whole, is signalled by Heaney's

are

sense

as

use

the

the couple's experience. The

entirely in the first-person singular. As

a

of isolation and alienation. The final two

pronoun,

but accompanied by

a

recognition of the

and I, between himself and other. Sonnet 4 looks back at

in Glanmore in 1973, when he

I hibernated

on

was

writing North:

behind the dormer,

Staring through shaken branches at the hill,
Dissociated, like an ailing farmer
Chloroformed against things seasonal
In a reek of cigarette smoke and dropped ash.

(ST, 34)
Both the isolation and
but

intensity of this

process seem necessary

and invaluable,

Heaney's choice of words; 'hibernated', 'disassociated', 'ailing' and

'chloroformed', suggests

a more

painful and troubled

sense

of alienation. Sonnet

6, 'Bedside Reading', develops this disconsolate tone. Lowell-like, his 'Whitemouthed

depression / Swims out from its shadow like

a

dolphin / With wet,

unreadable, unfurtive eyes' (ST, 36). However, it is unclear who, exactly, is

suffering from depression: Heaney

or

'memories / You've trained

now

distance'

(ST, 36) is

a

to himself in this way

so

personal

long

or an

Bernard

they

can

indefinite

anywhere else in the

who has learnt how to deal with

45

his wife. That is, whether the 'you' of
show their face / And keep their

pronoun.

sequence

Heaney does not refer

but if it is Heaney's wife

painful memories then the reference to

O'Donoghue, Seannis Heaney and the Language of Poetry 133.
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depression that immediately follows this would indicate

a moment

when her

guard is down. The suggestion that she is able to view memories objectively
presents her as an image of strength and, indeed, she is the figure of stability in
the sequence, so
and

that the thought of her suffering from depression

surprising. Heaney, however,

within the sequence

expresses

and 'depression'

out from its shadow' as the

may

fear, anxiety,

well be

an

anger

seems

unlikely

and isolation

extension of this; it 'swims

poet 'swim[s] in Homer'. Yet this is a poem of

survival, not misery. In Homer and in marriage Heaney finds an image of
reconciliation and constancy;
can now

be

both memories and depression

an

as

O'Donoghue acknowledges, positive

sense.

temporally static than

Shifts in time mirror Heaney's shifts in

sonnets are as much absorbed in the

any

pronoun.

of Heaney's earlier

The central

past as they are in the poet's isolated and

lonely first-person perspective. The framing sonnets, however,
useful

seem

other, yet if read as 'mysterious but exposed' the line makes

'Glanmore Revisited' is less
sequences.

prefixes'46 in Seeing Things as, in this

indication of language's ambiguity. 'Unreadable' and 'unfurtive'

to contradict each

perfect and,

experiences that

safely acknowledged. Bernard O'Donoghue has commented on

Heaney's predilection for 'negativing
instance,

are

are

able to draw

comparisons between past and present and to balance the anxieties of the

individual with the comfort of marriage.
sequence,

reflects back

sonnets 2 and 3

on

'Scrabble', the first sonnet of the

the Heaneys' previous time in Glanmore, while

present that first experience in the octave and the revised

perspective in the sestet. Sonnet 4, '1973', is entirely engrossed in the past,
stuck,

even, as

the poet in 'the deep litter of the study' (ST, 34). However, the

fifth sonnet returns to the
is

a

reflection

as

on

comparison of past and present visions, and the sixth

marriage from the perspective of the present. Similarly, sonnet

7, 'The Skylight', seems to reflect on and reappreciate a past moment. In this
way

46

the selectivity of memory becomes significant. Retrospection acts

Bernard

O'Donoghue, Seamus Heaney and the Language of Poetry 123-4.

as a
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portent of what is to come. Memory imposes importance; 'It felt remembered
even

then,

an

old / Rightness half-imagined or foretold' (ST, 31). Recognising

these portents
on

enables Heaney to

see

the past in

a new

light and therefore

move

from it. As Helen Vendler writes:

It is

only now, recalling the scenes that were mysteriously stored away [. .]
Heaney can ask why these, precisely, were the deep engraved scenes of
portent. He calls them up in verse, this time to raise into consciousness the
.

that

portent within them. This second, poetic, representation takes place as if in
the static trance of second

sight .47

When Field Work

published in 1979, Heaney said that after the

was

weight of history and bogland he 'no longer wanted
but]

a

door into the light'.

48

a

door into the dark — [.

.

.

In his previous volumes, 'the dark' is that of the

Troubles, of a tortured history and land, while the light represents the world of
the

imagination, of the transcendence of the everyday. Seeing Things shows that

he has

finally found, not just the door, but the light itself. Here the desire to

escape

is replaced by

and

a

celebration of'the possibility of "translation," of change

metamorphosis, of transfiguration, of being carried out of oneself,

49

an

experience particularly evident in 'The Skylight', the final sonnet of'Glanmore
Revisited'. The octave describes
of being

Heaney's attachment to the safety and security

closed in and protected by bricks and mortar. Change is frightening, but

when the deed is done and the window is in

released from

place he

new sense

Bernard O'

Donoghue describes Seeing Things

Heaney [.

.]

now wants to

hear the

'Glanmore Revisited' illustrates

47

the light enter and is

hiding, he is rescued and healed. The final image of the man

miraculously cured of palsy reveals Heaney's

.

can see

Helen Vendler, The

more

as

of the marvellous.

'a return to desire [....]

poetic music of what might

happen'.50

Heaney's claim that poetry is 'a revelation of

Breaking of Style: Hopkins, Heaney, Graham (Cambridge: Harvard UP,

1995)44.

48
49

James

Randall, 'An Interview with Seamus Heaney' 20.
Heaney: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed.

Elmer Andrews, 'The Spirit's Protest', Seamus
Elmer Andrews (London: Macmillan, 1992) 220.
50

Bernard

O'Donoghue, Seamus Heaney and the Language of Poetry 125.
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potential'51 that it expands the limits of the possible and holds 'surprise wide
open' (ST, 37).
Heaney's sonnet
all

sequences are

concerned with the

same

themes. They

explore the tension between intimacy and isolation and between safety and

danger. Conflict is not resolved but repeated, in different forms, in each
sequence.

Yet there is clearly development. The release achieved at the close of

each sequence

is progressively

'Glanmore Revisited'

seems

more

profound

so

that the experience that closes

life-changing. Fear of'whatever rampaged out there'

(ST, 31) is finally put aside and Heaney is free to welcome the 'extravagant sky'
of the outer world into his home. Such
lines and opposes
almost

liberation, however, is condensed into six

the anxiety of the previous six-and-a-half sonnets. Change is

magical. Fleaney's miraculous and other-worldly experience remains

poised against the worldly struggles of the rest of'Glanmore Revisited' and,
indeed, its poetic precursors.

51

Seamus

Heaney, The Redress of Poetry 3.
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5

Paul Muldoon:

1. Introduction:

Structuring Uncertainties

'Disappearing

his

up

own

bum'?1

Reviewing Paul Muldoon's Meeting the British for the Sunday Times, the critic
John

Carey described the volume

'tricky, clever, tickled by its

as

knowingness' and expressed the opinion, shared by

many

own

of Muldoon's

deprecators, that his work is 'arcane, allusive poetry, packed to the gunwales
with

higher education'.2 Poems such

Middagh Street', baffled

many

He

now

and

the second in the MacNeice section of'7,

as

critics by its allusiveness and obscurity:

affects

an

sashays like

ulster lined with coypu

an

albino rabbit

down the same Fifth Avenue
where Avida Dollars
once

squired

on a

solid

an

ocelet

gold chain snaffled from Bonwit Teller's.
It seems that Scott Fitzgerald wrote Ivanhoe
or the Rubaiyat
and Chester Kallman

=

Agape.

(MB, 55)

John

Kerrigan describes the opening section of MacNeice's monologue

elaborate bookish

whimsy which promises

handedness',3 and the
make clear who the

same

a

long

way

as

'an

round to empty-

could be said of this section. Muldoon does not

subject of the

poem

is and the reader has to find out the

meaning of various words and references, such
Dollars' and 'Bonwit Teller's'. Muldoon

can

as

'an ulster',

perhaps be

a

'coypu', 'Avida

seen as an

academic's

poet, and a literary education certainly helps to elucidate the poem. There is no

1

Paul Muldoon, Quoof (London: Faber, 1983)47.
John Carey, 'The Stain of Words', Sunday Times 21 June 1987, 56.
3
John Kerrigan, 'Ulster Ovids', The Chosen Ground: Essays on the Contemporary poetry
Northern Ireland, ed. Neil Corcoran (Bridgend: Seren, 1992) 253.
2
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difficulty in the references to Fitzgerald, Walter Scott, Omar Khayyam and the
concept of Agape, although the purpose of the confusion between Walter Scott,
Scott
not

Fitzgerald and Edward Fitzgerald remains unclear. Inside knowledge does

help to put these individual references together to make

The fractured
to

strain for

a

coherent whole.

style and the juxtaposition of ideas and images require the reader

interpretation and meaning.

Muldoon is both allusive and elusive; the former, indeed,
latter

possible. There

are

different critical opinions

Muldoon's elusiveness. Bernard
'Muldoon's elusiveness is the

as to

the

making the

cause

and effect of

O'Donoghue, for example, has suggested that

product not of evasiveness [.

.

.] but of an

unwillingness to be dogmatically assertive',4 that is, his refusal to commit himself
to one

perspective is

an attempt at openness, an

acknowledgement of the

multiplicity of interpretation. Similarly, John Goodby believes that Muldoon's
'hermeticism encourages a
is at

[.

.

.] tendency to readerly speculation [.

.

.] his work

pains to discount the importance of fixed interpretations, and to evacuate

authorial
be read

presence'.5 Yet Muldoon's desire to avoid certainties and absolutes

as a

need to retain control of meaning,

the reader remains in the dark

while Muldoon chooses where and when to cast
denies the openness

can

light. In interview, indeed, he

that O'Donohue and Goodby credit him with:

I believe that

one of the writer's jobs is to reduce the number of possible
readings of a text, to present something that can really only be read one, two,
three or maybe four ways. The kind of writing I'm interested in is selfcontained, or as self-contained, as a thing on the page, as possible.6

In conversation with Clair

Wills, he has also defined his method of writing

as

'the

confinement, the control of readings, of possible readings'.7 He also accepts that
4

Bernard O'Donoghue,' 'The half-said thing to them is dearest': Paul Muldoon', Poetry in
Contemporary Irish Literature, ed. Michael Kennelly (Gerrards Cross: Colin Smythe, 1995)
402.
5

John

Goodby,' 'The Narrow Road to the Deep North': Paul Muldoon, the Sonnet, and the

Politics of Poetic Form', Swansea Review 14. 27.
6

Lynn Keller, 'An Interview with Paul Muldoon', Contemporary Literature 35.1 (Spring
1994): 13.
7
Clair Wills, Improprieties: Politics and Sexuality in Northern Irish Poetry (Oxford:
Clarenden, 1993) 202.
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his poetry

is 'tricky [and] clever', that he enjoys challenging and testing his

readers:

'I sometimes make little

jokes and I do, quite often, engage in leading people
gently into little situations by assuring them that all's well and then —
this sounds awfully manipulative, but part of writing is about manipulation
leaving them high and dry.8
on,

—

He

can

only control his readers by controlling meaning, which he achieves

through formal containment and structural manipulation. Yet Muldoon is selfcontradictory in his remarks,
focusing, instead,

on

the

as

power

he also frequently denies authorial influence,
of the

poem

itself: 'I'm not too interested in the

author. I don't believe that the author is dead, but I do believe that poems
somehow write themselves'.9
For

through the

Muldoon, structural constraint, and thus control of meaning, is found
use

of the sonnet. Yet he describes the form not in terms of its

regulations and artificiality but

as

organic and natural;

poems turn

themselves

into sonnets, he has not chosen to construct them in that way:

The fact that it's such a common form, I think is no accident, any more
commonness of iambic pentameter is accidental. Whether you're a

than

the

Language poet or a New Formalist, there's no getting away from the fact that
a) the English language falls into this particular pattern in its stresses, and that
b) most of us hold our breath for a certain duration that roughly corresponds
with the duration of the iambic pentameter [. .] Many people [. .] think of
formalism [. .] as somehow imposed on the language rather than being
organic. I don't see it as being anything but natural to the language. So this
just happens to be the way a lot of these poems come out. They seem to
announce themselves sonnets, 2 or 3 lines into the poem. Its a mystery.10
.

.

.

Yet for all its

supposed naturalness and spontaneity the sonnet dominates the

majority of Muldoon's volumes. Ten out of the thirty-three
sonnets, in addition to
seven

8

poems

in Mules

are

'Armageddon, Armageddon'. Why Brownlee Left has

sonnets out of twenty-seven poems,

Quoofhas fifteen out of twenty-

Clair Wills, Nick Jenkins, and John Lanchester, 'An Interview

Poetry 3.1 (Winter 1986/7): 19.
9
Lynn Keller, 'An Interview with Paul Muldoon' 13.
10
Lynn Keller, 'An Interview with Paul Muldoon' 25.

with Paul Muldoon', Oxford
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well

seven, as

'The More

as

has nine out of twelve,

a

Man Has the More

Meeting the British

a

Man Wants', The Wishbone

seven out

of twenty-seven, plus '7,

Middagh Street', The Prince ofthe Quotidian, thirteen out of thirty-one, and
Madoc: A

Mystery has thirty sonnets. Muldoon's continued obsession with the

form is indicated

by its predominance in his most recent collection, Hay.11

Except for Madoc, the title
it

a

poems

of all the other collections

making

representative form. As John Goodby points out, the dominance of the

sonnet makes other poems appear

and

are sonnets,

to be bits of sonnets; quatrains, octets, sestets

couplets. He adds that 'the boundary between sonnet and non-sonnet has, in
.] to which Muldoon breaks

any case,

already been blurred by the degree [.

down

.] the sonnet's structure'.12 Yet this deconstruction/destruction13 of the

[.

.

form

serves

often

so

to

.

highlight its artificiality. Muldoon's

of rhyme, for instance, is

far-fetched, both in the distance between rhyming words and in their

sound relation to each other, that it becomes a very
Earlier sonnets,
conventional

rhyme,

use

a

such

as

deliberate act.

'Why Brownlee Left', employ

a

fairly

rhyme scheme, although very often the closing couplet is

feature

common to

Muldoon's sonnets which diminishes

a

half

any sense

of

finality. Generally Muldoon avoids the couplet, except in this closing position
and his

rhymes often

'The More
twelfth

a

span more

Man Has' where

'valley' in the first line rhymes with 'shalley' of the

(Q, 46). This functions

similar sound but

are

than a quatrain, most extremely in sonnet 14 of

as a

distancing technique;

unable to make

manipulates rhyme through the

use

a

we

vaguely recall

a

direct connection. He also further

of eye and half rhyme, such as 'hared/

orchards', 'Tyrone/ turn' and 'bottom/ plum' (Q, 44). Muldoon himself has

acknowledged the strain he puts

on

the regulated sound patterns of the sonnet:

'[I have] rather loose notions of what a rhyme is, since

11
12
13

London: Faber, 1998.
John Goodby, 'The Narrow

many

of mine

are

Road to the Deep North' 28.

Clair Wills, Nick Jenkins, and John Lanchester, 'An Interview with Paul Muldoon' 19.
Muldoon remarks that Edna Longley's description of his sonnets as 'deconstructed' is less
accurate than 'destructed'.
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assonantal'.14 However, this
seem as

approach to rhyme is less experimental than it

Muldoon is fluent in Irish, a

out, uses assonantal patterns
conform to

a more

of'The More
for

a

a

language which,

as

Neil Corcoran points

in its poetry.15 Like Heaney, Muldoon does

conventional

rhyme scheme when it suits him; thus sonnet 10

Man Has' follows

a

strict

Shakespearean rhyme scheme (except

half-rhyme, 'usIAvis', in the final couplet) appropriate to the

the sequence

may

one sonnet

of

that directly refers to Shakespeare's Sonnets.

Muldoon's sonnet sequences are,

therefore, at

once a

homage to and

a

parody of the form. The acceptance of formal constraints is not reactionary
traditionalism; he does not choose the sonnet in order to place himself within

alongside the literary

canon

but to comment

sonnet's association with the
the

upon

that tradition. Similarly, the

English Renaissance allows Muldoon to focus

relationship between Englishness and Irishness; to

engage

borders of Northern Ireland. Of all contemporary poets

form, Muldoon most clearly makes it his
needs and to express
between the

his

own

include Heaney,

sequences

with the two

employing the sonnet

sees a

own

direct parallel

during the English Renaissance

Northern Irish Poetry (other Northern Irish sonneteers

Hewitt, Montague and Kavanagh). He suggests that the

Renaissance enthusiasm for the sonnet

imposing English rhythms

on an

English vernacular literature
English cultural

on

he manipulates it to suit his

conflicts. Ronald Marken

proliferation of sonnet

and in contemporary

own,

or

power.

was

was

also

an

Italian structure,

Anglicisation of the form;

necessary at a

time when

developing and was needed as part of a growing

The sonnet

was

therefore

a

tool for expressing cultural

identity and national aggrandisement. Northern Irish poets in the twentieth
century, Marken claims, are doing the same to the English sonnet as Wyatt
his

contemporaries did to the Italian form in the sixteenth century. For both

nations the form becomes

a

statement of political

and cultural ascendancy.16

14

John

15

Neil Corcoran, English Poetry since 1940 (London: Longman, 1993) 209-10.
Ronald Marken, 'Paul Muldoon's 'juggling a Red-hot Half-brick in an Old Sock':

16

and

Haffenden, Viewpoints: Poets in Conversation (London: Faber, 1981) 141.

Northern Ireland Renovate the

Poets in
English Language Sonnet', Eire-Ireland XXIV 1 (Spring 1989):
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Muldoon himself has refuted Marken's argument:

There

guy at the University of Saskatchewan who did an analysis of my
[....] One of the things he was saying was that he felt that I think
[sic] that I might be taking the sonnet as an archetypically 'English' structure
and breaking it up, almost as an anti-British thing — which I remember
saying to someone at the time, is worth thinking about for about as long as it
takes to think it, but not that much more. The whole of irony is very
difficult. A difficult thing to talk about or to engage in.17
was a

sonnets

Parts of Marken's argument are

have re-constituted the

fascinating
can

ways,

much

rather far-fetched; statements such

English sonnet's intricate machinery in
more

as

Muldoon misreads Marken's article. He does not suggest

ironically but rather he

Renaissance poets to express
influences upon
when

uses

that Muldoon

uses

the

English

and explore national and cultural identity and the

and

process

political and national influences
All the sonnet sequences

aware

of his literary inheritance

one

who has adopted

of making

on

an

sense

English one. As

a new

a

country, he is

of the different cultural,

his personal and poetic identity.

analysed in this chapter are concerned with

Heaney has called 'place and displacement'18; the dissolution of place in

'Armageddon, Armageddon',
exile to

a new

in The Prince
concerns,

the

of

Tony Harrison. Yet

way to

using the sonnet and that inheritance is primarily

inevitably engaged in the

what

it in an analogous

them. Muldoon is, clearly,

Catholic Northern Irish poet,

scores

'Irish poets

imaginatively than have their English counterparts'

surely be rejected in the light of work by poets such

sonnet

as

world in '7,

and dissimulation in 'The More

Middagh Street' and making

ofthe Quotidian. Heaney's sonnet

such

as,

a

home in

a new,

a

.

a

home in that

sequences

in 'Glanmore Sonnets', the 'escape[.

poet's efforts to make

Muldoon's

escape

Man Has',
new

place

share similar

.] from the massacre' and

and at times threatening, place.

'escape' is international and his poetic

response to

Northern Ireland

79-91.
17

Clair

18

Seamus

Wills, Nick Jenkins, and John Lanchester, 'An Interview with Paul Muldoon' 19.
Heaney, Place and Displacement: Recent Poetry from Northern Ireland (Grasmere:
Trustees of Dove Cottage, 1985).
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less focused

through personal experience than Heaney, but he is equally haunted

by his homeland. The exploration of the disoriented self is
Muldoon

as

it

for

was

for

Heaney in 'Glanmore Sonnets'.

The dislocated characters who
the poet

as urgent

speak in Muldoon's

sequences are

rarely

himself. Like Edwin Morgan's 'timemen' in Sonnets from Scotland,

Muldoon's voices

distant, at times

distinctly other, and allow him to firmly establish

are

undetectable, authorial

even

presence.

a

Paradoxically the

impersonality of voice that Muldoon adopts in these sonnets and his denial of
authorial control

are

allied to

a

form that

which demands authorial mastery.

imposes discipline and restriction and

Authority is provided not by personal

or

political statements and assertions; Muldoon is at pains to avoid certainties, but
by the formal structure of the sonnet. Yet by unsettling the sonnet and
disconnecting it from its background in English love poetry he defamiliarises it,
thus

allowing it to

serves

express

his fractured and multicultural experience. Allusion

to connect the sonnets to their

literary antecedents while giving Muldoon

authorial distance from his texts. Such

a

distance enables him to

literary traditions of the English lyric and his

own

question the

cultural environment,

especially through the adoption of public language. By fracturing narratives and
character identities he

highlights his own experience of fractured history and

identity in Northern Ireland, while retaining
that lends his work

a

cool

authority.

a

personal and emotional distance
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2.

Armageddon, Armageddon: 'Darknesses weigh down'19

Muldoon's first sonnet sequence turns
of apocalypse.
to

his home county of Armagh into

The title also suggests that one small, provincial place

a

place

can come

represent the world; it encompasses both the specific and the universal and

reiterates Patrick

in any

'Glasgow Sonnets' similarly presents his home town in

] is

never

a state

of decay

disintegration but his portrait remains deliberately local and specific;

Glasgow can only represent itself not

Armageddon however, describes
consequence many

provides

a

of its poems

clearer perspective

Sonnets from

a

a

or

situation. Armageddon,
a

located away from home. Travelling

home

an

larger state

series of journeys to and from Ireland and as

are

on

Scotland provide

sonnet of Muldoon's sequence
are

..

doubt about the social and artistic validity of his parish'.20 Morgan's

sequence

and

Kavanagh's maxim that 'the parochial mentality [.

as

Morgan's time-travelling narrators of

extrinsic perspective

on

history. The first

is set in Greece, where the poet and his partner

searching for Lawrence Durrell's house. Light is

a

primary force in this

landscape, its purity absorbed, but not consumed, by the blackness of the olives,
there remains

a

balance between darkness and

darkness descends further and

seems

light. In the sestet, however,

to take over:

And darknesses

weigh down further the burgeoning trees
skimpy dress
To gather armful after armful
Nuzzling the deep blues, the purples. Spitting the stars.
Where she kneels in her

(M 53)

Yet still the darkness of the olives

seems

to thrive on and

surround

a core

of

light; the olive stones become stars. The second sonnet has the mythic character
of Oisin return from

a

similar 'enchanted island' to Ireland,

return from his Mediterranean

19

Paul

20

Patrick

holiday. Oisin

was a

paralleling Muldoon's

Gaelic warrior and bard,

Muldoon, Mules (London: Faber, 1977) 53.
Kavanagh, Collected Prose (London: Martin, Brian & O'Keefe: 1973) 282.
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whose adventures
home for both

were

chronicled

by Yeats in Wanderings of Oisin. The return

legendary hero and Muldoon is

divisions and wounds have

a

a

disabling experience. Internal

poisoning and destructive effect on those who

attempt to settle in Ireland, or wish to

identify themselves

is unable to hold itself together, so too

its citizens and mythic heroes suffer from

a

similar

Irish. The country

disintegration.

Mythological metaphor
to

as

appears

again in the next sonnet with a reference

Macha, the legendary creator of Armagh who, while pregnant, is challenged to

outrun the

King's horses

as part

of a bet. On victory she gives birth to twins

and, while cursing Ulster, dies. As she is violated, so she commits Ulster to a

history of violence. The sonnet initially focuses
childhood games

countryside
first

comes to

The sestet invites
go

be read through an innately partisan attitude; 'where the

was

us

founded, / An orchard full of No Surrenders' (M, 55).

to look on this environment more

closer if you wanted'. To

back at Ireland's violent

fiction, such

as

Muldoon's locality in which

mirror and incorporate elements of adult violence. Even the

Orange Lodge

always

on

see more

clearly,

carefully; 'We could
or

closely,

looking

means

history and mythology, although it is perhaps only in

Swift's Gulliver's Travels, that we

can

envisage

an

alternative,

peaceful world. The reference to the Planetarium helps to draw the sonnets into
a

coherent whole

through the extended star imagery of the

The central sonnet of the sequence
Muldoon's

concerns are

with distance and

'Glanmore Sonnets' is also
But whereas

awake and

official

love poem

find

can

some

love

poem, yet even

flight. Heaney's closing

and simultaneously

a

here
poem

dream of escape.

not join

her in her dreams and he wakes her in the hope

point of access to her somnolent existence. But

together they

of

united in exile Muldoon's lover remains elusive

are not

even

safe. In the second stanza, he envisages an

investigating their private world,

the final

a

are

Heaney's couple

and unreachable. He
that he may

a

is

sequence.

as

he hoped to probe into hers while in

quatrain the distinction between private and public

arenas

dissolves
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entirely; everywhere they

inside

go,

they

or out,

are

followed, watched and

scrutinised. The next sonnet continues their journey,

anxiety,

once more

reminiscent of Heaney's

during which their nervous

response to

the environment at

Glanmore, remains:

Now that I had

some

We could slow

a

Who
It

was

was

that?

showing

idea of our whereabouts
little and not be afraid.

Only the bull behind the hedge,
the whites of its eyes.

us

(M 57)

Watching from the train they

may

feel safe but images of aggression, death,

all around. Yet in the final five lines it becomes clear

destruction and violence

are

that these characters

all constellations of stars. Archer and Hunter

are

Sagittarius and Orion;
water as

so we can

Aquarius, the fish

and the Twins

as

as

read the bull

as

Pisces, the sheep

Gemini. These

Taurus, the

as

women

are

carrying

Aries, the goat as Capricorn

warring constellations suggest that such strife

exists at all levels; there is no transcendent

plane. If the 'Gods'

are

arguing what

hope is there for us?
The

violence
what

the

penultimate sonnet returns to the domestic field, but

even

here

predominates: 'Some violence had been done to Grace'. We do not know

exactly has happened to Grace but the ramifications

suggestion is there that it will lead to

within Northern Ireland have led to

more

are

clearly deep, and

antagonism. Sectarian divisions

family rifts and

once more

there is

a sense

of

entrapment, of no escape. The final sonnet returns to the more symbolic battle
between

light and dark that takes place in the opening

stars

entirely absent:

are

A

summer

poem,

although here the

night in Keenaghan

So dark my light had lingered near its
For fear of it. Nor was I less afraid.
At the Mustard Seed Mission all

was

lamp

darkness.

(M 59)
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Yet the sonnet ends
on

on an

image of a beetle crawling over the poet's hand; intent

its task, absorbed in a world free from the darkness created

atrocities. It is
the stars

perhaps the most positive image of a bleak

by man's

sequence,

in which

provide little light, little cosmic perspective and little possibility of an

alternative,

more

peaceful existence. The provincial

area

of Armagh acts

as a

metaphor for the larger Ireland, but also shows how both parish and country
act as a

trap for its people and are themselves trapped in a

destruction, fated, almost, to be
way.

so.

can

cycle of self-

Perhaps the stars have dictated it to be that

The scattered, fractured images of Armageddon, Armageddon, do not

cohere into

a

narrative, but they do combine to form an impression of a lost and

devastated land. Coherence,

however minimal, is provided by the first-person

voice whose

explained or contextualised by myth and astrology.

experiences

are
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3. The More

a

Man Has the More

'Bent double in agony or

Man Has the More

a

Man Wants:

laughter'21

'The More

a

Muldoon's

longest and most complex sonnet sequence to date. Unlike '7

a

Man Wants',

Middagh Street', which proclaims its

own

monologue and statement, 'The More

a

published in Quoof in 1983, is

circularity, replacing plot with

Man Has' tantalises the reader with

possible narrative structures and character developments. None of its narrative
elements is resolved; indeed the title, as Elmer
endless

desire,

sequence

a

forms

Andrews writes, is 'an assertion of

proverbial denial of closure and completion'.22 Although the
a story

of sorts it is

very

disjointed and protean. Gallogly, the

main character, is a terrorist on the run, that much is clear, but his trail is

disrupted by other stories, characters and images. A bomb
local

councillor,

catholic

a

lorry driver knocks down

girl is victimised. We

through myths and

songs.

off, killing

drugged-up young terrorist,

a

a

from Ireland to America and back again

Gallogly himself seems to mutate into

Indian and, like the trickster
We follow

move

a

goes

an

Apache

figure of American Indian mythology, into

bear.

a

Gallogly's flight, capture and escape, yet the context of his movement

and, indeed, his

very

identity, remain indistinct and incessantly changeable.

Muldoon himself acknowledges

end, it doesn't make
Bulletin Muldoon

sense,

that the

sequence

has 'no beginning, middle

or

it's completely mad',23 yet in a Poetry Society

explains, the 'plot' of the central section of'The More

a

Man

Has':

In the

aisling or 'dream vision' which forms the middle section of the poem
Gallogly muses on his own mercenary past. He has made an abortive trip to
the United States to buy arms, in the course of which he imagines himself to
have killed a girl. That, for him is the root of his present plight, the reason
for him being pursued by an avenging Indian.24
21
22

Paul Muldoon, Quoof 47.
Elmer Andrews,' 'Some Sweet

Disorder': The Poetry of Subversion: Paul Muldoon, Tom

Paulin and Medbh McGuckian', British Poetry from the 1950s to the 1990s: Politics and Art,
eds. Gary Day and Brian Docherty (London: Macmillan, 1997) 123.
23
Kevin Smith, 'Gown Interviews Paul Muldoon', Gown Literary Supplement (1984) 5.
24
Paul Muldoon, 'Paul Muldoon Writes
', Poetry Society Bulletin 118 (Autumn 1983) 1
.

.
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This suggests

that the middle section of the

sequence

is

a

flashback, although this

is not at all evident from the text. Moreover, this section is
vision' and therefore not
down but

entirely
ever,

so

or

only does the notion of a chronological narrative break

does the idea of an external

described

could be either
on

his work,

but the

experience of a fractured and cryptic narrative framework.
Man Has' opens

a

signs mean,

police

as

do

as

come to arrest

connects to the first

Gallogly's

we,

in Belfast

or

environment;
formed

a

in the middle of the night. The setting is

but we gather that it is not

him: Gallogly is

on

the

run.

a

taxi that arrives

The second sonnet

only in that the event it describes takes place at the

escape,

thus establishing

Mangas Jones and Gallogly. As yet

we

an

identity

or

do not know why the former has arrived

why the latter is fleeing. The following sonnets portray Gallogly's
a

defaced, brutalised Northern Ireland, where 'skinheads / have

/ round

quorum

a

burnt-out heavy-duty tyre' and 'one cool customer /
runs

vehicles, keeping one step ahead of the police. Once more, there is
confused

identity

are seen

same

synchronicity between

.] drops his payload of napalm' (Q, 41), and through which he

they

as

through noises and discarded clothing. Gallogly wakes confused as to

what these

.

poem

fail to offer the reader any useful elucidation of the text. Instead, they

'The More

[.

reality. The

in part Gallogly's fantasy. Muldoon's comments

consolidate the

time

Gallogly's 'dream

same

apple orchard. But

consists of half-glimpses, rumour

together, separate

or

the

images; Gallogly

and gossip

as

the

we

remain

source

of this similitude

unsure

whether they

are

same person.

The next section relates

armed wife and his

moment of

implied synchronicity between Gallogly and Mangas Jones;

or

in the

a

stealing

Gallogly's encounter with the UDR officer's

increasingly desperate, Trickster-like search for food. Comic

as one

of the three bears, combine with increasingly precise

descriptions of Gallogly's terrorist activities. 'The integrity of [his] quarrel' with
the UDR officer's wife makes clear the
and at the

same

time

deep-rooted nationalist /Unionist divide

Gallogly's stock-pile of weapons is revealed. Yet such
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certain identities

constantly undermined and destabilised. As Heaney's

are

'Glanmore Sonnets represents a
'the More

a

Man Has' become

Gallogly's investigation of his
varieties. Wounded
down in

arms store

writes,

poem

within the framework of a list of apple
as

he lies

as an

'Broagh' in which the Ulster dialect stands,

as

'emblem for the possibility of reconciliation'26 uniting

a

community against the outsider who find 'that last / gh [...]/ difficult to

manage'.27 Gallogly, however,

as a

product of'a more exhausted and despairing

historical moment'28 is too alienated to be able to
/ He is

elements of

pastoral. Muldoon sets

by gunshot, the land provides basic protection

Heaney's place-name

divided

luxuriant but violent

so

'sheugh', the Ulster dialect word for ditch. Here Muldoon alludes to

a

Corcoran

a

'luxuriant but anxious pastoral',25

speak his

own

tongue:'Sheugh.

finding that first 'sh' / increasingly difficult to manage'. However

dislocated

Gallogly

may

be

or

however destructive, the land provides protection

and nourishment:

He will answer the hedge-sparrow's
Littlebitofbreadandnocheese

with

a whole bunch
of freshly picked watercress,

a

bulb of garlic,

sorrel,
with

many-faceted blackberries.
Gallogly is out to lunch.

(Q, 48)

Yet each

reality that Muldoon creates for Gallogly is undermined by another,

for instance, the above sonnet is

completed by

one

sexual adventures in which he sends his detachable

intercourse. Narrative coherence and

Muldoon, Gallogly is

on an arms

or

penis

lake for

physical integrity

The central sonnets of the sequence are set
to

of Gallogly's,
across a

are

Trickster's,

disintegrating.

in America, where, according

buying mission, but it is, instead,

a

trip that

25

Neil Corcoran, English Poetry Since 1940 182.
Neil Corcoran, Poets ofModern Ireland: Text, Context, Intertext (Cardiff: University
Wales Press, 1999) 123.
27
Seamus Heaney, Opened Ground: Poems: 1966-1996 (London: Faber, 1998) 54.
28
Neil Corcoran, Poets ofModern Ireland 123.
26

so,

of

seems

even

to

bring to

here events

a

climax his sexual adventures with Alice A and Beatrice. Yet
not clear and identities dissolve. Alice A is

are

difference; she is not Alice B Toklas, indeed
Wonderland instead.
victim of tarring

different country
Dante's

muse.

seems to

and

a

a

by

become Alice in

Beatrice, mentioned earlier in the

and feathering, becomes

identified

sequence as a

Catholic

victim of political and civil unrest in a

different time. Both her

name

and European roots echo

Indeed, this section, follows the Gaelic aisling sub-genre, in

which, traditionally, the poet invokes the mythic figure of Cathleen ni Houlihan;
who represents

mother, lover and spiritual ideal. Yet the original aisling,

developed in seventeenth century, post-Cromwellian Ireland,
poem

in disguise. Its real

lost autonomy, or at
that

was

least

purpose was
a

political defiance,

a

was

only

a

as

love

lament for Ireland's

reflection of the massive social and political upheaval

taking place. Thus Cathleen ni Houlihan becomes

a

personification of

Ireland, who calls for the end of her suffering and captivity.
In Muldoon's

version, the elements of the traditional aisling are

deconstructed, yet there remains

an

underlying

sense

of loss, futility and

inextricability. Disconnected images placed in the aisling context, become
metaphors for Ireland's lost nobility and suppressed potential:

With calmness, with care,
with breast milk, with
There's no cure now.

There's

dew.

nothing left to do.

(a 54)
[....]
Then, Thomas Meagher
darts up

from the Missouri

on a

ray
of the morning star
to

fiercely ask

what has become of Irish

hurling.

(0,55)
[....]
Who knows what

beautiful and winged life

whose egg
has been buried for ages
may unexpectedly come forth?

(0, 55)

Cathleen ni Houlihan becomes both Beatrice, the timeless victim of revolution
and tumult, and Alice, who is 'not

wonderland, and who

consumes

becomes identified with
becomes
says

a

a

particular

as to

size1, either in

or

outside of

all that's in front of her. Whereas Beatrice

lost heroic age,

both national and literary, Alice A

type of woman who disempowers and emasculates, it is her voice that

'There's nothing left to do'. The 'dribs of blood', Alice's disappearance and

Gallogly's sudden departure suggest he has killed her, but this is immediately
followed

by

an

aisling type sonnet:
Was she Aurora, or the goddess Flora,
Artemidora, or Venus bright,
Helen fair beyond compare
That Priam stole from the Grecian

or

sight?

(Q, 57)
The

irony of such classical references is highlighted by the fact that Gallogly has

killed his

woman

but also

pastoral innocent from
or

a

by the revelation that this vision of beauty is, in fact,

a

rural, domestic world, who rather than liberating Ireland

inciting rebellion is 'gathering musheroons / to make

my mammy

ketchup' (Q,

57).
Gallogly's trip to America is,
fails, it

seems, to

arrest is

purchase

preluded by

a

arms

on

the whole, disastrous. He kills his lover,

and is arrested

on

list of aliases he has used to

his return. However, his
escape

'Golightly', 'Ingoldsby' and 'English' (Q, 58) reminding

us

the law: 'Gollogly',

that he is, ultimately,

shape-shifter; like Trickster he has many identities and undergoes
metamorphoses. His

escape,

many

therefore, is entirely within character:
Gallogly, Gallogly, O Gallogly
juggles
his name like an orange
between his outsize baseball

glove

paws,
and ogles
a moon that's just out of range
beyond the perimeter wall.
He works a gobbet of Brylcreem
into his quiff

and delves

through sand and gravel,

a
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shrugging it off
his velveteen shoulders and

arms.

(<2,62)
Gallogly's changeable identity is, therefore, literally the tool of his
animal transformations, however,
serve,

usually take place at

various terrorist incidents that
out of context;
never

what

they have

no

metaphoric level and

discussed earlier, and as the

sequence are

presented to

us

known instigator and Gallogly is

cause or

certainly connected to these violent attacks. Masking identity is

Gallogly is good at. It is

horrific

as

throughout the

recur

specific

style and technique Muldoon

ever

His

in part, to emphasise his protean nature. His identity remains elusive

mainly through the confusion with Mangas Jones,

thus

a

escape.

necessary

in his work, but is also central to the

uses to portray

character. The juxtaposition of

explosions with Gallogly's movements implies his involvement without

stating it, indeed the climactic explosion of the final three sonnets

just fourteen lines after Gallogly's
of the sequence

However, the central, major explosion

takes place in Ireland while Gallogly is in America. Moreover,

Mangas Jones has

a more

terrorist incidents than
he is identified

escape.

occurs

as a

actual,

as

opposed to textual, connection to the

Gallogly; he is present

as

the final bomb detonates. Here

gallowglass; from the Gaelic galloglaigh, meaning foreign

troops, a term used to describe Scottish soldiers 'imported' by Irish chiefs in the
fourteenth century to

help fight off English colonisers. The Apache is thereby

implicated in present day nationalist activities and this suggests that he is just
another of Gallogly's

aliases.

Muldoon manages

these violent incidents by distancing both himself and

the characters of the drama.

framework and

They

decontextualised, taken out of a narrative

are

depersonalised. As Muldoon himself has written:

In The More

a Man Has I hoped to purge myself of the very public vocabulary
employs, the kennings of the hourly news bulletins. In so far as it's about
anything, the poem is about the use, or abuse, of the English language in

it

Ireland.29
29

Paul Muldoon, 'Paul Muldoon Writes

.

.

.

', Poetry Society Bulletin 1.
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Frequently he

the public language of reportage but combines in with poetic

uses

imagery:

Had you

followed the river Callan's

Pelorus Jack

through the worst drought
in living memory
to the rains of early Autumn
when it scrubs its swollen,
scab-encrusted back
under

a bridge, the bridge you look down from,
would be unlikely to pay much heed
yet another old banger

you
to

no one
or a

could be bothered to tax,

beat-up fridge

well-stocked with gelignite,
or some five hundred yards of Cortex.

(Q, 56)

Flere

we move

from the

pastoral to the squalid, from the misty past to the

abject present. This change

occurs at

the traditional place; the ninth line,

feature Muldoon conforms to however radical his metre
the fourteen lines,

the

keep the

poems

only stable elements of the

rhyme. The turn, and

in touch with the sonnet tradition and become

sequence.

Muldoon's narrative voice and idiom

could not be further from the sonnet's conventional
clear and accurate

or

a

lyric diction. He contrasts

descriptions of violence; 'he upsets the delicate balance / of a

mercury-tilt / boobytrap', with hyperbolic, comically-grotesque words; 'skids',
'smithereens', and final metaphors that provide an ail-too visual image:

They're shy of a foot, and
which

a

calf

stems

from his left shoe like

a

severely

pruned-back shrub.

(0, 53)

Official jargon
Troubles

a

and journalese combine with figurative language to render the

farcical

of language to

tragi-comedy. Muldoon plays with

show how

events. Tim Kendall

language:

we

have lost

our

a

personal, real

variety of public forms
responses to

such

points out Muldoon's fondness for colloquial, comic-style
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Many of [the poem's verbs] create the linguistic equivalent of cartoon effects:
skedaddled, screeched off, hares, gobble, plonk, gnawing, lopes, noses around,
hammer

(up the stairs). Muldoon even consciously evokes cartoons — his
baggy-kneed bear is [. .] 'animated' — the cartoon being a particularly
appropriate genre for a poem, and volume, which stresses the anthropomorphic
potential of animals and bestial characteristics of humans.30
.

This kind of language turns

Gallogly into

distanced from the adult world, and

technique is not to build

bring

us to a state

Indeed,

we

have

Muldoon has
to be

a

a

character in

children's story; he is

psychological portrait of his villain, he does not

of understanding

or

sympathy,

as

of personally relating to

no means

a

also from the human world. Muldoon's

Lowell did with his tyrants.

or

identifying with Gallogly.

sufficiently deconstructed his protagonist

unique, separate individual, whether animal

Muldoon's
is

up a

a

or

so

that he cannot

human. Instead,

public language undermines the impression that The More

dramatic

speaks of his

monologue;
own

a

character, with

a

a

Man Has

distinct identity and voice, who

life and experience.

Muldoon's comic
allusion and the two

language is allied to

come

a

sophisticated and esoteric

together most clearly in the sonnets that take

the world of R.L. Stevenson's adventure stories,

bitch,

like David Balfour in Kidnapped.
A constable on his first dawn swoop
leans

on a

shovel.

(0, 42)
He seizes his
as

if,

as

own

wrist

if,

Blind Pew
at the sign

again seized Jim
of the 'Admiral Benbow'.

As if Jim Hawkins led Blind Pew
to

Billy Bones
they were all

and

one

and the

same.

(0, 45)

Tim Kendall, Paul Muldoon

use

us

of

into

Kidnapped and Treasure Island:

Their sniffer dog, a Labrador
bursts into the attic

30

appear

(Chester Springs: Dufour Editions, 1996) 108.
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The

use

of literary

reference here

references to Stevenson

are

serves to

further obfuscate identity. The

developed in the final stanza in which the dead

Apache's hand turns into the 'hairy hand' of Mr Hyde. That image signifies
turning point in Dr Jekyll's testimony when he realises he
the

can no

changes of his personality; the identity of Hyde is taking

sonnet, the

multiple

use

quartz' from Frost's

In Muldoon's

over.

only belong to the Apache and Dr Jekyll / Mr

Hyde, but becomes the symbolic red hand of Ulster;
place. The

longer control

of allusion acts to similarly dissolve boundaries between

identities. The hand does not

divided

a

sequence
poem

an

oppressed and self-

ends with an implied reference to the 'pebble of

'For

once,

Then, Something', which Mangas Jones

brings into the country but refuses to declare. In Frost's

poem,

the pebble

represents the possibility of truth and Muldoon's final ellipsis indicates that it is
up to

the reader to decide whether the hand holds luminous quartz

truth. We do not know what the 'truth' is;
and is killed in the attempt.

or

luminous

perhaps the Apache is searching for it

Allusion both masks and deepens the meaning of the

poem.

Muldoon's voice in 'The More

mingled with
Lewis

a

a

Man Has' is hidden

by, and

multitude of others writers, including Shakespeare, Ovid,

Carroll, Hawthorne, Hunter S. Thompson, the Gawain poet,

Heaney, Huxley and Bishop. Similarly, Morgan, that other poet to
minimise his authorial mark,
often to ironic effect.

weighs his

sequences

with literary allusions,

Many of Muldoon's references

are

embedded

deeply in the text but others he chooses to foreground. An example is
the

quotation from Shakespeare's tenth sonnet; for thou art so possessed

with murd'rous

tenth sonnet.

hate', which Muldoon positions in the

Shakespeare, however, becomes not just

antecedent for the sonnet sequence,

he

serves to

same
a

place in his

literary

place the form within its

sixteenth-century social and political context. The damson hedges of the
Armagh/Tyrone border where Gallogly finds himself in the previous
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sonnet were

planted by the Warwickshiremen who

were

Shakespeare's

geographical and historical contemporaries. Thus the sonnet
flourished at the very

Moreover,
1603

as

[....]

time that colonial forces

settling in Ulster.

Goodby notes, 'the Nine Years War in Ireland from 1594 to

was

another 'poet's war'; Sidney's father served

Lieutenant of Ireland and

as

Lord

Raleigh, Harrington and Spenser were servants

of the Crown in Ireland'.31 Muldoon's
an

were

sequence

ironic reminder of the sonnet's

use

of allusion therefore becomes

imperialist roots.

Authorial distance is created in 'The More

a

Man Has'

by

allusion, public language, comic and colloquial idiom, third-person
narrative and the

fragmentation of plot and character. The

less about the troubles

or

terrorist

destabilisation of certainties.

duplicity. The reader's

shifts from farce to

genre

is

more

itself is

incidents
such

as

or

confused than the 'agony and
so

no

destabilised that the poem's

reliable authorial

Gallogly searching for food, the

reappearance

forges

a

connection to the

Muldoon's postmodern intertextuality,

experimental ism and parodic voice belie the traditional roots of his

techniques.

John

of characters

In its resistance to plot and character and in its teasing

Renaissance sonnet sequence.

31

All

Gallogly's shape-shifting

elements of coherence, 'The More a Man Has'

formal

presence.

provide structure is the repetition of situations; terrorist

the UDR Officer and his wife, and

presence.

than the

pastoral to journalese to horror undermine the

possibility of interpretation. There is
that remains to

or escape

is

Gallogly is expert at doubleness and

response

laughter' of tragi-comedy,

activity

sequences

Goodby, 'The Narrow Road to the Deep North' 33.
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4.

7, Middagh Street: 'Which side was I on?'32

Muldoon's father died in 1985. A few months later the poet

left his job at the

BBC and withdrew to the west coast of Ireland with his American partner

Hanff Korelitz before their
1986

Jean

departure for America.33 The first eight months of

spent in seclusion, writing Meeting the British and preparing for his

were

emigration to the States and it

was,

therefore,

a

time of contemplation and

reflection, rooting himself in Ireland before departure. '7, Middagh Street' was a

product of this limbo land between Ireland and America, home and abroad, old
and

new

life. It acts

as a

location for

English and American. The

as

the collection of emigres

perspective

very

superficially, to be concerned with

indeed, laden with cultural motifs of the time,

Vaudeville, Billy Minsky's Burlesque Theatre, Prohibition and the

Cotton Club. Yet this engagement

seven

juxtaposition of cultural influences; Irish,

sequence seems,

life in America in the 1930s and is,
such

a

on

with the New World does not deny the old;

in 7 Middagh Street allow Muldoon to gain

a

clearer

his home and complex cultural inheritance. Three out of the

members of the household

are

American, but the

sequence opens

with the

English Auden and closes with MacNeice; the New World is framed by

Muldoon's British and Irish

experience. Indeed,

MacNeice and Muldoon share

more

than

as

Corcoran points out,

a common

birthplace: Muldoon's recent

departure from Northern Ireland and his BBC job for a lectureship in America
serves as a

when he

mirror

was

image of MacNeice's

considering his return to

of the States. 'This
leaves

reverse

career

a

BBC job in London after

a

lecture tour

symmetry', writes Corcoran, 'may be why MacNeice

'by the back door of Muldoon's' at the end of the poem'.34 Despite the

poem's multicultural references the ghostly
and Muldoon's

use

of the sonnet

corona

32

Paul

33

Tim Kendall, Paul Muldoon 19-20.
Neil Corcoran, Poets ofModern Ireland

34

in 1940 (the poem's time frame),

presence

of Yeats lies behind it all

relates the sequence

Muldoon, Meeting the British (London: Faber, 1987) 50.

66.

clearly to

an
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English literary heritage.
'7, Middagh Street' consists of seven dramatic monologues, of varying

lengths, linked together

so

opening line of the next

poem.

sequence

colonial

that the last line

The famous line from Masefield that opens the

also closes it, but in its repetition offers two perspectives

territorial

the

unionist

new

world and represents the

'explorations' of British imperialism. For MacNeice, however, the ship

is docked at the Belfast

in

on

experience. For Auden, the character who speaks first, the

'Quinquereme of Ninevah' brings him to the

corona,

phrase of one section becomes the

or

shipyard Harland and Wolff where it

exclusivity and bigotry. '7, Middagh Street' is

although individual sonnets

are

a

comes to represent

postmodern sonnet

submerged into multiple

of seven,

groups

keeping with the number of the house and the number of its residents. In its

circularity and repetition, the

sequence

resists resolution and presents

contrasting view points without offering

conclusion.

a

'7, Middagh Street' has a much clearer structure than Muldoon's earlier
sonnet sequences,

although this structure operates

narrative level. Each character tells his
to be

generally self-obsessed,

events and encounters.

There

as

he

or

or

her

own

on a

'story', could, indeed, be said

she reminisces and contemplates past

are cross

references and mentions of the other

residents of the house but the lack of dialogue means

contained and each voice

formal, rather than

speaks solely of his

or

her

that each section is self-

own

experience. For

Kendall, this creates 'a strangely rambling and dehumanized effect'.35 Yet there is
no

pretence at drama; the characters, or, more accurately, the voices, offer

different views of the

same

time and

place

so

that although they do not

debate with each other the reader is forced to create
and contrast between the

35

an

debate

through comparison

varying perspectives presented. There

conclusion to this debate however, as no voice

There is

a

obvious

comparison,

Tim Kendall, PaulMuldoon 123.

or

engage or

can

be

no

is privileged.

dialogue, between Auden and
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MacNeice,

or

Wystan and Louis, who could, indeed, be said to be the dominant

voices of the house, as

they

seem to express

Muldoon's

concerns

regarding the

efficacy of poetry: what, if anything, does poetry do? Can it make anything
happen? For Muldoon, these questions clearly arise from his cultural origins
in the face of social and
it necessary to justify

as,

political upheaval, poets in Northern Ireland have found

and assert poetry's value. Muldoon, in interview, has

described the kind of effect poetry can

have:

It may not make any great impression on
should change the world. That's a rather

the Richter Scale, but ideally a poem
grand thing to say. I'm not talking
about a cure for cancer or Aids, or a solution to the Irish problem (as it's
called), not a vast social impact. But I never go into a poem knowing where
I'm going to end up. I always, I hope, make some discovery, however tiny; I
come out the other end looking at some tiny aspect of the world in a modified
way. So that one doesn't look at a hedgehog again, for example, in quite the
same way. It's either a modest ambition or a huge ambition, and I think in
that sense poetry must make something happen.36

In

directly quoting from the final section of'7, Middagh Street', Muldoon here

allies himself with Louis'

angle

on

the debate:

For poetry can
not

only

can,

and the very
is in itself a

make things happen
but must —

—

painting of that oyster
political gesture.

(MB, 59)

In another

with the

interview, he explains the difference between poetry's engagement

political world and the possibility of it having

an

active role:

If you're

living anywhere at all, anywhere, it's inevitable that it has some
relation to what's going on culturally or sociologically. But when you say
'it's got to have' if you mean it's got to comment in some special way, I'm not
so sure

[.

answer

is

.

.] should

no.

a

There is

writer though [.
no

.

.] be issuing statements? And the
statements.37

mandate for those

36

Paul Muldoon, Paul Muldoon in America, with Christopher Cook, BBC Radio 3, 1994,
quoted in, Tim Kendall, Paul Muldoon 124.
37

Kevin Smith, 'Gown Interviews Paul Muldoon' 5.
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The poet cannot

speak for the people, act

as a

Muldoon sides with Auden's view of Yeats
Yeats': 'For poetry

final,

more

voice for the

masses.

In this,

expressed in 'In Memory of W.B.

as

makes nothing happen', although Muldoon discounts Auden's

optimistic, phrase 'it survives, / A

Wystan's critique, however, is rooted in his
and all kinds of political

way

own

of happening,

a

mouth'.38

disillusionment with politics

action, including political poetry:

As for his crass, rhetorical

posturing, 'Did that play of mine
send out certain men (certain men?)
the
the

English shot
.?'
answer is 'Certainly not'.
.

.

If Yeats had saved his pencil-lead
men have stayed in

would certain
For

history's

with

art

a twisted root
its small, translucent fruit

and never the other way round.
The roots by which we were once
are

and

bed?

bound

severed here, in any case,
we are all now dispossessed.

(MB, 39)

Here Muldoon has

helping

or

Wystan voice the belief that poetry has

no

part to play in

hindering the world's political struggles but the bitter denial of

poetry's effectiveness is not Muldoon's voice. Closer to his vision is perhaps
Dali's statement that

we must

disregard

moral and aesthetic considerations
for the integrity of our dream-visions.

(MB, 49)

Muldoon does not
nor

38

assess

is he concerned to

the moral values of either side in the Irish Troubles,

produce

W.H. Auden, Selected Poems,

an

aesthetically pleasing verse,

as

his attacks

ed. Edward Mendelson (London: Faber, 1979) 82.

on
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the sonnet's form show. He does not commit himself either to
view of the function of poetry or,

wholeheartedly to Louis'; poetry, instead, is

about the construction of meaning.

dilemma of'what poetry
the

Wystan's bleak

Throughout his poetry he is involved in the

does' and he

seems

essentially to believe that its role,

or

poet's role, is to undermine certainties, and to subvert the partisan; to

present the reader with a new way of seeing. This sounds not

presentation of poetry
whereas Heaney
undermines its

as a

'counter-reality [.

credits poetry with

power

.

.]

and

a

unlike Heaney's

glimpsed alternative',39 but

purpose,

Muldoon continually

authority. By dismantling the certainties of the sonnet he

questions tradition and asserts his control
everyday world afresh he asserts

a

over

meaning, by re-viewing the

particular vision. As Muldoon has said in

interview:

That's what the process of writing
herself to the floodgates, what it's
the

is about. It's about opening himself, or
about is discovering the extent of limits,
confinement, the control of readings, of possible readings.40

By constraining the
the voices of the poem

use

of authorial voice Muldoon focuses the reader on

and, underlying them, the adopted voices of the many

authors Muldoon refers to, who,
between Ireland

America

again, help the poet to

cross

cultural boundaries

(Yeats and Beckett), England (Masefield and Shakespeare) and

(amongst others, Whitman and Frost). Yeats is clearly the principal

literary influence on the
Sonnets from

Like Morgan's treatment of MacDiarmid in

sequence.

Scotland, Muldoon is here trying to exorcise

the kind of'Irish Literature' Yeats
A number of Yeats's poems are

a

literary ghost, and

espoused, through both parody and homage.

referred to, such

Wystan's quote 'did that play of mine [.

.

as

'Man and the Echo' in

.]', Gypsy Rose Lee's quote from 'A

Coat', and both Carson McCullers and Louis's references to 'In Memory of Eva
Gore-Booth and Con Markievicz'. These references

39

40

Seamus Heaney, The Redress of Poetry
Clair Wills, Improprieties 202.

are

partly comic parody;

(London: Faber, 1995) 4.
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Yeats'

gazelle in the line from that

beautiful,

one a

poem,

gazelle' (MB, 54-5) is changed, ridiculously, to

picked from later in the

poem.

They

MacNeice section Edward Carson is
strike
the

a

match and blow'

man

'two girls in silk kimonos / both

are

also partly criticism;

given

(MB, 58), which,

a

line from the

as

a

'gazebo',

so

a

word

in the

same poem;

'Bid me

Kendall writes 'equates Yeats with

partly responsible for the partitioning of Ireland'.41

'7, Middagh Street' is primarily about how to be an artist; the differences
between art and life, and the artist's
context of social and

between

a

responsibilities to each, especially within

a

political change. For Muldoon, there is little difference

poet and a striptease artist; both have to negotiate a path between life

and art. How much of life goes

into art, and how can art transcend the pain and

mundanity of experience? For Gypsy Rose Lee:

It's knowing
that matters,

exactly when to stop

what to hold back, some sweet disorder

.

.

.

[....]
Never, he says, give all thy heart;
there's
naked.

more

enterprise in walking not quite

(MB, 44)

The

comparison with writing is made clear by Gypsy's observation that 'the

same

goes

controlled,
able to

for the world of letters'. Gypsy's art is cautious, careful and
as

is Muldoon's, yet there are moments in the sequence where he is

envisage, through another character,

monologue ends with

a

a

riskier way of being. Wystan's

love sonnet, and a recognition that love is

obsession in both life and art:

For I have
out

leapt with Kierkegaard
Arkwright

of the realm of Brunei and

with its mills, canals and railway-bridges
into this great void
where Chester and I exchanged love-pledges
and vowed

41

Tim Kendall,

Paul Muldoon 128.

a

fundamental
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marriage vows. As he lay asleep
night the bronze of his exposed left leg
made me want nothing so much as to weep.
I thought of the terrier, of plague,
our

last

of Aschenbach at the Lido.
Here
Mr

was

my

historical

'onlie begetter' and fair lady;
for nothing this wide universe I call.
W.H.,

my

.

.

(MB, 40-41)

The final line of Wystan's
109 and is
rose;

completed by the opening line of Gypsy's monologue; 'Save thou,

in it thou art my

inspiration and

'onlie begetter", Wystan presents love

purpose

conviction; love

disillusionment and

be risky and devastating, but in

paralysis, it is all
as

sexuality,

we

have to keep

an aspect

of the

a

sexual

otherwise,

or

sequence as a

Kendall's reduction of the poem to an

alive. Corcoran,

us

poem

an empty
as

on an

are

ignored by most

mourns

to how to

a

kind of prevailing loss.

the loss of an
seems to

seems a
age,

Chester's

spring from

a

deep

respond to the conflicting demands of the world. It

image of the futility and insignificance of human action:

Our civil wars, the

crumbling of empires,
nights without number

safely under our belts,
only slightly modified the tilt

have

42

from sexual and

'academic tract'43 therefore

sensuality, Salvador's surrealism

the starry

43

or

repeated throughout '7,

whole describes

superficial interpretation. Gypsy's section

closes

the

misery'.42

Middagh Street' while the

confusion

muse,

fugitives gathered in 7, Middagh Street', he writes, 'are not political

Moments of sorrow,

depicts

the

world of

fugitives, but fugitives from stiflingly conventional sexuality
emotional

as

of art. That it is clearly painful and illicit adds weight to

may

indeed, refocuses love
critics. 'The

my

all'. In referring also to the dedication to Shakespeare's

sonnets, 'Mr W.H., my

the

section is the final couplet of Shakespeare's sonnet

Neil Corcoran, Poets ofModern Ireland
Tim Kendall, Paul Muldoon 125.

67.
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of the acanthus leaf,
its

spiky puce-and-alabaster

an

end in itself.

(MB, 51)

Carson

seems

stuck in

nostalgia for her Georgian childhood and is unable to

decide which versions of reality to
seems

believe and which to ignore. In the end it

that what is most real is violence and love:

If only I might as readily dismiss
the chord a fire-siren struck
in all of us this afternoon (we chased
two or

till

the engines

three blocks

tired) or the ingenious
slow-slow-quick
I felt again for Reeves
we

(MB, 54)

MacNeice, too, is trying to make

night I tried to butt the
some

sort of

shape.

.

uneven

/

sense

pages

.' {MB, 57). The

of a fractured, chaotic world: 'only last
of a Belfast Newsletter from 1937 / into

sequence

closes

on an

image of alienation

and exclusion:

'None of your sort, none
will

much as go for a rubber hammer
mind chalk a rivet, never mind caulk a seam

as

never
on

of you

the

quinquereme of Nineveh'.

(MB, 60)

The

irony of Louis's mistaken identity; that the foreman is actually excluding

of his own, renders the

political and social disruption that the

rather than horrific. The sequence concerns not

personal alienation. Muldoon's characters
in the world but in themselves too.

poem conveys

one

sad

simply social dislocation but

are not just

attempting to find a home
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5. The Prince of the

The Prince

Quotidian: 'This

crazy

quilt'44

ofthe Quotidian pushes at the boundaries of the sonnet

sequence.

Only thirteen out of thirty-one of its

poems are sonnets.

remaining eighteen

consist of either quatrains, tercets

poems seventeen

However, of the
or

couplets; all elements of the sonnet.45 The sonnet, therefore, echoes throughout
the sequence, even

when it is technically absent. The

reminiscent of Lowell's calendrical sonnet sequence

sequence,

too, is

Notebook 1967-68 in its self¬

consciously autobiographical subject matter and its references to famous literary
figures. Muldoon's

sequence

January, 1992, and

as

consists of a poem for each day of the month of

Kendall notes, the poet had

intention to publish until

no

persuaded by Peter Fallon of Gallery Press.46 Its unedited, diary-like style,
Lowell's sequences, presents

it

depriving it of immediate plot
with Muldoon's latest

as part
or

of the

in

of a larger ongoing narrative while also

resolution. Many critics

were

disappointed

offering, especially in comparison to the elegiac and

technically virtuosic Annals ofChile published in the
says

as

same year.

Kendall himself

sequence:

The

pamphlet is composed in a minor key, and should be evaluated within
acknowledged limitations. It may not represent Muldoon at his most
effulgent or ambitious, but it is nevertheless an interesting curiosity [. ]The
Prince of the Quotidian promises to be a valuable source for Muldoon's views
on the contemporary cultural scene.47
these

.

On

one

level the sequence

Muldoon does
seem

seem

44

Paul

45

The

47

to write down whatever comes into his head.

to be little more than excuses for

and thus joining,

46

is concerned with the mundane and quotidian;

name-dropping

or

Many

exercises in describing,

the literary intelligentsia of New York:

Muldoon, The Prince of the Quotidian (Loughcrew: Gallery Press, 1994) 29.

only

poem that doesn't resemble
Tim Kendall, Paul Muldoon 192.
Tim Kendall, Paul Muldoon 192.

poems

the sonnet consists of two five-line stanzas.
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A twelfth

Night bash with Mimi and Larry Danson
heavy
'Mike' Keeley, Constantine Cavafy,

and most of the Princeton

hitters:
Elaine Showalter
and Oscar Wilde rub shoulders
with Russell Banks and Arnold
I insert

Rampersad;

myself like an ampersand
Joyce Carol Oates & Ingemar Johansson.

between

{PQ, 16)

Yet the fact that

some

of these

squeezed-in addition to the
Indeed the sequence as a
as a

big

group,

names are

adds

a

dead, and that Muldoon becomes

a

layer of irony and self-mockery.

whole undermines,

or

deconstructs, Muldoon's identity

poet, the sonnet form and poetic language, and the cultural, American

environment that he finds himself in. Like Lowell, Muldoon's sequence can
self-obsessed

seen as

ramblings about the trivial and everyday events of his life,

but the volume is also

experience

as a poet

a

commentary on society and an analysis of Muldoon's

in 'exile'. Peter McDonald writes:

The Prince of the Quotidian's air of domestic cosiness goes together with
unusually confrontational attitude to the climate of the poet's own critical
reception [.
and] makes for a sense of Muldoon's speaking, in propria
persona, against the various distortions and political presumptions of the
.

cultural

as

intelligentsia.48

Kendall, have accused him of in this

include himself for
York's

an

.

Muldoon's criticism is often aimed at the very
such

be

triviality and inanity that critics,

sequence,

and his attacks

colluding with the frivolous and petty social

scene

seem to

of New

supposed 'cultural intelligentsia':

I get myself up in black tie and
and follow the glittering path

monkey-suit

to the Met for The Ghosts

of Versailles,
even

the

an opera so

terminally bouffe

Montgolfiers' hot-air balloon

leaden leitmotif—
'Where's the bouillon,
never mind the beef?'
seems a

(PQ. 18)
48

Peter

153.

McDonald, Mistaken Identities: Poetry and Northern Ireland (Oxford: Clarenden, 1997)
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At times Muldoon's comic

raillery becomes

between America and Ireland

more

bitter as the comparison

highlights the superficiality of the former:

Much

as I'm taken by Barry
with the Ulster Orchestra

Douglas playing Rachmaninov

I remember

of the

why I've had enough
casuistry

by which pianists and painters and poets

are

proof

that all's not rotten in the state:
amid the cheers and the cries of 'Bravo'
I hear the howls of seven dead
cross-roads between

at a

Omagh and long Cookstown.

(PQ, 35)

Cushioned from the atrocities of civil unrest Americans
the

vitality,

or

comfortably applaud

and beauty of cultural enterprise, yet Muldoon does not

energy

the Irish cultural

can

literary

scene as any more

see

effectively engaged with the 'real'

world; Seamus Heaney, for example, 'is waxing metaphysical, has taken to

'walking

on

air'; / as Goethe termed it, Surf unci Turf {PQ, 14), is

his American

Heaney's

own

as

superficial

as

contemporaries. Corcoran explains that Muldoon here alludes to

analysis of Muldoon and Edna Longley's comparison of the two

poets.49 Heaney, therefore, is being criticised for being like Muldoon. Brian
Friel is also ridiculed for
than

a

being 'at pains to

rush' while of Field

Muldoon is

even

less

prove

that Chekhov

was more

Irish /

Day, who produced Fnel's 'vershin' of Three Sisters,

complimentary:

why should 'Field Day' continue to peddle
its 'old whines in

new

bottles?'

Why should this band of balladeers and bards
add up to so much less than the sum of its parts
like almost every

Irish stew?

{PQ, 22)

Everything and

everyone

Muldoon encounters in The Prince ofthe Quotidian is

potential target for criticism; including, of course, himself. The volume is not

49

Neil Corcoran, Poets

ofModern Ireland 124.

an

a
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arrogant tirade of abuse as Muldoon reserves his harshest words for himself.
Indeed he pre-empts

the

criticism thrown at him after the 'pamphlet'

very

was

published:

'there's not

an image here that's worth a fuck.
gives a shit about the dreck
of your life? Who gives a toss
about your tossing off?' 'I know, I know, but

Who

'But
you

nothing: you know it's dross;
know all that 'Erasmus' stuff is

an

.

.

'.

inept

attempt to cover your arse;
leave off your
and go

laundry-lists and tax-returns
back to making metaphors.
'.
.

.

(PQ, 40)

He

even

criticises himself for the

stuff, in which sonnet he
the

complex self-deprecation of'that "Erasmus"

seems to

actively invite criticism; it is

as

if he is teasing

critics; encouraging them to damn his work. The fact that the poetry is

'random and trivial' reveals the critics'

Not for

failings

as

much as his

own:

nothing would I versify

'The Alchemist and Barrister', rhyme
with 'dog', expand on the forsythia
that graces our

(pace Longley) 'cat'

back door: 'humdrum', 'inadequate',

'inconsequential journalese', 'a klieg light
masquerading as the moon', none will,
I trust, look for a pattern in this crazy quilt
where all is random, 'all so trivial',
unless it be Erasmus, unless
Erasmus

again steel

himself as his viscera

are

ranked out

by

a

windlass

yard upon 'xanthous' yard;
again to steel himself, then somehow to exhort
the windlass-men to even greater zeal.

{PQ, 29)

It is not clear who Erasmus and the windlass-men

represent, but as a later sonnet

equates the windlass-men with BBC art critics one can assume that Muldoon, or

perhaps his poetry, is Erasmus, who masochistically exhorts the critics 'to
greater zeal', encouraging them to take him apart. Such ruthlessness in turn

even
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forces the poet to

be

more

critics, after all, have their

The windlass-men

[.

.

rigorous in his linguistic and formal choices. The
uses.

McDonald writes:

.] maybe the kind of cultural operatives who [.

.

.]

represent the kinds of demand for 'meaning', and imposition of significance,
which Muldoon (like other Northern Irish poets) is obliged to keep in view
[....] Muldoon seems to register the attentions of the 'windlass-men' as
as in themselves elements of what the poem has
The 'windlass-men' are almost necessary, in so far as
they force poetry back to an insistence on its formal distinctiveness; its
answers to their questions are not statements or propositions, but the rhymes,
mirroring images, and patterned echoings of allusion which inhere in poetic

inevitable, and their demands

to

steel itself against.

form.50

Yet for all the

sequence's complex ironies and self-conscious

deconstruction, it does have

a

simple seriousness at root. Beneath the post-

modem subversion of language

and meaning there is

and tenderness. The sequence

ends with the instruction to 'meet

with

excess

of love'

a

layer of genuine

concern

excess

of love /

(PQ, 41) and the central sonnet consists of Muldoon's

blessings for his new-born nephew. Sophisticated wordplay is still present here,
but the critical tone has
to

disappeared and the final line, like

many

of the allusions

Ireland, is devoid of irony:

As

zoomed past

Loyola and Tulane
only of my nephew, Dillon,
born two days ago in Canada.
'Let him', I heard, 'let him be one ignited by the quaint
we

I could think

in this

new

quotidian:

a

mound

of coffee beans in the 'Cafe du Monde';
the New Orleans School of Cookery's
okramonious gumbo; a dirigible of Paul Prudhomme
floating above the Superdome;
let the Prince of the Quotidian lead an alligator

along the banquette of Decatur
yet let him not, with Alejandro O'Reilly,

forget the cries of the bittern and the curlew.

(PQ, 26)

50

Peter

McDonald, Mistaken Identities 158.
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Here the

quotidian is not 'trivial' and Muldoon's focus

on

it not part of some

complex analysis of literary criticism. It has, indeed, more in common with
MacNeice's 'drunkenness of things

being various',51

as

Muldoon wishes his

nephew to experience the extraordinary in the ordinary. The language of the
poem

reaches

a

pitch of chaos and disintegration, but rejoices in plurality and the

imagination. Finally, the poet wishes the child to remember his roots; the
exciting, creative variety of life has to be grounded. The
cross-fertilisation of cultures that is Muldoon's

valuing and retaining

51

an

intrinsic, 'natural'

core

poem

celebrates the

personal experience, while still

identity.

Louis MacNeice, The Collected Poems of Louis MacNeice, ed. E.R. Dodds (London: Faber,
1966)30.
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6
Women Poets

Authenticating the Muse

1. Introduction: 'Be mine'1

Few

twentieth-century

Of those who have

have chosen to write in the sonnet form.

women poets

experimented with the

genre,

such

as

Elizabeth Bishop and

Marianne Moore, most have not committed themselves to the extended demands
of a sequence.
for

a

Traditionally the 'scanty plot'2 of the sonnet has offered

female voice. The role

matter of the sonnet was

relationship but

an

women

no space

played within the conventional subject

that of silent

muse.

She

was

not one half of a

unparticularised, often symbolic figure, with

desire of her own, whose function was

no

loving

will, voice

or

entirely to aid the poet-lover's spiritual

redemption. Passive recipient of the poet's admiration she inspired not by her
deeds but

by her inherent qualities of beauty and virtue. She functioned

model for the

poet's spiritual and moral development and as

inspiration. The

amorous sonnet sequence was

celebration of the mistress and

frequently became

an

as an

a source

as a

role

of creative

composed in praise and

attempt to persuade. However, the muse

abstract, idealised figure,

a

catalyst for the poet's

exploration of himself, his passionate and rational being. The beloved lady,
therefore, has traditionally neither voice
For

creative

inspiration but poetic silence. Entry into such
a

radical revision of its thematic

rejected or reimagined. The sonnet

gender roles and of the
1
2

personality.

twentieth-century female sonneteers, the 'muse' represents not

therefore, required
either

nor

processes

sequence

a

literary tradition has,

norms.

The

muse must

demands the re-evaluation of

by which personal and literary identity

Eleanor Brown, Maiden Speech (Newcastle upon Tyne: Bloodaxe, 1996) 42.
William Wordsworth, The Poems, ed. John O. Hayden, 2 vols. (London: Penguin,

587

be

are

1977) 1:

constructed. Two choices

predominate. The

position of poet-lover, and thus
construct a voice for the

reverse

woman poet can

conventional gender roles,

traditionally silent beloved

positions accept and, indeed, repeat

a

speak from the

or muse.

or

she

can

However, both

convention deeply embedded in the

sonnet's tradition. Variation in roles allows the female poet a

voice but

ultimately the profoundly unequal relationship remains.
Elizabeth Barrett

Browning and Christina Rossetti confronted these

choices

directly and thus provide influential examples to twentieth-century

women

poets. Both speak as the muse. The role is, however, problematic,

especially for Rossetti. The

muse,

it

seems,

is too inherently associated with

passivity, and silence, to allow the poet any real degree of self-assertion. This
model, indeed, has not been adopted by twentieth-century

women sonneteers

perhaps in part because Barrett Browning and Rossetti's work represents,
respectively, self-effacement and renunciation, qualities which have

come to

signify the social repression of women in Victorian times. Barrett Browning,
however, is unique in also speaking from the position of poet. Sonnets from the

Portuguese succeeds, poetically and romantically, by confounding the
conventional roles of poet/muse
strives to represent a
power

and lover/beloved. Barrett Browning thus

relationship based

on

equality rather than the hierarchical

dynamics of subject/object positions.
Barrett

Browning's

sequence

consummated and contented love.

is also unique in its description of

Perhaps for this

reason

few twentieth-

century women poets have directly followed her lead; it is the very inequality of

relationships, of levels of desire and grief that fuels poetic expression. The
muse,

therefore,

its reinvention
amorous

may seem an

women

outdated,

even

patriarchal, literary device but by

poets are able to describe their own experiences of

relationships. Most choose to speak

remains the

as

the poet-lover while the

muse

conventionally unavailable, but frequently less idealised beloved.

Others, in straying away from the amatory tradition, choose to retain the

concept of the muse but present it as an internalised
an

external other. It is here that the

and becomes

a

muse

motivating force rather than

regains its truly inspiring properties

healing mechanism rather than the

source

of pain. The five

twentieth-century poets considered here; Edna St. Vincent Millay, Marilyn
Hacker, Selima Hill, Tessa Rose Chester and Eleanor Brown manipulate the
to their own,

muse

authentic self.

different ends. It is

They do not discard

genuine voice. The

muse

becomes

a

an

artificial role adapted to

express an

literary tradition but invest it with

a way

a

of authenticating both poetic and

personal identity.
Edna St. Vincent
twenties and
group

Millay, writing her major sonnet

sequences

in the

thirties, is the most thematically and formally conventional of this

of poets. Her presentation of romantic love

restrictions and

degradations of women's lives

was

as

the

cause

of the

ground-breaking but not

liberating. Both the beloved and the experience of love remain harmful. Millay
speaks

the lover but such

as

a

reversal of roles is not empowering. Marilyn

Hacker, another American poet, also writes almost exclusively fonnal verse,
most

frequently sonnet

For her, love is

sequences.

a

frequently painful but

lover, but her muse is often

always positive experience. Hacker, too, speaks

as

both

woman

responsive and inspiring. As

the conventional
in her

homosexual

she doubly challenges

gender positions espoused by the sonnet tradition. Moreover,

presentation of prolonged and involved relationships Hacker attempts to

establish

an

equality between the two lovers: her

Selima Hill's

unpublished sonnet

outside the amatory sonnet
more

a

in

common

muse

sequence,

is rarely silent for long.

'The Hare',3 places itself

tradition. Elegiac in subject matter, the sonnets have

with sequences

by Heaney and Harrison than other women

poets. However, the symbolic hare can perhaps be seen as an

Insisting

on

sequence,

3

In

internalised muse.

poetic expression the hare becomes anthropomorphised grief. The

motivated by its strange

presence,

private correspondence Hill has allowed

initiates

me to see

a

healing process. The

eight out of twenty-one sonnets.
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sequence

also reveals Hill's search for authentic feelings of love for her brother

and authentic

grief at his death.

Tessa Rose Chester and Eleanor Brown

are

two

English poets who

published their first collections in 1996 with, respectively, Oxford University
Press and Bloodaxe. Chester's muse,

but

an

inner voice that

the amatory

like Hill's, is internalised,

but with the poet's journey into

occur on

the

The voice of the

way.

aid to the re-establishment of identity

Eleanor Brown's
sequence as an

new

muse

territory and the

therefore functions

'Fifty Sonnets' looks back to the conventional sonnet

'anatomy of love'. Indeed a number of sonnets directly allude to

Browning's and Rossetti's

sequence.

Brown's second sonnet describes

phrasing of Rossetti's sonnet,

day, / First hour, first moment' (2, CP CR, 87), is mirrored and expanded in

Brown's

first

other

in the aftermath of lost love.

the lovers' first touch, as does Rossetti's. The

'first

an

inspires and guides. 'The Minden Sonnets' remains within

sequence

healing that must

Barrett

longer

tradition but is less concerned with the end of the relationship that

instigates the

as an

no

opening sonnet: 'First moments have

a sweetness

of their

own,

/[....]/

glance, first conversation, first exchange / of wit' (MS, 19). Brown's

sonnets, and those of other contemporary women sonneteers, are more
in their

specific

descriptions of the physicality of relationships. The first touch that

Brown describes in detail in sonnet II is loaded with sexual tension while

Rossetti's first

physical contact is barely remembered. A similar comparison

be drawn between Elizabeth Barrett

Browning's description of the first kiss

can

as a

type of spiritual coronation (XXXVIII, SP EBB, 228) and Brown's first kiss as a
sexual initiation
Brown

(MS, 26).

speaks

as

the lover whose beloved, like Millay's, remains

intransigently distant while memories of lost love take their destructive toll. As
muse,

Brown's beloved is ineffectual. Instead, her creative motivation lies in her

irresolvable inner conflict, between,
now

disconnected from their

conventionally,

original

source.

reason

and passion, although

As representative examples of
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contemporary poetry in England, Brown and Chester show the sonnet sequence
at its most virtuosic.

authentic

identity, at

for ironic and

Yet both
a

explore the possibility of establishing

personal and literary level, in rebellion against the

parodic modes of expression. For Chester,

assists her in this task. For Brown,

unreachable. The

an

internalised

vogue
muse

however, the authentic self is finally

psychological tension that drives the

resolution and acts instead to destabilise
The five

an

sequence

prohibits

identity.

twentieth-century poets considered here write within and

without the sonnet's amatory

tradition. Similarly, the

muse

is either within the

poet or in the conventional external figure of the other. Flowever, these sonnet

all challenge the contrivance of the sonnet's

sequences
a

different way to

figure that

their personal

sequences are

From Elizabeth Barrett

locate their muse, or
their

own

discover

social and

or

a

poetic inspirations and identities. The

variously active and passive, though

Browning onwards the

women poets

never

silent.

considered here

inspiring force, less in the physicality of the beloved but in

emotion and desire. Love

or

Each poet seeks, in

transform this artificial representation of womanhood into

can express

speakers in these

muse.

reactivate

an

literary roles.

inspires them to speak and in

authentic self that is

no

so

doing they

longer bound by the artifice of
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2. Elizabeth Barrett

Browning: 'An unowned thing'4

Published in 1850 Elizabeth Barrett

heralded the

Subsequent

Browning's Sonnets from the Portuguese

nineteenth-century revival of interest in the sonnet form.

sequences

by Victorian poets included Meredith's Modern Love

(1862), D.G. Rossetti's House ofLife (1870-1881), and Christina Rossetti's
sequences
sequence

'Monna Innominata' and 'Later Life' (1881). Barrett Browning's

is at

once

both its influence

conventional and original which perhaps

on

is conventional in its

both follow the Petrarchan pattern,
idolised beloved. It is

they

on

are

of form; metre and rhyme

original not just in that Barrett Browning's female speaker

both, at various times in the
a

use

and in the presentation of humble lover and

the role of lover but that she

beloved. Such

manifest

complicates the positions the lovers adopt;

sequence

subject and object, lover and

struggle towards equality clearly influenced Christina

Rossetti's attempt to construct a
'Monna Innominata'. The

relationship based

on

'mutual honour'5 in

extremity of her speaker's self-deprecation also

prefigures Edna St. Vincent Millay's ironic treatment of femininity
constructed role in her sonnet sequences.
fulfilled love also acts

as a

model for

Marilyn Hacker, who focuses
relationship. For all

rooted in

an

on

Browning's unusual depiction of

twentieth-century sonneteers, such

as

Sonnets from the Portuguese represents

right to speak, to adopt

autobiographical

source.

a

a

poetic voice and for poetry

Barrett Browning, Marilyn Hacker,

Selima Hill and Tessa Rose Chester all write

Glennis

as

the struggles and fears of an established

women poets,

vital assertion of women's
to be

explain

subsequent poets and twentieth-century critical

ambivalence. The sequence

takes

serves to

directly from personal experience.

Stephenson observes that 'Barrett Browning [. .] writefs]
.

as

the

unworthy lover who speaks, traditionally the male role, rather than the superior
4

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Selected Poems, ed. Colin Graham (London: Dent, 1996)
R.W. Crump, ed., The Complete Poems of Christina Rossetti, 2 vols. (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State UP, 1986) 2: 86.
5

227.
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but

passive and silent beloved, traditionally the female role'.6 Such

enables Barrett
her

Browning to claim the voice of poet. Her speaker

inadequacies

or

a

position

may protest

describe herself as a 'poor, tired, wandering singer' (III, SP

EBB, 211), nevertheless it is she who sings, not the beloved. Acknowledgements
of Robert

Browning's literary

prowess are

plentiful and the speaker insists

on

diminishing her talent in comparison with his: 'my cricket chirps against thy
mandolin'

(IV, SP EBB, 211). Yet

we are not

reading his 'high poems' (IV, SP

EBB, 211) nor do we hear the 'golden fulness' (IV, SP EBB, 211) of his music.

Despite her praise his literary genius remains, in the context of the sonnets,
unknown. It is Barrett

Browning's personality and lyric voice that dominate.

The sequence

celebrates the wondrous qualities of her lover but it primarily

celebrates the

strength and invigorating

enable her to

'say at need /1 love thee.

power
..

of the speaker's feelings which

mark!... 7 love thee!' (X, SP EBB,

214)
Yet Barrett
or

Browning does not construct her speaker solely

as

the lover

subject of her sonnets. She also presents herself as the object of Robert

Browning's affection and finds her role in serving him, in acting as his inspiration
or muse:

How, Dearest, wilt thou have
A hope, to sing by gladly?

me

...

for most use?

or a

fine

Sad memory, with thy songs to interfuse? . . .
A shade, in which to sing
of palm or pine?
...

A grave, on

which to rest from singing?

.

.

.

Choose.

(XVII, SP EBB, 218)

Here she wishes to be of service to him in return for his great

active lover he has

gift of love. As the

pursued, persuaded and conquered:

because thou overcomest so,
more noble and like

Because thou art

a king,
prevail against my fears and fling
Thy purple round me, till my heart shall grow

Thou canst

6

Glennis Stephenson, Elizabeth Barrett Browning and the Poetry of Love (Ann Arbor: U of
Michigan P, 1989) 72.
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Too close

against thine heart, henceforth to know

How it shook when alone.

(XVI, SP EBB, 217)

The

strength of her love

the power

may

allow Barrett Browning to voice her feeling but it is

of his love that awakens her feeling in the first place:

Is it indeed so? If I

lay here dead,
in losing mine,
more coldly shine,
Because of grave-damps falling round my head?
I marvelled, my Beloved, when I read
Thy thought so in the letter. I am thine —
But
so much to thee? Can I pour thy wine
While my hands tremble? Then my soul, instead
Wouldst thou miss any life
And would the sun for thee

...

Of dreams of death, resumes life's lower range.

(XXIII, SP EBB, 221)

Here he is

portrayed not just as the active lover who wins her love but

saviour, who

rescues

as

her body from death and her soul from despair:

My own, my own,
Who earnest to me when the world was gone,
And I who looked for only God, found thee\
I find thee; I am safe, and strong, and glad.

(XXVII, SP EBB, 223)

In this transformation from active lover to

shifts

once more so

that he takes

inspiring figure 'who hast lifted

on

me

spiritual saviour Browning's role

conventional muse-like

qualities, the

/ From this drear flat of earth' (XXVII, SP

EBB, 223). The sense of unworthiness that dominates the speaker's thoughts in
many

of the sonnets thus becomes the conventionally appropriate and matching

response to

The
own

his divine

grace.

speaker's resistance to love is rooted not only in

of her

inadequacies in relation to the princely beloved but in the ongoing grief that

absorbs her attention. Elizabeth Barrett
brother Edward

7

an awareness

was

very

Browning's relationship with her

close:7 he was the 'kindest and noblest and dearest to

Angela Leighton, Elizabeth Barrett Browning (Brighton: Harvester Press, 1986) 76-80.
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me,

beyond comparison',8 she wrote in a letter to Robert Browning. So when he

was

tragically drowned at sea in 1840 the loss affected her deeply, locking her

into

a

prolonged state of mourning. She 'lay for weeks and months half

conscious, half unconscious, with
As her letters

still very

much

simultaneous

on

a

wandering mind'.9

clearly demonstrate, the death of her beloved brother

was

her mind during her courtship with Robert Browning and the

composition of the sonnets. New love poignantly and painfully

reminds her of lost love:

But I look

on

thee

—

on

thee

—

Beholding, besides love, the end of love,
Hearing oblivion beyond memory!
As one who sits and gazes from above,
Over the rivers to the bitter

sea.

(XV, SP EBB, 217)

In sonnet V she compares

Barrett

herself to Electra grieving for her dead brother Orestes.

Browning empties the symbolic ashes of her grief at Robert's feet

as

if

renouncing lost love for present love:

looking in thine eyes, I overturn
thy feet. Behold and see
What a great heap of grief lay hid in me
And how the red wild sparkles dimly burn
Through the ashen greyness.
The ashes at

(V, SP EBB, 212)

The burden of mourning

has almost suffocated her, the 'wild sparkles'

representing both passion and creativity. If Browning will stand by her
breaks

as

she

through the paralysis of grief then, she jests, he will be in danger from the

strength of both her love and her poetic voice:

if instead
Thou wait beside
The grey

8

up,

.

.

.

those laurels

on

thine head,

Philip Kelley and Scott Lewis, eds., The Brownings' Correspondence, 14 vols. (Winfield,
Wedgestone Press, 1993) XI: 44.
Philip Kelley and Scott Lewis, eds., The Brownings' Correspondence XI: 44-5.

Kansas:
9

dust

for the wind to blow

me
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O my beloved, will not shield thee so,
That none of all the fires shall scorch and shred
The hair beneath.

(V,SPEBB, 212)

The
saves

the

opening sonnet of the

love

sequence announces

as

the force that

speaker from her 'melancholy years' of grief and illness. Where death

had been her

only future and relief, love takes its place and offers life and hope:

Straightway I was 'ware,
So weeping, how a mystic Shape did move
Behind me, and drew me backward by the hair;
And a voice said in mastery while I strove, —
'Guess

now

The silver

who holds thee?'

answer

rang,

—

—

'Death' I said. But, there,

'Not Death, but Love'.

(I, SP EBB, 210)

The

rhythms and tones of Herbert echo here in the

and in the

use

of allegory and dialogue

weighted caesura of the last line, emphasising the force with which

love takes control of her

being. Browning

as

the

mentioned; it is the love that releases her not the

source

of such love is not even

man, as

is subtly suggested in

sonnet VII:

The face of all the world is changed, I
Since first I heard the footsteps of thy

think,
soul
they stole

Move still, oh, still, beside me, as
Betwixt me and the dreadful outer brink

Of obvious death, where I, who
Was

thought to sink,
into love, and taught the whole
new rhythm.

caught

Of life in

a

up

(VII, SPEBB,213)

It is not

Browning who teaches her 'the whole of life' but the experience of

loving. His love is the catalyst that initiates
this emotional
new

an

emotional reaction in her and it is

reaction, this powerful feeling of love that gives her

access to a

life.
Barrett

Browning, therefore, brings about her own transformation simply

by allowing herself to love:
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I love thee
I stand

.

.

.

and when I say at need
mark!
I love thee! — in
...

thy sight

transfigured, glorified aright,

With conscience of the
Out of my face toward

new

rays

that proceed

thine.

(IX, SP EBB, 214)

Angela Leighton writes of this sonnet:

In this sonnet she

slips into the customary hagiographic mode, which
shining presence, her face raying out beauty like
light [....] However, even as she presents herself as the visual object of the
poem, like some Beatrice or Laura, she is, grammatically still the subject
[....] Not only is this visible change the effect of her own speech; it is also a
change of which she remains strongly conscious. She remains, from within,
the mistress of her own effects. 'With conscience of the new rays' suggests an
almost immodest awareness of the power of her own desire.10
describes the

Love

brings her

and of who she

woman as a

more

fully into herself, into

a greater awareness

of who she is

might be. Her identity had been defined and fixed by past

events, such as Edward's death and her invalid existence, but now she is free to

explore

new

dimensions of self.

In 1846 Elizabeth Barrett married Robert

Florence, literally establishing
thus

and

explore the psychological

a new

Browning and moved to

life and exploring

progress

a new

world. The sonnets

and preparation towards such

a

tangible

significant change. Quite clearly and unashamedly they draw on 'real life'

their

inspiration. Biography becomes the

source

frequently used by twentieth-century poets, such

of art,
as

an

approach much

as

more

Lowell and Berryman.

During the period of her courtship with Robert Browning from January 1845 to
September 1846 Elizabeth Barrett wrote nothing besides the frequent letters to
her lover and the sonnets. The letters became material for the

verse

kept secret until after the marriage. Direct references to the letters
sonnet XXIII and in sonnet XXVIII which describes her

words of love: 'its ink has

paled / With lying at

my

which

occur

was

in

rereading Robert's

heart that beat too fast'

(XXVIII, SP EBB, 223). The similarity between sonnet XVIII and Elizabeth's

10

Angela Leighton, Elizabeth Barrett Browning 101.
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letter of 24th November 1845 demonstrates the

congruity of the two

compositions and the complete absence of fictionalisation in the sonnets:
I

never gave a lock of hair away
To a man, Dearest, except this to thee,
Which now upon my fingers thoughtfully

I

ring out to the full brown length, and

say,

'Take it".

(XVIII, SP EBB, 218)
The

epistolary version of this event

uses

notably similar initial phrasing but

emphasises the sexual connotations of such
I

never

nearest

an act:

gave away what you ask me to give you, to a human being, except my
relatives and once or twice or thrice to female friends,
never, though
.

reproached for it! and it is just three weeks since I said last to
was "too great a prude for such a thing."!! 11

Such

a

.

an

asker that I

correspondence between life and art indicates that there is

the Sonnets from

no

difference in

the Portuguese between the speaker and Elizabeth Barrett

Browning herself, despite the attempt at distancing implied by the title's
presentation of the

sequence as a

translation. While composing the sonnets in

private, Barrett Browning had no need to camouflage their biographical
and with Robert's encouragement
to

alter them for

a

and support for publication, there

source

was no

need

public audience.

Critics, however, especially in the twentieth century, have found the

similarity between life and art off-putting, preferring instead the type of
authorial absence

Without

a

espoused by poets such

as

Paul Muldoon and Edwin Morgan.

separate narrator Barrett Browning makes little use of irony as a tool

for

exploring the nature of love and gender relations. Instead, critics have found

her

effusive, self-deprecating and confessional tone somewhat embarrassing,12

if the absence of a

critical, ironic voice renders the sonnets artless. Joan Rees

writes:

11

Philip Kelley and Scott Lewis, eds., The Brownings' Correspondence XI: 197.
Dorothy Mermin, 'The Female Poet and the Embarrassed Reader: Elizabeth Barrett
Browning's Sonnets from the Portuguese', ELH 48.2 (1981): 351-367.
12

as
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The sonnets

the

of direct

speech addressed to someone who is
acting out an urgent, immediate situation with the speaker, but the effect is
rather of somebody declaiming aloud and gesticulating melodramatically all
by herself in a small retired room where, to our embarrassment, we have
strayed [....] The language of her sonnets does nothing, in spite of energy
and emphasis, to compensate for flaccidity of form since it does not provide
for irony or ambiguity or internal strain. The expression of immediate feeling
is too single minded and transparent for cross-currents of conflicting thought
and emotion to have a place there.13
assume

manner

Dorothy Merinin accounts for this type of'embarrassed reader' through the

'extraordinary biographical accuracy' of the sequence which 'violates the decorum
of the sonnet sequence

almost

much

as

as

the

sex

of the speaker does.14

Moreover, the sequence does not depict their relationship from first

meeting (or letter) to marriage, it does not narrate their courtship. Instead,
Barrett

Browning creates

experience. The

a

static intensity; not story but fervent emotional

sequence concerns

lacking in plot than most sonnet
speaker's
is

progress

fulfilled love and is therefore

sequences.

even more

Momentum is provided by the

from resisted to consummated desire but

suspense,

of a sort,

really supplied by the repetition of certain themes, the intensity of love15 and

the fear of loss.16 Reasons for
remain

intransigently the

anxiety and for passion vary but the emotions

same.

The sequence presents

authentic experience because love enables Barrett

Browning to find and establish

an

roles of lover and beloved, of poet

authentic self. In confounding the traditional
and

muse

she is able to explore the

complexities of her relationship with another poet and to assert her right to love,
live and write. As

Angela Leighton comments: 'She is herself the subject who

loves and who says so,
own

or

13

desire'.17 Barrett

and she is herself the object who is 'transfigured' by her

Browning's 'real-life' experience did not conform to literary

Victorian conventions of female behaviour and it is her authentic

depiction of

Joan Rees, The Poetry of Dante Gabriel Rossetti: Modes of Self-Expression (Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, 1981) 151.
14
Dorothy Mermin, 'The Female Poet and the Embarrassed Reader' 353.
15
For example 7, 10, 11, 13, 23, 27, 28, 43.
15
For example 15, 16, 30, 31,35, 36, 37.
17
Angela Leighton, Elizabeth Barrett Browning 102.

such

experience in the Sonnets from the Portuguese that makes her such

important influence

on

subsequent generations of women poets.
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3. Christina Rossetti: 'A Silent heart'18

The

preface to Christina Rossetti's sonnet sequence 'Monna Innominata'

presents her speaker as an unnamed lady or representative muse of the preDantean tradition. Rossetti writes because

'spoken for herself and because
write from such
had written such

a

a

no

none

of those unnamed ladi es had

other female sonneteer had since chosen to

position. If, Rossetti suggests, Elizabeth Barrett Browning
sequence,

there would have been no need for her own

attempt:

[H]ad the Great Poetess of our own day and nation only been unhappy instead
her circumstances would have invited her to bequeath to us, in lieu
of the 'Portuguese Sonnets', an inimitable 'donna innominata' drawn not from
fancy but from feeling, and worthy to occupy a niche beside Beatrice and
of happy,

Laura.19

This comment is not

merely self-deprecating, it

role model for Rossetti and
between their

subtly

expresses

pays

homage to

an

important

her opinion about the difference

poetic styles. William Whitla, in his attempt to elucidate the

ambiguities of the preface, constructs

an

illuminating paraphrase of this

If Elizabeth Barrett

passage:

Browning had only been unhappy [. .] she would have
by her circumstances to give us a text about an unnamed lady
[. .] drawn from her own feelings, unlike Rossetti, who, apart from her
happiness or unhappiness (never alluded to in the preface), must rely on her
.

been invited
.

fancy.20

Barrett

Browning's art, Rossetti

by authentic feeling. Rossetti's

seems to suggest,

sequence,

is based

however, is

a

on

and strengthened

work of fiction and

imagination; it is the lack of genuine emotion, she implies, that denies her work
similar status. Rossetti could, of course,

experience; indeed,
18

R.W.

19

R.W.

some

have based her sonnets

critics have attempted to show that the

upon

personal

sequence

Crump, The Complete Poems of Christina Rossetti 2: 93.
Crump, The Complete Poems of Christina Rossetti 2: 86.
20
William Whitla, 'Questioning the Convention: Christina Rossetti's Sonnet Sequence 'Monna
Innominata", The Achievement of Christina Rossetti, ed. David A. Kent (Ithaca: Cornell UP,
1987) 90.
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describes her

relationship with either James Collinson

or

Charles Bagot

Cayley.21 However, the preface to 'Monna Innominata' quite clearly presents
the sonnets in
upon

a

literary rather than

the Dantean tradition
The

as

personal context, commenting and reflecting

a

well

Pre-Raphaelite philosophy.

as

preface, however, is less than straightforward and explicit in its

description of Rossetti's intentions and motivations. At first she

seems to

suggest that the sequence will be addressed to a lady, although one rather less
remote and

more

human than Beatrice and Laura, whom Rossetti describes as

'resplendent with charms, but [. .] scant of attractiveness'.22 However, the
.

central passage

takes

us

back to the troubadours and the 'school of less

conspicuous' early Italian sonneteers in which time Rossetti imagines 'many
lady

as

sharing her lover's poetic aptitude'.23 Between such lovers is

which is 'held sacred

and respect.

or

literary it does not

But such

a

poetic aptitude into practice,

by

male poet that describes

and

seem to

one

does it

nor

preclude

barrier is not explained
an

attitude of equality

seem

to produce a sonnet sequence

of the 'donne innominate' with more realism

humanity than Beatrice and Laura. Such

final

a

code of'mutual honour' does not enable the ladies to put

their
a

'barrier'

by both' but which does not 'render mutual love

incompatible with mutual honour'.24 The nature of such
but whether social

a

a

a

picture Rossetti suggests in her

paragraph could only have been produced in

a

self-portrait, that is if the

lady had not only 'spoken for herself but about herself. The Preface concludes
by lamenting that Elizabeth Barrett Browning had not composed such

a

self-

21

Encouraged by William Rossetti who claimed that 'it is not merely probable but certain that
was a personal utterance — an intensely personal one. The introductory
prose-note about 'many a lady sharing her lover's poetic aptitude', etc. is a blind [.
.] the real
veritable speaker in these sonnets is Christina herself, giving expression to her love for Charles
Cayley'. Quoted by Lona Mosk Packer, Christina Rossetti (Berkeley: U of California P, 1963)
this 'sonnet of sonnets'

.

225. Packer takes William Rossetti's statement at face value.

.

Christina Rossetti's later

biographer, Jan Marsh, however, suggests that while the sequence was 'anchored in some
instances to the relationship with 'CBC', [.
it was] not defined or limited by that [.
.] the
result was emotionally autobiographical, yet not confessional'. Christina Rossetti: A Literary
Biography (London: Jonathan Cape, 1994) 475.
22
R.W. Crump, The Complete Poems of Christina Rossetti 2: 86.
23
R.W. Crump, The Complete Poems of Christina Rossetti 2: 86.
24
R.W. Crump, The Complete Poems of Christina Rossetti 2: 86.
.

.

.

.
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portrait. Rossetti's sonnet
roles

so

that the named

who remains

sequence,

therefore, does not attempt to

lady speaks about

an

reverse

the

unnamed man but that the lady,

unnamed, speaks about herself and her own subjective experience

of loving.

Rossetti, her family and the Pre-Raphaelite movement in general were

highly influenced by the poetry and philosophy of Dante and the dolce stil
nuovo.

Dante Gabriel Rossetti had

published in 1861

translations of pre-Petrarchan poetry
1874

a

anthology of his

entitled The Early Italian Poets25 and in

revised version, Dante and his Circle was

been very

an

issued. These texts would have

familiar to Christina Rossetti and the Rossettis' household contained

number of editions of Dante's Commedia and Vita

nuova

a

and of Petrarch's

Canzoniere, including translations by Rossetti's friend Charles Bagot Cayley.26
Each sonnet of'Monna Innominata' has

as an

epigraph

a

line from both Dante's

Commedia and Petrarch's Canzoniere. Yet Rossetti's attitude towards this

poetic tradition is ambivalent. William Whitla writes about the epigraphs from
Dante's Commedia:

In almost every instance these epigraphs refer to
Dante recognizes a poet or context, and the poet

recognition scenes in which
then disappears or fades into
his craft, or the shadows, or a formula. One might think Rossetti was
following a central convention in the love sequences, the activity of turning
the entire love relationship into art, the eternizing of the beloved and the
passion he or she inspired [. .] But the convention is summoned forth only
to be deconstructed, as reference after reference exploits the subject of poetry
by having that subject disappear, and invokes the persona of a poet long dead
for a fleeting colloquy before the shade passes again into the shadows.2'
.

The

complex intertextuality at play here renders the epigraphs deeply

ambiguous.
Eight of the Petrarch epigraphs, according to Whitla,
that refer to

25

26

writing poetry, and

London: Smith, Elder, 1861.
William Whitla, 'Questioning

Innominata" 97.
27
William Whitla,
Innominata" 104.

are

come

from

poems

perhaps designed to give Rossetti authority

the Convention: Christina Rossetti's Sonnet Sequence 'Monna
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to

speak. The speaker of Rossetti's

who has found
beloved. The

a

sequence

is the conventional

voice and therefore becomes poet.

She is at

muse

once

figure

lover and

preface suggests that Dante and Petrarch failed, in the

representation of their beloved ladies, to invest them with anything more than
one-dimensional

provides

a more

a

symbolism; by allowing her muse figure to speak, Rossetti

rounded, complete image of the unnamed lady. Like Barrett

Browning, Rossetti plays with the role of lover and

muse,

silent

seems

witness, yet, unlike her predecessor, Rossetti

of active speaker and
confused by the

position she takes in the sonnets. The speaker asserts her voice and describes
her

experience in much more detail than that of her lover, whose presence seems

even more

way,

vague

than that of the 'donne innominate' of the literary past. In this

Rossetti replays the roles of Renaissance lover and beloved although with

reversed

genders and

even more

emphasis

on

the lover's experience.

Like the conventional muse, Rossetti's
God. Her function is to aid his

extent, torn between the

speaker helps her beloved towards

spiritual development. She herself is, to

earthly and the divine but because she is

spiritually advanced than him the

necessary

sacrifice is

easy to

an

more

make:

Searching my heart for all
I find there only love and

that touches you,
love's goodwill
Helpless to help and impotent to do,
Of understanding dull, of sight most dim;
And therefore I commend you back to Him
Whose love your love's capacity can fill.

(13, CP CR, 92-93)

The

speaker is less concerned with her

own

satisfaction than with his spiritual

redemption:
O my

heart's heart, and you who are to me
myself myself, God be with you,
Keep you in strong obedience leal and true
More than

To Him whose noble service setteth

free,

Give you all good we see or can foresee,
Make your joys many and your sorrows few,

Bless you

in what

you

bear and what

you

do

Yea, perfect you as He would have you be.

(5, CP CR, 88)
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Her

the

function, then, is to bring him into closer relation to God, 'since woman is

helpmeet made for man' (5, CP CR, 89). As Antony Harrison writes:

Her

speaker becomes [. ..] a genuine type of Beatrice leading her beloved to
relationship ultimately to a transcendent, rather than an
earthly, level of fulfilment .28
salvation and their

Like the traditional muse, Rossetti's

speaker is not transformed by her

lover, instead she transforms him. However, because he does not speak he is
unable to define the
whether

as

CP CR,

93)

is

muse

through idealisation. As speaker she defines herself;

'apt to shrink afraid' (9, CP CR, 90),
or as one

entirely focused

as a

'heart pent

up

forlorn' (14,

'who waitjs] and watch[es]' (1, CP CR, 86). The

on

sequence

the speaker's idea of herself. Jan Montefiore writes:

The

emphasis is all on the heroine's subjectivity, since we are told very little
about the attributes of the lover; he is not made a model of physical or moral

beauty. This is partly, of course, a product of Victorian high-mindedness:
because the speaker never voices desire for her lover's body, only for his
presence, he is bound to be somewhat shadowy.29

Sonnet 2

depicts the speaker's inability to remember that most important of

physical moments, the first meeting of the lovers and their first touch:

I wish I could remember that first day,
First hour, first moment of your meeting me,
If bright or dim the season, it might be

Summer or Winter for aught I can say;
So unrecorded did it slip away.

(2, CP CR, 87)

Victorian
sensual
more

prudery

may

to an extent explain the lack of physical or

description, but there is

connected to the

an

active denial of desire in the

sequence

that is

Pre-Raphaelite aesthetic of renunciation than austere

morality. Sonnet 1 privileges deferral of satisfaction and the concomitant

28

Antony Harrison, Christina Rossetti in Context (Chapel Hill: U of North Carolina P, 1988)

57.
29

Jan Montefiore, Feminism and Poetry: Language, Experience, Identity in Women's Writing
(London: Pandora, 1987) 126.
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pleasure of anticipation

over

fulfilment and consummation:

Come back to me, who wait and watch for you:—
Or come not yet, for it is over then,

And long it is before you come again,
So far between my pleasures are and few.

While, when you come not, what I do I do

Thinking "Now when he comes,"

my

sweetest "when:"

(1, CP CR, 86)

The

speaker of'Monna Innominata' ultimately chooses to sublimate her sexual

and emotional needs to
have me,

a

perceived higher spiritual goal: 'I love,

God the most; / Would lose not him, but

89). Earthly love, and life,

Let

are

as you

you, must one

would

be lost' (6, CP,

sacrificed for divine love:

fall asleep, dear friend, in peace:
while, and age and sorrow cease;
A little while, and life reborn annuls
Loss and decay and death, and all is love.
us

go

A little

(10, CP CR, 91)

In the sacrifice of fulfilment the sequence

places itself firmly within the

convention of the Renaissance sonnet and the tradition of unrequited

love.

Antony Harrison writes that 'the speaker finally feels compelled to sublimate the

psychological reality of her love to religious aspirations [. .] and she does
.

a manner

represented

There

as true to

so

in

the originary Dantean tradition'.30

is, however, another dynamic in operation. In conflict with

Rossetti's aesthetic of renunciation is her urge

towards equality:

"Love me, for I love you" — and answer me,
"Love me, for I love you" — so shall we stand
As happy equals in the flowering land

Of love, that knows not a

dividing

sea.

(7, CP CR, 89)

But this idea of an

The

30

equal union

seems

like

a

fantasy

as

the

sequence progresses.

speaker sacrifices her own needs for the spiritual welfare of her beloved and

Antony Harrison, Christina Rossetti in Context 162.
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postpones earthly satisfaction for a greater
final sonnet of the sequence
seems

that in the

heavenly reward. However, in the

the aesthetics of renunciation

preceding sonnets the speaker's 'words

are put

are

aside. Now it

brave' (7, CP CR,

89) and have repressed frustration, disappointment and fear. Sonnet 14 focuses
instead

on

loss and

mortality, in face of death the speaker can only hold on

more

firmly to this world. The ultimate abnegation is thus tinged with bitterness:

Youth gone,

and beauty gone if ever there
beauty in so poor a face as this;
Youth gone and beauty, what remains of bliss?
I will not bind fresh roses in my hair,

Dwelt

To shame
Leave

cheek at best but little fair,

a

—

roses, who can bear a thorn,
I will not seek for blossoms anywhere,

youth his

Except such

common

flowers

as

blow with

—

corn.

(14, CP CR, 93)

According to the conventions within which 'Monna Innominata' operates
the

speaker cannot be

a muse

without youth and beauty and thus she

longer justify poetic speech. The

muse cannot

inspire herself, she

can

exhaust herself. Love and desire have not been transcended; instead,
outlet of poetic
is 'the

expression they become

longing of a heart pent

up

a source

can no

only

lacking the

of frustration. All that remains

forlorn' and the 'Silence of love that cannot sing

again' (14, CP CR, 93). Resolution is replaced by renunciation. Conclusions of
sonnet sequences

frequently consist of the abandonment of the task and in

'Monna Innominata' this takes

conventional manner, to

unconventional

place

establish

two levels. The sequence fails, in a

ongoing relationship and it fails also in its

an

goal of constructing

Rossetti's most

on

a

voice for the

original contribution to the sonnet tradition lies in her

treatment of form rather than content.

Sonnet of Sonnets' and the

She defines 'Monna Innominata'

longer sequence 'Later Life'

Sonnets'. In the shorter of the two sequences,
a

31

muse.

line of the 'macrosonnet',31 the first

'A

'A Double Sonnet of

therefore, each sonnet represents

eight make

Antony Harrison, Christina Rossetti in Context 181.

as

as

up

its octave and the concluding

six its sestet. Indeed it is
divisions into two
first

possible to read the

sequence

according to the sonnet's

quatrains and two tercets. So the first four sonnets,

or

the

quatrain of the macrosonnet deal with the paradox of the lovers' separation

and union. The second

quatrain focuses

on

the role of God in the speaker's

earthly relationship. The first tercet renounces worldly fulfilment for
satisfaction in the after-life and the

closing tercet relinquishes the beloved first to

another woman, then to God, while the final sonnet renounces poetry
William Whitla has demonstrated the

altogether.

sophistication of Rossetti's rhyme

scheme:

It is

as though the sequence is to be read in a given form (Petrarchan sonnet
sequence) and also against that form. In the first quatrain almost every sonnet
(except sonnet 4) begins regularly. In the second quatrain there is more
irregularity (5 sonnets), and finally in the sestet the form is almost straining
against the convention, since not one of the two most common Petrarchan
forms is used at all. Each sonnet seems to begin with some order, and then
moves to test the limits of that order as it is conventionally expressed32

Rossetti's response to

they provide

a

the sonnet's formal properties; to extend them

a

sustained voice, her

self-assertion and

self-abnegation

In 'Later Life' such

spirituality of the next is

a

so

ultimately her representative muse is

speaker is foiled by the conflict between

that silence remains her only option.

conflict between the

more

to describe and to celebrate the

season

in which she met her

beauty

even

sensuality of this world and the

successfully resolved. Rossetti's speaker is able
physical world in

speaker of'Monna Innominata'. Where she

was

a manner

unavailable to the

previously unable to recall the

beloved, the speaker of'Later Life' is able to find

in the depth of winter:

Still leaves and berries clothe my
Where

32

that

structure for the entire sequence, enables her to magnify her

debate with the sonnet's conventions. But
unable to find

so

William Whitla,
Innominata" 96.

ivy thrives

on

scantiest

garden wall
beam;

sunny
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Still here

a

bud and there

a

blossom

seem

Hopeful, and robin still is musical.

(19, CP CR, 146)

A

sense

of wonder has been awakened and she

comes

to a

genuine appreciation

of nature:

The mountains in their overwhelming might
Moved me to sadness when I saw them first,
And afterwards they moved me to delight;
Struck harmonies from silent chords which burst
Out into song.

(22, CP CR, 147)

Learning to value this world of course makes it harder to

renounce

and death

a

prospect to be welcomed less wholeheartedly. The fear expressed in the

penultimate sonnet resonates with convincing psychological doubt and anxiety
unlike the brave words and rhetoric of'Monna Innominata':

I have dreamed of Death:

Not in

a

—

what will it be to die

dream, but in the literal truth

With all Death's
The pang that is

adjuncts ghastly and uncouth,
the last and the last sigh?

(27, CP CR, 149-50)

Such

an

expression of human fear makes the final renunciation a more genuine

achievement. The sequence moves
renewed
so

through loneliness, fear and self-doubt to

appreciation of the natural world and

that in the final sonnet death and life

the beloved dead with the

are

a

a

sympathetic union with others,

reconciled

through the communion of

living:

The unforgotten dearest dead may be
Watching us with unslumbering eyes and heart;
Brimful of words which cannot yet be said,
Brimful of knowledge they may not impart,
Brimful of love for you and love for me.

(28, CP CR, 150)

The

sense

exhaustion

of fullness that concludes the sequence
on

is in contrast to the note of

which 'Monna Innominata' closes. The

speaker of'Later Life'
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condemns the

[.

.

.] foolishest fond folly of a heart

Divided, neither here nor there at rest!
That hankers after Heaven, but clings to earth;
That neither here nor there knows thorough mirth,
Half-choosing, wholly missing, the good part:-

(24, CP CR, 148)

Rossetti achieves, however, a
so

that she is able to

and the

and

genuine reconciliation between the 'here and there'

perceive that 'all the earth is holy ground' (10, CP CR, 142)

equality that she fails to achieve between the lover and beloved,

muse

in 'Monna Innominata' is

between two aspects

superseded in 'Later Life' by

of the self, the sensual and spiritual.

an

or poet

equality
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4. Edna St. Vincent

Edna St. Vincent

Millay: 'Now let the god depart'33

Millay published well

during her life time, including three

hundred and fifty sonnets

over one

sequences;

'Sonnets from

an

Ungrafted

Tree',34 Fatal Interview35 and 'Epitaph for the Race of Man'.36 She

was an

extremely popular poet during her life-time, although her reputation during the
last

fifty

esteem

years

has waned considerably. Her work has

by critics, who,

and outdated.37
and the

on

the whole, have found her poetry overly sentimental

challenges to sexual taboos present in much of her writing, the formal

when modernist

adhered, both linguistically and structurally, in

as

anachronistic. Even feminist critics, such

Montefiore, who have tried to read Millay's work

literary traditions conclude that 'Millay's
.] that is,

traditional

a

as a

time

do not question their

poems

as

Jan

challenge to patriarchal

commitment to Romantic love matched by

an

own terms

appropriately

technique'.38

The sonnets
Interview. The

certainly

seem to

epitomise this approach, especially Fatal

fifty-two sonnets in this

conventional themes of time,
rehearses the concept

Edna St. Vincent

sequence

address the entirely

mutability, death and

age.

So sonnet XXXII

of the expansion and contraction of time in accordance

with the beloved's presence or

33

a

experimentalism carried greater literary and critical weight,

ultimately defined her work

.

been held in high

Despite the implied rebellion against established moral standards

conventions to which she

[.

never

absence:

Millay, Collected Sonnets, ed. Elizabeth Barnett (New York: Harper &

Row, 1988) 108.
34

From The

35

Published 1931.

36

From Wine from These Grapes, 1934.
As early as 1937, John Crowe Ransom

37

Harp-Weaver and Other Poems, published 1923.

accused Millay of being 'rarely and barely [. .]
short [. .]
[. .]
corrupted by verbal insincerities'. 'The Woman as Poet', Southern Review 2 (Spring 1937): 784,
.

intellectual'. 'Few poems' he writes 'do not fumble the least bit, unless they are very
she indulges without apology [in 'personal moods' while
.
.] the sonnets [. .] are
.

802.
38

Jan

Montefiore, Feminism and Poetry 124.

.

.

.

.
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Time, that is pleased to lengthen out the day
For

And

grieving lovers parted or denied,
pleased to hurry the sweet hours

From such
Is not my

as

lie enchanted side

away

by side,

kinsman.

(XXXII, CS, 101)

Time is

personified

as

her

enemy

who attempts to steal

away

her lover through

and, ultimately, death. Her victory lies in the steadfastness of love, time

age
may

change the beloved but it cannot alter her affections:

Thus, though he think to touch with hateful frost
Your treasured curls, and your clear forehead line,
And so persuade me from you, he has lost;
Never shall he inherit what

was mine.
When Time and all his tricks have done their worst,
Still will I hold you dear, and him accurst.

(XXXII, CS, 101)

Here

Millay charts territory familiar to the Elizabethan lyric poet and the

evidence of the influence of Renaissance amatory poetry
well

as

curls'

thematic level. Such

are

phrases

as

is clear at

a

linguistic

as

'the sweet hours'39 and 'your treasured

commonplaces that suggest the poignant transitoriness of life and love.

The deliberate

use

of archaic

language also contributes to the Elizabethan feel of

Fatal Interview, such as 'noddle'

Beauty, too,

is

(IV) and 'liefer' (III, IV and XXIII).

another conventional theme addressed in these sonnets,

although Millay does not approach it in an entirely conventional
Traditionally, beauty

was

the quality that brought the

muse to

manner.

the poet-lover's

attention, aroused his passion and ignited his love. It was also a quality that in
the Petrarchan tradition rendered the beloved

lady distant and inaccessible. For

Millay's female speaker, the role of lover has predominantly brought her pain
and

rejection. What enables her to transcend her suffering is poetic voice and

physical beauty, neither of which

39

See

Shakespeare's Sonnets

no.

can

be possessed by another:

36.8 'Yet doth it steal sweet hours from love's delight'.
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If in the

moonlight from the silent bough
Suddenly with precision speak your name
The nightingale, be not assured that now
His wing is limned and his wild virtue tame.
Beauty beyond all feathers that have flown
Is free; you shall not hood her to your wrist,
Nor sting her eyes, nor have her for your own
In any fashion; Beauty billed and kissed
Is not your turtle; tread her like a dove —
She loves you not; he never heard of love.

(XX, CS, 89)

Gilbert and Gubar declare this sonnet to be 'the most crucial aesthetic statement
in the

sequence' and claim that in 'resurrecting the Keatsian trope of the

nightingale-artist as

a

from those pressures

personification of beauty, Millay proclaims her freedom

of romance which would wound the eroticized heroine'.40

Creativity and beauty

may

the sequence

seem to

does not

speaker, at the end of the

be presented

as a

uphold such

sequence,

liberating force in this sonnet but

an

aesthetic principle and the

remains bound by the

of lost love:

memory

When

failing powers or good opinion lost
Have bowed your neck, should you recall to
How of all men I honoured you the most,

mind

Holding you noblest among mortal-kind:
Might not my love [....]
Restore you somewhat to your former pride?

(LI, CS, 120)

Fatal Interview is

entirely conventional in its rejection of narrative.

Structure consists of repeated

theme. Millay's earlier

sequence

'Sonnets from

an

Ungrafted Tree', similarly repeats its theme of domestic servitude. However,
Millay provides

a

closing 'event', the husband's death, which although not

affecting the speaker's behaviour or character within the
reader with

a sense

constructs her

action.

of plot

speaker

as a

sequence,

leaves the

and hope for the speaker's future. Indeed, Millay
much

more

independent figure, capable,

we

feel, of

Deprived of the joys of romantic love she is free from the state of

40

Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar, Letters from the Front (New Haven: Yale UP, 1994)
vol. 3 of No Man's Land: The Place of the Woman Writer in the Twentieth Century, 3 vols.

(1994)3: 81-2.
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degradation and suffering that
Interview. 'You loved

let it be'

me

seems to

not at

have been the lot of the speaker of Fatal

all, but let it

/1 loved you more than life, but

go;

(XL, CS, 109). Love in Fatal Interview has become

a process

of self-

destruction and obliteration. Montefiore writes:

The man has all the coldness and power to frustrate of the original distant
ladies in courtly love-poems, and none of their virtue; while the heroine's
defiant transgression of conventional sexual mores makes her even more
vulnerable emotionally than her passionate, generous sensitivity would make
her

anyway.41

'Sonnets from

an

Ungrafted Tree' is

even more

negative about romantic

relationships; in Gilbert and Gubar's phrase it is 'shaped through negation',42 but
there is

a

finally achieved personal freedom and self-assertion that is denied the

speaker of Fatal Interview. The narrative

concerns

marriage'43 and the dutiful return of the speaker to

the 'privations of a failed

care

for her dying husband:

So she came back into his house again
And watched beside his bed until he died,

Loving him not at all.

(I, CS, 46)

Thematically and stylistically the
Fatal Interview, there is

no

sequence

desire for sexual

or

is less conventional than

romantic fulfilment, no

idealisation of the 'beloved':

Not over-kind

nor

over-quick in study

Nor skilled in sports nor beautiful was he,
Who had come into her life when anybody

Would have been welcome.

(IX, CS, 54)

Even the

language Millay employs is devoid of any Elizabethan

rhetoric. Increased

use

of enjambment creates a

or amatory

stark, almost prosaic voice that

emphasises the drudgery of the speaker's existence. The sonnets document the
41

Jan

42

Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar Letters from
Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar Letters from

43

Montefiore, Feminism and Poetry 124.

the Front 83.
the Front 83.
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detail of her

daily life

restrictions of such

a

that each domestic task becomes a testament not to the

so

life but to her

capacity to endure:

She filled her arms with wood, and set her chin
Forward, to hold the highest stick in place,
No less afraid than she had

always been
her arms and on her face,
But too impatient for a careful search
Or a less heavy loading.
Of spiders up

(Ill, CS, 48)

An increased

of control

sense

assertion of her will

over

over

her environment and of the successful

intransigent objects develops

as

the

sequence

progresses:

The white bark writhed and

sputtered like a fish
Upon the coals, exuding odorous smoke.
She knelt and blew, in a surging desolate wish
For comfort; and the sleeping ashes woke
And scattered to the hearth, but no thin fire
Broke

suddenly, the wood was wet with rain.
Then, softly stepping forth from her desire,
[•

•

I

She thrust her breath

Bringing to bear
Of her still body

against the stubborn coal,
its hilt the whole
there sprang a little blaze

upon
.

.

.

.

.

.

(IV, CS, 49)

Sonnet VII

explicitly describes the speaker's method of'muting in the mind /

[. .] the ever-clamorous care'
.

'making
your

mean

as a

subjugation of the domestic environment. By

and ugly objects fair', by cleaning and polishing 'till

you

could see

face' in the shiny surfaces the speaker deprives the kitchen equipment of its

functional purpose

appreciation,

as

and turns it instead into objects fit only for aesthetic

the closing couplet ironically suggests:

a

changed kitchen, bright as a new pin,
advertisement, far too fine to cook a

An

supper

in.

(VII, CS, 52)
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As Gilbert and Gubar

write, the speaker 'transforms housewifery into

heroinism'44(sic). Freedom is only completely achieved when the husband dies,
but the final sonnet of the sequence suggests
not so much in the

that the speaker's emancipation lies

ending of her domestic duties

as

in the separation of her

identity from his. Seeing his dead body, she recognises not 'the man who eats his
victuals at her side, / Small, and absurd, and hers' but a stranger,

'for

once, not

hers, unclassified' (XVII, CS, 62).
In 'Sonnets from
constructs personae

an

Ungrafted Tree' and Fatal Interview Millay

who attempt to free themselves from the restrictions of the

romantic and domestic lives that were, on
1920s and

the whole, the lot of women in the

30s, when these sequences were written. Gilbert and Gubar suggest

that the excessive

femininity with which Millay's poetry has often been

characterised

in fact

was

a

'female

masquerade', that her speakers act out an ultra-

feminized, sexualised role and that Millay reveals the damaging nature of such

position. Certainly the irony displayed in
Ungrafted Tree' suggest that Millay

was

some

of the 'Sonnets from

a

an

attempting to parody the conventions

of the love sonnet. Gilbert and Gubar write:

The sonnet

[. .] became a kind of archaic costume in which the rebellious
poet sometimes seriously, sometimes parodically attired herself to call
.

attention to the

antiquated garb of femininity.

That Gilbert and Gubar
at least 'sometimes

its amatory
like.
her

seriously' indicates that her relationship with the sonnet and

tradition

Despite her

was

more or

perhaps not

as

iconoclastic

as

feminist critics would

less overt criticisms of the choices available to

speakers' bids for freedom

not an

acknowledge that Millay approaches the sonnet

are, at

best, partial. In both

sequences

the

muse

inspiring other. Millay's beloved, like Rossetti's, is conventionally

unparticularised and unconventionally ineffectual. Indeed he represents

damaging and restrictive force. Millay's opposition
44

women,

Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar Letters from

or

rebellion to such

the Front 83.

a

is
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limitations becomes instead her creative urge.

inspiration than

an

Love itself is less

a source

of

emotion to protect oneself against. The authentic voice

Millay develops in 'Sonnets from
experience described there

are

an

Ungrafited Tree', and the authentic

achieved outside the

amorous

relationship.
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5.

Marilyn Hacker: 'You

say

things for yourself45

Twentieth-century American poets have generally embraced the formal and

political dynamics of free
Britain and Ireland.
about the

verse

with

more

enthusiasm than their counterparts in

Certainly American critical opinion has remained ambivalent

persistence of metrical

verse.

Ira Sadoff, writing in The American

Poetry Review, criticises 'neo-formalist' poets for 'decontextualis[ing] poetry' by

'privileg[ing] sound and metre'46 He

The

argues

that:

.] exaltation of the iamb veils their attempt to privilege prevailing
Anglo-Saxon rhythms and culture [....] We live in a world of many
cultures, many voices; our poetries are enriched by otherness, by many
[.

.

white

different kinds of music and varieties of meters. Their narrow-minded

appreciation of cadence and music unconsciously creates

a

kind of cultural

imperialism.47

Marilyn Hacker however,

as a

Jewish, feminist lesbian at the forefront of'neo-

formalism', blatantly does not 'privilege [.

.

.] white Anglo-Saxon [.

'Received forms', she writes in her 1989 editorial in

.

.] culture'.

Ploughshares, 'are alive and

well, and used by poets of a wide range of ages, backgrounds, dictions, and
aesthetic aims. If there is such
activist

as

thing

as a

New Formalist, s/he

may

be a black

well'.48

Hacker
the form is not

has, to date, written thirteen sonnet sequences49 and her

merely prolific but virtuosic: six of those

where the last line of the

45

a

previous sonnet is repeated

as

sequences are

use

of

coronas,50

the first line of the next.

Marilyn Hacker, Selected Poems (New York: Norton, 1994) 232.
Ira Sadoff, 'Neo-Formalism: A Dangerous Nostalgia', American Poetry Review 19 (JanuaryFebruary 1990): 7.
47
Ira Sadoff, 'Neo-Formalism: A Dangerous Nostalgia' 8.
48
Marilyn Hacker, 'An Invitation to My Demented Uncle', Ploughshares 15 (1989): 4.
49
'A Christmas Crown', Presentation Piece (New York: The Viking Press, 1974), 'Separations',
Separations (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1976), 'Sequence', 'The Regent's Park Sonnets', 'The
Hand-Glider's Daughter', 'La Fontaine de Vaucluse', 'Taking Notice', Taking Notice (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1980), 'A Chaplet for Judith Landry', Assumptions (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1985), Love, Death and the Changing of the Seasons (New York: Arbor House, 1986),
'Letter from Goose Creek: April', 'Separate Lives', Going Back to the River (New York: Random
House, 1990), 'Cancer Winter', Winter Numbers (New York: Norton, 1994), 'Directions', Poetry
Review 86.2 (Summer 1996): 81-83.
50
'A Christmas Crown', 'La Fontaine de Vaucluse', 'A Chaplet for Judith Landry', 'Separate
Lives', 'Cancer Winter', 'Directions'.
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Many sonnets within her novel-length

sequence

Love, Death and the Changing

of the Seasons also form part of coronas. Within such repetitions Hacker often
plays with words, through rhyme
So, in 'Directions', her 1996
'surnames

[.

.

.

or

corona,

translation, to reveal

a

subtext of meaning.

the final line of the third sonnet lists Jewish

of] folk-tale geography'

as

'rose-garden, golden mountain, silver

stone', which become (roughly) translated as, in the first line of the fourth sonnet

'Goldberger, Weingarten, Sylberstyn', not people
Showrooms'.51 Thus,

through

(mis-)translation Hacker's
the alienation of a

a

sense

mixed

process

now

but 'wholesale menswear

of repetition, variation and

of alienation from her cultural background and

from its land is revealed:

race

can I sing their songs in a strange
Which river is the river of the song?

How

Which town

land?

Zion, which

was Babylon?
still misunderstand
in Marignane's
mciirie, also in Orange, in Toulon,
while rumors of exclusion are pronounced
daily in flatland mid-American.
The city street's slicked down in the late rain.
Its dim-lit, curtained windows, big as doors,
half-close on half-written biographies
of polyglot and stateless ancestors
whose surnames were folk-tale geography:
rose-garden, golden mountain, silver stone.
was

Which language do I
in patches? The FN's

The

political

exclusion

surely denies

application of formal

any

a

sonnet, its poignant sense of social and racial

'cultural imperialism' and does

so

through the

measures.

Formal poetry,
women

of such

awareness

in particular the sonnet form, has often been ignored by

poets because of the hegemonic and patriarchal associations of its

history and romantic subject matter. Hacker, however, has refused, to respond
to such

poetic limitations:

Traditional forms
feminist poetry [.

.] aren't in any way inimical to women's poetry, [or]
.] It is important for women writers to reclaim the
tradition, to rediscover and redefine our place in it and lay claim to our
considerable contributions, innovation and inventions. Traditional narrative
51

[.

.

.

.

Marilyn Hacker, 'Directions', Poetry Review 86.2 (Summer 1996): 82.
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and

lyric forms have been used by women for centuries — even if our
professors of Western literature never mentioned Marie de France or Christine
de Pisan. The language we use was as much created and invented by women
as by men [....] We've got to reclaim the language, demand
acknowledgement of our part in it and proceed from there.52

Hacker
seems

clearly

sees

herself as part of a literary tradition. Indeed, she

at ease with both the sonnet's formal and thematic conventions. The very

title of her 1986 sequence Love,

Death, and the Changing ofthe Seasons

proclaims her decision to address those themes that have occupied the attention
of lyricists

for centuries. The majority of her sonnet

relationships,

some

sequences concern

romantic

unfulfilled, most depicting a movement through the various

stages of long-term relationships: unsatisfied desire, absence, frustration,

infidelity, passion,

power

and loss. Narrative structure is suggested by the

developing course of relationships but within that framework emotional
experiences, such
the sequences

as

that

'Separate Lives',

longing and loneliness,

span

seem,

from its first illicit,

the

era

repeated obsessively. Many of

are

from 1976 to 1990, from 'Separations' to

indeed, to document the continuation of one relationship

barely fulfilled moments:
You tried to be

sleeping when I left
[. ...]
[.
.] We didn't make
it this time. Maybe it will take
another year. If you still want to try.
We try, and fail again, and try, and fail.
your room

..

I'll be back home

an

hour before the mail.

('Separations' I, SP 1965-1990, 60)

to the

painful attempts to deal with loss and the slow
The last time I talked to you
was

in

my

process

of grief:

head

July third, 1986,

in Paris.

It

four A.M. [.

.]
.] Starting to dog-ear
my page in Souvenirs Pieux, I told
you what and why I thought of Yourcenar,
then blubbered out loud like a six-year-old
'Come home!' although I didn't know where that
was

[.

.

.

was.

('Separate Lives', SP 1965-1990, 229)
52

Karla Hammond, 'An Interview with

Marilyn Hacker', Frontiers 5.3 (1980): 22.
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Distinction between

relationships is blurred because

one

loss reminds Hacker's

speaker of another, memories overlap, love cannot remain hermetic:

There isn't question of an instant replay.
The past hasn't sufficiently gone past
for that to be in either's interest.

Still, in the night beside you, I could sleep; stay
through a blighted anniversary
walking beside the water in daylight
sane

I didn't think of her when you

though she brought
and in the live oaks
absence.

touched me,
insomnia last night
is a lingering
my

('Letter from Goose Creek: April', SP 1965-1990, 209-10)

Like Edna St. Vincent Mil lay,
define her

Hacker uses imagery of domesticity to

experience of love. Only for Hacker, the details of daily life mark not

only its frustrations but its moments of fulfilment and intimacy. A recurring,
and

multi-purpose image is of drinking coffee. Such

daily activity

comes,

in Hacker's

a

seemingly mundane and

verse, to represent a range

of emotional

experience. In 'Separations', coffee numbs the pain of a loveless, rather sordid
encounter:

Satisfied lovers eat big breakfasts.
black coffee and a cigarette
to dull this cottonmouth.

I

want

(I, SP 1965-1990, 60)

In 'La Fontaine de

Vaucluse', drinking coffee indicates

to

a

newly-found closeness:

I get up at eight, go down
buy fresh croissants, put a saucepan

on
and brew first shared coffee. The water solves

itself, salves

us.

(IV, SP 1965-1990, 117)

And in 'Letter from Goose Creek' coffee

normality:

provides comfort and the

reassurance

of
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I rattled round Julie's

kitchen, look

ing for the coffeepot. The falling back's
inevitable. I know you know brief
descents yourself. Juice, coffee, and relief.

(7, TN, 208)

For

Lynn Keller, Hacker's continued focus

on

the domestic 'provides

a

parodic reworking of the lofty, moralized Petrarchan norm'.53 Keller also
suggests that Hacker's treatment of the 'beloved' is similarly anti-Petrarchan. In
Love, Death, and the Changing ofthe Seasons

both partners throughout their
sonnets and exchanging them,

relationship are recording their experience in
through mail or in person, as a mode of
reciprocal communication [.. ..] The device of keeping constantly before the
reader Ray's writerly vocation invites the reader to imagine Ray as possessing
a voice and subjectivity that Laura, Stella, and the like did not attain.54

The beloved in this sequence
never

is presented

too distant or unobtainable and often

traditional
framed in

from your

Rachel become

as

a

character rather than

a

symbol: 'you drive like

are street-smart,

competitive equals

as

book-smart / laugh

writers, and at times Hacker even lets her

victorious, / out to claim

a

drink, with another

(LDCS, 76). But that sonnet remains unknown to

claims Hacker

is not

as

victor. The intention to establish

us;

the text itself

equality between lover and

wholly followed through. In 'Les Carabosses', Hacker

her audience at

"This is

described in

the seductress rather than the seduced. Hacker and

beloved 'win': 'You swagger,

'

even

gut' (LDCS, 70). 'Bloomingdale's I' is, indeed, entirely in Rachel's

voice, and presents her

muse

inspiring. She is

muse,

red-gold flames' (.LDCS, 70). Moreover, she is often described in

shows, and you sing / gravel and gold,

sonnet'

conventionally effective

hagiographic terms: 'Your face blazing above me like a sun- / deity,

sufficient detail that she becomes
cop

as a

a

announces to

poetry reading that she will recite a poem by Rachel,

by Rachel, whom I wish

were

here"' (LDCS, 51), but the

53

poem

is not

Lynn Keller, 'Measured Feet 'in Gender-Bender Shoes", Feminist Measures: Soundings in
Poetry and theory, ed. Lynn Keller and Cristanne Miller (Ann Arbor: U of Michigan P, 1994)
267.
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presented as part of the
resembles Tony

sequence.

Hacker's

use

of other 'character' voices

Harrison's efforts to construct his father's speech

independent from his

as

Harrison's anxiety not to speak for his father

own.

responds to the lifetime of social silencing that his working-class parents

experienced. The desire for the poetic voice to be inclusive and the attempt to
establish

a

democratic

perspective

that is tender and humble.

on

personal experience produces a sequence

Ultimately, however, all the voices

poetic procedure is such that he, and Hacker, have

no

are

Harrison's;

choice but to 'make it

up'.55
Hacker's similar refusal of autocratic voice
of roles that she

can

also be

in the

seen

variety

adopts. In 'Taking Notice', she defines herself as 'the indirect,

sniveling, put-upon / mother/wife, child's villain, feminist heroine, / bore' (14,
77V, 134). In other sequences she is alternately active seducer and passive

beloved, both necessary acts to play in the genuinely loving relationship. Keller
constructs

a more

political interpretation:

That Hacker's lovers, both individually and together, feel free to adopt a
variety of conventionally male and female roles signals their consciousness
that gender is not given, but enacted.56

In

'Regent's Park Sonnets' Hacker and her young daughter,

England, visit the park which becomes, for the poet,
exclusion. As

a

their children to

encounters, an

mother it is the safe

play. As

a

a

on a

site of both inclusion and

place where she and other women bring

lesbian it was also the place for risky and illicit

experience denied her

"What's in

as a

mother:

park they warn girls out of?" "Queers."
thought of parks at seventeen:
hunting grounds, pleasure gardens, never seen
by day eyes, girls' eyes, blinkered eyes like theirs —
the clucking mums on benches near the swings.
a

That's what I

(4, 77V, 89)

55
56

trip to

Tony Harrison, Selected Poems (London: Penguin, 1987) 128.
Lynn Keller, 'Measured Feet 'in Gender-Bender Shoes" 273.
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In this sonnet Hacker is both hunted and

hunter, mother and lover, her sexuality

revealing the ambiguity and artificiality of such roles. In interview, Hacker has

explained her opinion of gender positions:

There is, I believe, an enormous spectrum

of human possibilities; and none
[is] except culturally, more female or more male. The artist must be a whole
human being, and that isn't a question of being 'mentally bisexual'. In my
case, it isn't a question of being or wanting to be anything 'more' than a
woman. I am a woman. I would like to enlarge my own and everyone's
definition of what a woman is.57

In her sonnet sequences

thus

Hacker expands the

range

of available 'female' roles and

challenges the restricted gender positions that the amatory convention of

the sonnet suggests.

The

muse

is

one

of many roles she

can

choose

or present.

Authenticity is therefore established in the rejection of identities that
by literary

57

or

social conventions.

Karla Hammond, 'An

Interview with Marilyn Hacker' 27.

are

fixed
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6. Selima Hill:

Selima Hill's
written

by

'Leading

unpublished sonnet

a woman

the amatory

us

enchanted'58

sequence

'The Hare' is the only

sequence

considered here which does not place itself firmly within

tradition of sonnet writing. Instead, it is

elegiac sonnets in Harrison's 'School of Eloquence'

more

clearly related to the

sequence

and to Heaney's

'Clearances', particularly in its tender but ambivalent treatment of subject. Hill's

ambivalence, however, also extends to
not see any

point in making public the

critical of the

depicts

subject,

my

a

reluctance to publish her

ones

where I

as

well

as

the process

in which

is adjusted; muted, repressed and sentimentalised. In this, they echo

Heaney's and Harrison's

Seeing Things, in

use

of the child's perspective and also Heaney's interest,

memory,

particularly the significance he finds in the

selectivity of memory. Hill's sonnets
remembering a life
to

outspoken and

brother (his wife and family still alive)'.59 'The Hare'

cold. The sonnets relate childhood memories

in

'I do

relationship at times close and conspiratorial and at others distant and

a

memory

am more

sequence:

let go.

as

are

therefore

as

much concerned with

with handling memory. She leams how to grieve and how

Typically, her style is surreal, her metaphors often extreme and

unlikely, but often fitting the strange transformations of love through loss.
The hare itself is
death and
hare

as a

an

ambiguous figure representing at

once

Hill's brother,

grief. So, in the first sonnet the speaker hears the ominous call of the

death toll:

Beside the river in the dead of night
a

cry,

turns

and then another, like a knell,
the darkened willows into light;

the silence of the woods into
and in the white house
a woman

to

58
59

shivers in her

Sonnet 6, 'The Hare'.
Private letter from Selima Hill,
Published in Mslexia 1

a

bell;

the moonlit hill

narrow

bed

hear the hare; and then the hare is

April 9th 1999. Hill has sent

sonnets.
60

on

Spring (1999): 15.

still.60

me

eight out of twenty-one
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The

opening words echo Tennyson's 'The Lady of Shalotf, 'On either side the

river lie',
more

and set up

a

magical, mystical atmosphere, which quickly becomes

menacing. The 'darkened willows'

sound,

a

are

strangely transformed 'into light' by

a

rather surreal version of Tennyson's 'willows whiten', while the speaker

remains shut in her
Shallot in her

fairy tale-like 'white house

fairy castle. The turn

ghostly hare becomes

a more

occurs at

the moonlit hill' like the lady of

on

line eight and from this point the

intrusive, sinister creature who

creeps

into her

head:

she feels its ginger paws against her head,
his ginger fur, like nervous butterflies,

settling

on her cheek and on her hand;
she feels him move; she hears his wild

glittering inside her

cries

like sand:

ear

he's lost inside the forest of her hair
and finds, and steals, her brother's kisses

to become her

there.

Here the hare

seems

seductive and

invasive, but by the end of the sonnet it becomes death

stealing from her the physical
the voice of poetic
The

muse

brother,

presence

or at

least the

of him,

memory

once more,

and love of her brother. However, like

inspiration, the hare's 'wild cries / glitter [. .] inside her ear'.
.

becomes this

reclaim the voice of the

haunting persistent
muse

presence.

in order to preserve

Hill must accept and

her memories of,

or

her kisses

from, her brother.
The hare
focuses
surreal

on

the

disappears in the central sonnets of the

sequence

and Hill

specifics of memory. The mystical is replaced by the actual, the

by the domestic and the symbolic by the descriptive. In sonnet 3, the

magical world of night established in sonnet 1

specific

memory as

merges

with the tenderness of

brother and sister escape into the night on

Cassiopeia Calling. One o'clock.
The

room

is dark. The world is fast

I steal out in

answer to

and hand in hand

your

across

the lawn

the field, through the
to watch the summer sky, [.
across

asleep.

knock
we

creep,

starlit night,
.]
.

a secret

adventure:
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The stars

inspire in the speaker a

sense

of the cosmic insignificance of human

kind but in the second half of the sonnet this is

replaced by

a

renewed sense of

self-importance through the connection with her older brother:

They

seem to want to say how small we are,
faltering. You wrap your jacket round me
and swing me up and lift me on your back,
way up high, until the stars surround me;
they poke their fingers through the velvet black;
they brush my cheeks, and whisper in my ear
Cassiopeia calling, Cassiopeia.

how

In sonnet 13 another domestic incident is related but this time the encounter with

the
a

bigger, stronger elder brother is less empowering. She is dancing with him at

party, or rather being danced by him as she is almost thrown across the room.

But the nature of the

aggression changes from violence to suffocation:

While I'm being waltzed across the floor,
while I'm getting battered in the face,
while I'm

being scraped against the door

and getting caught in yards of crunchy lace,
while I'm being tickled by my dress
and squeezed like meat past hot eye-level knees

whose folds of skirts and feather boas press

lovingly against me like soft bees,
being swirled against the

while I'm
I

scream.

I

am

snow,
in Heaven. Your great thigh,

perilously lurching to and fro
suffocates

The violent verbs 'batter' and
and

me

like

'scrape'

a

block of sky.

are

replaced by smothering verbs; 'squeeze'

'press'. Like bees, love is at once soft and comforting and also dangerous.

The child's sensations
to the adults around

distorted

are

exaggerated by her physical smallness in comparison

her, and in the

same way

the poet recognises that

memory

by time and by loss:

And all the time my
O 'little heart'! How

In sonnet 8 memory

little heart is pounding.
sentimental-sounding!

fades with time and in the

process

becomes

is
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fictionalised:

1 can't believe how bad my memory's got:
what you looked like, things you might have
it's like a film a total stranger's shot
on

Grief, too, distorts
to recall.

or

In

memory,

more

cheap inside

can no

—

head.

my

makes certain emotions

mourning, the family

be reassured

speaker is

the fast and

said

or

longer rely

experiences too painful
the stability of the past

on

by the immutability of love for the lost brother /

son.

The

disturbed by the uncertainty of feeling than by the loss itself.

Her brother's absence is absolute but she does not know how to

respond to such

absence, such is the enigma of death and the insufficiency of any love in the face
of its permanence:

I hate this

spooky feeling in the air,
feeling things aren't what they seem to be.
Is it guilt? Because I didn't care
enough for him? Or he enough for me?
a

We don't know what to think

or

how to feel

how to say we

should have loved him more.
We only know we've laid the evening meal
with one place fewer than we did before.
or

Dealing with death becomes, for Hill,
is both tender and violent, domestic and

frightening. Sonnet 14
but the

seems to

as

banal

ambiguous

as

well

as

a process as

loving: it

mysterious and

describe food preparations at the funeral wake

atmosphere is threatening and menacing. Silence pervades the scene as it

does in the

mystical woods of the first sonnet. No

wholly present either,
while other

figures

an

are

one

speaks and

elder sister is depersonalised by

a

no one

is

cosmetic face mask

represented by disembodied hands, thumbs and arms. As

they fillet fish, the dead body that is to be buried, detached from its personality,
haunts the characters and the poem.

The physical, almost brutal, food

preparations, the dissection of flesh, both literally and linguistically, highlights
the transformation of the brother from

living body to

corpse:
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Our hands are rats descending on a
Mounds of dough surrender to our

yard.
thumbs.

Lumps of fur and feather lie about
leaking. Roots push up between the stones.
No one speaks. An arm delivers trout.
We tickle them and feel for bones.

And

chop their heads off. Chop. We chop askew.

The final sonnet of the sequence returns to

its

sonnet and

the surreal landscape of the opening

soporific enchanting atmosphere is again reminiscent of

Tennyson: 'From the river mist
the rushes'. The poem
animals who become

on

mist is rising, / brushing sleepy boats

is populated only with

a range

among

of healthy endearing

increasingly domesticated as the sonnet descends into its

fantastic world. It closes with

an

image of the hare, less symbol of death

brother than authentic creature, at

or

lost

home, in its element:

the emerald fly sucks sweetness from ripe pears;
fish swim above the flags that once were floors;
a horse lives in the drawing-room downstairs
where roe-deer haunt the honeyed corridors;
fat hens make nests on feather beds and chairs

and up

and down, like big gold fleas, hop hares.

The domestication and contentment of the

originally ominous environment

acquired peace. The speaker is no longer alone and shivering in her

implies

an

narrow

bed and the hare is

no

longer an invasive force against which she must

protect herself. He has been invited in, has multiplied, it seems, and brought
with him other amiable animals to

populate her house and mind. As

hare has been internalised and has thus transformed Hill's inner

cold, isolated house to

a

Hill's sequence

muse

the

landscape from

a

living, breeding home.

is therefore unique in its treatment of the

muse.

Entirely

separated from the figure of the brother, who remains only partially known, the
hare converts
the

healing

muse

process

to

symbol. He represents not just creative inspiration but

that Hill undertakes in writing the

sequence, a process

of

searching for authentic feelings of grief and authentic feelings for her brother.
The two sonnets that

concern

the hare are,

indeed, the strongest of the sequence.
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Others

are

weighted by Hill's dense and surreal imagery:

The sea's amassed unsentimental prayer —
whose battered fingers' green obsessive cries,

like stiffened whispers, offer to the air
the peaceful ingenuity of dragonflies'

compact split-second peeping into flowers
only to get smashed in fat churned brown —
prays

for you.

Any expression of grief is here lost in the layers of metaphor and possessive
pronouns.

Image becomes disconnected from experience. This is

afflicts the sequence as a
as

.

humourless, clumsy and not saying what I want!61 She
as an

flaw that

whole. In correspondence, Hill describes the

'embarrassingly mawkish and slow and BAD [. .] By bad, I

'Clearances'

a

example of a 'good' sonnet

sequence

sequence

mean

goes on to

cite Heaney's

and indeed the most

striking difference between the two is the clarity of Heaney's images and their
firm connection with actual events

or

unresolved is

very

always placed in the

mother. Hill's critical comments
some

successful sonnets, the

are

experiences. Grief, however complex

real context of shared moments with his

rather too

self-deprecating. 'The Hare' has

hauntingly evocative

poems

about the hare in

particular, but overall her sprawling metaphors match a rather loose
the sonnet's formal

61

precision.

Private letter from Selima Hill,

or

April 9th 1999.

response to
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7. Tessa Rose Chester:

Tessa Rose Chester's first
It captures, says

'Becoming composed again'62

collection, Provisions ofLight,

John Greening in

a

was

published in 1996.

review, 'the seething minutiae of a passing

life, while remaining alert to the huge abstract winds beyond'.63 Many of the
poems

describe the 'Suffolk sky and sea' {PL, 30); Rye Harbour, Sole Bay,

Southwold, and 'The Minden Sonnets' celebrate that environment in virtuosic

style.
This sonnet sequence

collection, it is

a

double

is the most formally ambitious

corona

poem

in the

using terza rima. It consists of a 'master sonnet'

preceded by fourteen dependent sonnets: the first of these begins with the first
line of the master-sonnet and ends with its second line, the second sonnet
with its second and ends with its third and
line of the
and the

preceding sonnet,

so

that the

Within the context of the

women

'The Minden Sonnets' compares

poems are

stanzaic and

a

chain

or

garland

collection of first lines.64

and her 'double sonnets of sonnets',
even more

formidable

thereby dividing the sonnet into four tercets and

quatrains and

a

only to Christina Rossetti's sophisticated

'Later Life'. But Chester makes her task

three

a

linked like

poets examined here the formal complexity of

'sonnet of sonnets', 'Monna Innominata',

rima and

Each first line is also the last

so on.

concluding master sonnet is, therefore,

begins

a

by using terza

couplet rather than

couplet. An interweaving pattern is thus developed at

sequential level. The sonnets construct

a

a

formal model of

repetition, epitomised by the master sonnet but indicated throughout by the
recurring rhyme and repeated lines.
'The Minden Sonnets'
several formal

practices. As

are

highly allusive, connecting themselves to

a corona

the

sequence

example in English, Donne's La Corona but also

recalls the most famous

compares to

62

Tessa Rose

63

John Greening, 'Caging the Minute', Poetry Review 86.4 (Winter
Elias L. Rivers and T. V.F. Brogan, 'Corona', The New Princeton

64

the more playful

Chester, Provisions ofLight (Oxford: Oxford University Press) 57.
1996/97): 63.

Encyclopedia of Poetry and

Poetics, ed. Alex Preminger and T.V.F. Brogan (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1993).
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and loose contemporary coronas
also associates the sonnets with
of the two recalls the

loudly

tradition. The

a

major poetic tradition while the combination

occasionally used terza rima sonnet, such

to the West Wind' and Frost's

structure

of Muldoon and Hacker. Dante's terza rima

announces

as

'Acquainted with the Night'.65 Such a formal

the sequence's connection to the Italian lyric

interweaving rhyme sounds of terza rima create

a

of forward momentum, one has to read the next tercet in order to
unresolved central

rhyme sound of the previous tercet. This

continuation adds force to the
sequence

Shelley's 'Ode

powerful

sense

complete the

sense

of

questing experience which lies at the heart of this

(as it did for Dante in the Commedia).

The master sonnet, one

feels, must lie at the heart of the sequence's

meaning, that it might indeed, have been written first with each of the fourteen
other sonnets

exploring the ideas and images presented in each of its lines.

However, in 'The Minden Sonnets' the master sonnet
its collection of abstract

seems a

weak conclusion,

phrases refusing to draw together the discoveries and

experiences amassed during the journey through the previous fourteen sonnets.
Its

generalised terms, such as 'free-will', 'resolution', 'tranquillity' and

'anticipation',

are

disconnected from character, event

or

place:

Our free-will,

tranquillity, becomes

a

ligature

of resolution, ways

of being still.
place in which I can relate
anticipation of the possible,

Bound to

a

each

negative examined, isolate;
misfortune's chequered stain,
encourage all that's natural, innate.

to

wash away

(PL, 59)

At its

best, however, the

sequence

negotiates between the abstract and

the concrete, between the inner and outer, the emotional and the

65

The Minden Sonnets' is, to my

rima sonnets.

knowledge, the only example of a double

physical. John

corona

of terza
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Greening comments: 'there is
out-door mood and
states

might

merge

a constant

tension [. .] between [a] free-wheeling
.

something studiously interior. The point at which these two
is what, I think, the poet is searching for'.66

'The Minden Sonnets' document the
the South Downs

Eastbourne,

a

speaker's journey along

Way, 'from Chichester / to Pevensey' (PL, 52)

a

section of

near

distance of some sixty miles. The footpath takes her 'through

earth-bound links,

chains / of church and castle, Iron Age hill-fort'

journey back in time,

a

as

if this is

a

rediscovery of the history and folk-lore of a land:

Cissbury Ring, Devil's Dyke, Ditchling, Firle. Taut
flowery hush
of villages. Flint-and-brick wall the court¬

bronze beacons whirl above the

house, cottage, school, while ancient beech and brush
mythical Green Man lying low.

mask the

(PL, 52)

The way

is marked not by signposts but by hills; 'beacons'. The speaker seems

to find her route

than

a

map:

by developing natural tracking skills, reading the land rather

'Crush / shingle in your hand, snuff the air, follow / the confluence of

water and the crow'

(PL, 52). Her journey takes her along the river Cuckmere to
'to rest [....]/[... to] mature / here slowly, meld

Litlington, where she

comes

with umber shadows'

(PL, 54) and the remainder of the

sequence concerns

the

speaker's efforts to learn 'ways of being still' (PL, 54). Indeed, the physical

journey is

over

by the fifth sonnet and the

sequence can

therefore be

seen as a

rejection of movement in favour of stasis.
In

a

prose

preface to the first publication of'The Minden Sonnets' in

Poetry Review Chester presents the
of one

particular place'67 and, indeed,

sequence.

67

John

a

'a kind of homage to the beauty

Romantic pastoralism pervades the

The celebration of environment reinvigorates Chester

Rossetti in 'Later Life'. But

66

sequence as

as

in

as

it did

Heaney's 'Glanmore Sonnets', abundance is

Greening, 'Caging the Minute', 63.
Poetry Review 86.1 (Spring 1996): 27.
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countered

by

an awareness

environment and there is

an

of loss. 'Ghosts of shepherds' {PL, 53) haunt the
almost

elegiac rendering of a luxuriant landscape:

The succulence of limpet-pie,

bouquet
from the farm. Shell
and gull in every field. The slow decay
along the coast, fragile darkness of Belle
of periwinkles

Tout, Seven Sisters in their blood-stained shifts

crumbling passively under the swell
of moons and tides. Go where dunlin drift
among fleshy sea-plants, glasswort, aster;
the salt-marsh estuary, where redshank sift

for

worms

in

muddy creeks.

{PL, 53)

There is

something Hardyesque in the

sensuousness

of the language here;

'succulence', 'blood-stained', 'fleshy', 'muddy', and perhaps also in the

idiosyncratic particularity of Chester's description. The compound

nouns, a

technique often employed by Hardy, add to the physical weight of the natural
environment; the list of plants and birds gives a sense of a landscape teeming
with life. In sonnet

periwinkles and

2, there

worms.

are

And throughout the

herbs, trees, shrubs and flowers
geese,

are

goldfinch, blackbird, thrush,

cypress, rose,

common to

nature, in an inclusive sweep
Downs

collected:
wren,

the

rare

encounter froglets, bees, dove,

monkey-puzzle, buddleia, teazel,

of life, that enables the speaker to envisage the

place of gatherings' {PL, 54).

The

landscape is twice referred to

associations of plenitude
transition'

we

host of animals, birds,

the sequence mimics the diversity of

'a

as

sequence a

apple, basil, thyme, tarragon and orchid. From the wild to the

domestic, from the

the

gull, dunlin, redshank; glasswort, aster;

as a

kind of Garden of Eden, with its

and safety. It is firstly 'a garden like

{PL, 54) and later 'the garden's

many

a

psalm / to ease

voices speak aside;

Song of Solomon' {PL, 57). The speaker's journey, therefore, is

sanctuary, a place of retreat where she can be healed by nature:

an
a

echo from

search for
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me on

among

Something propels
house, deep and calm
the hills, a sleeper, immortelle,

to reach the

cupped in the Downs' accommodating palm.

(PL, 54)

Her destination is

a

house, like Heaney's Glanmore, where she

those uncertainties, re-learn the
reconstruct a bearable

for

can

'mend / all

rules / of resolution' (PL, 54), where she

reality. Escape, for Chester from

a

can

failed relationship and

Heaney from fear, cannot be maintained. For both poets, the place of

sanctuary becomes a place of confrontation :

This house

runs

tutorials in

slowing

down; it organizes polyglot

diplomas, seminars in knowing
mitigate

when it's time to pause, to
the temper of the present.

(PL, 55)

Once she has been able to stop

she

surroundings. Nature's effect is

an

can

begin to focus

on

her immediate

increased appreciation of what's given,

a non-

judgmental acceptance of present circumstances, both physical and mental. Her
journey through the natural environment teaches her

experience,

a

a new openness to

sensitive awareness. She becomes

receptive, open to the rarity
that one's unconscious little
through

an

gods provide
increased suggestibility.

(PL, 57)

Chester's
sense

speaker is finally able to gain satisfaction from simple, straight-forward

experience. Instead of studying the self she is content to 'concentrate / on

opening windows, slowly crossing floors' (PL, 57). It is

now:

Enough to close
the gate and walk into the melting light
of scorching summer days; to watch the wren
rouse the buddleia, the teazels ringed bright
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with goldfinches, the twilight bustle when
blackbird and thrush descend to entertain
their young around the pond.

{PL, 56)

In this moment the

transcended

or

speaker

outwards,
way to

almost voyeuristic,

or to

have successfully

put aside her selfhood. She has found a place where the pains

personal experience
The

seems

can

be quietly laid to rest.

speaker's journey is

away

from the

a

source

flight from

a

failed relationship. It is a journey

of pain, and a journey inwards in search of a

resolve loss. The finality of the relationship is replaced by the

irresolution of loss and in this the sequence

which also attempts to

resembles Hacker's 'Separate Lives'

re-establish life after loss. Chester's journey, like

Hacker's, is the emotional

process

of grief and the subsequent acceptance of new

life. The first sonnet documents the circumstances of departure,

the torturous

agonies of a relationship in its final death-throes:

If it's

question of leaving, just go.
Bludgeoned by silly words, that nagging need.
When blood is roused by every verbal blow
a

allow each other to misread
actions. When we will not, cannot stop;
when we kill anything that moves. Go, feed
and

we

our

the cat, pack bags, go.
the family up.

Let others

prop

{PL, 52)

Misunderstanding is heaped
action become

upon

misunderstanding, clear speech and clear

impossible. The destructive

speaker's journey

away

from such

an

urge

becomes animalistic. The

environment is therefore a process of

revitalisation, until finally she is able to tend her wounds and to examine the
causes

of

of the

break-up:

Each negative examined,
This pack of guilt;

isolate.

that box of bulldozed

argument;

parings of neglect; the weight
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of rotting errors, sent to decompose
beyond the shrubbery, out of sight
of present circumstance.

(PL, 56)

As hurt

of love and

dissipates in the peaceful landscape of the Downs

so

memories

feelings of tenderness are recalled:

At

night I cannot sleep:

you occupy

each room, your warmth and erudition quote
the principles of living under strain.

Absorbing traces of your remote
wear you like an inner skin;
breakages become composed again.

love, I
small

(PL, 57)

The sequence can
which

can

only

also be

seen as

for Chester,

occur

from the other is necessary

boundaries of identity:

as

it did for Millay, outside love. Separation

because individuality has been lost within the

relationship. But there is also

chair'

the re-establishment of an authentic identity

a

recognition of the impossibility of impervious

'this writing has

your

voice. 1

grow

/ into

your coat, your

(PL, 58). The speaker has to remember the existence of a unique identity

before

being able to acknowledge that the merging of identities
in which individual identity is

may not

be

burden; the

threatening. There is

a sense

restriction of being a

particular person, the weight of selfhood which the speaker

a

would like to transcend: she wishes to 'cast off the chill / of being

54). The goal of the inner journey
purpose to ensure

seems to

of Chester's

use

of pronouns reveals something of the

speaker's attitude towards personal identity
use

as

the

sequence progresses.

of pronouns in 'Glanmore Revisited' is similarly revealing. For

him, the exclusive

use

of T in the central sonnets of that sequence indicate his

increasing isolation, from himself as well
more

be to 'lose / your conscious self on

/ tranquillity' {PL, 54).

A brief analysis

Heaney's

who I am' {PL,

as

others, while personal identity is

securely rooted by his marriage. Chester's '1', conversely, suggests the
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strength found in isolation. 'I'

in the opening sonnet and then does

until the sixth sonnet when the speaker has reached her destination

not reappear

and

appears once

begins to unwind. Sonnet 7 returns to first-person plural

'we' and

pronouns;

'our',

'us', while she describes the urgency and frenzy of life and the

consequent difficulty in finding the courage to stop. Sonnet 8, however, uses

first-person singular

pronouns

personal identity in the

'I' and 'my' nine times

very act

as

the speaker roots her

of writing:

Syllables reverberate;
through the air they oscillate in perfumed
nuances.

I seize them when I can,

pin them quivering to the
role
[....]

my

as

page, assume

butcher, baker, artisan
[.

.

.] the pale light

scans

my face as I write or sit and browse;
where morning comes white as limpid
on

my

skin, engraved like glass

as

crystal

I drowse,

with feather, beak and claw. Where I reveal

anticipation of the possible.

(PL, 55)

The role of writer, whether

perceived

as

'butcher, baker [or] artisan', gives the

speaker the right to assert her personal identity. In sonnet 14, however, writing
allows her to
own

integrate different voices, to incorporate other identities into her

and the sonnet

pronouns to

uses

four

first-person and four second-person singular

indicate this:

/turn

this writing has your voice. / grow
into your coat, your chair, and keep Minden
a

page;

with me, after,

like

a

kind of charm.

{PL, 58, emphasis added)

If Minden is the house in which she receives

healing then it also

seems to

represent the strength gained from the re-establishment of personal identity,
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which in turn allows her to re-consider the abandoned

how-to
peace,

'The Minden Sonnets' presents

itself almost

guide: how to find one's

how to

way,

relationship.
instructions for survival;

as

escape,

how to stop, how to find

how to find oneself, how to write. Its imperative verbs; 'go', 'cut loose',

'test', 'stretch out', 'feel', 'lose' (PL, 52-4), construct
rebellion

or

action. The first five sonnets almost

mentor who is

required to

oversee

mystical than Hill's hare but
lover is

the healing

even more

a

voice that authorises

seem

spoken by

process; an

a

guide

or

inner muse, less

successfully internalised. Chester's lost

hardly present and entirely unspecified. Nor does she long for a reunion.

Love is not

a source

of inspiration,

instead she is motivated by

a

desire to

reinvigorate herself. Gradually she begins to take responsibility for her
actions and the associated verbs
of possibility are
can

are

own

increasingly connected to her voice. Verbs

replaced by verbs of actuality: 'I

can

depend', 'I

can

pin' (PL, 54-5) become 'I write', 'I drowse', 'I reveal' (PL, 55), and

relate', 'I
are

finally

replaced by 'I know", 'I turn' and 'I grow' (PL, 58). The journey culminates with
a sense

a

of self-possession, a

rediscovered, and empowering, authenticity of self.

8. Eleanor Brown: 'Not my

Eleanor Brown's first

voice'68

collection, Maiden Speech,

dry, witty and playful

poems

was

published in 1996. Her

have been compared to Sophie Hannah's and

Wendy Cope's.69 At the centre of the collection lies 'Fifty Sonnets',

finely wrought

sequence

about lost love. Humour

serves to

poignancy of raw emotion and the very length of the

funny and

balance the

sequence;

the repetition of

soaks up Brown's laconic wit. Like Chester, Brown documents the

sorrow,

failure of a romantic
mourns

a

the end of a

relationship but here

any

similarity ends. Where Chester

long-term connection, Brown

assesses

the end of an affair.

Where Chester turns away

from the 'beloved', Brown addresses him directly.

Her sequence

process

describes the

of letting

goodbye. Whereas Chester's sonnets
Brown's express
Brown's

the

agony

Even at

of accepting loss, of saying

express a re-engagement

with the self,

of separation from the other.

'Fifty Sonnets' is clearly much

sonnet convention than Chester's sequence

energy

go,

more

engaged with the Petrarchan

in that she locates its emotional

and defines its speaker within the context of a romantic relationship.
a

formal level the latter separates

by employing terza rima and its
whereas Brown makes

ample

herself from the Petrarchan tradition

necessary

use

avoidance of the sonnet's turn

of the tensions between octave and sestet

present in the conventional sonnet form. Brown's speaker, like Berryman's,

experiences love
enact

an

as a

loss of control,

a

paralysis of reason and the sonnets thus

attempt to regain control, to reassert the will. By writing about the

relationship both poets try to mould it, to re-establish mastery. To the extent
that

'Fifty Sonnets' documents obsessive love it is entirely within the Petrarchan

tradition.
The sequence presents a

68

69

Eleanor Brown, Maiden Speech 27.
Ian McMillan, 'Caught on a Train',

clear role reversal; the female speaker is the

Poetry Review 86.3 (Autumn 1996): 75.
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the beloved and then

his loss. The male

lover who

woos

beloved is

successfully, and speedily, seduced but by sonnet XIII he has

subsequently

withdrawn and for the bulk of the sequence
from the lover and
sonnet III she
muse

she is

an

mourns

he maintains

a

conventional distance

unmoving resistance to her pleas and persuasions. In

presents herself as a type of Beatrice, but rather than a passive

an

active seductress:

When Dante first saw Beatrice, she wore
a red dress — probably not much like mine.

Allowing, though, for accident (design,
and taste, and length, and Lycra), what he saw
was more or less what you saw on the night
when I decided you were mine. My dress
was red in its intent and — more or less —
red in its consequence.

(MS, 20)

Sonnet XI expresses

rather than the lover.
that her love is

loved which,

her desire to be his beloved

or muse, to

Insecurity motivates her speech,

reciprocated and

an

a

be the loved one

need for reassurance

anxiety about the self s worthiness to be

again, is entirely conventional. It

may seem

that Brown's speaker

adopts the roles of both female lover and vocal beloved, but in fact the desire to
be

a muse

figure stems from the

sense

of inadequacy that frequently plagues the

traditional lover.

Tell
Tell

me

I'm beautiful, and

me

I'm

bring me flowers.
fascinating, and you've never
met anyone so witty or so clever.
Worship me; sit and think of me for hours;
speak me the language of idolatry.
Go off your food. Fall sick. Have sleepless nights.
Resign your freedom, and all other rights.
Be bored without

me.

Write

me

poetry.

Don't notice other women; or compare
them with me, in my favour, if you do.

Earnestly tell me I'm too good for
Tell me you love me. Love me.

you.

(MS, 24)

As the sonnet progresses

description of her

own

it becomes clear that it is

a

plea for reciprocation and

a

experience; it is she who has sleepless nights, who cannot
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eat, who write poems to
unsatisfied lover and

him. Ironically, she is destined to remain the

never

the

muse.

Like this sonnet, much of the sequence

beloved, creating

a sense

is, indeed, addressed to the

of intimacy and presenting the sonnets

letter. But her beloved, like

Millay's, is

no

as a

kind of love

idealised muse who will lead her,

through the example of his spiritual perfection,

away

from carnal desire to

religious fulfilment. Instead, he is her 'contaminated darling' (MS, 25) and in the
anger

of rejection she exclaims 'I made

no

fucking angel out of you' (MS, 25). Yet

there is little detail about this flawed individual. Like the Petrarchan muse, he
remains

undistinguished and unparticularised. In sonnet XLIII there is finally, it

seems, a

into

description of the beloved; he

appears

rather insipid but

we are

fooled

thinking that the speaker loves him despite such dullness:

He is
a man

very inoffensive man;
without grave faults or

a

dreadful tastes,

who need not be embarrassing; who can
tell an amusing anecdote; who wastes
less time than most on foolish flattery,
without descending into boorishness;
can

pay a

avoiding

compliment quite prettily,
kinds of clumsiness.

many

(MS, 40)

Of course, the
new,

the

slightly patronising tone reveals that this is not the beloved but a

and uninteresting, suitor. We learn about the beloved slyly, he is all that

new man

riddled with

is not; a

clumsy flatterer and

an

insensitive boor. He is, indeed,

so

'grave faults' that Brown has strayed into the equally conventional

territory of anti-Petrarchanism.
Passion, presented as in Hacker's sequences in sexually explicit terms,
remains

a

conventional

rooted in loss not

early in the

subject of the sonnet. For Brown, however, desire is

hope, in loneliness not longing. Physical desire is satisfied

sequence

but quickly becomes

intimacy and naturalness:

a source

of nostalgia,

a moment

of lost
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Probably the most human thing I do,
apart from dancing; and the only time
I'm not engaged in finding words for you,
or for myself, or fishing for a rhyme.
[....]
In retrospect, that first, unfortunate
and technically disastrous time, when we
were stripped of glamour, robbed of dignity —
my giggling fit, and the importunate
telephone, and your three-times-lost erection:
that time, perhaps, was closest to perfection.

(MS, 22)

Perfection lies not

so

much in sexual

pleasure itself but in the immediacy of the

experience; subsequently the speaker is engaged in
her

feelings and experience,

and

passion that

as

sonnet

was

also

a

a

self-conscious analysis of

division between head and heart, between reason

a common

infliction for the Petrarchan lover. As early

II, during the moment of first physical contact, she catches herself

analysing the situation from

a

mental distance;

[A] higher
self stands

we think of this;
observes each minute movement of your hand

by, asking what

mine, is differentiating sense

at

from

thought.

(MS, 19)

This

'higher self

fight for
is

soon

supremacy

becomes

one

half of a divided self. Reason and passion

and the conflict becomes self-destructive. The relationship

'highly desirable, highly unwise' (MS, 30) and throughout the

and wisdom compete

sequence

for her attention:

Having encountered
the selves

after
I

[.

a

are

at

month

or

you again today,
their war again. I thought,

so's uneasy truce,

might at last have
.

seen

them reconciled.

.]

[.
OJne insists on loving you, and cries,
betray myself, and you!' 'Absurd;'
replies the one who sang the Requiescats
over that love: 'forget him. Dry your eyes'.
.

.

'I shall

(MS, 33)

desire
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Of course, the

speaker's inability to listen to

provides the momentum of the

sequence.

one

voice and ignore the other

Action is impossible in such

paralysed state but intellectual vacillation thrives
choices. Mental torture,
Petrarchan angst,
The

if in

a

on

within, but here

the impossibility of such

less personified style, is the mainstay of

and for Brown its irresolution becomes her poetic inspiration.

motivating force is located for Brown,

muse as

a

ceases

to have any

as

for Chester and Hill,

healing powers. Love's torment produces

an

anguished, self-destructive and manic creativity.
The divided self also
word

a

source

of imagery and

whereas poverty in love and money inspires the operation of

'Only poverty

reason:

Poverty

can

can

bring /

us

wisdom to desire

better state' (MS, 40)

witty argument justifies the voice that tells her that her love

'highly unwise': 'Cold months of beggary taught

rich in you,

a

only lead to self-improvement whereas wealth leads only to self-

satisfaction. The

I

was a

obsessive miser

of love that he gave

me

this rule. / When I

fool' (MS, 40). Financial imagery, such

Shakespeare's Sonnets,
to an

rich

play. So in sonnet XLIV sufficiency in love and money derives from and

thrives off appetite

was

traditionally provides

appears

as

again in sonnet XX where she

hoarding memories, counting

up

was

is often found in
compares

herself

and savouring the morsels

her:

Those

phrases of no longer legal tender¬
carelessly left in my possession:
odd how significant they have become.
Night after night I sit and think of you,
weighing those phrases time and time again;
prodding my worthless savings with my pen.
ness

you

(MS, 28)

Her

love, and, indeed, her poems as tokens of that love, are compared to

outdated coins.
describe her

'poor song' and its companions

love cannot be
source

Recalling Berryman's 'poor kids' of sonnet 87, Brown

exchanged

of release.

or

as

goes on to

stillborn children (MS, 29). Her

expressed physically

so

language becomes her only
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Brown

employs the catalogue,

the accumulation of unexpressed

a

conventional literary device, to

express

desire:

One kiss to open; one to set the seal.
And in between, of course, kisses in their
Catullan thousands. One, first to invite,

accept, affirm, and breed desire for more;

full-stop, in showing you the door.
eloquent, establishing the right
to trace your jawline, stray into your hair;
one taciturn
no rights, no tongues, no deal.
one a

One

—

(MS, 26)

The list becomes

a

way

of regaining control

over

the weight of memory,

a way

of

bringing order to the chaos of painful experience and it is language that clearly
provides this

sense

Brown's
express

use

of control.
of the sonnet's

rhyme scheme also reveals

control, this time through the virtuosic

use

an attempt to

of language. In 'Fifty

Sonnets', she employs twenty-one different rhyme schemes; twelve sonnets are

Shakespearean, five have
have

a

an

Italian octave and

variety of unusual patterns, such

ABCDEFG GFEDCBA

or

appears

English sestet while the rest

ABCDEFG ABCDEFG and

ABBAACCAADDAEE and

AABBCCDDEEFFGG. The most

couplet, which

as

an

frequently used pattern includes

in thirty-six of the sonnets. Such

demonstrates Brown's formal mastery

range

even

and virtuosity

are

playful, parodic

postmodern.

The self-conscious

use

of form contrasts with the natural,

and vulnerable tone of voice that Brown
sonnets are

cathartic

final

of the sonnet but also reveals its

artificiality; her rhyme schemes, like those of Paul Muldoon,
and

a

adopts throughout the

presented, in the mode of Lowell and Berryman,

purgation of personal pain. Towards the end of the

speaker worries, indeed, that the sonnets
her lover will be

are too

recognised from her description:

self-revelatory

sequence.

as a

The

confession,

sequence

a

the

revealing, too confessional, that
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Some
I'll go

day, when I have time and energy,
through all of this with a red pen,
eradicating everything I see
that separates you out from other men.

(MS, 41)

The sonnets

explore

a

conflicting

deny. For the speaker to
of rejection

express

urge to

reveal and to hide, to confess and to

love she must risk vulnerability. Pride and fear

motivate her attempts to convince herself and the beloved that all

feeling has died:

Throw enough dirt on top, and it will pass
for something dead and buried in the end.
That's the approach. The reproach,
it's feeble to begin with, anyway,

I ignore;

and all it takes to choke it is

one day
And the more I do, the
adept I get at it — until I bend

of spadework.

more

double to call the sweetest moments crass,
the selfishness in all the most
innocent words, and call myself a fool,

to see

and you a

liar and

a

fool [.

.

.

.]

(MS, 32)

Recovery thus becomes

eventually

ceases to

a process

have

an

of suppression. By persistent denial, feeling

impact. Dissembling becomes authentic if repeated

enough times.
Repetition

occurs at a

number of levels in the

sequence.

Repeatedly the

speaker tries to convince herself that all feelings of love have disappeared but
memories of the beloved and his
The sonnets
much

so

are

not

so

much

sonnet cannot hold the

sequence

or

as

obsessive repetition. So

itself becomes obsessive. Each sonnet enacts

a

healing, but must be repeated because individually the

weight of her grief. The

is laid bare in sonnet XXVII in

'Confessional
sonnets:

developed narrative

that the act of writing

small moment of release

betrayal return repeatedly to her consciousness.

process

a manner

of production of the

reminiscent of Harrison in

Poetry', of Lowell in 'Heavy Breathing' and in

many

of Berryman's
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And what about the
And what about the

ones
ones

I didn't write?
I wrote, and then

made

a fist round, and crumpled to a tight
ball, dropped on the floor, never wrote again?

The lines I tentatively wrote, and crossed
through with more certain, tight-lipped, swifter lines?
Ones that came on the edge of sleep, and lost
themselves by morning, leaving only signs
of their past presence in a half-formed phrase.

(MS, 32)

Here the sequence

is presented as

a

product of complex editing processes,

some

conscious, others not. The sonnet ends with the poems 'that spoke with urgent

honesty / (and

were

destroyed)' suggesting the impossibility of a completely

honest poetry.

Where Harrison's and Lowell's revelations about the

their art

seen

can

be

to be a

purging of guilt associated with the

use

processes

of

of

autobiographical material, Brown's self-consciousness about her procedures
stems from

a

need to sift the 'real' from the

'literary', from

to

distinguish fact from fiction. Fiction, indeed,

as

well

as

literary, justification. It constructs

a

an

appears to

increasing inability

have psychological,

fantasy relationship that suits

her needs.
In sonnet XXXIX emotional

feeling but

as a

experience is presented not

as

genuine

borrowed script. The pain the speaker feels at the loss of the

beloved is not real

suffering but an unfortunate allocation of roles. Instead of

tragedy she should have chosen something less emotionally fraught. Thus
language is presented

as

the origin of emotion, not the

reverse:

I'm not cut out for

tragedy, I find.
Speeches I learned by heart at seventeen,
and practised in my bedroom till I cried
real tears of spiritual sympathy,
now leave me cold. Perhaps my coarsened mind
cannot now scale those heights, or take the clean,
thin air, so dizzyingly rarefied.
Perhaps those scenes were never meant for me.
Rewrite yourself, I tell myself. It's clear
that script is not for you; pick up the one
(in prose) which has him simply disappear.
The only speech you get is this: 'He's gone'.
It isn't much. Word perfect now, I say
it rather well, and several times a day.

(MS, 38)
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In the

following sonnet memories of him intrude

is not clear which, the novel she's

reading

or

illusion. The boundaries between art and life

upon

her reading. Moreover, it

the memories, is reality and which is
are

blurred:

(I try to keep

you in parentheses,
will interrupt my reading as
you did my careful life, appearing through
the ruptured print to laugh at it).

but you

(MS, 38)

The

relationship is presented

as part

reality, part literary construction.

Through fictionalisation she hopes to disempower it; 'I try to keep you in
parentheses', to control and diminish its effect at will. But at the
literary creation takes

on a

life of its

own:

I will claim I

I

never

same

time her

emotional reality cannot be denied:

never

loved at all;

suffered; I imagined it;

I'll say it was invention;
it freak production of an

I shall call

idle wit.

And I shall be believed. But I will know,

unfortunately, that it

was not so.

(MS, 41)

'I

imagined it' has

a

double meaning: that the love

was a

product of her creative/

literary imagination and also that she thought she felt love when actually it was
just the product of an over-active imagination; it wasn't real but

fantasy. In sonnet XXXIV she

even suggests

an

obsessional

that the heart of a writer is

artificially constructed out
of torn-up books, and stitched from neck to hem
with other people's words, and edged about
with tired, old-fashioned lace of borrowed sighs.

(MS, 35)

At every

level, therefore, there is

between

reality and fiction. As readers we do not know whether the

a

blurring of boundaries between art and life,

autobiographical

or

love

illusionary, whether the sonnets in expressing her grief have

were

real

or

invented. The speaker-poet is

sequence

unsure

is

whether her feelings of
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presented genuine, authentic emotion

or

whether the

process

of making art has

fictionalised them. So confused does she become that her entire
like

a

literary fabrication. Which of course, for

us,

it is;

a

identity feels

poetic narrative written

by Eleanor Brown.
Finally then, authentic literary creation becomes
authentic

as

impossible

as

identity and authentic feeling. All is 'artificially constructed'. It is

no

longer possible to be

shocked by the merely shocking things you
astonished by the merely fabulous,
or

touched

hear,

by the merely moving.

(MS, 43)
Language

can no

longer represent emotion, it can only suggest the impossibility of

authenticity, the artificiality of meaning, identity and feeling. The muse, too,
source

of inspiration

has become

a

as

defunct concept. The beloved is not only the

inadequate and ineffectual figure shared by Rossetti, Millay and Chester, but is

questionably loved. Even the speaker's desire, which
Barrett

Browning and Millay, has been reduced to

a

can

be

seen to

have inspired

self-destructive imagined

memory.

'Fifty Sonnets' attempts, like Chester's and Hill's
but

depicts instead

a

sequences, to accept

manifest failure to find resolution. Brown's wit belies
negative about love, identity and poetry itself than

sequence

that is

Rossetti's

ultimately self-defeating sonnets. The

more

sequence

loss

a

even

repositions the artificial,

but

seemingly sincere, speaker of Renaissance sonnets within the parodic context of

the

postmodern but for all its re-envisioning of the tradition leaves little

the

development of the

potential

range

Wordsworth's

expression.

genre.

Although Brown's

for future sonneteers, the other

'scanty plot'

so

sequence

a

for

reduces the sonnet's

women poets

that the form becomes

scope

considered here expand

vehicle for authentic
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Conclusion:

'What's

new

to

'Counting No Old Thing Old'1

speak?' asks Shakespeare in sonnet 108. 'Nothing' he replies,
Yet his repetitions

are not

merely unavoidable; they adopt a mantra-like spiritual function: 'like

prayers

accepting the inevitability of a tautological

divine, /1 must each day

say

o'er the

verse.

very same,

/ Counting no old thing old' (S,

108.5-7). For Renaissance sonneteers, repetition reflects the speaker's

increasing desperation in the face of the beloved's resistance. But Shakespeare's
statement of methodology

new1

also suggests

appreciation of'dressing old words

an

(S, 16. 11). Indeed, he rejects 'new-found methods' and 'compounds

strange' in favour of repetition. He recognises that the Sonnets,
an

as an

addition to

already centuries-old convention, cannot claim to be innovative. Literary

metaphors must be reused; recast in

a new

setting. Yet by conjuring

up

the

ghosts of past literary lovers, Shakespeare, and twentieth-century poets, give
weight to their argument; they

are not

alone in feeling thus.

Repetition, for Shakespeare and twentieth-century sonneteers, is

an

attempt to mitigate loss. Shakespeare's recapitulations aspire to a suspension of
time. He manages
what is

his fear of time's

process

by recounting it. By 'spending again

already spent', by 'telling what is told' (S, 76.12-14), the poet strives to

recover

what is lost; the past,

closure,

a

cannot be

sequences

youth, hope. Repetition is also

fully acknowledged while reiteration is maintained. The sonnet

considered here do not seek resolution because the only resolution

Heaney's and Hill's,

his

refusal of

rejection of resolution that allows the poet to deny ending. Loss

possible is the finality of loss. Those that explore grief, such

and

a

recover

and replay

memory as a way

as

Harrison's,

of both coping with

avoiding loss. Harrison's 'School of Eloquence' sonnets repeatedly describe
experience of the loss of his parents, yet each sonnet attempts, through

'William Shakespeare, The Sonnets and A Lover's Complaint, ed. John Kerrigan (London: Penguin,

1986) 130.
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recollection, to rebuild

some

kind of connection with them, to bridge the

gap

forged by education and poetry itself. The failure of each sonnet to successfully
reconnect the

poet to his parents necessitates the endless renewal of his

attempts and is the source of the sequence's considerable poignancy. For poets

mourning lost love, such
affair has ended

can

be

as

Berryman and Brown, acknowledgement that the

postponed for as long

continues. In Muldoon's '7,

the

process

of writing

Middagh Street', poetry's loss of purpose is resisted

by the continual reframing of its debate
sequence,

as

on

the function of art. As

this

a corona,

and, similarly, those by Hacker and Chester, place loss, of meaning,

country, identity or love, against recurrence and circularity.

Repetition is not just

a

thematic device. By recalling, directly

or

indirectly, the themes, language and structures of their literary predecessors,

however, is neither

twentieth-century poets repeat conventions. Such

a process

derivative

still be concerned with love

and may

nor

imitative. The sonnet sequence may

still observe fundamental structural rules, such

as

the fourteen-line unit,

yet twentieth-century examples can in no way be mistaken for their Renaissance
or

Victorian precursors.

centuries. The poets
purposes.

genre

has been significantly altered

considered here appropriate the sonnet for their

over

the

own

Some, like Harrison, proclaim their occupation, like illegal squatters,

of the 'sonnet for the

subversive, literary
more

Clearly, the

bourgeoisie' (SP, 124) reforming it to

or

express

their own

political agendas. Others, like Berryman and Brown,

respectful of the sonnet's conventions, adapting the form

more

are

quietly

through linguistic and thematic variations.
Repetition in the context of this analysis, does not mean imitation. It is
tool which allows poets to

liberating

ways.

recall and recast

a

literary tradition in useful and

Twentieth-century sonneteers are not inventive

mnventive. Variation and modification takes
sonnet's convention. At

Muldoon's poetry, at

so

much

as

place against the backdrop of the

times, such juxtaposition is playful and ironic,

times elegiac and deferential

as

in Chester's

as

in

sequence.

a
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Twentieth-century poets' approach to the sonnet
transformation.

sequence

is not

of radical

one

Many variations in form and theme have been tried before;

sixteen-line sonnets

(Meredith), unusual rhyme schemes (Christina Rossetti),

contemplations of place and nature (Wordsworth) and of politics (Petrarch,
Milton and

Wordsworth). The strength and interest of twentieth-century

sonnet sequences
so

lies, instead, in the

that thematic and formal

deviations and variations.
sonnet sequence

Renaissance
which had

is recast

way

in which they appropriate

tradition

a

repetitions of the convention contrast with
So, for example, the convention of the amorous

so

that it explores loss rather than passion:

longing becomes twentieth-century loneliness. Similarly, place,

been, for Wordsworth, the

being and, for Hopkins,

an

source

of man's moral and imaginative

expression of'God's grandeur', is altogether more

ambiguous for twentieth-century poets. For Heaney and Muldoon, place
longer represents the poet's political, moral
a

disconnection from the self.

the self, has

collapsed. Place

or

spiritual self but instead describes

Identity fragments because home,
as

no

as a

vessel for

home is not celebrated but elegised.

Morgan, Harrison, Heaney and Muldoon, the four poets whose sonnet
sequences

form the central part of this discussion, all explore place and loss.

Morgan's 'Glasgow Sonnets' explore the city's loss of its shipping industry and
extensive

working-class residential

its virtuosic

areas,

while Sonnets from Scotland performs

reimagining of the country against the backdrop of a lost political

opportunity: devolution. Harrison's elegiac and socio-political sonnets
united

by the poet's loss of native, childhood place. He

the

working-class Leeds in which he

set

against the poet's 'escape [.

They describe

a retreat to

Seamus

longer belong to

Heaney's Glanmore

sequences are

.] from the massacre'2 of Northern Ireland.

safety that also

Muldoon's sonnet sequences

2

.

grew up.

can no

are

exposes a

loss of homeland. Similarly,

depict characters perpetually

on

the

run;

Heaney, Opened Ground: Poems 1966-1996 (London: Faber, 1998) 144.

in flight
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or

exile,

home at

never
a

As

at home. Each poet,

therefore, is involved in

moment when that home is threatened or is no

place, in twentieth-century sonnet

somewhere lost, an

a process

longer available.

sequences can

experience of'displacement',

of defining

so, too,

be

seen as

love is presented as

an

experience of loss. For the poets that frame these central chapters: Lowell,
Benyman and the

women poets;

Chester and Eleanor Brown,
sequences

Marilyn Hacker, Selima Hill, Tessa Rose

love affairs

are

predominantly

and their

over

describe the pain of lost love. Lowell and Berryman, writing

or

completing their sonnets in the 1960s and 70s, provide powerful influences for
the other poets

considered here, while Chester and Brown serve

very contemporary

Generally,

approach to the sonnet

women sonneteers

male desire and female

sequence

as

examples of a

and to the problem of loss.

reformulate the genre's conventional vocabulary of

receptivity. A discrete

women's sonnets demonstrates the

unique

survey

concerns

of the literary history of

of these

Their

sequences.

appropriation of the sonnet's conventions reconstructs its traditional discourse
so

that the

figure of the

muse

is

no

longer

an

image of silence and passivity but

of self-motivation and realisation.
The confessional sonnet sequence

of Lowell and Berryman was

a

uniquely American poetic form. No other sonneteers transform the poet's
personal experience into art in such

an extreme manner.

Yet their use of

autobiography preludes the clearest variation in the sonnet's theme and
methodology during the late twentieth century. Most of the sonnet
considered here
than the

are more

explicitly autobiographical in their choice of material

majority of their predecessors. The exceptions, such

Elizabeth Barrett

sequences

as

Donne,

Browning and Hopkins, again confirm that twentieth-century

changes to the sonnet convention are not original.
Similarly, twentieth-century sonneteers dismantle narrative and structure
more

overtly than did their predecessors. However, the

in many

Renaissance sonnet

sequences

appearance

of narrative

belies their fundamentally repetitive
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Muldoon's

structure.

identities and

ostentatiously postmodern deconstruction of stable

plots takes to

already established, less

an extreme patterns

overtly, by earlier sonneteers. Indeed, twentieth-century poets
adopt structural mechanisms, such
intermittently

over

the previous

as

the chronology and the

seven

can

be

corona,

seen to

used only

hundred years. The most frequently

employed structural device, however, remains the narrator. Even when all
semblance of plot
narrators,

disintegrates,

as

in Muldoon's

provide formal structure to the

sonnet sequences

whether fictional

sequences,

the narrator,

or

So, too, in the majority of

sequence.

from the Renaissance to the nineteenth century, the narrator,
or

autobiographical, provides the backbone of the

Twentieth-century poets repeat, therefore,
do not construct any

entirely

new

a

sequence.

well-established convention. They

structural mechanisms. They do not explore

themes that have not been dealt with in sonnet form

by

earlier poet. They do

an

little with the sonnet's form that has not been tried before. The liberation from

rhyme scheme provided by free
sonnet than any

verse accounts

for

inherently experimental approach to the

Instead, the late twentieth-century sonnet

discussed here repeat

novel approaches to the
genre.

sequence

directions; between the weight of tradition and the

reiterations

more

urge to

is pulled in two

reform. The poets

conventions, out of necessity and choice, but balance their

against modifications and adaptations. The repetitions taking place

in these sonnet sequences are not

therefore tediously imitative but refreshingly

adaptive. The form is recast and renewed but resolutely recognisable. However,
the many

reinventions of convention that

reconstruct the genre

occur

in these

sequences

finally

to resist definition. This analysis of the late twentieth-

century sonnet sequence not only demonstrates the genre's repetitive structures
but also its
range

has

seemingly infinite capacity to be reshaped. Its thematic and formal

never

been

so

heterogeneous and diverse.
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Appendix

From Selima Hill's 'The Hare'

1

Beside the river in the dead of night
a

ciy,

and then another, like

turns the

a knell,
darkened willows into light;

the silence of the woods into
and in the white house
a woman

shivers in her

to hear the

on

a

bell;

the moonlit hill

narrow

bed

hare; and then the hare is still.

she feels its

ginger paws against her head,
ginger fur, like nervous butterflies,
settling on her cheek and on her hand;
she feels him move; she hears his wild cries
glittering inside her ear like sand:

his

he's lost inside the forest of her hair
and finds, and

steals, her brother's kisses there.

3

Cassiopeia Calling. One o'clock.
The

room

is dark. The world is fast

I steal out in

answer

and hand in hand
the

to your

across

asleep.

knock

the lawn

we

creep,

field, through the starlit night,
summer sky, each steadfast star
holding out each named unearthly light.
They seem to want to say how small we are,
how faltering. You wrap your jacket round me
and swing me up and lift me on your back,
way up high, until the stars surround me;
they poke their fingers through the velvet black;
they brush my cheeks, and whisper in my ear
Cassiopeia calling, Cassiopeia.
across

to

watch the

The sea's amassed unsentimental prayer —
whose battered fingers' green obsessive cries,

like stiffened

whispers, offer to the air
peaceful ingenuity of dragonflies'
compact split-second peeping into flowers
only to get smashed in fat churned brown —
prays for you. prays for your last hours
that drift across the afternoon like thistledown,
meandering serenely out of reach
as if enjoying never going straight,
yet leading us enchanted to the beach
and out across the sand; they seem to wait,
the

then float beside
and there

us

they leave

till
us,

we

reach the sea,

like you're leaving me.

8
I can't believe how bad my

memory's got:
have said

what you looked like, things you might
it's like a film a total stranger's shot
the fast and

cheap inside my head.
The friends who crowd the lawn I used to know
on

every
are

inch of,

every

blade of grass,

strangers too, in tiny dresses. Snow,

that used to fall in

single flakes then pass
slowly into sunlight, goes on falling —
but now it's swirling about all over the place.
Men are running; one, in white, is calling;
a giant snow-ball rolls into my face,
wet and creaking, with a little man
holding on as tightly as he can.

13
While I'm

being waltzed across the floor,
getting battered in the face,
while I'm being scraped against the door
and getting caught in yards of crunchy lace,
while I'm being tickled by my dress
and squeezed like meat past hot eye-level knees
while I'm

whose folds of skirts and feather boas press

lovingly against me like soft bees,
being swirled against the

while I'm
I

scream.

I

am

snow,

in Heaven. Your great

thigh,

perilously lurching to and fro
suffocates

me

like

a

And all the time my
O 'little heart'! How

block of sky.

little heart is pounding.
sentimental-sounding!

14

The kitchen's

big but its completely full
and lace
of coloured wool;
my elder sister has encased her face
in special mud that's going grey and hard;
someone else is excavating plums.
Our hands are rats descending on a yard.
Mounds of dough surrender to our thumbs.
Lumps of fur and feather lie about
leaking. Roots push up between the stones.
No one speaks. An arm delivers trout.
of awkward hats and trays of eggs
and half-made wreathes and loops

We tickle them and feel for bones.

And
Did

chop their heads off. Chop. We chop askew.
somebody say morphine? No. Did you?
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16
I hate this

spooky feeling in the air,
feeling things aren't what they seem to be.
Is it guilt? Because I didn't care
enough for him? Or he enough for me?
a

We don't know what to think

or

how to feel

how to say we

should have loved him more.
only know we've laid the evening meal
with one place fewer than we did before.
By 'we' I mean not me but the others
who leave the window open by his bed
just a crack. Just in case their brother's
'spirit' is it? comes back from the dead.
They seem to think he doesn't want to go.
Though where he's going, no one seems to know.
or

We

21
From the river mist

on

mist is

fat hens make nests

on

feather beds and chairs

rising,
brushing sleepy boats among the rushes,
amber herds of heifers; and surprising
early rabbits, speckle-throated thrushes;
drifting on the lawns where pink-nosed calves
are licking lilies, sniffing the white rose
that floats in mottled clouds along the paths
and into kitchens where the wild plum grows;
the emerald fly sucks sweetness from ripe pears;
fish swim above the flags that once were floors;
a horse lives in the drawing-room downstairs
where roe-deer haunt the honeyed corridors;
and up

and down, like big gold fleas, hop hares.
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